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UNITED STATES INTERNATIPNAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigations No. 731-TA-378 (Final) and No. 701-TA-287 (Final)
CERTAIN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR ALUMINUM REDRAW ROD
FROM VENEZUEiA
Determination
On the basis of the record

ll developed in the subject

investiga~io~s,.

the Commission determines, pursuant to sections 705(b) and 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. { 167ld(b) and { 1673d(b)), that an
the United States is threatened with mate.rial injury

'II

indus~ry

in

by reason of imports

from Venezuela of certain electrical conductor aluminum redraw rod, 11
provided for in item 618.15 of the Tariff Schedules of, the United States, that
have been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold at less than fair
.value (LTFV) and to be subsidized by the Government of Venezuela.

In

addition, the Commission finds that it would not have found material injury to
the domestic industry even if there had not been suspension of liquidation of
entries of the merchandise.

~I

Background
The Commission instituted these investigations effective October 14, 1987
(countervailing duty), and March 28, 1988

(~ntidumping),

following preliminary

ll The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR { 207.2(i)).
Vice Chairman Brunsdale and Commissioner Liebeler dissenting.
11 The subject product comprises wrought rods of aluminum, the foregoing which
are electrically conductive and contain not less than 99 percent of aluminum
by weight.
~I This finding is made pursuant to 19 U.S.C. ( 167ld(b)(4)(B) and
( 1673d(b)(4)(B). If the Commission does not find material injury but does
determine threat of material injury, it is required to find whether it would
have found material injury "but for any suspension of liquidation of entries
of the merchandise."

'II

-2-

determinations by the Department of Commerce that imports of certain
electrical conductor al1.1minum redraw rod, wrought rods of aluminum containing
not less than 99 percent aluminum by weight, from Venezuela were being
subsidized within the meaning of section 701, and were being sold at LTFV
within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 U.S.C. { 1671 and { 1673).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a public
hearing to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the
notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April
20, 1988 (53 FR 12997).

The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on June 23,

1988, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear
in person or by counsel.

3

VIEWS OF COt"'IMISSTOl\IERS ECKES, .
LODWICK, ROHR ANO CASS
We determine that an industry in the United States is threatened with
material injury by reason of subsidized imports of electrical conductor
aluminum redraw r·od (EC rod) from Venezuela.

We also dc:!termine that an

industry is threatened with material injury by reason of imports of electdcal
conductor aluminum redraw rod from Venezuela which are being sold at
less-than-fair-value (LTFV). !/ ?/

Pursuant to 19 U.S. C. §§

1671d(b)(4)(B) and 1673d(b)(4)(B), we determine that we would not have found
material injury to the domestic industry in these investigations had there
been no suspension of liquidation of entries of the merchandise.

Section l/1(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, defirH!S
"industry" as the "domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic production of that product. . .

II

.~/

"Like producL". in Lut-.r• • .i.s . defined as "a product which is like, or in the

·.'

absence of like,

~o~t

similar in characteristics and uses with, the article

!/

Vice Chairman Brunsdale- and Commissioner Liebeler, although making a
negative determination, join their colleagues in the discussion of the like
product and the scope of the domestic industry.
Material retardation is not an issue in these investigations and will
not be discussed further.

~/

11

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).

''.

4

subject to an investigation."
..

!J./

The imported article.subject to

i~vestig~t~on

is EC rod from Venezuela.

In the preliminary_ investigations the Commission deter·mined that the like
product was domestically produced EC rod.

The Commission
..
. also made a
(

preliminary. finding that mechanical aluminum redraw rod should not be included
. th e ·1 l. k e.pro d uc t d e f.in1. t.ion.- -51
in

-

In these final investigations there has been

~o

,.

new information

introduced that_ wo,uld support a_ different like product defi.nition.

The record

continues to show that because of their different metallurgical makeup, EC rod
and mechanical rod are not generally interchangeable. §/

A rod mill

designed to produce EC rod must undergo substantial conversion to produce
mechanical rod because greater strength is needed in the rolling mills to roll
7/
the harder mechanical rod alloys. -

.

.

Section 771(10); 19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). Fa~tors the Commission has·
examined in deciding. what domestically produc:ed products are products like the
imports under investigation have included: (1) physical cha~acteristics and
uses, (2) interchang~ability, (3) channels of distribution, (4) common
manufacturing facilities and production em~loyees: and (5) customer or
producer perceptions. .?e~..L .~...:..9..:.. • Certain Bimetallic Cy 1 inders from Japan,
Inv. No. 731-·-1A- . 383 (Final) USifC Pub. 2080 (May 1988) at 3.

Y

?_/
Certain Electrical Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod from Venezuela, Invs.
Nos. '/01-TA-..·2.87 (Preliminary) -and 731-·TA-:.. 378 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2008 at
3-6 (August 1987).
§_/

Report of the Commission (Report) at A---3-.. A-..·6.

']_/

Id.

5

Thus, the Commission finds that there is one like product, domestically
'

produced EC rod.

.

The domestic industry consists of all domestic producers of

this product. ~/
Condition of the Domestic Indust:.!:J'..
In determining the condition of the domestic industry, the Commission
considers, ·among other factors, U.S. production, capacity, capacity
utilization, shipments, inventories, employment, ·and financial
performance.

2.1 These

investigation~

revealed a pattern for most indicators

of industry performance of a sharp downturn in 1985 and 1986 and increases,

!!/

To reach this decision, the Commission considered whether to exclude
any domestic producer from the domestic industr~ as a related party unde~· 19
U.S.C. § 1677(4)(8), although the parties did not raise this issue durin~'the
investigations. While several of the· domestic producers imported the pro.duct
from Venezu,~la during the period of investigation, we do not find the
circumstance~ app~bpriate' to ~xclude them.
None of these companies appear to
have been shielded from the.impact of the unfairly traded imports due to their
related-party status and their inclusion would not skew the data in this
investiga~ion.
S .. Rep, No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 83 (1979); Empire Plow
Co. V.' United States, 675 F. Supp. 1348, 1352 (Ct. Intl. Trade 198'1); Color
Televisidn Receivers from the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, Inv. Nos.
731 . -TA·-134 and 135 (Final), USITC Pub. 1514 at 17 (April 1984).
~/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).

6

albeit below 1984 levels, in 1987 and interim 1988. 1.9./ 1Jj
·Apparent U.S. consumption of aluminum rod declined from 408,295 tons in
1984 to 366,590 tons in 1985 to 344,155 tons in i9~6. then rose to ~46,84i

tons in 1987 and was 106,100 tons in interim 1988 as compared with 89,291 tons
in interim 1987. ].l/

EC rod is an intermediate product which is used to

produce wire and cable,and magnet wire.

The information ' developed
.
. in
.

th~~se

investigations shows that the trends in consumption of EC ro_d _,are similar to
the trends in the consumption of wire and cable, the production of which

10/
Petitioners urged the Commission not to consider industry data for the
time period following the filing of the petition. I t argued that declines in
imports and improvements in the industry were due primarily to the pendancy of
the investigations. In reaching our determinations, we examined all
information available but considered the realities of the market place in
deciding what weight to give the information. ~~~ Kenda Rubber Indu~tr::ies G..'?....:..
v. United States, 630 F. Supp. 354, 359 (CIT 1986); British Steel Corp. v.
United States, 593 F. Supp. 405, 411 (CIT 1984).
i~/
Commissioner Rohr notes that in these investigations the Commission
c0llected data for four full years and an interim p~riod. The Commission
possession of four years rather than the usual thr~~ years of data is due to
the length of time between the original filing of thii cai~ and ~he present
determination. There is no particular added significance to th~ additional
year's data other than the general advantage that more.data is better than
less data. The Commission's.general rule for collecting three ye~~·s d~ta is
based on practical considerations of what amount, of data can rea.sor)ably be
collected and analyzed in an investigation. The Commission has freqµently
taken note of data outs.ide this normal three year period when it pos. sess such
i~formation from pri9r cases .or other sources. Its treatment of 1984 da.ta is
consistent with this practice. 1984 .was a good year for the indu.stry. 1985
was a bad year. Neither is an absolute benchmark_ for what is an injured or
uninjured industry.

12/

Report at A-·24, Table 3.

7

U.S. rod
.

.

producers, as eipressed i~'their qu~~t{ori~afre respdns~~

t6

the Cbmmission, · ;,

consider the· rod mar:-ket 1nature' a·nd · pred i'cfable and expect' no significant
changes

i~'· the· n~ar 'futu~'e. !ii

l:ri fact", ..th~ reeo.rd includes an industry

estimate lh~t the inc~~ase i~ t6~su~pti6~ duri~~'the interim ~e~iod will slow
so that consumption for ail of i988·wii'l he simiiar to that in 1987.

1§/;

Production of aluminum rod declined from 363,275 tons in 1984 to 279,173
tons in 1986; increase(j to ·288°;'785 t6ns iri" ·1987" and, was 86, 652 tons in
interim 1988 as

cdmp~redwith 10·.·243 tons· in' in.terim 1987. ll/. Capacity to

produce aluniinuin"

rod increased' from .519'., 84'2 tons in' 1984 to a highpoint of

528,175 tons iri '1985, then declined steadily to 466,920 tons in 1987 for a ten
percent ·decline··o~era·n.·

Capacfty was f.'ive perc~nt l'ess at lll,83~.> tons in

i~terim 198.8 ~s compa·r~d' with 118:,085 tons in iritedm 1987.

1l I

This

general decline in capadty refletts the· closing of some of the domestic EC
rdd plants and the shi.fting'
mechanical

ll/

rod~· 181 .·

by

Alcoa o"f :one cff' it's· plants to. the production of
.·.·.

Ten percent ·of the EC ·rod is: used.to produce magnet wire.

Report at

A-25.
14/

Id.

15/

.Id.

16/
Id. at A-·26, Table 4. We note that interim data may not be reliable in
determining trends. · For example, interim 1988 data, which suggests a sharp
increase in ~roduction over interim 1987, are virt~ally identical to interim
1986.
17 I

. Id.

18/
Report at; A-18; ·Transcript at 198. Commissioner Rohr notes that the
closing of some excess .capacity, particularly where capacity exceeds longterm
demand projections by· the industry itself, is not necessarily an indicator of
an injured industry. In·these particular investigations, he does not believe
that the level of capacity decrease is indicative of inj~ry.

8

. Capacity utilizati9n decl~r)ed_ fro,m 70. pe,rc~nt i.~ ~98~ to.;'6 ~erc~nt in
1986, iricreased to .62 ~~rcent in.1987 . by vir~u~_of a fou~ percen~ in~re~se in

increased: in interim 1988 to 77 percent as
,

·'same·· period in" 1.987. ·
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Capacity.utilization

cap~city.

production.and.a seven percert.dr.P.P.. in.
I

.

com~ared

t.

·:

.,

.

.

.

•.

with 59 percent for the

•

•

~

,

. The. re.cent, (and. poss iply te.mporary) rise
in
1:
'
•

•

consumption an.<;I prqduc1;:ion and; the steady
.

'.'

.

J'

•••

~ecrease

in
.· . . :

•

•

·.!

:.:

~apaci ty

··~

'':

resulted in the

..
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. t ion
.
.
capac l. t y u t l. 1 iza
incr.ease.
-.
The quantity o( U.S .. producers' _tptal

dome,st~c

shipments. fell frpm

363,.85.0
tons in ·1994. to 284,274
tons
to 294,228 tons in
.
.
. .
.
'.in .. 1986, increased
··'' · ....
!
..
:
'{.

1987 and, increased to .87,723
tons. .in 1987.

The .value o,f

.to~~

interi~

in

pno~u~ers'

t~tal

~

~.

1988 as compared
with
73,498
. jt·:.·.
.
'

.

domestic shipments fell from

.'

'

. .

.

,_'

.

.

:;

~

'

$507.4 million in 1984.to $357.1 m,illion, in.1986, ju111ped sharply .. to $429.9
,1

million in 1987 and; increased over 75

per~ent

to $162.5 million in interim
i ;

s~~adily
'

J:

~l~

1988 as compared with $92.6 Jlli}lion in ir.lterim 1987.
inventories of EC rod decline<;!

';

~

.~

~

•

(

pro~ucers.'

U.S.

throughout the period of investigation

>

1,: :.

.'·

I

;

~ans

from 14,655 tons in 1984 to 7,03' tons in 1987, and 6,656

:•

''

'·,

•

;

in interim

22/
1988. The number

of.pro~uction ~n4

nelated workers emplbyed by EC rod producers
.

.

decreased from 209 in 1984 to l~Z in 1985.

'!

....

'•

.

!2_/

Id.

20/

See,

21/

Id. at A-.. 28, Table 5

22/

Id .. ·at A-29.

<·
supr~

at 6.

•.

.

..

. '··

:

!

.

: •,

~

The number decreased further to

.

'

9

154 in 1986. · The· information for, 1987. shc;iws a 9 perce.nt. increase to 168.
There was an additicinal 23 percent increase

durin~ t~~_fir~t

quarter of J988

from 141 during .the first quarter o.f 19.87. ,to .173 duri,ng .that period in 1988 ..
/ t

The wages paid to these workers alsodec.re~sed.from 1984to1986 with a 16
percent

'increa~·~

in· 1987 and -an 0:dditiof")al 28 percent increase in

th~

,,,~

first

·quarter :of 1988. when compared. ·.to the same per:lod in 1987, •.
· W~ .note that the financial information.available to the Commission in
the~e

investigation1 is limited in value in our analysis

be~aus~

consumes· mcist of :the domestically. produced EC rod .internally.
exa~ple,

231

the industry
. For

in 1987, the internal traMsf~r of EC rod accounted for ove~ 65.0

percent of total EC rod. sales .. Since the pet;i t~oners and sev.~ral other U.S.
producers do. not consider their aluminum rod operations as: a, profit.

c~n'ter,

tt:iey could-not supply P & L-d.ata from their book.keeping operations.,. Thus,. our
analysis was' based on tables cons.tructed using producers' cost .est;imates, or
Metal Market. monthly average· prices for. a~.uminum. and average trade sales

.,
·23/

Comniissioner Rohr finds that the.'financial dat;a· in u.is inve.sqgation
limited in value. With ~ery few exceptions EC rod is an
intermediate product within a vertically integrated production process. This
means that not only.are the net sales significantly affected by the vagaries
of transfer prices, but the raw materials costs and hence the cost of goods
sold, are similarly affected. In such a situation, none of the 'traditional
measures of profitability can be said to provide:a·reliable pictur~ of the
operations of this industry.· The parties suggested no way in which the
_problems of analyzing financial performance.of this ,industry could· be
overcome. He agrees with his col leagiJes that the information gathered is the
best available: However,. wher·e there are such well established d.oubts whether
financi~l performance is illustrative of the performance of the industry the
better course is simply not to rely on such data:", He therefore places ven
little weight on the financial indicators as a guide to determining the
condition of this industry.
is.~xtremely

10

values for rod.

It is our view, however, the informatiOn of record is the

"best available information.,;

241

The· financial data in these ihv~stigatidris were dev~lop~d'ih two ~~ys.

The first approach assumed the EC rod produce.rs purchased the aluminum raw
material and transferred or sold the rod at market prices.

29/.

'On this

basis, 1984 operating income as a percent of net rsales was 2 percent.

In 1985

it jumped to 5. 3 percent with an additional increase to 6. percent in 1986.
1987 there was a decrease to 5. 4 percent·.

In

The pe.rcentage during the first

quarter of 1988" was 5:, 5 percent ·compared to 6 percent in• the ~lame pe·riod -of
1987.

261

.;

Under the second approach, we considered t'he f iniincial data· based ori· the
reported prices for the internal transfer of the aluminum raw material from
the producers' own smelters to the EC rod mills and the•resultir1g rod from the
rod mi 11 s to the EC rod producers' own cable and wi're mi 11 s.
a different pattern.

27

/.

These data show

Using this approach; the· rati:o; of operating income

to net sales dropped from 3.2 percent in 1984 to a loss of 5,3 percent in
1985.

The percentage increased to 0.2 in 1986 and to 7 percent.in 1987.

percentage was 12.4 in the first quarter of 1988 compared to·2.1 during
·

24/

See 19 u.s.c. § 1677e(.b).

25/

Report at A...;,.35 and A-36;

26/

Id.

27/

·Report at A-·37/ Table 8.

..

The

the

11

28/
same period in 1987. -The first approach, based on market value for purchase of the aluminum
raw material and sale of the EC rod produced, reduces the effect of
fluctuations in aluminum prices over the period of investigation.

In our

view, it is the preferable approach for our analysis, although we did not
emphasize the P & L data resulting from this method in reaching our
determination.
In summary, the data collected in these investigations depict an
improving but still vulnerable domestic industry.

For most indicators,

performance in 1987 and 1988 (if annualized) did not equal 1984 levels.

The

information available suggests the recent improvement in the domestic industry
may be a consequence of the institution of these investigations and the
consequent reduction in imports; we consider the data on industry performance
in that light.
While the industry has slowed its reinvestment in facilities and
equipment, most performance indicators turned up in 198"7 and interim 1988.
However, performance is still substantially below 1984 levels.

The domestic

EC rod industry remains vulnerable to the threat of unfairly traded EC rod
from Venezuela.
Threat of Material Injury by Reason of Subsidized and LTFV Imports from
Venezuela 29/
The statute sets forth a series of factors the Commission is to consider

28/

Id.

Commissioner Cass further explains his analysis of the existence of a
threat of material injury in his Additional Views. See Commissioner Cass's
Additional Views at 19, infra.

29/

12

in analyzing the issue of threat of material injury. 301
are:

any information presented ·to 'the Commission by the Department of

,(1)

Commerce

These factors

a~·to

the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the

subsidy. is an export subsidy inconsistent with the Agreem·ent on Subsidies and
Countervailing·Measures); (2) any increase in.production capacity or existing
unused capacity .in the exporting country likely to result in a significant
increase in imports to the United States; (3) any rapid increase in United
States market.penetration and the likelihood.that the penetration will
increase to.an injurious

level~

(4) the probability thdt imports of·

th~

merchandise will enter the United States at prices that will have a depressing
or. suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise; (5) any
substantial' increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United States;
(6) the presence of underutilized

ca~atity

for producing the merchandise in

the exporting country; (7) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate
the probability that the imports will be the cause of actual injury; and (8)
311
. 1 f-or pro<:I lJC t ···-s h.i f··ting.
.
t h e potent1a
-

In addition, in order· to ;conclude that subsidized and LTFV imports are a
threat of

materi~l

injury t6 the domestic industry, the Commission must find

that the threat of material injury is real and that actual

.~.QI

1!/

19 U. S, c.

injur~

is

§ 16 77 ( 7) ( F.) .

19 U.S.C. §1.677(7)(F)(i)(VIIl). There is no potential for product
shifting in this case as there are no products subject to investigation or to
final orders that use production facilities that can be shifted to produce EC
aluminum rod. Report at A-51.

13

imminent_.. Such a.determination may not be ' made. on . the basis of mere
32/
conjecture or.supposition. ;

In this inves.ti9ation,. almost. a.11 of
establ~shed

three export

th~

co_untervailin9 duty rate

by the __ Commerce_Oepartment's final determination results from
subsidi~J.

which are not consistent with the Agreement.on

33/
Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. --

We find that these su_bsidies,

intended to encourage exports and provided at a

subst~ntial

level, pose a

· d us t·ry tLnan .o th er t ype~ o f subs1'd1'es. 341
. .1n
grea t er threa t ·t o th e d omes_t ic
The

r~cord

also shows. that the capacity of the V.enezuela.n EC rod

producers will be increasing.

While most of the

deta~ls

concerni~g

the

.-~

ex pans ion of fo_reign c,aP,aci ty are confidential,, our i.nvesti9ation supports the
finding that

th~

milling· capacity able to produce.EC rod in Venezuela will be

increased in the very .near future.

Respondents claim that some of this new

capacity will be 1 dedicated to producing mechanical rod but, the new

mechani~al

rod facility has the .flexiblilty to produce, either .EC or mechanical rod.

32/

35/

Id.

~ll
The fu 11 quty. !".ate is 38. 40 percent. A duty rate of 3~. 26 per.cent ~-~
attributable to ~hree export subsidies. These subsidies are an export bond
program (37.90 percent), preferential pricing of inputs to produce exports
(0.22 percent), and short term preferential financing by the Fund for
Financing Exports (0.14 percent).

34/
Respondent; argued .that the ex.port.. bond program only pai:-tially
compensated them for the disadvantage and export disincentive of.the
Venezuelan exchange control regulations. Posthearing brief of Sural at 31.
If this was true the export bcind program became an even mqre import~nt
incentive to exports.
35/

Report at A-·13, A-18, A-c-21, and A·-·51 ';

14

Respondents argued that Venezuelan EC rod pro.ductfi)n cannot increase
because the producers cannot get enough aluminum raw material, but EC

~od

producers could currently purchase 'the· raw n{a'terial ·on the world· market.
Moreover, the Venezuelan gover+unent ·and ·the ·a'll:iminum industry hav~ · cooper·at.~fd
in a smelter expansi'on program, :and th~re w'ill be an incre-ase of 176;000
36/
metric ·tons :by 1989. - ·

'.I

.

:

'

The record· in thes·e 'irivestigatfons reveals a rapid increase· in· Ve.nezuelan
imports from 1984 to 1985.

While the volume· of impor•ts decrease'd •slightly·

from 1985 to 1986, market peMefration did' not.
percent in 1984 to 15 perc'ent i"n 1985 and 1986.

·

Market penetraticih ~ose from 7
In ·198"7·,· the'·inarke't ·

·penetra·ti·on dropped to 12 p·ercent ,· but monthly data shdi.ii t'.hat ·the imports ·from
Venezuela dropped substantially after the petffions in· th~s~· ih~esti~~fions
. J" u 1y . -3 7/
we re f 1. l e d 11'1

As ha~ b~e~ ~re~iously observ~d; d~cli~es in the

volume of imports after the·filing 6f i"petititin enc6Jragei ~ te~por~ry ·
improvement in the· condition .of the domestic· industry du'ring the
investigation.

381

The imports from Venezuela increased in market

penetration to 14 percent during the first quarter of 1988, with the largest
volume of imports occurring the month after the lifting of a 12.99 pe~cent
bond.requirement due to the expiration of 120 days after c'o'mmerce's"

36/
Report at A-··9 and A-.. 16. An additional expansion of 80,000 metric tons
is planned by mid-1991. Further expansions are planned throu~h the ~ear
2000. Id. at A-9.
,,,
37 I

Report at A-54. ·

38/
See USX v. United States, 655 F. Supp. 487, 492 (CIT 1987); Rhone
Poulenc v. United States, 592 F. Supp .. 1318, 1324 (CIT 1984). ·

15
39 1
· ·
·
t ive
·
t
· l"ing d u t y d e t ern11na··1on.
· t·
pre 1 1m1nary
a··r· f irma
coun.erva1
-··-

With respect to the expected further increase in Venezuelan imports, the
record reflects that Sural is in the process of acquiring wire and cable
plants in the United States.

The testimony and other information shows that

Sural, through its affiliate ACPC, Inc. plans to supply these plants with
.

40/

mostly Venezuelan EC rod. -

In addition, respondents have indicated an
41/

intent to continue sales of EC rod to unrelated U.S. purchasers. --

The unfairly traded Venezuelan imports are also likely to enter the U.S.
market at prices that will depress or suppress domestic producers' prices.
The pricing data in this investigation is limited, as the majority of domestic
EC rod is captively consumed.
products were obtained.

However, some open market prices for two EC rod

For 5 out of 9 quarterly comparisons of product 1 and

the only quarterly comparison of product 2, Venezuelan rod was priced below
the U.S. product.

The majority of cable manufacturers questioned about rod

purchases stated that Venezuelan EC rod must be priced below U.S. rod for them
to choose the foreign product.
There is also information on the record showing a substantial increase in
inventories of Venezuelan EC rod in this country.

421

Inventories increased

19!6).

United States Steel Corp. v. United States, 618 F. Supp. 496 (CIT
Report at A-7.

40/

Report at A-···18; Transcript at 120, 198.

39/

1!/

Report at A-14····A-15. Letter from Sural' s attorney, Thomas Wi Iner to
Kenneth Mason, ITC Secretary, dated July 22, 1988.
42/

Report at A-51.

16

substantially in 1987 from negligible level1 in 1984 - 1986.
increased further during the first quarter of 1988.

Inventories

431

The Venezuelan EC rod industry reportedly is operating at a relatively
low level of capacity utilization, particularly in the most recent period.
Thus, even if there were no future expansion planned in the Venezuelan EC rod
industry, the unused capacity, in conjunction with Sural's plans to supply its
newly acquired cable and wire plants, could lead to substantial increases in
the volume of Venezuelan imports into the United $tates.
Several other factors on the record support this threat determination.
The U.S. is the most important export market for Venezuelan EC rod.

In 1987,

exports to the U.S. represented 60 percent of all Venezuelan EC rod exports.
Another export market for Venezuelan EC rod, the European Economic Community,
has established a quota system which increases tariffs on EC rod imports
dramatically after $7. 6 mi 11 ion dollars of imports per year.

441

The record

also shows that the imports enjoy transportation freight advantages in the
U.S. because their sales are generally within 100 miles of the ports of
entry.

45/ 46/

44/
1988.

Reportedly, Venezuela has already exceeded the nondutiable quota for
Petitioner's Post Hearing Brief at 9-10.

45/

Report at A-..·60--A-···61.

As in past investigations, Commissioner Rohr notes that the statutory
factors deal primarily with what is likely to occur with respect to imports.
In order to determine whether that projection about future imports "threatens"
the domestic industry, it must be analyzed in the context of the condition of
the industry. Looking at the vul~e~able condition of the industry he
concludes that, indeed, the projected impact of the Venezuela imports could
easily injure the domestic industry and therefore concurs with his colleagues
that there is threat from the Venezuelan imports of entry.
46/

17

After considering all of the statutory factors and the evidence relating
to these factors, we have concluded that the U.S. industry producing EC rod is
threatened with material injury by imports of unfairly traded EC rod from
Venezuela. 471

47/
We also made the additional determination, required under 19 U.S.C. §§
167ld(b)(4)(8) and 1673d(b)(4)(8), that we would not have found that the
industry was materially injured even if there had not been a suspension of
liquidation of entries. We have reached this conclusion based on the
increased consumption of EC rod in the U.S. during the period the bondin~ was
in effect and the improved although still vulnerable condition of the domestic
industry. As we have stated, the recent upturn in consumption probably is
temporary in this mature industry.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER RONALD CASS
Certain Electrical Conductor Aluminum
Redraw Rod from Venezuela (Final)
Investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378
August 5, 1988
I join the majority in its determination that the domestic electrical
conductor alun:iinum redraw rod C"EC rod") industry is threatened with
material injury by reason of unfairly traded imports from

Additional Views address three matters .that merit attention
.
.

'

either not been addressed by the majority or have

~een

These

Venezuela~

~

~nd

that have
.

treated in a

~anner

with which my own views do not fully accord. First, parties have raised
several

concern~

about the petition

tha~

give.rise to these investigations.

These concerns touch on our jurisdiction over the

peti~ion,

the inclusion

of Petitioner within the domestic industry, and the bona fides of the
Petition. Although legally separable, there are common threads among these
issues. Second, I diverge somewhat from the

majo~ity

in the route by which

I determine that this industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of unfairly traded imports. Finally, I believe that attention should be
given to the statutory requirement that a threat must be "real" and
material injury must be "inminent" before an affirmative determination is
appropriate.l/ as this requirement makes decision on the threat issue a
very close call.

Issues Respecting the Petition or Petitioner

ll See 19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7) CF> (ii).

20

(a) Standing.
Respondent Sural. C.A .• has raised the question of whether Petitioner
Southwire Company has standing to bring this petition.Z/ The statute this
Commission enforces requires that both countervailing duty casesJ/ and
antidumping duty cases,1/ be brought "on behalf of an industry." This
requirement has been interpreted to mean that a Petftion ~ust 6e supported
by producers representing a majority of the production of the domestic like
product.~/

Petitioner Southwire Company has been unable to.enlist the

support of any other member of the industry for its petition. and one
manufacturer has expressed its opposition to the petition.2/ Southwire
alone does not

repre~ent

a mojority of domestic production of EC rod. The

remaining producers have remained silent. and the Department of Commerce
has interpreted passivity as support for the Petition.I/
Before we determine the appropriate standard by

whic~

to assess

standing. we must first decid.e whether this Commission has the authority to
.

.

terminate an investigation because Petitioner lacks standing. The Court of
International Trade in Gilmore Steel8/ has noted that the Commerce

ZI See Post-Conference Br. of Sural. C.A .• at 1.
JI 19 U.S.C.

§

1671a(b)(l) .

u.s.c.

§

1673a(b)(l).

.11 19
~I

Gilmore Steel Coro. v. United States. 585 F. Supp. 670 (1984).

21 Report at A-25.
II 52 Fed. Reg. 38113 (Oct. 1987); 53 Fed. Reg. 3614 (Feb. 1988); 53 Fed.
Reg. 24755 (June 1988); 53 Fed. Reg. 24763 (June 1988).
,
~/

Supra note 5.

21
Department does have clear authority to terminate investigations for lack
of standing, although the exact basis of that authority is unclear. The
court adverted to an explicit grant ·of statutory authority to Commerce to
terminate a proceeding for ·insufficiency of the petition2/ but its actua;l
holding' in Gilmore respecting Commerce's authority appeared to rest on th.e
general proposition that administrative agencies', 1ike courts, enjoy
inherent authority to recognize an absence of juri sdi cti on .lQ/ Respondent
in this proceeding has argued for a broad reading of Gilmore as applicable
to the Cammi s s ion as we 11 as Commerce .11/

'·

Although the generally applicable rule governing authority to deny
jurisdiction indicates that the· Commission· may be authorized to determine
Petitioner's standing, difficult problems might be created if both Corrmerce
and the Commission independently could determine the existence of standing.
Commerce might find that the Petitioner has standing and the Commission
that the same Petitioner in the same case lacks standing ·'(or vice versa).
te·gal provisions generally shou'ld be construed to·avoid'the potential for
such dir'ect conflicts. Such· a construction also would be in accord with. the
overall structure of Title-VIL T'itle VII' carefully divides authority over
antidumping and countervail'ing duty investigations between Commerce and the
Commission, and its drafters appear to have takeri some pains to prevent
inter-agency conflicts arising from this division. Thus, fo'r example,·
rather than direct the Commission to assess the effects of-"dLimped
imports," which might be taken to authorize the Commi,ssion to assess
21 19 U.S.C. 1673a(£)(3).
lQ/ Gilmore Steel, 585 F. Supp. at 674 ..

11/ Respondent Sural's Post-Conference Br. at l, section 2.

22
independent of Corrmerce (and potentially ·iri conflict w.ith Comnierce) which
imports were sold at LTFV, the statute refers the Corrmission back to
Commerce's decision on that score . .1.2/ . .
The statute does not address the authotity over standing in a similarly
direct fashion, but a sensible premise from the general design of this
..
l egi slat ion would be that inter-agency conflicts· over standing were not
intended. If, as the Gilmore court held, Corrmerce has authority to
determine Petitioners' standing in Title VII investigations, then the
Commission presumably should not consider the. same issue. Commerce has
passed on this issue expressly.lJ/

For these reasons, I do not believe it

would be appropriate for us to dismiss the Petition for lack of standing.

Cb) Related Parties.
Another source of concern in this case arises from the longstanding
relationship between Petitioner Southwire Company and Respondent Sur.al,
C.A. Southwire owned a significant interest in Sur.al as recently as March
1985.14/ Further, a subsidiary of Southwire imported and sold EC rod
produced by Sur.al until mid-1985 . .12/ This date is within the period covered
by this Commission's investigation. Such a relationship between a member of
the domestic industry and an exporter of the subject imports on its face
raises a concern that such a member of the domestic industry is benefitted
by the very actions that may injure the remainder of the industry. In such

l.ZI 19 U.S.C.

§

1673d(b)(l).

lJ/ See note 7 supra.
14/ Report at A-20-21.

1.21 IQ. at A-21.
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instances, the law directs us to exclude the related party from the
domestic industry we examine.lQ/ There is special concern in this case
because the sole Petitioner may be claiming the protection of our trade
laws for reasons unrelated to the effects of unfair imports, as the imports
from Venezuela actually benefitted

Pe~itioner

during part of the period of

our investigation.
The facts of this investigation, however, do not present the
"appropriate circumstances" that the statute requires.ll/ Critically, we
have no reason to believe that dumping in this case occurred in the period
in which a formal relationship existed between Sural and Southwire, since
the investigation by the Conmerce Department covered only the six months
prior to the f~l)ng of the petition, well after the relationship had ended.
Moreover, Petitioner.argues that even if it benefitted from its imports
from Sural, it was simultaneously injured to a greater extent by other
imports.18/ The Petitioner, thus, should not be excluded from the domestic
industry as a "related party" under Title VII.

Cc) Bona Fides of Petition
Respondent has alleged that Petitioner has failed to present the

~ame

picture to this Conmission that it has recently presented to the Securities
and Exchange Corrmission in a registration statement filed on· September 29,
1987.19/ This allegation is serious, as it raises the prospec(that
J_Q/ 19

111

u.s.c.

§

1677(4)(B).

l.Q.
.

.

18/ Petitioner's Post-Hearing Br. at 12.
19/ See Statement of Prof. Michael Dooley before the USITC, June 23, 1988.
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Petitioner either has violated the securities laws by failing to disclose
information material to its securities registration, or the affirmative
determination reached in this investigation may be based in part on
misleading information. Two re.asons, _however, suggest that we should not
deny relief on that ground. First, if .the

is shown to contain

Pe~ition

misleading information sufficient to alter the determination this
Commission otherwise would reach, the Commission has the power to
reconsider the case and, if approp_riate ..

revers~

its deci.sion.20/ Second,

while the testimony before the. Commission suggested a clear
.

t~nsion

between

'

Petitioner's
registration statement
and its claim
to have,
shortly
before
';
.
.
..
.
.
.
.

'

.

'

;

that .time .. suffered injury from LTFV and suqsidized imports,.2.1./it di_d
:~stablish

a plain conflict b:etween ,the regis:trati_on stat_ement and a finding

that, at this time, there is a clear and imminent
and the

~o~

dome~tic

industry

fro~

thre~_t

to the Petitioner

such imports. Thus, I find the testimony

respecting the conflicting positions taken by Petitioner before different
•

r

'

't

•

government agencies sufficient to call into question.several assertions
made by Petitioner in this investigation, but I do not conclude that the
testimony vitiates the other information of record supporting an
affirmative finding on threat of material injury.
Despite these concerns, therefore, I must determine whether the domestic
industry has been materially injured 1 or

i~

threatened with material_

injury, by reason .of unfai_rly traded imports of .EC rod from Venezuela, as
•

l

'

•

alleged by Petitioner.

20/ See Alberta Gas Chemicals. Ltd. v. Celanese Corp., 650 F.2d 9 (1981).
211 Pet.itjoner' s Post-HeariQg
,er._. at 7-8.
.
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·Material Iniury By Reason of Unfairly Traded Imports

The Department of Commerce has investigated allegations of dumping and
subsidization concerning Venezuelan EC rod over the period from February .1,
1987, to July 31, 1987, the six months approximately preceding the filing
of the petition

i,n

this investigation.22/ No informa.tion is available

concerning dumping or subsidization outside this period of time.23/
Yet the evidence of injury presented here by Petitioner uniformly falls
outside the period of Commerce's determination. Petitioner has told us that
production fell in the two years prior to the relevant six-month period,.
but rose during and after that period.24/

Petitioner has told us. that

domestic shipments fell prior to the relev.ant period, but rose during and
after that period.25/ It has told us that capacity utilization fell prior
to the relevant period, but rose during and after that period.26/ It has
told us that U.S. market share for EC rod fell in 1985 and again in
1988,27/ though Petitioner explicitly argued that data after the fiting of
22/ The petition in this investigation was filed on July 14, 1987. Report
at A-1.
23/ As my colleague on the Commissi'on has r·ecently correctly pointed out,
"There is no basis in law or fact to assume that dumping or subsidizatio·n
took place during any period other than the period of Commerce's
-investigation. The Department of Commerce has sole authority.arid·
· ':
responsibility under the statute for determining the existence and amount
of any dumping or subsidization." Sewn Cloth Headware from the People's
Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-405 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2096 (July
1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Eckes).
·
24/ Petitioner's Pre-Hearing Br. at 7.
251 IQ.

at s.

26/ IQ. at 9..
271 IQ.
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the petition in mid-1987 could only mislead us.28/

Petitioner has told us

that employment,29/ profitability,30/ and fabrication adder prices.Ji/ all
increased in 1987, after falling prior to that time.
Although I recognize that injury by reason of LTFV imports is not
inconsistent with prosperity and growth in the subject industry,32/ it is
difficult to find persuasive evidence of injury in the fact that industry
indicators rose in the.period in which unfair trade practices were f1rst
found.to exist. If we are to find persuasive evidence of injury, we must
look beyond the eVidence provided by

Petitioner~

In this regard, the

'
three-part inquiry directed
by Title VII is especially helpful.33/

This three-part inquiry focuses on the volumes and prices of impofts,
the prices and sales of the like product, and the effects on employees and
investors in the domestic industry.34/

Because I find that the domestic

28/ IQ •. at 6.
29/ IQ. at 10.
30/ IQ.
31/ Id. at 17.
32/ See Digital Read-:Out Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-390·, .LISI.TC Pub. 2081 (May 1988) (Additional Views of
·
Commissioner Cass),. at 19-22; Light-Walled Rectangular Pipes and Tubes from
Argeniina and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-409-410 (Preliminary) USITC Pub.
2098 (Ji.JiY 1988) (Additional Vie~s of Commissioner Cass), at 17.
.

!

.

33/ 19 lJ.-S.C.' § 1677(7) CB). See _Certain Brass Sheet and Strip from Japan
~nd the Netherlands, Inv. No. 731-TA-379 and 380 (Final), USITC Pub. 2099
(July ·1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass); Internal Combustion
Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-377 (Final), USITC Pub.
2082 (:May 1988) (Additional Views of Commissioner Cass); 3.5" Microdisks
and Media Therefor from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-389 (Preliminary), USITC
Pub. 2076 (April 1988) (Views of Commissioner Cass).
34/ Much of the background for this inquiry is explored in 3.5" Microdisks
and Media Therefor from Japan, supra note 33. Although my interpretation
(continued ... )
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injury is threatened with material injury by reason 9f subsidized and LTFV
imports, I will give only an abbreviated explanation for my

decis~on no~

to

base an affirmative determination on present injury from those imports.
The evidence of

record~here

suggests that the volume of

import~.

remained

small relative to domestic consumption and was not appreciably
)ncreased by
. .. .
'

the unfair trade practices found by the Department of Commerce.35/ . The
price of EC rod from Venezuela does appear to ha.ve been reduced
significantly, but with minimal effect on the prices and sales of the
domestic like product.

Several reasons account for this.

The minimal effect on sales .is perhaps more readily seen.

The domestic

aluminum industry seems to be at or near its capacity to produce.

Supplies

of primary aluminum are in short supply,36/ as evidenced by the rapid
increase in both spot and near-term futures prices of primary aluminum on
world markets37/ throughout the period within.which Commerce determined
unfair trade practices to exist. The

domesti~

EC rod

ind~stry

appears

~lso

to be at or near its production capacity, as evidenced both by testimony
presented before the Commission,38/ the sharp increase in domestic market
shipments during 198739/ and continuing through the first quarter of
34/( ... continued)
of the applicable law has evolved with respect to some particular issues,
the general bases for my interpretation of Title VII are accurately
presented in these earlier views.
35/ Report at A-6.
36/ See. e.g., Hearing Tr. at 118.
37/ See Report at A-57.
38/ See Tr. at 97, 110-13, 118.
39/ Report at A-27-28.
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1988,40/ and the decline in inventories during 1987.il/ Testimony suggests
•.

that the

~omestic

.

I

industry, operating at or near its'output capacitY. could
"

not significantly have increased its output in the event the unfair trade
.

.

practices at issue here had not been present.
0

i~e-imports aiso~do not appe~r to h~~~ depr~~s~d· the price bf the dutput

of h;e domestic l fke· product by more than a ·de ~inimi's amount.

Among other

reasons, EC rod is produced in numerous countries-·besides the United States
•

•

•

,

•

r

:

..

:

'

and Venezuela, and many of those countries export EC rod to the United
States.42/ The record suggests that competition from these sources and from
domestic suppliers sufficiently constrain prices for EC rod in the United
:.

.~

states that very little if any price

~ffect

can be

att~ched

to the

s'ubsidized and LTFV imports from Venezuela.43/ ·
· Fin~l ly, these conclusions 'respecting both ·price and sales· effects '
'ccinfirm that the improvement' in the fortunes of the

dom~stic

EC rod

ind.us try would not have been materially s'tronger in the absence of LTFV and

.~ :~ub.sidized sales of EC rod from Ve'nezuel~ .. The record ··does ·not support a
finding t~at such imports m~terially ~ffected p~ofits~ employmenis;
"c.:ompensation, ability to attract capital. with ~·ther measures bf ec~nomic
vitality suggested by Title VII.

For the.·foregoing reasons, I determine

that the domestic industry is not materially injured by .reasqn

.of.~he.

subject imports.
40/ IQ. at A-27-28.
ill IQ. at A-52.

42/ Report at A-79.
43/ U.S. users of EC rod routinely maintain contacts with numerous
suppliers in several countries to ensure themselves ready availability. See
Tr. at 89-90, 106.
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Threat of Material Injury

I agree with the maj.ority's finding that the domestic industry is, ,
however, threatened with material injury by reason of the .subject .LTFV .
imports. As my ·:·co lteagues·1note, 44/. the capacity- of the Venezue 1an EC rod
industry is increasing, and. the ability of the Venezuelan aluminum industry
to supply aluminum to the EC rod industry is also increasing. Furthermore,
the United states is and traditionally has been the primary export
for Venezuelan ·Ec rod exports.45/

mar~et

Increasing trade barriers in other . ~

potential ·export ·markets raise still further the likelihood· that new
Venezuelan capacity will be exported to the United States.46/ I believe the
th~eat

posed to the domestic industry is real and .that

actu~

injury is

imminent, as the law· requires for an affirmative determination47/ although
q·uestions about· the imminence of the injury make this is a close call.

The

statutory focfors are· discussed in the majority opinion, which I join·.

The

comments below expand on particular issues that, I bel·iev.e, ·deserve. further
discussioh in light of·the closeness of the judgment on threat.
The most significant change that is anticipated is an increase in the
volume of imports consequent to increased Venezuelan capacity for EC rod
production.

There is evidence on the record that a significant expansion

of the Venezuelan aluminum and EC rod industries is underway. Smelting
44/ See majority opinion, supra, at 14;
45/ Report at A-16.
46/ See Petitioner's Post-Hearing Br. at 9.
47/ 19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7)(F)(ii).
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capacity, recently a significant limitation on the availability of aluminum
to the Venezuelan EC rod industry,48/ is scheduled. to increase .by nearly
60% as soon as 1989, with much greater growth anticipated over the longer
term.49/ The in·crease.in'a.lumiiium ava.ilable to the Venezuelan industry
complements 'significant· p·lanned . expan·sio·n of EC rod production capacity,

a1so

expected .to ·come

on"- i-fo'e

fn the near'. ·fu'tu·re·-.'50/<WhiJe ·no c 1ear

indication i's no·w ·available: as to the exact date thi·s· expansion will come
on-line, mill.s such°.as the,one now planned ·can be brought ·to an operational
stage rather quickly. ·Although evi denc~ was adduced ;that

Res~pondent

may

not be able to obtain increased supplies of aluminum at any time in the
foreseeable
evidence.

future.~/

The

reco~d

that appear·s inconsistent with more credible .
evidence'of expansion of Venezuelan°EC rod·capacity

appears more likely to be accurate and the effects of such expansion more
imminent ·when ·viewed ii1 tandem with evidence that Respondent Sur.a.l has purchase.d· two inil 1s in the United States to produce e_l ectr.i cal cable. 52!
The record indicates that these mill5, which domestic producers had decided
n'ot to operate, will be supplied with EC- rod from Venezuela.53/. If imports
for these

mil 1s

do not r'ep.l ace other Venezuelan imports of EC rod, that

would result in-doubling.the volume of such imports.

c.

·

48/ Report at A-13.
.

49/ Report at A-12.
··1

"I.·

1."

- ..
'~

':' : •

50/ IQ. ·at A-13. While the planned expansion appears to be. capable of
producing mechanical rather than EC, rod, there is no ·assurance the EC rod
wi 11 not_ a 1so be produced by this new faci 1i ty. IQ. . . ,
51/ Report at A-13.
52/ Report at A-15.
53/ Report at A-15.
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..

By contrast, the domestic EC rod industry conspicuously is ndt now
expanding, and apparently lacks any current plans to expand,54/ its current
fa~t

EC r6d production tapacity. This

is remarkable in light of the present

high prices for alum1num and the fact that available capacity is being very
intensively used.55/. One inference that may be drawn from the ambitious
Venezuelan expanston, combined with the absen~e o~ anf ~~milar· effort iri
the United States, is that

...

U.S~

producers may be concerned that they would

be unable to meet Venezuelan competition. If so, then U.S. producers have
been deterred from making current investment plans.
That inference is strengthened by the likely export patterns that
Venezuelan producers will follow.

The United States is· the most important

export market for Venezuelan· EC rod. In 1987, exports to the U.S.
represented 60% of all Venezuelan EC rod exports.56/ Another export market
for Venezuelan EC rod, the European Economic Community, has established a
trade barrier which increases tariffs on EC rod imports dramatically after
..

an annual threshold has been exceeded.57/ Given this new barrier to· a major
alternative market, it seems all the more plausible that much of the new
Venezuelan productiori may come to the United States.
The Conmission hasnot defined a standard for deciding when a threat is
sufficiently ''real" and "imminent"58/ to support.an affirmative
54/ Report at A-1r-2i.
55/ See Tr. at 97, 110-113,
118; Report at A-57, A-27-29.
.
.

.

56/ Report at A-16.
57/ See Petitioner's Post-Hearing Br. at 9.
58/ 19 U.S.C.

§

1677(7)(F)(ii).

)

.
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determination.

Confirming the plain language of the statute's text,59/ the

Congress made clear in legislative history that any determination of future
injury must not be based "on mere supposition, speculation, or
conjecture."60/ _In the past the Commission has evaluated future
developments on a case-by-case basis,61/ providing no clear guidelines. We
must, however, show more than a "mere possibility that injury might occur
at some remote future time"62/ and cannot base our

findin~s

on

uncertainties or contingencies.63/ Yet any future events cannot be
predicted with certainty, and the question in every case will be how
probable are the changes at issue, how likely is injury if
those- . changes
.
'

occur, and how remote are such changes likely to be.
factors will be mutually reinforcing.

Commonly, these

For instance, the more remote a

change, the less probable it is apt to be.
In this

in~es~igation,

capacity is quite high

the probability that_Sural will expand its
indeed, Sural is at this time actually engaged in

an expansion of its EC rod capacity, and the Venezuelan aluminum industry
is now engaged in expanding its production of aluminum.

The

~xpansion

59/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii) states: "Any· de.termination ·by the Commission
under this subtitle that an industry in the United States is threatened
with material injury shall be m~de on the basis of'evidence that the threat
of material injury is real and that actual injury is imminent. Such a
determination may not be made on the basis ·of mere c'onj ecture or
supposition."
60/ S.Rep.No. 1298, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess. 180 (1974). ·
61/ See. e.g. Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice from·Brazil, Inv. No. 731TA-326 (Final), USITC Pub. 1970 (April 1987) (Additional Views Of
Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick), at 25, n. 91.
·
·
62/ Alberta Gas Chemical. Inc. v. United States, 515
(1981).
63/ Id.

F.Supp~

780, 791
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should by 1989 or 1990

that is, in a year to a year and a half

produce a considerably larger volume of EC rod for consumption at home or
for export.

The evidence on the home market for Venezuelan EC rod is

slight and mixed.

While arguably much of the additional EC rod production

in Venezuela might be exported, the evidence summarized above suggests a
probability that much of it will be, largely to the United States.

In this

regard, it is important to note that the principal subsidy at issue here is
an export subsidy that during the period investigated amounted to nearly 40
percent of the value of EC rod shipped to the United States.

If such

additional .exports as are suggested by the purchase of cable mills in the
United States had been shipped during the.period of investigation, the
price and sales effects on the domestic industry would still have been
small, as would

con~equent

impact on the domestic industry's employment

profits, and so on.. These effects, however, wou 1d no 1anger have been de
minimis and would, I believe, materially injure the domestic industry.
beli~ve

that the

lik~lihood

I

of such effects occurring within the next year

or year ahd a half is sufficiently great as to constitute a real and
imminent threat of material injury.

For the foregoing reasons, I determine

that an industry in the United States is threatened with.material injury by
reason of urifairly traded EC rod from Venezuela.
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF ACTING CHAIRMAN ANNE E. BRUNSDALE
Certain Electrical Conductor.Aluminum Redraw Rod
From Venezuela
Inv. Nos. 701-TA-287 (Final) and 731-TA-378 (Final)
August 5, 1988
Based on the record in these ;·investigati·ons, I find that the
domestic electrical conductor aluminum redraw rod (EC rod)
industry is not materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of dumped and subsidized imports
from Venezuela . .!/

On the contrary, ·I --view the- industry as

dynamic, with"· a recent history of retrenchment as a result of
economic conditions having nothing to do with imports.

I

therefore set out below in some detail my views on the
condition of the domestic.industry, the impact of the
Venezuelan imports, and the potential· for threat of injury by
reason of such imports.

Condition of the Domestic Industry
Our overall objective in an investigation instituted under
Title VII of the Trade Act of-1930 is-to determine whether an
industry in the United States is materially injured or
threatened with material ·injury "by reason of" dumped or

.!/ I concur with the majority's views regarding like product,
domestic industry, and related parties.
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subsidized imports.1;

As an initial matter, in the

"Condition of the Domestic Industry" section of its
decisions, the Commission typically discusses the factors
listed in section 771(7) (C) (iii) of the Trade Actdf to
develop an overview of the domestic industry during the
period of investigation.

This approach is useful because, by

analyzing these particular factors as a group, we can assess
where, if at all, the domestic industry is like.ly to .be
materially injured by reason of the dumped or subsidized
imports.
In this case, an assessment of the domestic industry's
condition must begin with a description of its product.

EC.

rod is an intermediate product between primary aluminum. and
finished aluminum wire and cable . .41

Aluminum wire and cable

is used mainly to transmit electric current over long
distances.

Because aluminum wire and cable has significant

advantages over the only other economically viable metal

11 19 u.s.c. 1673d(b) (1) (A).

The Commission may also
consider whether the establishment of an industry in the
United states has been materially retarded. Id.,
1673d(b) (1) (B). That issue is not pre~ented·in this case,·
however, and will not be considered further.
di 19 U.S.C .. 1677(7) (C) (iii). These factors include various
production and performance indicators .
.41 EC rod is also an intermediate product between primary
aluminum and magnetic wire used in engines and other devices.
The magnetic wire producers account for approximately 10
percent of the consumption of EC rod in the United States.
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conductor of electricity (copper), there is at· present no
adequate substitute for the finished product . .2j
The domestic EC rod manufacturers mostly are integrated
producers.

In addition to EC rod mills, t.hey typically

operate aluminum smelters and/or aluminum wire and cable
production facilities,.§/ and a number of them also produce
other aluminum products.

The value added in the production
·.

.,.,

of these other aluminum products tends to be higher than in
the production of EC rod.
During the period of electrification of the United
.

. .

States, the demand for aluminum wire and cable and for the EC
'

rod from which it is made was strong.

.

The electrification

process was completed in the early 1980s.

Since then, the

demand for aluminum wire and cable has been limited to the
replacement and repair of existing equipment and secondary
uses such as housing and construction.1J
As early as 1981, U.S. aluminum companies began a
systematic shift from the production of EC rod and aluminum
wire and cable to the production of other aluminum
products.y

Since then, and with greater frequency since

.2J Aluminum wire and cable have only 61 to .62 percent of the
conductivity of copper, but aluminum's lower specific gravity
makes it a much· better conductor over lo~g distances. , · Report
at A-2,. A-3 .
.§./ Report at A-17 thro~gh A-22.
11 Report at A-2-A-3, A-56-A-58.
Y Other EC rod ma~ufacturers ceased production. even· before
1981. Report at A-21. The 1981 date refers to,the first
shift from EC rod production by a company included in :the
instant investigation. Report at A-17 (Table 2, n.2).
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1984, EC rod mills and aluminum wire and cable production
facilities have been idled or sold.

During the 1984-87

period, the production capacity in the domestic EC rod
industry declined from 519,842 short tons to 466,920 short
tons,2j and total apparent domestic consumption decreased
from 408,295 short tone to 346,842 short tons . ..lQ/

The

decline in capacity reflects the net of EC rod mill
expansions and closures during the period,.l]J and the decline
in apparent consumption reflects the decrease in demand for
wire and

cable.~

Significantly, the decline in capacity

began before the 1985 increase in Venezuelan imports of which
petitioner complains.
The cause of the decline in

produc~ion

capacity is

clearly linked to the decrease in demand for aluminum wire
and cable.

Historically, over two-thirds of EC rod

production has been captive production for use in wire and
cable facilities owned by the .same company that operated the
rod mill.

Such intracompany shipments decreased by 27.

percent in volume terms from 1984 through 1987,ldJ.reflecting
the contraction in demand for wire and cable in the United

21 Report at A-26.

10/ Report at A-24-A-25.
11/ Report at A-26 n.2.
~ Report at A-25, A-27-A-28, A-56-A-59.
Furthermore, the
data on the domestic shipments of aluminum wire and cable
reveal that demand for that finished product is cyclical.
Demand for wire and cable peaked in 1984. Since 1984 demand
has been in decline (at least until the first quarter of
1988). Report at Appendix c. ·
121 Report at A-27-A-28.
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states and· the correspondinc} discont·inuance of wire and cable
manufacturing. by some· of1. the EC rod manufacturers. li./

In

sharp contrast, .domestic shipments of EC rod to unrelated
purchasers increased.by 34 percent during the period.]d/
These data lead me to the conclusion that the decline in
production is related .to· the decrease in derriand, and is not
the result of foreign.···competition in the EC rod industry.16/
The financial data relating to the· EC rod industry show
a decline in most .f,inancial ··:indicators during: 1985, followed
by consistent upward movement thereafter.

Net· sales from EC

rod operations ·Were-"$.4•f2. 4 -million in· 1984,. $332. 4 million in
1985, $337.8.·mill·ion in· 1986,- and $434.·9 million in

~1987.17/

Gross profits and .operating. income are diffic.ult ·to assess
because of the predominance of intracompany transfers· in the
data.

When integrated producers value· primary aluminum and

EC rod captive sales·:.. at ·cost,· they report ope-rating income of
nearly $14.0 millioh in 1984,

$61~,boo

in· 1986, and $30.5

million in 198.7, with a $17. 7 million loss in 1985 .18/

But

l.i/ Report at A-27-A-28.
]di Id.
16/ For this reas·on, I am reluctant to· place great weight on
the employment figures iri'the EC rod industry. The number of
production arid.related·workers fell from 209 in 1984 to 168
in 1987, and hours worked by and wages paid to production
workers correspondingly:declined. Hourly compensation rose,
however, and unit· labor costs.· increased. This employment
picture reflects a contractirig industry, but that contraction
is consistent with the overall view that the aluminum
industry has scaled·back production of EC rod in light of the
decline in demand for aluminum wire and cable.
17/ Report at A-:-36. _ ·. r
.!.§/Report at A-37 (Table 8).
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when they value primary aluminum and EC rod at .market_prices,
the picture changes entirely.

Using this measure, the

industry generated profits during the four years .1984 through
1987 of $8.9 million, $17.4 million, $20.5 million, and $24.6
million, respectively.l.2j
An analysis of the underlying data reveals that the
divergence between the two methods of computation is the
result not of wide fluctuations in the market price_for EC
rod, but of wiqe fluctuations in the underlying market price
of primary
into

alum~num •. _w

acc~unt

These figures, because they take

the market prices for the input.and output,

which are the prices a non-integrated.EC rod

prod~cer.would

face, provide a much.more accurate picture of the.EC
industry in isolation.

overall, from

that.yi~w~

th~

~od

EC rod

industry has been consistently profitable •. W
I _also note _the complete lack of
industry. for this

petition.~

su~~ort

within the

Petitioner Southwire

accounted for substantially less than half of the-domestic EC
19/ Report at A-39 {Table 10) •
The cost of EC rod is dependent in large part on the cost
of aluminum. In fact, the cost of the aluminum accounts for
as much as 85 percent of the cost of the EC rod. Report at
A-83. The price of aluminum has seen wide swings .during the
period of investigation.
·
.
21/ The aluminum wire and cable industry also has been very
profitable over this period, whether the aluminum.and EC rod
inputs are measured at cost or market price.a. Report at A43, A-44 {Tables 13 and 14).
11./ Because I reach a negative determination, I need not
consider at this time the Commission's authority to reject a
petition for failure to meet the filing standards_ of 19
u.s.c. 1673a(b).

.W
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rod produced ·in 1987.W

One other .. inaj6r EC.rod· producer

opposed the petition, as did a union representing aluminum
workers.

No other EC rod producer· supported the petition,

even though support· requires only· a check mark on the
Commission's questionnaire.

An industry that perceives

itself to be injured logically would rally ·behind a petition
since such support is essentially cost-free.

Southwire

explained the industry's reluctan·ce by pointing to pending
business transactions involving the other domestic
manufacturers, the international ramifications of which might
make domestic producers leery to support the petition.

This

response, however, supports my.principalpoint that the
domestic industry is engaged in ·a dynamic retrenchment that
predates and has little to- do. with the Venezuelan ·imports at
issue. - Indeed,· .if the -industry perceived injury from the
Venezuelan imports and was inclined· to. continue EC rod
production on an increased scale, it would presumably
indicate its support for-Southwire'•s petition.
Viewed in light of the facts (1) that cliangesin· the
industry are directly attributable to the decline in supply
and demand iri the United States for the product, (2) that the
decline in supply and demand began before the surge in
imports of- which the petitio_ner complains, and (3) that the.
domestic industry does not support the

petit~on!

I am

inclined to conciude that the domestic EC rod. industry has

W

Report at A-17-.
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not suffered material injury.

I am mindful, ·however, of the

admonition from Congress to the Commission that.the trade
laws be available to successful, prosperous industries as
well as to industries in less fortunate

straits.~

·

Moreover, the analysis of the industry's condition just
completed does not provide an indication of whether the
fortunes of the industry have been driven in part by
competition from Venezuelan imports.1.2/

I therefore proceed

to a specific analysis of the impact of Venezuelan imports on
the domestic industry.

Injury by Reason of Dumped and Subsidized Imports
Section 771(7) (B) of the Tariff Act of 1930 1.§/ sets forth a
three-part analysis for the Commission's determination of
whether a domestic industry is. materially injured by reason
of dumped or subsidized, imports.

The Commission is to

consider:
(i) the volume of imports of merchandise under
investigation;
(ii) the effect of such imports on prices· for like
products in the United States; _and

.l!/ S. Rep. No. 1385, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. pt. 2 at 11
(1968); s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st sess. at 87 (1979).
25/ In a Tittle VII case, the Commission is not permitted to
weigh the causes of material injury. s. Rep. No. 249, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. at 57-58, 75 (1979).
2...§1 19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (B).
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(iii) the impact of imports of such merchandise on the
.

.

.

f

•

.

domestic producers of like products.w
While I considered.above the condition of the domestic
industry and drew certain conclusions from that analysis, I
was unable to conclude from that analysis that the domestic
industry was or w~s not.materially injured by reason of the
~

:

..

dumped and subsidized imports from Venezuela.
r

'

,~

.'

-.•

In particular,

•

I could not tell from the condition of the domestic industry
alone the impact of the Venezuelan imports on the domestic EC
rod producers, the effect those imports might have had on the
domestic price of EC rod, and the relationship of those
findings· t~ the volume ··'of imports under investigation.
.

.

In

.

short, I have not ascert~ined from ~n analysis of the state
of the industry whether a causai connection existed between
the imports and the current state of the industry that might
amount to material injury.
Several me'thods ·might be used to evaluate the causal
connection between the dumped a·nd subsidized imports under
..

investigation and the state of the industry.

The Commission

could evaluate

volume qf

th~.:thre~

statutory factors
. .

.

imports, price of -like products, and state of the inqustry
.

.

to see whether the three factors correlate in any particular
way.

This· meth.oq i~, .. however, hig~ily. problematic.

The

result is based prima~ily on circumstantial evidence, i.e.,
the assumption that because certain

qondit~ons

exist (the
,.

W

Id.
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factors correlate), certain propositions must be true (the
industry has or has not been materially injured by reason of
the

imports).~

As with all circumstantial evidence,

however, it excludes other possibiiities on the basis of
assumptions, and not on the basis of logic.

In a Title VII

case, the possible explanations for the state of an industry
are so numerous, and the probability that any one of the
explanations pertains is usually sufficiently high, that in
..

;,

my view such assumptions are ordinarily impossible.

These

problems are magnified in the typical
Title VII
case where no
.
.
absolute correlation of the factors appears.
On the other extreme, the Commission c_ould undertake a
detailed, transaction-by-transaction statistical analysis of
the industry to quantify exactly the impact of the imports on
the domestic industry.

Such an

~n~lysis

is not feasible in

most cases, given the number of aqtors in a given industry,
the number of transactions over

t_h~

period of

~nvestigation,

and the time constraints under which the Commission
operates.~

Even if such a procedure were practically

Black's Law Dictionary (Sth'ed. 1979) at 221 defines
"circumstantial evidence" as: "The proof of various facts or
circumstances which usually attend the main fact in dispute,
and therefore tend to prove its existence, ,or to sustain by
their consistency the hypothesis claimed. Or as otherwise
defined, it consists in reasoning from facts which are known
or proved to establish such as are conject'ured to exist."
~ Such an analysis may be possible in the rare case in
which the industry-has few actors and the number of
transactions during the period of investigation .i~ relatively
small. See, ~' Electrolytic Manganese Dioxide from Japan,
Ireland and Greece, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-406 - 408 (Preliminary)
(continued •.. )

2..§../
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possible, the Commission still might be unable to quantify
the net impact of the imports on the domestic indus.try.
As I have outlined in other cases, I am convinced that
the solution to this problem is to use the well-recognized
tools of economics.1.Q/

Economic analysis allows one to gauge

with reasonable certainty, using the information gathered
during the Commission's investigation, the reactions of
producers and consumers of the product under investigation to
the changing conditions in the marketplace·brought about by
the dumped or subsidized imports.

This type· of analysis, now
-

.

-

known as elasticity analysis, presents· a framework within
which one can assess the causal (as opposed to coincident-al)
relationship between the trends in the marketplace.

By using

economic analysis, one can determine directly wheth~r the
imports in question affected the domestic industry and
whether that effect constitutes material

injury~

Of course, this method of analysis requires the
Commission to make judgments relating to the likely effect of

W ( ... continued)

_.
(Additional Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale, Commissioner
Liebeler, and Commissioner Cass), USITC Pub.: 2097, (1988);
Off shore Platform Jackets and Piles from the Republic ·of
Korea and Japan, Inv. No. 701-TA-248, US.ITC Pub. 1848 (1986).
W I have described this approach in several recent cases:
Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from Argentina,
Inv. No. 731-TA-175 (Final) (Views of Vice Chairman
Brunsdale), USITC Pub. 2089 (1988); Internal Combustion
Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan, ·Inv. No. 731-TA-377
(Final) (Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale), USITC Pub. 2082
(1988); Color Picture Tubes from Canada, Japan, the Republic
of Korea, and Singapore, Inv. No. 731-TA-367-370 (Final)
(Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale), USITC Pub. 2046- (1987).
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changes in the marketplace for a given product as
changes in imports.

~

result of

That is not a criticism of the economic

approach, however, since making that judgment is our
principal role in a Title VII case.
analysis to assess causat.ion,. the
attention. Of the parties and

By using economic

Co~ission

t~e Commi~sion

can focus the
investigative

staff on the issues that are relevant to the critical fact.
Then, as finder of that fact,

~he

Commission can make a

reasoned judgment concerning the extent to which the imports
at issue have caused material injury, if at all.
As I discuss below, the.use of economic analysis in this
case leads me to conclude that the domestic industry has not
been materially injured by reason of the. dumped and
subsidized

im~orts

.

of EC rod from Venezuela.

.

The Impact of Imports on Domestic Sales
The evidence in this case indicates that Venezuel.an imports
had little or no impact on the domestic producers' volume of
shipments.

Market penetration of Venezuelan imports during

the four years 1984 through 1987 was 7 percent in 1984, 15
percent l.n 1985 and 1~86, and 12 percent .ln'l987.W

As

these figures indicate, Venezuelan imports surged in 1985
even though apparent· domestic consumption declined.
recently, however, in !.986 and 1987, import

More

penetrati~n

lagged well behind the changes in apparent consumption.
~

Report at A-54-A-55.

In
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fact, in 1987, apparent consumption rose slightly while
Venezuelan imports declined by 20 percent and imports overall
declined by 12 percent.llj
The critical issue then is whether, in the face of a
decline in domestic .consumption, the surge in imports was at
the expense of the domestic industry.
conclude that this was not the case.

Three facts lead me to
First, the decline in

apparent consumption was mainly a decline in captive
consumption.

Second, commercial sales increased dramatically

during the period of investigation.

Third, the producers of

EC rod were in large measure responsible for the surge in
imports.

In sum, domestic EC rod producers cut back on

their own production and divided any market purchases they
made between domestic producers and imports: when their
captive production could

~ct

meet their wire and cable

production needs, they purchased rod on the commercial
market, including a substantial portion of the imports at
issue in this case.J]_/

Thus, factors other than the

Venezuelan imports were responsible for the state of the
industry.
Economic analysis confirms this preliminary conclusion.
In particular, an analysis of the elasticity of substitution
between domestic and foreign EC rod reveals the extent to
which the decision to purchase Venezuelan imports was the

llf Report at A-55 (Table 21).
J]_/ Compare Report at A-30 (Table 6) with id. at A-55 (Table
21). See also id. at A-57-A-58.
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result of the dumped and subsidized price or other factors.
If the

~lasticlty

of substitution is high

that is, if the

products ·are nearly homogeneous in the eyes of domestic
purchasers -- then the imported Venezuelan product at the
dumped and subsidized price ·has presumably displaced domestic
sales·opportunities and, thus, is: likely· a ·cause 'of 'injury to
the domestic: industry·J"

If the elas'ticityr 'o{ substitution is

low because' . do:rilestic ·pu'rchasers do not vi~w the imported
product and' "the domestic; product as substa~tially identical,
th.en the "·imported. Venezuelan product is not a cause of injury
to -the.domestic industry.
The"CC>mmission'. staff has estimated the elasticity of
substitution between Venezuelan and domestic EC rod to be
moderate, between :1 and 3 in numerical terms.d.!f
the

partie~ ~p~arently

Although

agree that domestic arid Venezuelan EC

rod have the same physical characteristics and that both are
adequate for the production of aluminum wire and cable,J.2/
other facts tend to indicate a low elasticity of
subs ti tutiori: ·
o

Shipments 6f EC rod f~om Venezuela have been erratic,
with many shipments delayed and/or damaged . .1§/

o

Buy-American requirements or. preferences of public
utilities and other substantial governmental purchasers
of EC rod and aluminum wire a~d
have guaranteed a
. ..
.cable
•

d.!/ In mathematical ternis, this means that a 1 percent change
in the ~elative price .of_ the imported and domestic product
will result in a i to 3 percent shift in the demand for one
product relative to the other.
W Report at A-69-A-70 .
.1§1 Rep~rt ~t A-70.
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preference for the domestic product among certain
purchasers.ll./
o

Purchasers of EC rod, in an effort to ensure adequate
and secure lines of supply in a rapidly changing
marketplace, purchase EC rod from a number of different
sources regardless of differences in price.~

In light of the relatively consistent level of Venezuelan
imports over the past three years, the increase in domestic
commercial shipments, and the information developed by the
staff regarding the spread of purchases among domestic and
foreign EC rod producers, I conclude that the elasticity of
substitution between EC rod from Venezuela and the United
States is at the low end of the range suggested by the
Commission staff.
In other words, domestic purchasers of EC rod make their
purchasing decisions in large measure based on factors other
than the price of the competing products:

Therefore, the

purchases of EC rod from Venezuela at the dumped and
subsidized price did not have the tendency'to
displace
.
.
~

purchases from the domestic industry..

The domestic. industry

is not suffering material injury on the basis of ?isplaced
sales.

Price Effect of the Dumped and Subsidized Imports
Even if domestic sales have not been displaced by the
imported EC rod from Venezuela, the domestic industry still
'JJ...j
~

Report at A-14.
Report at A-73-A-74.
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might be injured if the Venezuelan imports have had the
effect of depressing or suppressing the price of the domestic
product.

On balance, I conclude that the Venezuelan imports

have had no significant effect on the price of the domestic
product.
The evidence of price undercutting in this record, to
the extent that it indicates anything,J2/ shows that the
price of the Venezuelan EC rod was less than the domestic
product in only five of the nine quarters for which figures
are available.

In the other four quarters, the Venezuelan

product was significantly more expensive within the terms of
the comparison.40/

I find this evidence inconclusive.

Economic analysis provides a somewhat more substantial
picture of the industry:.

As a preliminary matter, I note

that the· market penetration of the Venezuelan imports was

.1.2.J The price data collected in this investigation does not
admit of easy comparison between the domestic and foreign
product. The domestic product is often sold through yearlong supply contracts or "evergreen" contracts, which are
informal agreements to sell at a certain price until one or
both of the parties withdraws. Importers of Venezuelan EC
rod tend to make their purchases on the spot market. Nothing
in th~ record indicates that the prices reflect head-to-head
competition for particular contracts, even for EC rod
purchased for captive consumption. Even assuming that
domestic and Venezuelan EC rod are physically identical in
all cases, without knowing the terms of sale and the
quantities ordered, price comparisons reveal little about the
state of the industry especially in an industry such as this
in which non-price factors play a key role in purchase
decisions .
.iQ/ Report at A-69 (Table 25). This evidence relates to
.375-inch EC rod, the most popular product and the only
product for which the Commission could develop a series of
price comparisons.
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never very great·j .increa's±n:g ''from ·7 td i's· pe.tc~nt·: in 1985 and
holding r.elatively. ·steady ·the~~a·fte·r.

The level of import

penetration is important because· smallei price effects wil.l ·
have a 'larger "'impact··'on' th·e: d~mestic industry- as the market
penetration" increases'. 41/: Iri this case, significant evidence
of price· ;suppression or depres_s.ion would be -necessary to
conclude. that 'the. doinesti'if industry· 'is in'' fa'ct - sufferf~c{
material··· inj·ury~: :··

ir••'-

The economic' ariaiysfs of the price -e.ffect- c)f - imports .
focu~es ih it~ ~earch' f~r·f~juri'on the elasticity of

domestic supply':' I { Supply~--is. very elastic; then any
downward ·pressure· o'r{ doitiesti'b: prices brought: about by the
subject imports will

h·e· sm~l'.L 42/

The reverse relationship
. '.

:.·

~

<..• '·

also holds'·-- that. 'is;·' if ~·upply: is. inetastic, any price
pressure resulting f'rom thE!:subject imports will be
relatively larger.
A critical factor in the evaluation of supply elasticity
is the capacity utili'zatiofi'~ate in·tl'ie dome~ti~-i~dust~y~
If excess
capacity
exists,
producers
easily,can
.
- ..
:
•
•.
.
'i
.: . .
.
. : •.
'
•
. .
.
~

~

~

respo~d
'

,

to

.

changes
in the . volume
of
and subsidized
imports
by
.
. .
···_·
. :·. dumped
.:
:
: ,_
.
.
~ ~

.

.

~

, ,•

'

changing· their level of production, thereby.negating any
•

•

'

·:.

•

•

•

'

••

!

-

••

41/ In certain·A1r-Terrain·':V-ehicles from Japan, ·Inv. No. 731TA-388 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2071 at 32-33 (1988), thenChairman Liebel·er and ·t.'·iikeried· th.is anaiysis to a ripple in
a pond, which might mean little to a wading elephant but
which would be highly significant to a drowning mouse.
~ For a broader discussion of supply elasticities, see
Internal Combustion Engine Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-377 (Final)' USITC Pub. 2082 at 78.-80 (1982).
j

-

j ~ :

'.

:
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~f.

price effects from the foreign imports.

dom.e$tic industry

is operating at peak capacity, the price effects of the_
imports will be much more pronounced.
During the four-year period 1984 through

1~87,

capacity

utilization in the
domestic EC rod industry
was_relatively
.
'.'"
.
low, in the range of 56 to 70 percent.
that domestic producers had the ready

T~is fa~t

cap~c;ity

changes in the volume of EC rod imports,

indicates

to".respond to

t~er~qy ~ini~izing

the price effect of the imports on the. industry.
.
.. · .

Moreover,

the record indicates that this eventuality. actually oqcurred.
.. . ."
In late 1987 and early 1988, imports of Venezuelan EC rod
decreased.

Production in

United States

t~e

in~reased.

The

record indicates that the price
of :E;C . ro~ has . re~ain~d
.
.
.
.

~

relatively stable

throughoµ~

this period
.
. •.!1f

.

I

.th~re~ore
:.,
.

conclude that the EC rod imports from Venezuela .had no
,

material effect on the

pric~

•

•••

...

'I

of EC rod.

The Threat of Material Injury by Reason .of the Venezuelan
Imports
Petitioner bases its case on the possibi'lity of threat from
future Venezuelan imports principally on the program underway
in Venezuela to increase production of raw aluminum, expand
capacity to produce EC rod, and
system (including wire and ¢able

.!11 Report at A-66 (Figure 2).

establ~sh

a

distributio~

manu~acturin~ ~apability)

in
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the United States.44/

The expansion effort.hinge's in large

part to an increase in· smelting capacity in Venezuela . .!.2j
Even if I were to conclude that the Venezuelans had the will
and capability to effectuate· this effort; I do not believe
that a.· country' S· long-term industrial goals can constitute a
threat·as defined in the Trade Act;

That statute mandates an

affirmative determination of threat· of material injury only
if there is "evidence that the threat of material injury is
real.and that actual injury is inlminent:".i.2/

Because I see

.!.!/ Because Petitioner relies chiefly on this argument, I do
not.write separately on each of the separate factors
enumerated in 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (F). I have considered each
of them, -however, and find that they do not establish
evidence of a threat. But I would note that the existence
beginning in 1987 of small inventories of Venezuelan EC rod
in the United states is easily explained by a phenomenon that
Petitioner itself noted, to wit, a surge in imports in
October 1987 (before the imposition of the bond requirement
under 19 u.s.c. l673b(d) (2)) and in February 1987 (after the
removal of the bond requirement). The surge in imports
logically resulted in an extension of the time necessary for
the domestic consumers of Venezuelan EC rod to absorb the
imports. I do not view these small inventories to be
indicative of a threat. Similarly, the remaining factors
enumerated in Section 1677 (7) (F) are either nonexistent or
indicative of phenomena other than threat .
.4.2.J Venezuela also has sought to increase its EC rod milling
capacity. However, during the period of our investigation
the Venezuelan industry has operated at a fairly low capacity
utilization rate, below 70 percent on average. Report at A17 (Table 1). The fact that the Venezuelans might now
increase their EC rod milling capacity does not seem to me to
support an affirmative threat determination when they could
presumably have devoted their current capacity to increased
exports if the market were availabie. The low capacity
utilization rate indicates to me that, as the Report
suggests, the Venezuelan EC rod mills do not have sufficient
primary aluminum to operate at peak capacity. r'therefore
focus on the potential increase in ·the availability of
primary aluminum as the key to any threat from Venezuelan
imports .
.i.2/ 19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (F) (ii).
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no indication that actual injury is imminent as a result of
Venezuela's industrial planning, I reach a negative
determination on threat.
The Court of International Trade addressed this. very
issue in Alberta Gas Chemical, Inc. v. United States.47/

In

that case the Court reviewed the Commission's affirmative
determination on the threat of material injury in Methyl
Alcohol from

Canada,~

which determination was based .on a

finding that the foreign producer had plans to increase its
capacity.

The Commission majority in Methyl Alcohol noted

that the foreign producer had received governmental approval
to build new facilities, that the outcome of the Commission's
investigation would likely be a factor in the decision to
expand, and that the additional supply generated by the·new
facilities had the potential to flood the domestic market.49/
The Court, however, agreed with the dissenting Commissioners,
who concluded that the threat of material injury was not
"real and imininenti• because the foreign producers were
producing at 100 percent capacity, ail of the foreign
production was committed under existing contract, and
expansion of production facilities would not occur in the
near future.SO/

The Court therefore concluded that the

record revealed "a mere possibility that injury._might. occur
515 F. Supp 780 (CIT 1981).
Inv. No. AA1921-202, USITC Pub. 986 (1979) .
.i.2J 515 F. Supp. at 790.
50/ Id. at 791.
~
~
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at some remote future time," but did not support the
inj~ry .~as immin~nt . .2.1/

conclusion that the

The record. in thi.s cas.e .is no different in any material
respect from the..

Commi~sion ~ecord

'r~~e::R~P~H-~~-~_pn,

Alberta Gas.
limited by the
rod producers..

av~ilab,ility

before the Court in

o_f EC rod in Venezuela is

_o_f P.+imary aluminum to Venezuelan

The ,Venezuelan gov_ernment has announced plans

to increase smelting
primary aluminum.

c~pacity

and hence the availability of

However, almost all of the primary

aluminum that is expec.t_ed to be ava,tlable. in Venezuela
through 1993 is comm.itted under
substantial increases are

e~isting ~ontracts.

No

before. the mid-1990s, even

expe~ted

if Venezuela's
plans. to increase
capacity
proceed
as
.
..
.·
. ..
.
.

planned . .21}

In short, while .I concede the possibility that

Venezuelan exports
of EC . .rod . to the United States might
. ..
.
increase in the future, I do not see how that eventuality
satisfies the "real and

i~inent"

criterion, particularly in

light of the
Court's
decision in Alberta. Gas.
. .
.
.
,

.

I am. mindful of Petitioner's contention that the threat
..

'.

of injury.is rendered more;! imminent by the recent decision of
the European Communities .. to impose antidumping duties on
51/ Id. at 791 (emphasis 'in original). '
.21} One smelter, in which expansion is already underway, will

expand capacity substantially through 1993; however, this
smelter already":tias '·comrO.itmerlts for aimost: all of its
anticipated 1993 product±dri. '._:·Report at' A-13. Another
project that is a possible source.of primary aluminum in the
relatively short term is only at the letter of intent stage,
with aluminum production not expected for at least three-anda-half years. Id. at A-14.
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Venezuelan EC rod.

Petitioner has not, however, supported

its argument with the facts necessary to substantiate its
~'

contention,

the amount of EC rod 'shipped from Venezuela

to the Communities, the likely effect of the duty·on European
consumption of Venezuelan EC rod, et cetera.

d,

supposition is, by law, insufficient
affirmative determination • .21./
....

;·

Petitioner's

support <i:iri

Moreover, 'the supposition is

..

equally. 'strong that the demand 'for EC rod in Venezuela itself
and in'Andes Pact countries now undergoing substantial
electrification could di'minish the likelihood of material
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

injury from an increase in Venezuelan production or the
diversion o'f Ee· rod from Europe to the United States • .2.!J

On

this.record, the evidence does not raise Petitioner's
arguments from suppositions to real and imminent dangers.
In the matter of data on foreign markets and world
markets for the products that are the subject of Commission
·.

investigations, I note that as a general rule the· records the
Commission.and parties create neglect to include information
on the market for the product outside the United states and
the Respondents'· countries.

I have long felt that such data

would be useful to the Commission's efforts to reach fully
informed determinations.

In particular, the Commission's

threat determinations would be immeasurably enhanced if we

.211 See 19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (F) (ii) (An affirmative
determination regarding threat "ma}r''not,be mac;ie on the basis
of mere conjecture or supposition").
W Repor~ at.A-15.
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were provided with some information on the state of the world
beyond our shores.

In this case, on the record before the

Commission, I conclude that the possibility of injury in the
future has not been demonstrated to be "real and imminent."

.

For the foregoing reasons, I reach a negative
determination on material injury and the threat of material
injury in this case.
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1:988,

·:I dete·rrni'.tl"e ·;that. imports·· oh e·l.eotri ca:l ·-conductor al ui:ni num. redraw. rod

have not caused or threatened material injury to the d_omestic industry.

I

join with the Commission in its definition of the like product and the
domestic industry.

I concur with Vice Chairman Brunsdale in her discussion

of why the domestic electrical conductor aluminum redraw rod industry is
neither materially injured nor threatened with

materi~l

injury by reason of

dumped and subsidized imports from Venezuela, and offer these additional
views on this matter.
The Commission is directed by statute to determine whether or not a
domestic industry is threatened with

materi~l

injury.

To conduct this

task, the Commission is directed to examine a number of factors, including
"any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise in the United
States. "l/
In this case petitioner argues that:Z/
The Commission considers an inventory overhang to be evidence of the
threat of material injury. Such a buildup of importers' inventory of
Venezuelan rod is apparent in this case. In the first quarter 1988
that inventory was twice its 1987 level. When that supply actually
enters the market it will obviously have an adverse impact on
domestic producers' prices or shipments, or both.
·
It is true, as noted during the hearing,J/ that inventory levels of redraw
1/19 U.S.C. Sec. 1677(7) CF) Ci).
Z/Petitioner's Post-hearing Brief at 10 (footnote omitted).
J/Transcript at 165-166.
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rod from Venezuela have

increa~~d

between the erid of 1987 and the end of

the first Quarter. of. 1988. However,
the absolute levels of both
..
'

'

'

inventories are small in comparison to domestic consumption, and if they
were to be liquidated, they are·too·small to have a material effect on
domestic prices or production:
Accordingly, I conclude that the domestic industry is not threatened by
material injury by unfairly traded imports of aluminum redraw·'.rod from Venezuelc

A-1
INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS
Introduction
On July 14, 1987·, counsel for Southwire Co., Carrollton, GA, filed
antidumping and countervailing duty petitions with the U.S. International
Trade Commission (Commission) and the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce).
The petitions allege that an industry in the United States is materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports of electrical
conductor aluminum redraw rod .!J from Venezuela.that are alleged to be
subsidized by the Government of Venezuela and sold in the United States at
less than fair value (LTFV). · Accordingly, effective July 14, 1987, the
Commission instituted investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 (Preliminary) and
731-TA-378 (Preliminary) under the provisi6ns of the Tariff Act of 1930; based
on these investigations the Commission made affirmative preliminary
determinations (52 F.R. 33300, Sept. 2, 1987). ~/
Commerce found in its preliminary determination that imports of certain
electrical conductor aluminum redraw rod from Venezuela are subsidized by the
Government of Venezuela (52 F.R, 38113, Oct. 14, 1987). Based upon the
request of the petitioner, Commerce extended the deadline date for the final ·
subsidy determination to correspond to the date of the final antidumping duty
determination on the same product (52 F.R. 42703, Nov. 6, 1987). The
Commission instituted final countervailing duty investigation No. 701-TA-287
(Final) but, because of the extension by Commerce, did not schedule a public
hearing in connection therewith at the time of institution (52 F.R. 43404,
Nov. 12, 1987).
Commerce also preliminarily determined that imports of the same aluminum
redraw rod· from Venezuela are being sold in the United States at LTFV within
the meaning of section 731 of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1673)(53 F.R. 3614, Feb. 8,
1988). Based upon the request of Sural, a respondent-exporter accounting for a
significant proportion of exports of the merchandise under investigation,
Commerce postponed the final antidumping and subsidy determinations until not
later than June 22, 1988 (53 F.R. 9675, Mar. 24, 1988), The Commission
instituted final antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-378 (Final) and
scheduled a public hearing, on June 23, 1988, in connection with both the
final countervailing duty and the final antidumping investigations.

1:./ For purposes of these investigations, the term "electrical conductor
aluminum redraw rod" refers to wrought rods of aluminllin that are electrically
conductive and contain not less than 99 percent aluminum by weight, provided
for in i~em 618.15 of the Tariff Schedules ~f th~ United States (TSUS). This
product may also be referr.ed to elsewhere in this report and elsewhere in the
record as the "subject product," "aluminum rod," "redraw rod," "EC rod"
(E:lectrical Conductor rod), or "ECARR" (Electric:il Conductor Aluminum Redraw
Rod).
.
~/Copies of the:Commission's and Commerce's Federal Register notices appear
in app. A.

A-2
Notice of the public hearing was given by posting copies of the notice in
the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington,
DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of April 20, _1988 (53
F.R. 12997). The hearing was held in the -Commission's hearing room on June
23, 1988, at which time all interested parties were afforded the opportunity
to present information for consideration by the Commission. 1/
On June 30, 1988, the Department of Commerce made a final affirmative
determination with respect to sales at LTFV and instructed the U.S. Customs
Service to continue to suspend liquidation of entries of the subject product
from Venezuela (53 F.R. 24755). Also on June 30, 1988, the Department of
Commerce made a final affirmative countervailing duty determination with
respect to the subject aluminum rod from Venezuela (53 F.R. 24763).

The Product
Description and uses
The product under investigation, electrical conductor (EC) aluminum
redraw rod, is a solid round product that is long in relation to cross
section; 0.375 inch or greater in diameter; produced by continua.us casting
followed by size rolling, or by rolling from EC-cast ingot; and is suitable
for drawing into electrical conductor wire. ~/ Nearly all EC rod is
manufactured from EC alloy with a 99.45 percent or higher aluminum content and
traces of other constituents such as copper, magnesium·, manganese-, and
titanium. Aluminum rod for electrical conductor purposes must have an
electrical conductivity specification of 61 to 62 percent of equivalent size
copper conductor. 3/ The imported and domestic products are generally
interchangeable for specified uses, with product distinctions apparent in the
purity of the aluminum alloy used for producing aluminum rod. However, higher
purity is not necessarily of benefit to a manufacturer if customer
specifications, such as tensile strength and conductivity, can be met with a
lower purity alloy at a lower cost. ~/

1/ Lists of witnesses that appeared at the Staff Conference, during the
preliminary- investigations, and at the public _hearing, during the final
investigation, are presented in app. B.
~/Aluminum Statistical Review for 1985, The Aluminum Association, .1986.
1./ Rhea Berk et al., "Aluminum: Profile of -the Industry," Metals Week, 1982.
~/Transcript of conference held in connection with investigations Nos.
701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378 (Preliminary), (conference transcript), p. 42.
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EC rod is an intermediate· product that is generally drawn into bare EC
wire, which is.then stranded-together around a steel·or aluminum core to form
bare aluminum stranded caole produced as an all-aluminum alloy conductor
(AAAC), all-aluminum conductor (AAC), aluminum conductor steel reinforced
(ACSR), or aluminum conductor alloy reinforced (ACAR). The numerous types of
cable are designed to meet certain· specifications for corrosion resistance and
strength-to-weight ratios, sag characteristics, and ampacity. The cable is
principally u~ed in primary ·and secondary transmission lines, nearly 100
percent of. which are aluminum, to ·distribute low- and high-voltage electrical
power generated by uti_lities. Since the United States is essentially
electrified, cable replacement· for large transmission projects has become an
important market. !/
.· ·
Other secondary applications of EC rod are ·for· use in electrical wire for
households or other buildings, and.wire that generates· an electromagnetic
force in electrical motors, solenoids, and other electromechanical devices.
Although EC rod can also be used in limited mechanical'applications such as
fencing, screening, and screw machine stock, these are generally considered
uneconomical uses of the product since mechanical aluminum rod is specifically
designed for these applications;·mechanical rod is composed of certain alloys
that- provide the. higher· strength·· and flexibility required for this market. 'II
However, mechanical rod· cannot·generally be used as a substitute for EC rod in
the electrical conductor market since its metallurgical composition (often
scrap metal);is not suitable to conductivity;'}_/
·
· Copper is the only other metal that is effective as an electrical
conductor. Although aluminum has an electrical conductivity specification
only 61 to 62 percent of.the International Annealed Copper Standard, its lower
specific gravity (less than one-third that of copper) enables aluminum to
conduct nearly twice as much-electricity (or for twice the distance) as copper
of equal weight. Therefore, all power transmission liries utilize aluminum
cable; the weight of copper prohibits its use in overhead utility
applications. ~I However, copper is usable in the housing and building
electrical wiring market; becaus·e the weight of the· wiring is not a factor in
such applications.
•.
Manufacturing processes.'
Many. domestic rod manufacturers are vertically integrated from .the
smelting of raw materials :to the production of ro.d, and some atso strand wire
into cable. Continuous casting is the most commonly used process to
manufacture aluminum rod, primarily because of its energy and production
efficiency. The introduction of continuous casting,- in the 1960' s., ·was the
last major change inthe technology of aluminum rod production.

!/
'II
'ii

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
industry,

p. 31.
p. 30.
p. 132'. Also see postconference brief on behalf of the Venezuelan
Aug. 12, 1987, exhibit ·1, p. 30.
~/Conference.transcript, p. 36.
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Molten aluminum is used .. f~r continuous cast ro.d manufacturing. The
molten aluminum is produced in smelters where alumina (aluminum. o:i:cide.• a_ white
powder refined from bauxite) is placed in a covered container (pot) that is
approximately 6 feet wide and 50 feet long. Very hi.gh direct electric current
is connected to the pot through carbon anodes. The c~rrent.me+t$ the alumina,
the oxygen from the alumina forms carbon dioxide with the c~n~umable carbon
anodes, and the pure, molten aluminum settles to the bottom of the pot .. It is
periodically suctioned out of.the pot into ladles.'· Eighty to 90 of these pots
are placed in line in a single building and are connected electrically. in
series; the building is 1,750-2,000 feet long. Two ~uc~ adjacent buildings
constitute one "potline ., " Each pot in the. pot line produces aluminum
independently. Any number of pots may stop smelting without affecting the
operation of the balance of the pots in the potline. Alumina and electrical
energy are the two major components of aluminum production; each represents
approximately one-third of the end product's cost .. ·
The molten hot metal is transferred in large container$, ladles,. holding
5 tons (10,000 pounds) of molten aluminum each, f·rom the ah,llllinum smelter,
i.e. the pot lines, to _the rod mill, which is. usually .located adj acen}:, to. a
smelter. Locating the rod mill near the smelter eiiminate$, the transp~rtation
and inventory costs associated with supplying a rod mill w:ith aluminum.ingot
shipments (cold metal) ..!/ The molten metal is poured_ into the hold,ing
furnace of the rod mill's continuou~ caster. The holding furn~ce is fired by
natural gas and keeps the aluminum in a mol.ten sta_te while the required·
elements are added to the aluminum to produce the specified redraw rod. From
the holding furnace the molten metal is poured into a groove (generally 4-7
inches wide and 3-6 inches. deep) in the outer perimeter of a large rotating
wheel, the casting wheel. . The wall~ of its groove are coo-led wi.th water. An
endless steel belt also r.otates with the casting ,wheel. Rollers position the
steel belt to meet the groove of.the casting wheel_an9, to rotate.with the
wheel for about three quarters of one full turn, effectively closing -the
groove of the casting wheel. The molten metal is poured therein and.
solidifies as the cooling water reduces its temperature below the.melting
point. When.the steel belt rolls ~way from the.casting wheel the solidified
aluminum bar is peeled out of the gr.oove and directed toward and int~ the
rolling mill, which is positioned wi.thin a few feet of. the continuous caster.
The bar is reduced in size by being drawn and pushed through 12 to 20 sets of
rollers, called dies or strands. A~ the cross-sectie>,n of the b.ar h reduced
the speed with which it travels through the rollers increases·: When the bar
enters the rod mill its speed i$ about 1/3 mile per hour; wpen it exits the
mill the rod moves at over 20 miles per hour .. The rod-is coiled onto large
spools; when the spools contain 5,000-6,000 pounds .of rod :they are, removed
from the rod mill area to the warehouse and the man~jacturing of the subject
rod is completed. Samples of the molten metal, as wel_l as of the fini;shed
rod, are taken during the process and analyzed in adjacent laboratories. The
cost of electricity is not a major factor in casting and rolling rod. ~/

l/

Ibid., p. 7. The importance of these cost savings can be attributed to the
low value added in aluminum rod production- -10 percent or le'ss of its total
cost--and the significant proportion of its cost attributable· to primary
aluminum.
~/ Plant visit, Noranda, May 6, 1988.
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Without a smelter near the rod mill, hot molten metal obviously cannot be
supp'lied for continuous casting for rod manufacturing. Alternatively, cold
metal, typically.bars, about 6 by 6 inches in cross section and 20-25 feet in
length, can also supply a rod mill. At the rod mill the bars are reheated to
be pliable enough so they can be rolled through reducing mills and finally
through the rod mill to produce the aluminum rod. One of the U.S. rod
producers, Alcan, is such a stand-alone rod manufacturer. Alcan's
Williamsport, PA, facility purchases aluminum bar from the parent company's
Canadian smelters to be used as rolling stock ..!/
The rod is used to manufacture wire and cable. After the aluminum is
drawn into rod at the rod mill, it is again drawn through another series of
reducing stations (hence the term "redraw") to decrease its cross-sectional
dimension and increase its length. '1:J Wire is stranded together to form
cable, which is the largest outlet for aluminum wire. Wire is generally
stranded around one central or core wire, thereby increasing the cable's size
as more wires are concentrically stranded around the core. Wire, and
particularly cable, are higher value-added products than rod because of the
complexity of additional production operations performed on wire and cable and
their manufacture to individual customer specifications.
According to a U.S. rod mill manufacturer, a rod mill designed to produce
EC rod cannot easily be converted to mechanical rod production because its
rolling mills are not able to apply the force necessary to roll the harder
mechanical rod alloys, which contain a higher level of magnesium for increased
stre.ngth. However, a mechanical rod mill could be adapted to produce EC rod
since its alloys are easier to roll. 11 Although several domestic EC rod
mills reported producing small quantities of mechanical rod at one time or
another during the period under investigation, sometimes for experimentation
purposes, only one mill * * *has been designed and built to be able to
produce both mechanical and EC rod. The other U.S. rod mills that produce EC
rod would require extensive alterations and investment to produce mechanical
aluminum rod. The alteration of an EC aluminum rod production line to a
mechanical rod only or dual production line may require the replacement of the
caster to cast different size bar, and the replacement in the rolling mill of
draw bench motors, dies, and rollers with those of greater strength to attain
a higher degree of torque to make the mechanical rod. To produce copper rod,
all equipment involved would have to be replaced, because copper's melting
point is around 2,000 degrees F, whereas aluminum rod is cast at about l·,200
degrees Fahrenheit. In addition, the hardness of copper is greater than that
of aluminum. Operationally, shifting between EC rod and other rod in the
continuous casting process generally requires flushing the molten metal from
the holding furnace, because the metallurgical comp~sition of the rods are
different. While the holding furnace is being flushed the rod cast is neither
EC rod nor mechanical rod; it can only be used as deoxid.~zing rod for steel
production.

l/

Postconference brief on behalf of the Venezuelan industry, Aug. 12, 1987,

p. 7.
.
~/ The Alt.¥Jlinum Association defines wire as a solid wrought product that is
0

long in relation to its cross section; square, round, rectangular, hexagonal,
or octagonal in shape; and whose diameter or greatest perpendicular distance
between parallel faces (except for flattened wire) is less than 0.375 inch.
11 Conversation with official.from***, Aug'. 11, 1987.
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* * * The market for non-EC rod is only a fraction of the market for EC
rod; average annual alloyed rod sales during 1984-87 were 17,250 tons, or less
than 5 percent of the average apparent consumption of EC rod during that
period.
U.S. tariff treatment
U.S. imports of the EC aluminum rod covered by these investigations are
classified in item 618.15 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
(TSUS). Although this tariff category encompasses aluminum rod other than the
electrical-conductor type subject to the investigations, petitioner believes
that "substantially all, if not all, aluminum rod imported from Venezuela in
recent years is intended for use, .and used, in electrical applications."!/
Imports from Venezuela classified in TSUS item 618.15 are currently assessed a
most-favored-nation (MFN) (col. 1) rate of duty of 2.6 percent ad valorem. 11
Nature and Extent of Unfair Imports
In its final determination Commerce found that imports of aluminum rod
from Venezuela are being subsidized by the Government of Venezuela and,
additionally, are being sold in the United States at LTFV. The final
countervailing duty rate for duty deposit purposes is 38.40 percent ad
valorem, and the final LTFV margin is 5.80 percent for all exporters.
Subsidized imports
The petition specified 16 programs that were believed to confer
subsidies, bounties, or grants on exports of aluminum rod from Venezuela. The
petitioner believed that a full investigation of subsidy programs would reveal
a net subsidy well in excess of 70 percent. l/ Commerce sent questionnaires
to and received responses from the three exporters of Venezuelan rod to the
United States, Sural, Cabelum, and Iconel, as well as from two suppliers of
primary aluminum to the rod manufacturers, Alcasa and Venalum. Commerce's
investigation covered calendar year 1986.

!/ Petitions in investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378, p. 5.
11 Of the major exporters of the subject rod to the United States, Venezuela,
Argentina, and Brazil were qualified for duty-free entry of the subject rod
into the United States under the General1zed System of Preferences (GSP).
Petitioner filed a petition with the Office of the United States Trade
Representative on June 1, 1987, seeking withdrawal of duty-free treatment
under the GSP for the subject aluminum rod from these countries. The petition
was granted with respect to Venezuela because it surpassed the levels of
imports allowed under the GSP program. The rates of duty in col. 1 are MFN
rates applicable to imported products from all countries except those
Communist countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS,
unless the particular shipments are eligible for preferential treatment as
indicated in the Special rates of duty column by the symbols "A" (GSP), "E"
(Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (CBERA)), or"!" (Israel).
l/ Petition in investigation No. 701-TA-287, p. 24.
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Consistent with Depa.rtment ·pract~ice, Commerce! S: preliminary
countervailing duty determination was calculate.d based on affirmative answers,
in Commerce's questionnaire, of the Venezuelan respondents to two of the
allegations of subsidy pro.grams .. Accordingly,· preliminari1y these' two '
programs were found..to confer subsidies: Multiple Exchange Rates and Export
Bonds for Credits Against Income -Taxes. Based on the -negative responses of
the foreign producers, the alleged Import Duty Reductions were determined not
to confer subsidies; four additiona.l alleged ..programs were ~etermin~d not to
be used, and four other alleged.programs were determined not to exist.
Commerce sought additional.·.infqrDJation on one alleg~d program, .the ~0-percent
ownership/equity investment in Cabelum by the Government-owned supplier of
primary aluminum, Alcasa,. l/
The two programs mentioned above were. prelimi~arly d~.termined to confer a
net subsidy of 60.11 percent ad valorem; Commerce adjus~ed the cash deposit
rate to 12.99 percent ad valorem to, reflect changes in the.Multiple Exchange
Rate System. Entries of EC rod from Venezuela were subject to 12.99 percent
cash deposits or bonds between October 14, 1987, and February 12, 1988, and
such entries cannot be liquidated (final duty payment made by importer·and
accepted as payment in full by the U.S. Customs Service) until the final.
determinations in the countervailing duty investigations by Commerce and.,the
Commission. Entries of imported rod o~. or after ,Februa~y 12 are ..not s~9j ect
to any deposit or pond and may be l~quidated, because the GATT Subsidies Code
does not allow the requiring of deposit and suspension of liquidation as. a
result of a preliminary determination for longer than 120 days.
In its final affirmative countervailing duty determination (duty deposit
rate of 38. 40 percent), Cornrner~e found that the following programs .c.onferred
subsidies: ~/
Exchange of Export Earnings Under the Multiple Exchange Rate System.-~
This system existed until December 6, 1986. It conferred a subsidy on exports
because one dollar received.from export.sales yielded more boliva:i;es than the
amount exporters had to pay to purchase one dollar o:f imports. Although this
system conferred a net subsidy: of· 53.06 percent during the period of review,
Commerce established a. zero.duty,deposit r(,ite because the system we1;s
eliminated after Dec. 6, 1986.
Export Bond Program.--Under this _program, Venezuelan redraw rod exporters
are remunerated for their exports by the Government of Venezuela in the form
of export bonds, which may be used to pay taxes or sold for cash. To receive
an export bond, a firm. submits tp its commercial bank the invoice and. shipping
documents for the ·exported merchandise. The bank reviews them and remits them
to the Central Bank of Venezuela, which issues the export bond. A duty
deposit of 37 .90. percent was estaplished on the basis of this program ..
Preferential Pricing .of Inputs, used to Produce· Exports. - -Companie~ ..
producing for export co~ld bt1Y aluminµrn. from the Governrnent-.owned aluminum
smelters for le.ss than .companies not producing. i terns for expqrt. On this
basis, Commerce calculated an estimated subsidy of 0.22 percent ad valorem ..

l/

For more discussion of the programs see Commerce's preliminary
countervailing duty -determin~tion, includ_ed. in app .. A.
~/ For more discussion of. th.e progra~s: see Cornmerc_e! s final countervailing
duty determination, included in app. A.
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Short Term FINEXPO Financing.--The Fund for Financing Exports (FINEXPO),
provides to commercial banks up to 60 percent of loan principals to be lent to
the exporter at 5 percent· interest. On this basis,·. ·Cominerce calculated an
estimated subsidy of 0.14 percent ad valorem.·
Interest Free Loan From a Government-Owned Aluminum'Supplier.--An
interest free loan was provided to one of the redraw rod producers. On this
basis, Commerce calculated an estimated subsidy of 0.14 percent ad valorem.
Programs· determined not to confer subsidies:
-Granting of Foreign Currency at Preferent-ial rates for Imports Under the
Multiple Exchange Rate System, ·
-Registration of Foreign Currency Debt under the Multiple Exchange System,
-Import Duty Reductions,
-The Financing Company of Venezuela,
-·The Industrial Credit Fund, and
·-Government Equity Investment in Cabelum.
Programs determined not to be used:
-Preferential Tax Incentives,
-Preferential Export Financing,
-The Basic Ingredient· Export Program,
-Other Government Loans, Government Loan Guarantees, and
-Sales Tax Exemption.
Programs determined not to exist:
-Tax Contributions to Cover Debt Service Costs, and
-Assumption of Foreign Currency Debt.
Sales at LTFV
Petitioner used foreign market value to calculate alleged LTFV margins by
using.data on sales in Venezuela to Accevenca and Gabel, two Venezuelqn
electrical wire and cable producers. In the petition, the U.S. price 0 f
aluminum rod from Venezuela was calculated using Census Bureau (Census) import
statistics. By comparing the Venezuelan home-market prices on sales to
Accevenca and Gabel with the f.a.s. value of U.S. imports of aluminum rod from
Venezuela as reported by Census, petitioner derived alleged LTFV margins of
15.10 and 33.42 percent, respectively. 1/
In its LTFV ·investigation Commerc.e investigated sales of redraw rod
during the period February 1, 1987, through July 31, 1987. ·Because there were
no sales of the subject redraw rod in the Venezuelan home market during the
period of investigation, a third country sale, the sale of Venezuelan redraw
rod in the United Kingdom, was used to calculate the foreign market va.1.ue to
be compared with the U.S. price. In its finar determination, Commerce found
that the sale to an unrelated United Kingdom tradln'g company was above the
cost of production; therefore, the third-country sale was used in the
determination of the foreign market value.

1/ For a complete discussion of petitioner's allegations regarding sales at
LTFV, see petition iri investigation No. 731'-TA-378, pp. 9-14.
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The U.S. price was based on purchase price and on best information
available. For those sales made directly to unrelated purchasers prior to
importation into the United States, Commerce based the U.S. price on purchase
price. For those sales made directly to unrelated purchasers after
importation into the United States (exporter's sales price), i.e., sales by
Sural's U.S. sales subsidiary, Alnor, Inc., Commerce used the best information
available. The statutory provision requires Commerce to use the best
information available "whenever a party or any other person refuses
or is unable to produce information requested in a timely manner or in the
form required, or.otherwise significantly impedes an l.nvestigation." Commerce
invoked the statue after determining that the continuing deficiencies of
Sur al' s responses· regarding Alnor' s sales, combined with the pattern of
amending the responses to correct previously submitted data on the eve of or
during verification, undermined the credibility of the submissions. !/
The U.S. Customs Service suspended the liquidation o_f entries of the
subject rod from Venezuela after February 8, 1988, and required a cash deposit
or bond equivalent to 6.46 percent of the customs value of the entry.
Effective June 30, 1988, the deposit rate was changed to 5.80 percent.
The Producers in Venezuela
The petitions named seven Venezue.lan companies. tha.t carry out various
stages in the production of primary aluminum and aluminum tod: Aluminio del
Caroni, S.A. (Alcasa); Bauxita Venezolana C.A. (Bauxiven)'; Conductores d.e
Aluminio del Caroni, C.A. (Cabelum); Industria de Conductores Electricos, C.A.
(Iconel); Industria Venezolana de Aluminio, C.A. (Venalum); Interameric~na de
Alumina, C.A. (Interalumina); and Suramericana de Aleaciones Laminada, C.A.
(Sural). According to petitioner, Sural, 'Iconel, and Cabe·lum are believed to
produce aluminuni rod for export to the United States. 2/ Sural's plant,
located in Puerto Ordaz, started production ·in 1975; I~onel's pla.nt, located
in Valencia, Carabobo, began productiOn in 1967; 3/ and Cabelum;s facility in
Ciudad Bolivar started production in 1979.
.- ·
·'
Alcasa and Venalum, the two primary aluminum producers in Venezuela, are
in part state owned. They operate under the holding company/development
authority Corporacion Venezolana de Guayana (CVG), which al'so owns iron ore,
steel, hydroelectric power, bauxite, and ferrosilicon: OPerations.

, ~-

Interalumina-, also operating· as part of CVG, produces all of the alu:mina used
in Venezuela. Another CVG-controlled company, Bauxiven, .. is devel,oping
Venezuela's bauxite reserves; its planned capacity is expected to .reach
8 million metric tons per year by 1993. '±I

!/

53 F.R. 24755, June 30, 1988, app. A.
'];_/Petitions in investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378, at pp. 6-7.
ll Title to the equipment was transferred to Conductores y Aluminio C.A.',
(CONAL) in 1977 whe.n Iconel moved its rod-making equipment to its new Valencia
plant.
'±I "Venezuela's Ambitious Aluminum Plans", Mining Journal, Nov. 27, 1987,
pp. 444-445.
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Aluminum is Venezuela's second largest export af~er petroleum, and its
aluminum industry is the fifth largest in the world in. terms of exports. !/
Venezuela's 34-cents-per-pound production cost for a].uminum ~s the world's
lowest. This compares with 54 cents i-cy the United States and. 4.7 cents
worldwide. ~/ There are several reasons for this substantial cost advantage.
First of all, Venezuela has the world's lowest cost elec~ric,power, 9 mils l/
per kilowatt as compared with a U.S. average of 25 mils per kilowatt and a
worldwide average of 13 mils per kilowatt. ~/ Unlike many other countries,
the Venezuelan ~luminum industry does not compete with hous~hold consumers for
a limited amount of electricity.. This is because the ].ocal power company's
electric capacity is devoted primarily to industrial use. ·'Because electricity
costs can contribute nearly one-third to the total ~meiting costs of aluminum,
Venezuela's abundant supply of low-cost electricity.is an important resource.
Natural gas is also inexpensive in Venezuela. Although natural gas is
relatively unimportant for smelting, it is important for the production of
finished and semifinished products such as aluminum rod. Another cost
component, labor, runs 3.2 cents per pound in Venezuela versus 10.cents per
pound in the United States. 21
Although Venezuela has achieved its low-cost status by importing the
bauxite used in the production of aluminum, .it will soon be able to use its
own domestic sources of bauxite. As mentioned above, Bauxiven is developing
domestic bauxite reserves, which,, when fully operational, are projected to
save Venalum at least $21 ,million per year. §/ Also contributil)gto the. low
aluminum costs is Venalum's low debt-equity ratio. Its debt-eqµity r,atio of
0.88-to-l is the lowest in the world for the aluminum industry; 'the industry.
average is 2 to 1. l/.
Venezuela's aluminum industry is relatively new. Venalum, for example,
began operations in 1978; however' it is already the s:econd largest primary
aluminum production plant in the free world. ,!!/ The Ve:r;iezuelan G.ovetnnient
owns 80 percent of Venalum, with the remaining 20 percent held by a Japanese
consortium composed of Showa Aluminum Industries Ltd., Kobe Steel Ltd., '
··

"Venezuela's Aluminum Ambitions," Mining Journal, De~. 12~ 1986, p. 42~.
"Aluminum Production Costs Rise," Mining Journal, Dec. 4, 1987, p.·454.
11 A mil equals one-tenth of a cent. See "Venezuela's Ambitious AlU111inum ·
Plans".
~/James Cook, "New Player in Aluminum," .Forbes, Feb. 8, 1988, p. 110, and
Enrique M. Castells, "Tomorrow's Aluminum Industry," paper presented to the
Venezuelan American Association and the Council of· the Americas, in New Yo.rk,
Oct. 9, 1986. Skillings' Mining Review, Nov. 29, 1986, p. 4-5.
21 Cook, ibid., p. 110.
§_/"Venezuela's Ambitious Aluminum Plans,".
l/ For a further discussion of. the aluminum industry in Venezuela, see U.S.
Department of Commerce, Internat.ional Trade Administration, Aluminum Mill
Products: Import Problem/Export Potential, July 1986, Washington, DC, pp.
60-68; Department of State airgram from the U.S. Embassy, Caracas, Venezuela,
July 11, 1986; and petitions in investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 'and 731-TA-378,
exhibit 9 and exhibit 7, respectively.
Y "Venezuela's Aluminum Plans," Mining Magazine, December 1986, p. 543.

!/
~/
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Sum'itoino Al\.imirium Smelting· .co. ;·.Mitsubishi Metal:Corp. ,· Ryoka Light:· Metal
Industries, arid Matub~ni Corp·. '::Under· a· ·JO-year. contract. that· expired in Ap.ril
.1988, · these·~ -Japanese fi-rms ·received 60· ·pe~cent . of Verialum' s actual yearly
production, which in 1987 totaled 304,045 metric tons (mt). The Japanese
shareholders of Venalum are interested in continuing to take the 60-percent
share of production (160,000 mt per year) from the smelter. Negotiations
reportedly hinge ·on the length of the.next contract .and its price terms; talks
may continue .thr'ough the fall;.of 1~88. ll Sural takes another 20 percent
(60,000 to 80,000 mt) of Venalum's production under a long-term contract that
runs through 1995. ·. Venalum is currently supplying the minimal contractual
tonnage to Sural and is expected to' continue this supply level through 1993. 'fl
The remaining production is under contract to a number of firms, including
General Motors Corp., 'National Aluminum Corp., and the Venezuelan rod, producer ·
Iconel, which is purchasing.6,000 mt from Venalum in 1988 and is expected to
purchase 7,000 mt in 1989 and 8,000 mt annually during 1990-93. Venalum does
not supply Cabelum and has no plans to sell primary metal to this company in
the future. 11
1

Alcasa, founded in 1968, is a.joint venture of the Venezuelan Government,
in the form of the Fondo de Inversiones de Venezuela (the Venezuelan
Investment Fund) and CVG, which hold 84 percent of Alcasa, and Reynolds
International, with 16 percent of its stock. In 1987, Alcasa produced about
124,000 mt of primary aluminum. ~I * * *· 21 However, sales of primary metal
by Alcasa and Venalum to two major .electrical utility companies that ar.range
tolling contracts with the three ECARR manufacturers to produce cable will be
reduced. Such an action would most likely reduce the quantity of metal
available for export and***, according to the·respondent. ii
The Venezuelan·· Government and· the aluminum industry have embarked on a
significant expansion program, with current smelting capacity of 425,000 mt
scheduled to increase. to 671,00o:.mt.by 1989, ·1.4.million Iilt by 1997, and 2
million mt by the year 2000. Jj Aluminum produced .in this volume will provide
25 percent of Venezuela's total receipts of foreign currency. ~/ In an
American Metal Market . article, M.r. Castells, President and CEO ·of Venalum,
said that because of: the country's.: ambitious. smelter· expansion plans, Venezuela will have to find larger markets in the United States, Europe, and Asia.

ll See Metals. Week, Dec. 14, 1987;

a1~.~_,_see ·June 23, 1988, hearing testimony
of Mr. Lucas Rincon which indic.ates that .. Ven·alum will supply 170, 000 mt to the
Japanese consortium during 1989·~9J .·:
·'];,/ Hearing stateinent: of Mr,_ Lucas; R_incon,: June 23, 1988, p.· 3.
ll Ibid.
"
. : r;
~I Hearing. s'tatement of Mr .. John Keeler, J'une .23., 19.88, pp. 1-2.
21 Prehearing brief of Sural-, June.:20, 1988, pp. 45~.46 ..
ii Ibid., p. 46.
]_/ Cook, "New Players ... , " p. 110.
~I Castells, "Tommorrow's Aluminum ... ," p. 5.
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Mr. Castells indicates that Venezuela's longer term program includes adding
fabricating capacity to upgrade the product mix, but the main p·riority will be
· finding markets for ingot and other basic forms like rod, bar, ··and extrusion
billet. 1/ An outline of planned expansion projects is shown in the-following
tabulation: '£/
.,

Project

Partners'share
(percent)

Size
(metric tons)

Projected
completion date

Expansion

Vertalum

176,000
(156,000)

1989

CVG (20); Alcoa
(40); Sural (40)

180;000

Expansion

Alcasa

270,000
(80,000)

Al ams a

Alcasa (30);
Austria Metall
(40); Pechin~y
(30)

180,000

1991

Aluyana

Venalum (40);
Italpianti. (40);
Pechiney (10);
.unnamed (10)

360,000

1993

Alisa

Private'

120,000

1996

Aluguay

Alcasa; Alusuiss~;
Alumax·

180,000

· Alusur

.!/
1990
1991

'£/

1/ Hearing statement of Mr. Lucas Rincon, June 23, 1988.
'];_/ Hearing statement of Mr. John ·Keeler, June 23, 1988:.
:' ·

l/ Not available.

y "Venalum Seeking Agreements in Bid to Penetrate U.S. Market,"
American Metal Market, July 1, 1987, pp. 1 and 16.
'];_/ See "Venalum Expansion Advances Rapidly," Metal Bulletin, June 16, 1988, p.
15; "Aluminum Smelter," Latin America Regional Reports: Andean Group, Apr. 7,
1988; p. 8; "Venezuelan Aluminum," Mining Journal, Apr. l, 1988, p. 258;
"Aluminum Smelter for Venezuela," Financial Times, Jan. 27, 1988, p. 6;
"Venezuela Boosts Aluminum Output," Mining Activity Digest, May 27, 1988;
"Boost for Venalwn," Latin America Commodities Report, Mar. 3, 1988, p. 7;
"Venezuela's Ambitous Aluminum Plans," Mining Journal, Nov. 27, 1987, p. 444;
and "Venezuela's Expansion, Stepped Up Again, Sees New sm·elting Role for
Private Sector," Metals Week, Oct. 19, 1987, p. 1.

Prior to the Venezuelan Government's approval on February 5, 1988, in
Decree 1988 of debt-equity swaps as a means to finance this expansion, project
financing had been one of the major impediments to complete realization of
these plans. Debt-equity swaps are currently allowed for up to 50 percent of
the local currency cost of the projects when the foreign investor provides
between $20 million to $100 million of project cost, and 80 percent when
foreign investment exceeds $100 million. l/ Both the Alamsa and Aluguay
·projects are to be partially financed by debt-equity swaps undertaken by their
foreign investors. ~/
Sural is Venezuela's largest private-sector aluminum company and its
largest private-sector exporter. Of the three Venezuelan aluminum rod
producers named in the petitions, Sural is by far the largest exporter,
accounting for roughly 90 percent of total Venezuelan exports of aluminum rod
to the United States in 1986. l/ Until March 1985, the petitioner, Southwire,
owned a 49-percent interest in Sural. ~/ Sural has two aluminum rod mills: a
Number Six "Properzi mill," and a Southwire SCR-6 mill similar to Southwire's
Hawesville, KY, mill. ~/ * * *· ~/
.Sural and the more than 160 other private aluminum firms in Venezuela
have trouble buying as much aluminum as they would like from Alcasa and
Venalum. A State Department airgram states that the problem stems from a
multiple-pricing system whereby Alcasa and Venalum receive more for export
sales than they do for domestic sales as a result of exchange rates and
Government export bonuses. Respondents indicate, however~ that any shortfall
in aluminum supply results from sales commitments equaling or exceeding
production of the major Venezuelan primary aluminum producers, and, with
Government encouragement, the shifting of current and planned primary aluminum
resources to higher valued production. ZI Venalum has metal commitments of
* * * of its projected capacity of 460,000 mt to be attained in mid-1989.
Customers during 1988-93 will include * * *

1:.1

"Debt Equity Swaps Clear Way for Venezuelan Projects," Metal Bulletin, Feb.
25, 1988, p. 15.
.
~/"Venezuelan Aluminum," Mining Journal, Apr. 1, 1988, p. 258.
l/ Conference transcript, p. 62.
~/Petitions in investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378, p. 7.
For a
further discussion of Southwire's interest in Sural, see conference
transcript, pp. 24-29, 63, and 75-83; postconference stat~ment of petitioner
Southwire Co;, Aug. 12, 1987, pp. 38-45; and affidavit of Alfredo Riviere and
Renda G. Butler, Aug. 12, 1987.
~/ Conference transcript, p. 39, and hearing transcript, p. 124.
~/ Questionnaire response of Vene~uelan producers, June 16, 1988.
ZI Posthearing brief of Sural, C.A., June 30, 1988, pp. 1-9.
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Venalum and Marubeni, which would help fund Venalum's expansion, are
currently negotiating a long-term supply contract. If negotiations are ..
successful, Venalum's commitment to Marubeni would probably supersede sales to
local companies. 1/ Partial production (67,000 mt) from Alcasa's potline
expansion of 80,000 mt, scheduled for full production in 1990, has been
committed to Reynolds International (partner in the Alcasa venture), Aleurope,
Alunasa, and Hypo Bank Trade_ France. Korea, Portugal, Spain, and Austria are
also export· prospects being considered by Alcasa. ~/
To alleviate primary aluminum supply constraints, Sural had plans to build
a greenfield smelter. As originally conceived, a private company, Alusur,
headed by Sural, planned to construct a 115,000-inetric-tons·-per-year smelter
to supply Sural's rod and wire plant, to be coupled with a 60,000-metric-tonsper-year expansion in wire and rod capacity at Sur al. Once started, ·these
plans for expansion were expected to take 3 years to complete. 11 Since that
time, Alcoa has signed a letter of intent to construct with Sural and CVG a
120,000-metric-tons-per-year smelter at Puerto Ordaz. Both Alcoa and Sural
will hold 40 percent ownership of the new smelter; CVG will hold the remaining
20 percent. The two private companies will contribute $375 million to the
smelter's total $500 million cost. The smelter is expected to be on-line by
the end of 1990; production is primarily targeted for expor_t markets. f±.1
According to Venezuelan aluminum industry officials, the Alusur project is
only at the letter of intent stage, with land, financing, and construction not
yet arranged for the project. With a 3-1/2 year turnaround from engineering
to startup, smelter completion would most likely not meet its projected
start-up date of 1990. 21
Mr. Alfredo Riviere, President of Sural, indicated that Sural has been
expanding its capacity to produce mechanical aluminum rod and contracting its
ability to produce electrical conductor aluminum rod. Sural is also
interested in expanding its presence in the United States by acquiring rod,
wire, and cable facilities or equipment that belonged to closed U.S.
producers. ~/ Such facilities, however, require electrical rod rather than
mechanical rod. One of the reasons Sural wishes to establish rod facilities·
in the United States is because it wishes to take advantage of utility markets
closed to firms that produce utility cable from foreign-produced
aluminum rod. ZI * * *

l/ For further information see hearing statement of Mr. Lucas Rincon, June 23,
1988.
For further information see hearing statement of Mr. John Keeler, June 23,
1988.
11 Department of State airgram from the U.S. Embassy, Caracas, Venezuela,
July 11, 1986, p. 4.
f±.1 "Alcoa Builds Venezuelan Smelter," Mining Journal, Jan. 22, 1988~ "Alcoa
Planning Stake in Venezuela," Metal Bulletin, Jan. 21, 1988; also s·ee Metals
Week, Jan. 25, 1988.
21 Hearing transcript, pp. 169-170.
~/ Conference transcript, pp. 123-130.
ZI Ibid.
~/
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Effec.tfve ·october f, 1987, Surar p·urchase·d AICoa' ·5· two· cable-ptoducirig,
facilities· in' Vancouver,'' WA,: ·i:md Mas·sen;a-; ·NY: ·rhe twc:i_' plants are grouped
under ACPC·; ··Int.,' owned by Aiutech ,··a .Delaware·-ba·~ed in'vestine'nt firm owned by
. Mr. Alfredo Riviere .. 1/... Imports .. of Venezuelan ECARR are expected. to provide
the m'ajority.:of the f;edstock for the Massena mill. 2/
'

• • -·

If

-'.

In addition, Sural

-_.

t ;':

. -.

~

:

-.....

* * *· 11

Available information on the. 1producers 'of aluminum
presented in· table 1. '· · ·
·' •·
.

.

***

.. -

-

r·oa• ln·

Vehezuela ·is

....

-·

Total Venezuelart prbductlon ~was reported only for 1986 "(111-, 604 'tons) and
1987 (103,873 tons). Due to Iconel and Cabelurn not reporting, total-···
,
production d·ata for 198l{, 1985, 'January-March 1987:,· and January-March 1988 are
not ·availabfe. Aggrega'te capacity of the '°Venezuelan producers was :re.ported to
be 160,098.tOns.in 1984·;·'..increasing to_.,161;'885 tons~:-in 1985, before--:decreasing
to 162, 138 tons in -i98'6 i and :fur'ther ·d'ecr~a-sirig= to '156, 956 ·tons in 1987:
January-March 1988 capacity was 37,573 tons, representing a decrease of· · · ·--7 percent cdmpared witn,.that of "the corresponding period· 'in '1987. ·The-..;•
Venezuelan pr'oducers did not ·provide information to explairt· the change·s of. the\·:
t.otal capadty .to produc:e the subject rod. ·rhese .da.ta * * *· ~/
;_,. · ·
;:

.·

Capacity utilization of the Venezuelan industry was available .. for- ·1986 -and
1987, 69 and"66 percent respective·ly. Only Sural provided 'da·ta .·for :all
periods; its capacity ·utilization·· rates are shown. in table 1.
Venezuelan exporters report that demand for wire and cable, henc·e ,the
subject rod;• is strong· in Venezue1·a and in the neighboring Andean Pact
countries because of the extensive electrification· p·rograms· undertakeri 'in.-.
these countries. y
· ··
··: ..

::.

.!

••

. ~ .,,

·> ...

;. c . _ .

. .,·r ·-,.

!/

"Sural Buys Alcoa Cable ·Plants, Blit V.enezl.lel·an Rod Hie With;·Prelim·inary· ·
Duty," Metais Week, Oct. 12, 1987.
_.::.
.1
'1:.1 Hearing transcript, p. 198.
''"··. . .
· '·~
11 Posthearing brief of Sural, June 30, 1988.
Y Questionnaire response of Venezuelan producers, June 16, 1988. * * * .,i
Sural reports that its practical capacity is * * *
!

)

•

T::
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Table 1
Aluminum rod:·· Venezuelan prodµct,ion, capacity, cap~city.utilization, domestic
shipments, export. shipments to. the United ~tates., and ~xports to third ...
countries, by firms; 19.84-87, Ja~wary-March.19.87, .and January-March 19~8 .!/
·,.
...

:

Item

1984

1985

'

1986
....

Production:
Cabelum short tons.. .- ***
*** t :.·. ***
Icone l ......... do ... . ***
***
***
Sural .......... do ... . ***
***
***
y
y 111-,604.
·. ,Total·: ........ do ... .
Capacity:
· '"Cabe lum .. short . tons .. ***
***.··.
***:·
Iconel '1/ ...... do·'· .. ***
***
***
Sur al f!._/. ; .•.. ·.do ... . ***
***
*** " .
Total ....... ,do' ... . 160,098 .163,8a5- 162,,138
Capacity utilization:
Cabelum ..... percent .. ***
***
' : *** _.,
Iconel ... ; ..... do .. ,. ***
•\:.·.~***
***
Sural ...... ." .... do: .. . ***
-le**
***
69
Average ...... do ... .
'!:./
'!:./
oo·mestic sales:
Cabelum· short tons .. "***
"***
***
Sur al .......... do ... ·. ***
·***
·***
Exports to the United
·· States: .
Cabeltim·· short tons .. ***
***"'
***
; Sur al;....' .. :. · . :·.do·_;_ ... ***
***:"
***
Exports to third
countries:
Cabelum short tons .. ***
***
***
Sural 1f .. ..... do ... . ***
***
***

.

.January-March- 1987
1988

1987

!

·'

***·
***
***

·***·
:*.**·
***

..

103., 873

**.* ·.
·**·*

.:If**

.

,,156 '956 ;-

**.*
'***·
***

y

***
***'

,,

40 ;226 .. 3_7,573

t•·.. ***··
..... ·: ***
***

***
***
***

. ·,,:}

66

'!:./

***
***
..

I·

***
***

;

'!:./

***
"'***
*·**

**~·

:·.·

***
·, ***
*·**-.·
***

***
***
***

'!:./

***
·***
..
.,

·~'fa*

***
}::

***
***

***
***

***
***

l/

Data presented in this table are derived from the questionnaire response of
Venezuelan producers dated June 16, 1988, which exhibits discrepancies from
qata ·presented in the. preliminary report.:. Cabelum-fand· iconei". r.eported
incomplete data.
.' '
~/ Not available.
r -'

11 * * *
f!.I'* * *
2.1 * * *
Source:

'

_,. :
;

._.· "'·

. ;

f,··

.

Compiled from data provided by counsel for Sural, lconel, and Cabelum.
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U .. S. ·,Producers

There.were severi producers of aluminum.rod in t;he United States during the
pedod under investigation; Al~an_Aluminum Corp. (Alcan:'), Aluminum Co. of
America (AlcoaY, · Esse'x Wire and ·Cable (Essex)', Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
Corp. (Kaiser), Noranda'AlUlilinum, Inc. (Noranda); Reynolds Metals Co.
(Reynolds),· arid Southwire •Co: (South~ire). ·The shares bf 1987 domestic
production of alumlnWn rod iaccounted for by these producers' and' the
location(s) of their production facilities are shown in table.2.
-

Table-

~·

..

) :·-=

°2'-~:·

(

f.(. •

Aluminum;~rod:
locations~- ·'.by
.

jl:

·~

· "

: _u·. S. 'producers',:· shares of total domestic production1 ·arid mill
.
.
'firms, 198i · - ·
~

.,· . . .

Share of
.:
reported total
.. ,,
.domestic productio~
in. i987_ 'l/ · '
M.i'.1.1' location
Percent

Firm

~'

.

Petitioner:
~- ·
Southwfre Co-~

·.·

.< .- ....... , .. '.. · .~**

Nonpetitioning -firms:
Ale an Ah.uhinlliii corp. -3/ ....
.
.....
.
Aluminum Co. of·
·America- -4/............
: ... . .
.
c

***

-

..

w.iJliamspor_t', }'~.

,I

***'

Essex Wire and Cable l/~/ ...
Kaiser Aluminum and
Chemical Corp. l/........

***

Noranda Aluminum, Inc. ll·..
Reynolds Metals Co. l/. . . . . .

***
***

..

· Hawe·svill~ ~ KY. '1:,/

':'

Massena, NY. .'
RockdB:l~, -· TX.
Vanco:uver, WA . .2,/
Booneville, IN. l/

0

Tacoma, WA.
Chalmette, LA. ~/
New Madrid, MO.
· Longv.iew,. WA ..

...

.1

.!/

Including toll production. ·
'1:,/ The company's rod mill in Carollton, GA, was

ll * * *
y Alcoa

*

* *· ·

.no

took
posi,tfori in the preliminary ip.vestigatio'!'ls- and opposes' the
petition in the finai investigations . . · .·
.2,/ Mill permanently closed in * * *. ·
~I The.; company continues" cable manufacturing but: di·~·continued its rod
producti'oh;
·
·
: ·
"
ll Mill closed- i~ ·* * *'; share_ of ,total. productiO:!l· ;;_;~·s ·* *'*
~/Mill·*-·*:··..* -c.lo·s·ed.·
., --- .. ·· .
I·

- •.

. '

~

•

•

_.:

•

:

...

Source: . ·Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of' the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
'

'
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Alcart Cable, Division of Alcan Aluminium, Ltd.--***
Alcan Aluminium, Ltd .•. _a Canadi~n compa~y. is ~ne of ~h~ wor:l,d'~._largest
aluminum producers, accounting for."17'percent of the to~al a.iuminum ~rod~ction
of the free world. Its worldwid~ sales_ ar~ $6. 9 billign '· ~:i per~ent of which
are .in 'the United States; it employs 63,000 people.worldwide. The company has
approximately 100 manufacturi~g piants in .. 18 countries; in ·addition it is also
involved in. the steel,· chemical, aerospace,.packaging, transpor~ation,.
building ahd construction, a~d. oth~r ind1.:1str:ies'. ,1/
·'
· '.·'
Alc~h produces aluminum rod at its rod mill in Williamsport, PA.
It also
produces aluminum wire and cable at plants in Bay St. Louis, MS; Seda Ha,· )10;
and Williamsport, PA .. Alcan does not have a smelter at its r.od mill _in,·
Williamsport. Its tod prbducti~n is not continuously. c~st, ~athe:r ,' i°t starts
with bar and hot rolls it into aluminum rod. * * *. 'f./
·
"

Aluminum Co. of America.--***· Duririg .the period of investigatio~.
Alcoa produced aluminum rod at its plants in Vancouver, WA; Massena, NY; and
Rockdale, TX. Alcoa closed its smelter operations in Vancouver in Jtine 1986.
This smelter. was' sold to arid is being oper.atecl by Venalco, Inc., a cotrlpany·
formed by an independent group of investors from Cambridge, MA. *
*.... :
Alcoa's other two rod mills. in Rockdale af).d .Massena have adjacent. alun(in~
smelters and produce alu.minum rod using the contiriuous-casting method.

*

Alcoa also produced aluminum cable in Massena ~nd v~ricouve'r .U?.til. · '
October 1, 1987, ·at:· which ·ti.me it sold its cable mills fo ACPC, Inc., an
affiliate of Sura:}. (ACPC/Sural). ACPC/Sura.l is owned by Mr. Alfr~do"Riviere's
holding company, Alutech of Delaware. * *
ACPC/Sural has been mak.ing
cable at the Vancouver cable· mill since October 1987; * * * 11
1

*

·-;:

* * *·.

***
Petitioner questioned'. the authority ~(the wltness'e~ · app.ea'dng .at· th,e
Commission hearing to represent Aluminum Company of America. Commission staff
confirmed the. authority of. the· witnesses to reprel:!Eft\t not onlyAC.PC(Aicoa, ·but
Alcoa itself, as well. ~/

*

Essex Wire and Cable. - -Essex was a rod producer until 198.6. * *
Essex, .located· in Booneville, IN; is a subsidiary of United Technologies .. I t
closed its aluminum rod mill in March 1986. Roughly ***.percent .qf..its
production was consumed captively by its power conductoi:: .divisi'on. in .th.e ·
production of wire and cable;' . In 1985, Essex solci its power conducto·r .
division to Cablec and discontinued rod operations. This divisiori.~sed
roughly *** percent of the ·fotal 'alUJJlinum rod Essex produc.ed i~ .1·984 .. , ·Esse~
was not:an integrated aluminum producer. For its rod production Essex
purchased hot metal from * * *
* * *
•

~

.

:

?

,

.i

:

1/ One of the company's more unique products is a special aluminum powder that
is the base material for solid rocket fuel, which itself is a powdery
substance.
'1:./ * * * and on questionnaire response of Alcan Aluminum Co.

11 * * *·

~/ Based on telephone conversation with John Tecklenburg, International
Attorney, Aluminum Co. of America, on July 14, 1988.
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Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp.--***

***
Kaiser's aluminum rod plant is located in Tacoma, WA. A smelter is
adjacent to this plant.
In 1983, Kaiser closed its Chalmette, LA, smelter and
the adjacent aluminum rod mill; this mill closed permanently* * *·
The decision to exit the cable business was made by Kaiser in June 1987,
when its Board of Directors decided to write-down the wire and cable plants
because they lost money in recent years because of low product prices and
overcapacity in the marketplace. These plants were closed during the second
half of 1987 and the first quarter of 1988. * * *
* * *
Noranda Aluminum, Inc.--***
Noranda is 100-percent owned by its parent, Noranda Group of Toronto,
Ontario. The latter is a conglomerate of 60 companies worldwide; including 13
mines, 6 refineries, and SO manufacturing plants, with total wordwide
employment of 68,000 and sales of .over $S billion annually. * * *
Noranda produces aluminum rod at a plant in New Madrid, MO. Noranda
operates an aluminum smelter at the same location. Until * * * , Noranda also
produced aluminum wire anq cable at its plant in New Madrid.
In 1984,
approximately *** percent of its .total rod production was consumed by its wire
and cable operations.
In 198S, this percentage fell to ***percent. * * *
Noranda built the smelter at New Madrid in 1968; it started to
manufacture wire and cable at the same time Southwire's plant was built.
Noranda held approximately *** percent of the bare cable market and also
produced rod for merchant sales. * * *
In***, production of cable was
terminated; * * *

** *
Reynolds Metals Company.--***·
Reynolds produces aluminum rod at its plant in Longview, WA. Reynolds
also operates an aluminum smelter at the same location.
It also produces
aluminum cable at this location as well· as a plant in Malvern, AK. Reynolds
closed several rod mills located in Lister Hill, LA, in 1983. * * *
Reynolds owns a ***-percent stake in the Venezuelan aluminum producer Alcasa.
Alcasa recently ·acquired a SO percent stake in Reynolds' aluminum plant in
Mons, Belgium. Reynolds, General Motors, and Alcasa recently agreed to set
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up a joint company in Venezuela to produce half a million aluminum wheel rims
anually for the U.S. market. !/
Southwire Co.--The petitioner, Southwire, is the nation's largest
privately owned rod, wire, and cable producer.. * * *
Southwire manufactures
copper and aluminum rod and electrical wire and cable. Southwire is also
involved in a joint venture called National-Southwire Aluminum Co. (NSA) to
produce primary aluminum. * * *
NSA's aluminum smelter supplies Southwire's
Hawesville, KY, aluminum rod plant, which is located immediately next door.
Southwire receives approximately***, representing*** percent of the total
U.S. aluminum production a year. * * *
NSA's smelter in Hawesville, KY, and Alcan's Sebree, KY, smelter purchase
approximately 70 percent of the power produced by the Big Rivers Electric Co.,
which is located in sight of the Hawesville facilities on the Ohio River. The
two smelters pay some of the highest electricity charges in the United States
and have been facing higher rates as the financially troubled utility
struggles to ward off foreclosure proceedings by the United States Justice
Department. ~ Respondents allege that Southwire cannot compete with low-cost
producers, either domestic or foreign, because of the high electricity costs
paid by NSA's smelter. l/ In mid-August 1987, the Kentucky Public Service
Commission approved Big Rivers Electric Co.'s request for a modified rate
increase plan that tied the cost of electricity to the price of aluminum. NSA
and Alcan filed suit in an attempt to overturn this ruling, and withheld
payment to the utility in mid-October. y
Big Rivers fil'ed a countersuit
seeking to substitute a three-phase power rate increase for the one-step
increase approved by the Kentucky Public Service Commission. Alcan and NSA
provided full payment to Big Rivers after the court's refusal to place the
payment difference in escrow. The court will have an indefinite period to
hand down a ruling. 2/
Southwire helped develop continuous rod casting technology for the
aluminum and copper industries. Its patented Southwire Continuous Rod (SCR)
Systems are used worldwide. In fact, Southwire states that more than one-half
of all the redraw rod consumed in the western world is made on 47 different
Southwire rod systems in production in 18 countries.
* * *
Its Hawesville, KY, plant is currently its only production
facility for aluminum rod. Roughly *** percent of its aluminum rod production
in 1986 was used captively at its wire and cable plants in Hawesville, KY;
Carrollton, GA; and Flora, IL.

!/

"Venezuela's Aluminum Ambitions," Mining Journal, Dec. 12, 1986, p. 424.
'];_/ "Alcan, National Southwire Spared Higher Costs," Metal Bulletin, Mar. 24,
1987, p. 9, and "REA Move Clouds Big Rivers Rate Talks," Metals Week, May 11,
1987. For a further discussion of Big Rivers Electric and the aluminum
smelters at National-Southwire and Alcan, see Metals Week, Nov. 17, 1986;
American Metal Market, Nov. 26, 1986; Metals Week, May 11, 1987; and post
conference brief on behalf of the Venezuelan industry, Aug. 12, 1987,
exhibit 2.
l/ Conference transcript, p. 76.
~/ NSA's monthly electricity cost/bill is about***·
21 "Big Rivers Rate Hike OK'd," American Metal Market, Aug. 12, 1987, "Big
Rivers' Power Rate Boost Surprises Two Aluminum Companies," American Metal
Market, Aug. 13, 1987; "Sebree, NSA Faced With Power Rate Jump", Metals Week,
Aug. 17, 1987; see also Metals Week, Aug. 3, 1987, Aug. 10, 1987, Aug. 31,
1987, Sept. 28, 1987, Oct. 26, 1987, Nov .. 23, 1987, and Apr. 18, 1988.
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Sural was created, in 1975, as a result of an initiative by Sout~wire.
It was a joint venture between Southwire (49 percent ownership) and Noral,
S.A., a Venezuelan firm controlled by Mr. Alfredo Riviere (51 percent
ownership.) The joint venture existed until March 1985 when Southwire sold
its interest in Sural. Southwire sold and installed production equipment for
Sural and was a major purchaser of EC rod from Sural until the first half of
1985. From March 1984 to February 1985, Southwire, through its affiliate,
Southwire Metals International (SMI), had a formal exclusive sales agency
agreement with Sural to sell EC rod in the United States to all purchasers
except***· The sales agency ended on***· The quantities of rod sold
through the sales agreement were small compared with the quantities purchased
by * * * outside the sales agreement.
Southwire and Sural made conflicting assertions regarding the performance
of the parties under their various agreements and the reasons for the ending
of the joint venture, as well as the ending . of the sales agency contract.
Some of the undisputed facts are listed below.
Southwire supplied production and management know-how to Sural, as a
result of which Sur al became a major EC rod producer .. Until 1984, several key
management personnel were lent to Sural by Southwire; they resided in Caracas,
but remained Southwire's employees. * * * ·
Noral agreed***· !/
Past U.S. producers of aluminum rod.--In the relatively recent past, but
before the period under investigation, there were several other U.S. producers
of aluminum rod, including Anaconda, Capital Wire & Cable (Capital), and
Louisiana Wire & Cable (Louisiana). None of these firms produced ~he subject
product during the period of investigation. Staff was unable to obtain
additional information about Louisiana's rod operations.
Capital, located in Plano, TX, * * *·
In its 1986 annual report,
Capital indicated that it was not operating· its continuous casting aluminum
rod mill because the price-of aluminum rod was less than ·the cost to purchase
aluminum ingot and process it into-rod. The petitions note that the rod mill
has been dismantled and shipped· to Bogota, Columbia. ·'!:./ ·
Anaconda Company had three rod mills in the.1960's. It sold one mill to'
a Mexican company. Two French-built mills with an approximate combined
-~: ·
capacity of*** tons per year became property of Columbia· Falls Aluminum
Company (Columbia). The mills have not produced since· 1980 and have been
offered for sale by Columbia; they·are not included inthe calculation of
total U.S. capacity in this report. * * *

!/Riviere-Butler affidavit, Aug. 12, 1987, Exhibit l.
~/ Petitions in investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378, pp. 49-50 and
54, and pp. 39-40 and 44, respectively.
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U.S. Importers
Importers' questionnaires were sent to all known importers (nonproducers)
and all U.S. producers of aluminum rod. According to the U.S. Customs
Service's net import file, these companies imported virtually all of the
aluminum rod from Venezuela during the period covered by the investigations.
Alnor, Ltd.--***·
Sural submitted Alnor's response to the Commission's questionnaire
significantly late and in several installments, which were followed by
corrections. The response to the final questionnaire was significantly
different from the response to the preliminary questionnaire. * * *
Richards Enterprises.--***· From*** 1984 to*** 1985, SMI acted as a
sales agent for Sural, * * *
Whether or not SMI had pricing control of the
rod it sold as Sural's agent is a point of contention between the parties.

***
U.S. producers.--Imports by or for U.S. producers were, with few
exceptions, consumed in the production of wire and cable. For further
information regarding such imports of aluminum rod from Venezuela, see the
section of the report entitled "U.S. producers' imports and purchases of
imported aluminum rod."
Trading companies.--***
These trading companies are not decisive
factors in the EC rod market. * * *
The U.S. Market
Channels of distribution
As mentioned above, aluminum rod is an intermediate product that is
generally drawn into wire or cable. Most U.S. producers of aluminum rod have
facilities that also produce wire and cable. During the period under
investigation, the share of total domestic shipments of aluminum rod that was
captively consumed by U.S. producers of aluminum rod in the production of wire
and cable and other downstream products (as measured by intracompany
transfers) fell from *** percent in 1984 to *** percent in January-March 1988
(table 5). Merchant market sales of aluminum rod are generally carried out by
the U.S. producers, there being no distributors in the traditional sense that
are involved in the EC rod market. Occasional sales are handled by metal
dealers, generally as part of other transactions.
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Most EC rod was consumed by the producers.of EC. rod in th~ .manufacture of
utility wire a~d cable (both.bare and insulated), although the share of such
captive consumpt~on decreased. in 1987 ·and Ja.nuary-March 1988 as ·Kaiser and ·
Alcoa· c.eased production ,of wire and cable. The sales of r.od among the
., .
producers themselves .. represented·· a relatively small share of total shipments,..'
approximately:. :iO vercent: ·:The ·disti;ibution ~nd. use of EC rod shipments in the-.
United States, compihd from questionnaire responses,. are shown in the
following tabulatio~ (in percent): y
·

. 1984

Item

'198S . . . 1986 .

1987

·January-March
1987 ·.
1988

Intercompany t;ransfen: ·
65
67
Utility wire and c:ablE! .. . . . . 69 · ·
70
67 ·
SS
Other ......... ~ ...... : ..... ··_ -.::.8_ _ _...;.7_ _ _-=-___
...:;_
6 ___6;;._...:...._ __:;6_·_ _
s
·. 71
73
Total ................... ., 77
.. 77
73
62
Shipments ·to unrelated ·
14
7.
7
10
10
producers. of EC rod: ; ... ; . 9
Shipments to \,mre),ated ·
purchasers· (nonrod
...
producers) :
.
.
'
Utility. wire. and cable .. ·. . . . 7.
6
9
15
6
8
6·
7
Magnet wire.; ... ,.,........ s
7
6
7
5
4
Other.· ..... ~ .. :. ··. , ·~ '. .... ·...... ---------'·
2:;;...__ _ _4.;.....;._ ___:;5_ _ _-'-"-...,,..,..-----'_,.-2
Total to unrelated·
nonrod l'ro_ducers .. '. .. _·_
;;;..;;._ _ __;;;;..;
17'_ _ _. .19
14_ _ _..;;;1_s_ _ _...;;..;,.
20_ _ _...;;:_.;.....;.
24 __
,\•

Total . to unrelated: · ..
purchasers ......... ; . _,;;;;;2..;. 3_ _ _=---..::;..;..-'----..:;;.;;.---..::;..;..---...:;...;;"---Total domestic·
shipments., ... : ...... 100
Expo~ts. ~- ... , ..... " . ; ·.'. .. " .--'-1._/__..;._ __..;;;__-,..."'--'~--__:;L----='-----='---Total shipments ....... 100

y

Less.than·o.s.percent

Assessment of the market·.
In the Commiss~on's questionnaire producers and importers were asked to
assess the U.S. market. The ;.following responses were provided:
Noranda. - -* * * .'
Southwire. -·-* *
Reynolds. - -* * *. ·
Alcan.--** *·
Alcoa. -: ._
* ..

*.·

*

*

Kaiser~·-***·
ACPC/Sural.~-* -*

Y

*·

The data represents over*** percent of the.combined .movement of domestic·
and Venezuelan alwnirium rod. The data include Sural's direct sales but
exclud.e imports by Alnor because of the late arrival of it_s questionnaire
response,_
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Apparent U.S. consumption

1/

Apparent U.S. constimptlon of. aiuminum rod declined from 408·; 295 tons in ·
1984 to 344,155 tons in 1986, or by 16 percent, before .increasing slightly. to·
346, 842: tons, or by le·ss; than 1 percent, in 1987 ,(table 3).. Apparent U .·S ..
consumption rose by.19 percent during'January-Mar:ch 1988-compared with .that.
during the corresponding period of· 1987 ..
Teible 3
.
.
.
. .
.
Aluminum rod: U.S. producers' total domestic shipments, imports for·
consumption, and apparent. U.S. consumption, 1984-87 ~- January-M~rch 1987-., and
January-March 1988
U.S. producers' totaf
domestic
shipments

Period
1984 ............
1985 ............
1986 ............
1987 ............
January-March- 1987 ......... .
1988 ......... .

(Short-tons
. U.S.
imports
for
consumption

363,850
299,774
284,274
294,228
73,498.
87' 723

Apparent . ··
U.S.
:.consumption

44,445
66,816
59,881
52,614

366,590
·344' 155'
346 ;842·

15' 793.
18,377

89,291.·
,106.; 100 .

408,295, ..:

. '.·

Source: Shipments, compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of
the U.S. International Trade Commission; imports, compiled. fr.om· .official.
statistics of the U ..s. Department of Commerce.

. '·

The chief use of EC rod is the manufacture.of electrical conductors. The
total net domestic shipments of such conductors (wire and cable) are shown in
the following tabulation (in thous~nds of tons): 'J:/
Year

Quantity

Year

1976 .......... .
1977 .......... .
1978 .......... .
1979 ........... ·.
1980 ............
1981 .......... .

304
341
382

1982 ......... . 291
1983 ...... , .. . ·332
1984 ......... . 371
1985 ........ ;. 340
1986 ..... : ... •'• 321
1987 ......... . 320

413

369
320

. Quantity·

.·'

l/ The investigations were postponed 5 months.

In order to present· the period
covered by the preliminary investigations, the data for 1984 are also
presented. The reader should note that 1984 was a peak year for aluminurn·rod
consumption in the United States.
·
Y Includes bare and insulated wire and cable. Excerpted from ta,.bl~ c;:.: L,
app. C, Aluminum Statistical Review .
. r;
.. ·.
...
~
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During the periodof investigation the consumption of wire and cable
shows generally the same trend as the consumption of EC rod. The excess EC
'rod is. used in the production of magnet wire. Magnet wire consumption is
estimated to account for about 10 percent of the total rod consumption, and
· appears to be stable. y
·
The market for wire and cable is divided into markets for bare and for
insulated wire and cable.. B.are cable is us.ed for power transmission and ·
distr~bution ·lines, and is purchased by electric cooperatives and utilities.
Insulated cable.is used for building service connection wire, underwater and
other special.use cables, arid industrial cables.
.

.

.

Consumption of bare cable was high in the 1960's and early 1970's as the
electrification of the country was accomplished. Since the late 1970's
coris\imptiori has decreased. Although bare cable consumption decreased in 1987
from that of 1986, the· producers expect it to increase again. The level of
consumption of insulated wire and cabl.e is related to the level of economic
activity, namely re~fdential and industrial construction. Separate shipments
of _bare and insulated wire and cable are charted in appendix C. During
1975-87 combined shipmeritsof bare and insulated wire and cable have been
cyclical, reaching peaks in 1979 and i984, and troughs in 1982 and 1987, as
shown in the previous tabulation and iliustrated in appendix C. The subject
J:Od consumption is directly derived t'roin wire and cable consumption ..
U.S. rod.pr~ducers, as· expressed in their questionnaire responses,
·•consider the rod market. mature.and predictable and expect no significant
changes in . the near future. As noted previously, apparent consumption of rod
increased sharply, by 19 percent in January-March 1988. The .strong market
.reportedly continued. into the second quarter; * * *
Consideration of the Question of Material Injury
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
U.S. production of aluminum rod declined from 363,275 tons in 1984 to
279,173 ·tons in 1986, or by 23 percent, before increasing to 288,785 tons, or
l;>y 4 percent, in 1987 (table 4). During January-March 1988, production rose
23 percent to 86,652 tons from 70,243 ·tons during January-March 1987. Average
capacity to produce ,aluniinum rod fell steadily between 1985 and 1987; it
continued to decrease,' by 5 pe'rcent on an .annualized basis, during
January-March 1988. ·Capaeity utilization ranged between 56 and 70 percent.
during 1984-87 before rising to ?7 percent in January-March 1988.

Y

See channels of distribution section above.
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Table 4 ·
Aluminum rod: U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization, 1984-87,
January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
Item

1986'

1985

1984

January-March-1988
1987

198.7
:. I

Production:
Own metal ... short tons ..
Toll production ... short tons ..
Total ... short tons ..
Percentage change ........
Average capacity
over period 'l/
... short tons ..
Percentage change .......
Capacity utilization ~/
percent ..
End of period 'l/
capacity .... short tons ..
Percentage change .......

!/

11

'll
!ii

;***

***

***

***

***·

***

***
***
70,243 1/86,652
:f23
!/

***
***
363,275 -300,857
-17
!/

***
***
279'173. .288,785
+4
-.8

519,842

499 ,842· 466;9201118,085
-5 '
-7
_!/

!/

528,175
+2

'.

,.

111,835
-5
;.

70
519,842

!/

- '57

56:

62

59

7.7

538,175. 473,180 466., 920· 118,085 111,835
:·-12.
-5
+4
-1
!/ ,·.,

,·
Not available.
Virtually identical to the production of-'January-March 1986 (86·,648,tons.)
The changes in the aggregate capacity reflect * * * :•.
..~
Calculated from production and average capacity.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Petitioner argued that its·*** rod· mill.in Carollton,.GA, should be
included in the total U.S. capacity during 1984-86, because it was maintained
and ready to produce * * *
Because * * *·, it w:as not included in the
aggregate capacity. If it were to be included, capacity utilization woul~ be
*** percent during * * *· !/
Alcoa's rod mill in· Massena***

!/

1/

Respondent argued that the- aggregate U.S. cap.acity is lower and. aggregate
U.S. production is. higher, therefore, capacity utilization is also higher..
Respondent's capacity data are based on verbal "personal communications"
between various pl~nt personnel and an unrelated consulting firm, and on
secondary data. In contrast, the data gathered by the Commission were
provided in written form and certified by the management of the firms.
Respondent argued that the Commission's definition of practical capacity is
really theoretical capacity because. it d.oes not: consider ·overtime pay and cost
of added materials constraints. The Commission follows the Bureau of Census'
definition of practical capacity. Further, respondent included the capacity
of the *** Chalmette mills in its calculations; those mills were not included
by the Commission in table 4. With the Chalmette mills included capacity
utilization would be significantly lower, ***percent in 1984. In addition,
respondent's calculations include data***
Respondent's production data is
derived from calculated U.S. shipment data for rod.
11 Alcoa's Massena plant***
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Respondents· Surat and Geheral'Electric ·assert that ·there is a shortage of
the subject rod in. the u.s·. market, noting-that Petitioner's Hawesville, KY,
plant is operating at f.u.11 capacity and that petitioner· does not have any
plans to increase capac.fty. Further, all of respondent's witnesses testified
at the hearing that.EC.rod producers· are allocating metal units to. the
manufacture of "higher value added" products, thus gradually withdrawing from
the manufacture of rod. Since four major producers of rod did not participate ..
at the hearing, the Commission staff sought their comments regarding the
alleged shortage and regarding their intentions with respect to producing EC
rod in the. future. *· * * .!/ * * *
'

J

U.S. producers' .domestic shipments and intracompany transfers
The quantity of U.S. producers' domestic shipments of aluminum rod to
unrelated purchasers rose from*** tons in 1984 to*** tons in 1987, or by 34
percent,. and. the quantity of.iritt.icompany transfers (aluminum rod c.onsumed by
the rod producers in manufacturing wire and cable) fell from *** tons to ·*** • ·
tons, or by 27 percent, during the same period (table 5). Toll shipments are·
quantities of aluminum rod produced by U.S. producers for unrelated parties.
Toll shipments.fell sharply from*** tons in 1984 ·to*** tons.in.1987.but
--increased * * * tons on an annuap,zed. basis in January-March 1988. Total
domestic shipments.of the subject aluminum rod decreased from 363,850 ton~ in
1984 to 299,774 t~ns in 1~8~, or by a sharp 18 pe~cent; shipments fell again
in 1986 (by 5 ·percent), but rose by. 4· percent in 1987. There was a_ sharp; 59
percent, increase in domestic market shipments from January-March 1987 to
January-March 1988, resulting in· a 19-percent increase in total domestic
shipments, in spite of the 5-percerit decrease in internal consumption .by rod.
producers. f./
The decreasing 'quantities of intracompany shipments, from*** tons in
1984 to*** tons in 1987, reflect the discontinuance of wire and cable .
manufacturing by some of the rod manufacturers. The share of total domestic
shipments of aluminum rod accounted for by intracompany transfers (on a
quantity basis) fell·from ***percent in 1984.to ***percent in 1987, and
further fell to*** percent in January-March 1988 (table 5).
The value of total dome~tic shipments fell by 29 percent from 1984 to
1985 as a result-of.the simultaneous 18-percent drop in quantity and

.!/ * * *·

Staff notes the importance of distingui~hing between claims of
shortage at a preferred price level and shortage due to limited capacity.
'l:./ Respondent argued.that instead of the.data collected by the Commission,
shipment data, calculated by respondent's consultant, should be used. These
data for rod shipments were higher. Unlike the Commission, the consultant did
not have confidential coinpany data·available, ***· Therefore, in addition to
public data, they had to use estimates, and average waste ratio for wire and
cable production; The Commission on the other hand received confidential data
on shipments of rod from each company; such shipment data'reconciled with
production and inventory data and required no assumption or estimates. Staff
notes that respondent did not include ***
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14-percent drop in average unit values. Unit values started to rise in 1986,
and by 1987 they were above those of 1984, resulting .in a 20-percent._increase
in the value of total domestic shipipents i.n 1987, although the quantity of
shipments increased only by 4 percent. Reflecting sharp .increases .in the .
price of aluminum, unit values rose :ln January-March 198.8 by ,an .a.verage. of ·
about 50 percent over those of January-March 1987. This, cpmbined. with .·the
increasing quantities in the same period, resulted in the sharp.increase,.of 76
percent in the value of total domestic shipments (table 5)'_'
''
Table 5
Aluminum rod: U.S. producers' domestic shipments, intracompany transfers, and
total domestic shipments, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
Item

·1984

1986

19.85

January-March- 1988
1987

·.1987. ....

:~

Quantity (tons)
Domestic market
·shipments y . .......... • ***
Intracompany
transfers· 1J .......... .
***
Toll ·sh:Lpments y._ ...... .
***'
Total domestic
shipments .......... . ·363,850
Percentage change ....... .
4{·

***

***

''***

***

***

***
***

·.,***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

294,228·
+4

73,498
4L

87 723
+19

299,774·:284,274
-18
-5

I

- .... ~.

·Value (l,000 dollars)
Domestic market
shipments ............. .
Intracompany
transfers .. ; .......... .
Toll shipments 2_/ ..... •.. .
Total domestic •.
shipments ... ~ ... ~ ..
Percentage change ....... .

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

·***
***

***
***

***
***

357,055
-1

429,882
+20

;92·;578 .162,453
4L.
+76

.

507,360. 359,279
-29
4L

"

;·

Unit value (cents per pound)
Domestic market
shipments ............. .
Intracompany
transfers ............. .
Toll shipments ~/ ....... .

!/
~/

l/
~/

2.1

72.62

58.60

63.47

75.21

6L93

97.65

69.08
69.08

60.25
60.25

62.55
62.55

72 .13
72.13

63.41
63.41

89.43
89.43

Sales to unrelated purchasers.
Internal consumption for production of wire and cable,
Shipments of rod which has been toll-produced in U.S. rod mills.
Not available.
Valued at transfer price.

"

Source: Compiled from data submitted· in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U.S. producers' exports
* * *were the only U.S. producers of aluminum rod that reported exports
during the period covered.by the investigations. Exports were equivalent to
less than 1 percent of U.S. producers' shipments dur.ing each period of the
investigation. As shown·in the following tabulation, exports of aluminum rod
by these producers fluctuated widely during 1984-87:
··.Period
i984 .............
1985 .............
•1986 ........... ·..
1987 ....... ; .....
January-March- 1987; ... ·.......
1988 ...........

Value
Quantity
(Short tons). (11000 dollars)

Unit value
(Per pound)

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

. The U.S. producers have traditionally exported only small amounts of EC
rod to MexiC~ and Can.ada. Their knowledge of the world markets. is limited
because of no participation therein. Generally, it is believed that the
markets are mostly supplied by local producers .
. U. S . producers' .inventories

u.s.· producers' inventories of imported or purchased rod could not be
distinguished from inventories of rod produced in their own mills. However,
U.S. producers report that generally they imported or purchased rod to be
internally conslimed immediately; hence the inventories reported by U.S .
. producers represent domestically made aluminum rod.
U.S. producers' yearend inventories of aluminum rod fell 52 percent
during 1984787. During the period covered by the investigations, inventories
as a share of domestic market shipments and intracompany transfers fell from
4 percent to 2 percent, as shown in the following tabulation:

Period

End of period
inventories
(short tons)

1984. ~ .... ' .... : ......... . 14,655
1985; ......... ·.... ·........ . 10,8ll
·1986 ......•....... ·..... ·.. . 10,480
1987 .............. ~ .........· 7,033
January-March-1987.; .... ·............. . 7,364
1988. ·.' ................. . 6,656

Ratio of inventories to
total domestic shipments
(~rcent)

4
4
4
2
'l:_I 3
'1:_/ 2

!/ See table 5.
£/Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments.

!/
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U.S. producers' imports and purchases of imported aluminum rod
* * *U.S. producers of aluminum rod have used aluminum rod from
Venezuela*** (table 6). In the aggregate, U.S. producers accounted for***
percent of imports of aluminum rod from Venezuela in 1984, *** percent in
1985, *** percent in 1986, and *** percent in 1987; * * * during January-March
1988. * * *
Petitioner argues that integrated producers of rod and cable, such as
Southwire, have had to import aluminum rod to remain competitive with
companies like Alcoa and Kaiser that have increasingly used imported aluminum
rod in their production of wire and cable. l/
Table 6
Aluminum rod: U.S. producers' imports from Venezuela, and purchases of
foreign-produced aluminum rod, by firms, 1984-87, January-March 1987, and
January-March 1988
· (Short tons)
1984

1985

1986

1987

January-March- 1987
1988

.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***'
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
'***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Item
Rod from
Venezuela:
Alcan .............
Alcoa ..............
Essex .............
Kaiser l/ .........
Noranda ...........
Reynolds ..........
Southwire ~/ ......
Total ...........
Rod from other
countries:
Alcan .............
Alcoa .............
Essex .............
Kaiser ............
Noranda ...........
Reynolds ..........
Southwire .........

.
.
.

.

l/ * * *

y

* * *

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

l/ Petitions in investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 and 731-TA-378.
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Employment and wages ..
-The number of· production and r.elated worke;rs e.mployed by U.S. producers
of aluminum rod fell from 209 in.1984. to 151~ in 1986, or by 26 percent
.
(table 7). Hours worked, wages, and total compensation paid to ·these workers
foilowed a similar trend during 1984-86. In 1987, employment increased 9
percent, to _168 workers, still remaining belo~. that of 1985. The improvement
in 1987 came at the end of the year,· as the January-March 1987 period's
employment continued downward from that of 1986. During January-March 1988,
employment increased to 173 workers, or by 23 percent, compared with that in
the corresponding period of:l987; this is higher than in 1986 but still below
that of 1985.

.;h

Productivity increased roughly 6 percent during 1984~86, but felf 6
percent during 1987. Unit labor costs fell during 1984-86, ·before increasing
in 1987. Unit labor costs decreased 5 percent during.the entire period of
investigation.
The production and rel~ted workers at four of the six U.S. producers of
EC rod are represented by a union. Southwire and Alcan are the two producers
whose production workers are not members of a union.
·The Al.uminum,_ Brick and Glass Workers Union testified in opposition to
the petition. The union represents the production workers at Reynold's rod
mill and Alcoa's Massena mill,_ which * * *· !/ Accordingly, the Union
represented*** percent of all EC ·rod production workers in 1984, *** percent
in 1985 and in 1986, ***percent in 1987, and*** percent in 1988.
The petitioner submit.ted a stat,e'ment from 'production workers SUPJ>Orting
the petition. The statement was signed by*** workers ih the petitioner's
Hawesville, KY, plant; these workers represented *** percent of all EC rod
workers in 1988~
Table 7
Aluminum rod: Average number of production and related workers producing·
aluminum rod, hours worked, !/ wages and total compensation 'l:./ paid to such
employees, and labor productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor costs;·.
1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988 ]/ ' ·
Item

1984

Pr.oduction ancl relate_d
workers:
Number .......... ·........... ·.·
Percentage change ...........
Hours worked by. production
and ~elated ~6rkers:
Number .._.. ·..... i, 000 ho'urs ..
Percentage change ... : .......
·•

...

I

209

182

'!.I

-13

422:·
'!_!

346
·-18

Tabl.e. cond.riued on . the fol~owing I>~&e.

!/

1985

...

1986

'.

1-987

l·s4
-15

168
+9

305.
_:12 .

'335
+io

January-March-1988
1987

141

"!.!

173
+23

75

93

'!.I

+24

See f6otnotes
at· the end' of the table.;
.- ...

ACPC/Sural owns the cable mill at Massena.

* * *
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Table 7-Continued
Aluminum rod: Average number of production and related workers producing
aluminum rod, hours worked, l/ wages and total compensation ~/ paid to such
employees, and labor productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor costs,
1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988 l/
Item

1984

Wages paid to production
and related workers:
Value ....... :1,000 dollars .. 5,964
Percentage change ...........
f±.1
Total ~ompensation paid
to production and
related workers:
Value, ....... l,000 dollars .. 7,653
Percentage change ...........
f±.1
Labor productivity:
Quantity ..... tons per hour .. 0.861
Percentage change· ...........
y
Hourly compensation: ~
Value ........................ $14.13
Percentage change ...........
f±.1
Unit labor costs: §.I
Value .............. per ton .. $21. 06
Percentage change ...........
f±.1

January-March-1988
1987

1985

1986

1987

4,786
-20

4,390
-8

5,173
+18

1,050

1,366
+30

6,157
-20

5',419
-12

6,284
+16

1,356

1,736
+28

0.870
+l

0.915
+5

0.859
-6

0.937

0.932
-1

$13.83
-1

$14.39
+3

$15.44
+10

$14.00

$14.69
+5

$20.46
-3

$19.41
-5

21.76
+12

$19.30

$20.03
+4

y

y

y

y

y

l/

Includes hours worked plus hours paid leave time.
Includes wages and contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.·
'}_/ Firms providing employment data accounted for all domestic shipments of
aluminum rod in 1987.
f±.1 Not available.
~/ Based on wages paid excluding fringe benefits.
§.! Based on total compensation paid.
~/

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Six firms, accounting for all U.S. production of electrical conductor
aluminum redraw rod (aluminum rod) in 1987, furnished income-and-loss data on
their overall establishment operations and on their operations producing
aluminum ·rod.
Overall establishment operations.--In addition to the subject product,
the companies produce cabl~, wire, and other aluminum-related products within
their establishments. So~e of these products utilize aluminum rod as a raw
material. In 1987, internal transfers of aluminum rod accounted for***
percent of total aluminum rod sales. These transfers include production that
was shipped to other establishments that do not produce the subject product.
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Net sales for overall establishments arid aluminum rod operations are shown in
the following tabulation, by firms, for 1987: ·

Firm
Alcan .. ; ...
Alcoa.; ....
Kaiser ... ;.
Noranda .. ,.
Reynolds ...
Southwire ..
Total ..

Total.
establishment
sales

Company transfers
as a share of total
aluminum rod sales
Percent

. Aluminum rod
Total
Trade
Company
sales
· sales
transfers
-~-----~--------1,000 dollars--------------

~___,...~~~~~~~~~~~~

***.
***
***
***
***
***.

***
***
***
***
. ***
***

878,590

434,892

***
***
***
***
***
***

137,423

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

297,469

68.4

.!./ * * *
'l:.I Less than 0.05 percent.
The·establishment aggregate data reflect relatively high levels of
profitability in 1987 and interim 1988 in comparison with earlier years. A
summary of such income-and-loss data is shown in the following tabulation:

Period
1984 ........ ; ...... •.• ..
1985 .... ·............... .
198.6.. · ......... •.• ... · ... .
1987 ............... ·... .
Interim period.ending-Mar. 31, 1987 ....... .
Mar. 31, 1988 ....... .

Operating. income
Net sales
or (loss)
- - - - - - -- -.~ 1, 000 dollars - - - - - - - - -

Operating income
(loss) as a
share of sales
Percent

804,956
628,466
665,386
878,590

16,168
(67,550)
(23,659)
59,948

2.0
(10.7)
(3.6)
6.8

179,869
323,180

(2,760)
47' 774

14.8

.

(1. 5)

.

.

.·Aluminum rod operations. - -Although the Commission has often considered
cases involving companies with substantial inter/intracompany transactions, it
is less common that an investigation concerns an intermediate product within a
vertically integrated company. In the instant investigations, the profitability distinction between aluininum metal production, aluminum rod
operations, and wire and cable production may be obscured for some producers
because of transfer pricing decisions. The profitability on rod operations
may be reflected in wire and cable operations, or perhaps in the overall
operations that include aluminum metal production.
Some of the .producers (including the petitioner) do not consider their
.aluminum rod operations as a profit center. Thus, the aggregate aluminum.rod
income~and-loss tables presented in this report do not represent actual
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bookkeeping operations as practiced by industry participants. The tables were
constructed using either cost or market prices in order to facilitate the
comparison of data between companies and to provide a reasonable basis for the
measurement of profitability. Since the ·appropriate basis for m.easuring the
rod industry's profitability is unclear, additional tables that include wire
and ·cable profitability are included in the report for possible consideration
in assessing the rod operations. l/ ~/
Industrywide profitability for fabricated products (including wire and
cable) are influenced by c.hanges in the price of aluminum. For example,
KaiserTech Limited indicated the following: l/
"Fabricated product~ prices, which are heavily influenced by·changes
in the ingot price and usually follow these changes with delays of
three to six months, moved only moderately higher, in total, during
1987. Prices for a wide variety of fabricated products increased i.n
late 1987 and in the first quarter of 1988, significantly.improving
the company's anticipated realizations on the bulk of its aluminum
shipments."
The market price of aluminum during the period of investigation.
summarized below (in cents per pound):~/
Period
1984 ............ -._ .......
1985 ................ : ...
1986 ....................
1987 ....................
Jan. -Mar. 1987 ........
Jan.-Mar. 1988 ........

l/

~s

Price
.
.
.
.
.
.

61.05
48.81
55.87
.72.30
58.87
97.69

The respondents indicated that accounting policies, such as Accounting
Research Bulletin #51 (consolidations) and Financial Accounting Standards
Board #14 (segment reporting), provide guidance as to the best procedure for
computing the profitability of aluminum rod by integrated producers.
· (Posthearing brief of respondents, ~- 46.) These pr9nouncements in~lude
provisions for the preparation of consolidated financial.statements with no
gain or loss on intercompany transactions.
~/ Tn appendix A of the petitioner's posthearing brief, Dr. John Haldi
presents an alternative methodology fo~ measuring profitability and rate of
return on investment in the production of ECARR. Dr. Haldi's method involves
estimating revenues attributable to aluminum rod fabrication (essentially, by
multiplying the quantity shipped in each period by the average· fabrication
adder during that period), and subtracting expenses attributable to rod
fabrication (direct factory labor, other factory costs, including depreciation
and amortization, and GSA expenses). The fabrication adders used in this
analysis are those published in the prehearing report, i.e., those from th.e
preliminary investigations. Staff substituted questionnaire data in· the Haldi
model. The results are shown in app. D.
l/ 1987 KaiserTech annual report, p. 9.
~/ Metals Week monthly average of market prices.
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The income-and-'loss experience is presented as follows:
*All aluminum·rod operations, aggregate of questionnair~ reponses of all
producers : y ·· ·
· ·
·
Table 8:.Transfer of alumintirn raw material and transfer of finished rod for
cap~ive· consumption are at cost, as reported: Y
Table 9 ·: Same, as table 8, by firms.· y
·
·
Table. 10: Tabl.e . 8 modified: raw material. transfered in and finished rod for
·captive consumption transfered out at market prices in order 'to
.··isolate. the rod production.
.

.

*Selected aluminum rod operations for producers, excluding the internal
.
transfers of those companies.that reported no profit or loss on such transactions.
The companies. that utilize this no profit-or-loss methodology ar·e * * *. The
reason for eliminating these companies' transfers is to present the data so that a
more proper relatiOnship of.trade profit to.trade sales can be shown:'!:./
· Table 11: Transfer of aluminlim raw material and transfer of finished rod for
captive consumption are at cost, as.reported.£/ ll.
*Trade sales·of rod:
Table 12: Trade sales of rod only, for all firms.
sales at market.

Raw material at cos't,

*.Wire arid. cable operations including rod production for all firms:
·Table 13: •·As reported: transfer of aluminum raw material at cost (sales are
at niarket) . · '!:../
· Table 14. Table 13 modified: transfer of aluminum raw material at market
.(sales are at market).
.

.

.

A swiunary of the. ·operating income or (loss), as a share of net sales, in the
various calcul,ations is shown. in the following tabulation (in percent):
Table
No.
8
10
11

13
14

Y

Product
rod
rod
rod (selected)
rod and wire
and cable·
· rod and wire
and cable

Bash·

1984

1985

1986

1987

cost
market
cost

3.2
2.0
5.2

(5.3)
5.3
(8.7)

0.2
6.0
0.3

7.0
5.4
9.5

2.1
6.0
. 2. 9

12.4
5.5
15.8

cost

7.0

0.4

1. 9

4;4

.(0. 5)

14.1

market

5.4

7.4

4.4

0.5

3.3

7.3

January-March
1987
1988

All firms included regardless of whether they did or did not report profits
on transfers of rod for captive consumption.
Y See the section below titled Transfer pricing.and·value added analysis for
valuation methods used in·the reporting of data by.firms.
ll This table was discussed at the hearing and is referred to in briefs, it
was table 8, on p. ·A-44 of the prehearing. repor_t.

In table 10 the ·rod mill·· is simulated to be an-·independen~ profit center
by valuing the raw material, aluminum, which represents the chief co~t
component in rod, in the cost of goods sold at the market price of.~he me_tal
(instead of at the transfer cost reported) and by valuing all finished .-_rod._.,
also at market price (instead of at the trans.fer price reported). " :
In table 14 the combined rod and -wire ·and cable operati,ol)s are.s~mulated
to be an independent profit center, by valuing ..the .raw ll}ate_rial '· al~il)Wn,
which represents the chief cost component in rod,. as .well ·as,. in wire and
cable, in the cost of goods sold at the market price of .the.metal (instead of
at the transfer cost reported).
. .
Some of the sales in table 10 are actual reported trade sales; the_
reported transfers were substituted with values based on the av~rage unit
value of trade sales for all firms. For table 14·no substitution.. of the·
reported sales data was needed as all. sales are trade . sales: to un:rel~te,d.
parties. ·When simulated as independent profit centers, the, rod: apd wire and
cable mills, financial results are ·more isolated'' from the direct effects of
the changes in the commodity price of aluminum; such changes, during the last
12 months of the period under investigation, were the largest .since 1974,, when
Metals Week began ~eporting aluminUµi prices.
With the exception of Southwire, the combined sales of rod and wire and
cable represent les.s than *** percent, of the total -sales of. 'the. co.mpanie.s-, as
shown in the following tabulation: (in percent):·
·· '·

Firm

· Total sales of rod:' . ·
Total value ·of
rod production
and wire and cable
as a share of
as a share of
total corporate:sales. total.corporate sales
.~

Al can
Alcoa
Kaiser
Noranda
Reynolds
Southwire

***
***

***
***

***
***

:.

..

***
***
***··
***
***
***

All aluminum rod operations.--Net sales from all aluminum ·rod
operations declined 24.9 percent from $442.4 million·in 1984 .to.$332.4 million
in 1985 (table 8). Sales rose slightly, by 1.6 percent, to $337 .·8 million in
1986, then increased by 28.8 percent to $4j4.9 million in 1987. 1 Operating
income was $14.0 million in 1984, $612,000 in 1986, and $30.6 million in
1987. An operating loss of $17.7 million was incurred in 1985. Operating
income (loss) margins, as a percent of sales, were 3~2 ip 1984, (5.3) in 1985,
0.2 in 1986, and 7.'0.in.1987. Operating losses were reported.:by two firmi; in
1984, five in 1985, three in 1986, ·and one irt 1987. ·
,.,
Net sales for the interim period ended March 31, 1988., were- $161. 8
million, an increase of 75.0 percent over·interim 1987. sales of $92.4
million. Operating income was $1·:9 million' and $20~ 1 million in inter-im 1987
and interim 1988, respectively. Operating income margins, as a percent of
sales, were 2.1 in interim 1987 and 12.4 in interim 1988. Two firms reported
operating losses in interim 1987 but none of the firms reported losses in
interim 1988.
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Table 8
Income-and-loss experience ~f U.S. producers on their operations producing
aluminum rod, on the basis of valuing transfers of aluminum raw material and
of finished rod at cost, accoun.ting years 1984-87, and interim periods ended
Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 198.8 ..

Item

1984·

1985

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

1987

1986

Valu·e (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Trade .......... ·...... ·***
Company transfers .. . ***
Total net sales .. . 442,370
Cost of goods sold ... . 418,547 ..
Gross profit or (loss) 23,823
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses.· .......... .
9,826
Operating income or
(loss) .............. · 13, 997 .
.Interest expense......
6,545
Other income or
(expense) .......... .
31
Net income or (loss)
before income taxes..
7, 483
Depreciation and
amortization
included above ..... .
2,338
Cash flow y .... . ; ... .
9,821

***
***

332,372
341,279
(8,907)

***
***

337,761
327,429
10,332

***
***

434,892
393,078
41,814

***
***

92,436
88,088
4,348

***
***

161,790
138,417
23,373

8,790

9,720

11, 261

2,437

3,241

(17,697)
5, 118

612
5,157

30, 553.
5,837

1,911
1,298

20,132
1,922

114

26

(53)

254

.. 101

(22,561)

(4,444)

24,830

639

18,157

2,671
(19,890)

3,435

4,014
28,844

786
1,425

1,003
19,160

Share of net sales (percent)
94.6
5.4

102.7
(2. 7)

·96.9
3.1

90.4
9.6

95.3
4.7

85.6
14.4

2. 2.

2.6

2.9

2.6

2.6

2.0

3.2

(5.3)

0.2

7.0

2.1

12.4

1. 7

(6.8)

(1. 3)

5.7

.7

11. 2

1
1
6

2
2
6

0

·Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ..... .
Net losses ........ , .. .
Data

Y

2

5

3

2

5

6

6

4
6

1
6

Cash flow <iefined as net Income or loss plus depreciation and amortization.

Source: Compiled from data ~ubmitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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An income-and-loss summary of each individual producer is presented in
table 9, and an income-and-loss tabie prepared on the basis of raw material
costs at market value is presented in table 10.
Table 9
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their operations producing
aluminum rod, on the basis of valuing transfers of aluminum raw material and of
finished rod at cost, by firms, accounting years 1984-87, and interim periods
ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988

Firms

1984

1985

1986

1987

Interim.period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

Gross profit or (loss):
Operating income or (loss):

''

***

Share of net sales (percent}
Gross profit or (loss):

***

***

***

***

***

***

"'",***

***

***

***

***

***

***"

***

Operating income or (loss):

Source: Compiled from data submit.ted in resp·onse to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 10
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers' on their operations producing
aluminum rod, on the basis of valuing transfers of aluminum and of rod at
market prices, !/accounting years 1984-87, and interim periods ended
Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988

Item

1984

1986

1985

Interim period
ended March 31-1987
1988

1987

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Trade ...............
Company transfers .. .
Total net sales .. .
Cost of goods sold ... .
Gross profit or (loss)
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses~ .......... .
Operating income or
(loss) ............. .
Interest expense .... :.
Other income or
(expense) .......... .
Net income or (loss)
before income taxes.
Depreciation and
amortization
included above ..... .
Cash flow~/ ......... .
Cost of goods sold ....
Gross profit or (loss)
General, selling,
and administrative expenses ...... .
Operating income or
(loss) ............. .
Net income or
(loss) before
income taxes ....... .

***
***

449,664
430,894
18 770
!

***
***

326,300
300,085
26,215

***
***

***
***

343,616
313 431
30,185

. 453, 302
417,435
'35,867

!

***
***

***
***

7 ,910

164,454
152,117
12,3"37
::..

90,979
83,069

9,826

8,790

9, 720

11,261

2,437

3;241

8,944
6,545

17,425
5, 118

20,465
5,157

24,606
5,837

5,473
1,298

9,096
1,922

31

254

101

114

26

2,430

12,561

15,409

18,883

4,201

7,121

2,338
4, 768

2 671

15,232

3,435
18,844

4,014
22,897

786
4,987

1,003
8,127

91. 3

8.7

92.5
7.5

95.8
4.2

!

Share of net sales (percent)
92.0
91.2
92.1
8.0
8.8
7.9

(53)

2.2

2.6

2.9

2.6

2.6

2.0

2.0

5.3

6.0

5.4

6.0

5.5

0.5

3.8

4.5

4.2

4.6

4.3

Number of firms with
Operating losses ..... .
0
1
1
2
0
2
Net losses ........... .
1
2
2
2
0
2
Data ................. .
6
6
6
6
6
6
!/ Aluminum raw material valued at Metal Market monthly average prices with a
1-month lag ($0.6306/lb-1984, $0.4893-1985, $0.5563-1986, $0.6974-1987,
$0.5560-Jan.-Mar 1987, and $0.8980-Jan.-Mar. 1988); company transfers of finished
rod to rod producers' wire and cable plants are valued at average trade sales value
for industry.
~/ Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission, except as noted.
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Selected aluminum rod operations.--Net sales for only those producers that
reported a profit or loss on their intracompany transfers declined 24.2
percent, from $267,4 million in 1984 to $202.7 miliion in 1985 (table 11).
Sales rose by 17.7.percent to $238.5 million in 1986, then increased by 35.3
percent to $322.7 million in 1987. The operating income o_r (loss) data in
dollars and the number of companies reporting operating losses are the same as
in tables 8 and 9. Operating income or (loss) margins, ·as a percent of sales,
were 5.2 in 1984, (8.7) in 1985, 0.3 in 1986, and 9.5 in 1987.
Net sales during the interim period ended March 31, 1988, were $127.8
million, representing an increase of 95.1 percent over interim 1987 saies of
$65.5 million. Operating income margins, as a percent of sales, were 2.9 in
interim 1987 and 15.8 in interim 1988.
An income-and-loss summary of each producer's trade sales to unrelated
parties is presented in table 12.
Wire and cable operations. !/--The income-and-loss experience of the firms
on their combined operations in producing aluminum wire and cable, on the basis
of transfering both aluminum and rod at cost, is presented in t~ble 13. 'l:./ Net
sales from such operations declined by 27.8. percent from $766.0 million in 1984
to $553.3 million in 1986. Such sales increased by 12.0 percent to $619.5
million in 1987. Operating income wa~ $54.0 million in 1984, $2.4 million in
1985, $10.3 million in 1986, and $27.5 million in 1987. Operating income
margins, as a percent of sales, were 7.0 in 1984, 0.4 in 1985, 1.9 in 1986, and
4.4 in 1987.
Net sales during the interim period ended March 31, 1988, were $204.4
million, representing an increase of 53.4 percent over interim 1987 sales of
$133.3 million. Operating income was $28.7 million in interim 1988 compared
with an operating loss of $648,000 in interim 1987. Operating income or (loss)
margins, as .a percent of sales, were 0.5 percent and 14.l percent in interim
1987 and interim 1988, respectively.

!/ * * *·
l/ Similar
table 14.

data, with transfers of aluminum valued at market, is presented in
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Table 11
Income-and-loss. experience- of selected U.S-. producers, excluding the- company
transfers of producers that report' no p·rofit· or :loss on their intracompany
sales, on their operations ·producing aluminum rod, on the_ basis of valuing, "
transfers of aluminum at cost, accounting )'e_ars 1984-87, and interim periods
ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar_-- 31, °1988
- ··- Interim peri~d
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

,_

Item

1984

1985

1986

1987

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Trade ............ .' ..
Company transfers .. .
Total n~t sales .. .
Cost of goods sold ... .
Gross profit or
(loss) ............. .
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ......... -.. .
Operating income or
(loss) ..... -.... ·., .. .
Interest expense ..... .
Other income or
(expense) .......... .
Net income or (loss)
before income
taxes .............. .
Depreciation and
amortization
included above ..... .
Cash flow!/ ......... .
Cost of goods sold ....
Gross profit or
(loss) ............. .
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ........... .
Operating income or
(loss) ............. .
Net income or (loss)
before income
taxes .............. .
Operating losses ..... .
Net losses ........... .
Data .................._

***
***

267',425
2431602
23,823
,

***
***

202,658
2111565
(8,907)

******

238,474
2281142
10,332

***
***

***
***

322,650
2801836

***
***

127,790
1041417

65,504
611156

41,814,

4,348.

23,373

-

~-

-.

3 I 241

91826

81790

91720

111261

13 ,-997
6,545

(:17,-697)
5, 118

6.12
5,157

_30, 553 ' __.1,911
5 • 31 , ; 1 • 2 9 8 ,, .

31
7,483
1 z751
91234
91.1

254
(22,561)
2!064
~2014962

'

21437
--

a

20, 132
1;922

114

26

(4,444)

24,830

639

18,157

21820

31423
281253

698
11337

975
19I132

101

~11624)

(53)

Share of net sales (percent2
104.4
95.7
87.0
93.4

81. 7

8.9

(4.4)

4.3

13.0

6.6

18.3

3.7

4. 3

4.1

3.5

3.7

2.5

5.2

(8.7)

0.3

9.5

2.9

15.8

2.8

(11.1)

(1. 9)

7.7

1. 0

14.2

2
2
6

0
1

2
2

Number of firms reporting
5
3
1
5
4
1

6

6

6

6

6

!/ Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and amortization.
Source: Complied from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Internation Trade Commission.
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Table 12
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their trade sales of aluminum rod,
by firms, on the basis of valuing transfer of aluminum· at cost; accounting years
1984-87, and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar.· 31, 1988

Firms

1984

1986

1985

1987

Interim period
ended Mar. 31- 1987
1988

·value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

·***

***

***

***

***

***

Gross profit or (loss):

Operating income or (loss):.

Share of net sales (percent)'
Gross profit or (loss):

*Operating
**
***

income or (loss):

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

**"*

***

***

***

***

Source: Co~piled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. Int~fnational Trade Commission.
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Table 13
Income-and-loss experience of U,S. producers on their combined operations
producing aluminum rod and wire and cable, on the basis of valuing transfers of
aluminum and rod at cost, accountin·g years 1984-87, and interim periods ende'd
Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988' ·

Item

1984

1985

1986

Interim period- ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

1987

Value (1,000 dollars)
Net sales:
Trade-ECARR. . . . . . . . .
Trade-wire & cable..
Total net sales.~.
Cost of goods sold ....
Gross profit or
(loss) ............. .
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ........... .
Operating income or
(loss) ............ ~.
Interest expense ..... .
Other income or
(expense), net ..... .
Net income or (loss)
before income
taxes .............. .
Depreciation and
amortization
included above ..... .
Cash flow!/ ......... .
Cost of goods sold ....
Gross profit or
(loss) ............. i.
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ........... .
Operating income or_
(loss) ............. .
Net income or (loss)
before income
taxes .............. .
Operating losses ..... .
Net losses ........... .
Data ................. .

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

766,024
668,711

591,435
548,007

553,304 . 619,468
505 ,018· 555,002

204,438
166,555

8, 716

37,883

97 '313

43,368

48,286

43,316

40,954

38,004

36,931

9,364

9,142

53,997
13,419

2,414
12,136

10,282
10,714

27,535
10,107

(648)
2,548

28,741
2,857

(640)

(138)

(233)

39,937

(9,860)

(665)

15,370
55,308

14,024
4,164

87.3

11,993
11, 328

64,466

133' 304
124,588

(43)

(54)

17' 351

(3,239)

25,938

13' 012
30,363

3,058
(181)

2,355
28,293

( 77)

Share of net sales.· (percent)
92.7
91. 3
89'.6
93.5

81. 5

12.7

7.3

8. r

10.4

6.5

18.5

5.7

6.9

6.9

6.0

7.0

4.5

7.0

0.4

1. 9

4.4

(0.5)

14.1

5.2

(1.7)

(0.1)

2.8

(2.4)

12.7

1
l'
7

Number of firms reporting
3
3
2
4
3
2
7
7
7

2
3
7

!/Cash flow is defined as net income or·loss plus·deprecfation and
amortization.
Source: Complied from data submitted in response to questionnaires o.f the U.S.
Internation Trade Commission.

0
0
7
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Table 14
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on their combined operations
producing aluminum rod and wire and cable, on the basis of valuing transfers of
aluminum and rod at market ·prices, accounting years 1984-87, and interim
peri'ads ended Mar. 3·1, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988 .!/
-

Item

1984

1985

Net sales:
Trade-ECARR ......... ***
Trade-wire & cable .. ·***
Total .net sales .. ~ 766,024
Cost of goods sold ..... .6811058
84,966
Gross profit or (loss)
General, selling, and
administrative
expenses ........... .
431316
Operating.income or
41,650
(loss) ........... ; ..
In~erest exp~nse ... ; .. ·, 13,419>
Other income or
(expense), net ..... .
(6402
Net income or (loss)
· before income taxes.
27,591
Depreciation and

1986

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

1987

Value {1 1000 dollars2

***
***

591,435
506181:3
84,622

***
***

***
**·*

***
***

133, 304
1191569
13, 735

***
***

204,438
1801255
24,183

553,304
4911020
62,284

619,468
5791359
40,009

401954

381004

361931

9,364

91142

43,668
12, 136

24,280
10, 714 -

3,078
10,107

4,371
2,548

15,041
2,857

(1382
31,394

(233)
13,333

(77)

(43)

(54)

(7, 106)

1,780

12,130

131012
51906

3,058
41838

2,355
141485

Share of riet sales (percent)
85.7
88.7
93.5
89.7
14.3
11.3
6.5
10.3

88.2
11.8

a~ortization

included above ..... .
Cash flow~/ ......... .

151370
421961

Cost of goods sold ....
Gross profit .o.r (loss)
Ger:iera·l, selling, and
administrative
.expenses ........... .
Operating income or
(loss) ............. .
Net income or (loss)
before income taxes.

88.9
11.l

141024
45;418

11,993
251326

5.7

6.9

6.9

6.0

7.0

4.5

5.4

7.4

4.4

0.5

3.3

7.3

3.6

5.3

2.4

(1.12

1. 3

5.9

Number of firms with
Operating losses ..... .
1
1
2
2
2
3
1
Net losses ........... .
1
3
3
2
3
bata . .- .. -.......... : .. .
7
7
7
7
7
7
l/ Aluminum raw material valued at Metal Market monthly average prices with a
1-month lag ($0.6306/lb-1984, $0.4893-1985, $0.5563-1986, $0.6974-1987,
$0.5560-Jan.-Mar 1987, and $0.8980-Jan.-Mar. 1988.)
11 Cash flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and amortization.
Source: Complied from datc;i submitted in resp_onse. to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Operations of the Southwire Company.--The income-and-loss experience of
the Southwire Co. is presented in table 15. * * *
Southwire's income-and-loss submission was based on**'*
Table 15
Income-and-loss experience of the Southwire Company on its operations
producing aluminum rod, on the basis of valuing transfer of aluminum at cost,
accounting years 1984-87, and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1987, and
Mar. 31, 1988
-· ·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Southwire indicated that its cost of electricity

**

*

*

The petitioner.filed a registration statement with the Securities and
Exchange Commission.· The purpose was to sell 2.4 million shares of common
stock. The prospectus, subject to amendment and dated-September 29, 1987, was
withdrawn because of the fall in the stock market.
Transfer pricing and value-added analysis.--The conversion of molten
aluminum from the smelter into aluminum rod is an intermediate step in cable
and wire production. The aggregate costs of smelter operations are primarily
determined by the cost of alumina, electricity, and labor, plus the efficiency
of operations. These factors vary from company to company. Transfer prices
are a key determinant of industry profitabiiity since the value added during
conversion is relatively insignificant. Transfer pricing policies within
companies are arbitrary and dependant upon the objectives of management.
For example, the Reynolds Metals Co. indicated the following: l/
"Approximately 27% of products transferred between
operating areas and transfers from other foreign areas are
reflected at cost related prices. Other transfers between
operating areas and transfers between Canada and domestic
areas are reflected at market related prices."
These transfer prices generally range between actual cost and
market and often include a freight charge and/or additional markup.
The methodologies that the companies used in preparing the
questionnaire data are shown in the following tabulation:
Company
Alcan ........
Alcoa ........
Kaiser .......
Noranda ......
Reynolds .....
Southwire ....

l/

.
.
.
.
.
.

(Raw material transfers)
Methodology

(Aluminum rod transfers)
Methodology

***
**
** *

*
*
*

*

* * *
* * *
* * *

**
**
**
***
** *
* * *

1987 Reynolds Metals Company annual report, p. 25.
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The costs involved in converting the molten aluminum or aluminum ingot to
aluminum rod are relatively low. A summary of each producer's cost structure
for 1987 is shown below (in thousands of dqllars, except as. noted):
Raw material

ComEany

Labor
Other costs
TollLswaE
------Conversion costs------

Total value added
~Percent

.. of

:·

Alcan ......
Alcoa ......
Kaiser .....
Noranda ....
Reynolds ...
Southwire ..

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

The average transfer prices for aluminum and. for rod,. _as well· as. the
average sales prices of rod to. unrelated parties,. that were used by the
companies in reporting the income and loss are shown in table 16.

total)
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Table 16
U.S. producers' average transfer prices for aluminum and rod and average sales
prices of .rod to .unrelatE!d parties·, by firms, accounting years 1984-87, and
interim periods: et\ded Mar. · 31, · 1987, and Mar. 31; 1988
(In cents per pound)·
Item and firm

1984

Aluminum cost:
Southwire ..... >...... ***
Reynolds ........ .,_.... ***
Noranda ......... '. ..... ***
Alcan .. , .· ...... ·: .. _... ***
Kaiser ... , .......... .' .. ***
Alcoa ......... ·... -. .... ***
Average ..... , ...... · 60.8
Rod. transfer' price:
Southwi.I:'e ............ ***
Reynolds ........ , .... ***
Noranda. ·.; ..... · ..... ,. ***
Alcan ...... ; •.. ·....... ***
Kaiser ....... '..- ....... ***
Alcoa ............._.· ... · ***
Average.~ ..... •· .... 68.3
Rod sales price:
Southwire ............. ***·
Reynolds ............ ; ***
Noranda .. , ........ ,... ; . ***
Alcan ............ ·.. ~. -... ***
Kaiser .... .- .... ." . ~ . "; . . ***
Aicoa ...... ·....._..... ***
Average ............ 69.8

1987

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

***

***
. ***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***"
***

***
'***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
'***

***
***
***
***
***
***.

61. 9

72.0

***.
***
**'*
'***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
"***
***
***

***
***
***
***.
***
***'

***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
"***
***

***
***

1985

***·
***
***
***
*~*

56.1

58.9

59.0

1986

57.1

63.4

63 ..6

·76.4

56.7

63.0

61.6

77 .5

89.4

**-:It

***
***
***

92.0

Source: Compiled from data in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission. · ·
Investment· in productive facilities.--Investment in productive facilities
of U.S. producers, on both their overall establishmerit.operations and their
aluminum rod operations, is shoWn in table 17.'
.
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Table 17
Electrical conductor al~inum redraw ,rod (ECARR),: ,Value of .. property, plant,
and equipment of ti. s. producers'. acc~'unting years 1984-8f, and interim.periods
ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988
(In thousands of dollars unless noted)'
As of Mar. 31--:.

As of end of accounting year
Item

1984 -

All products of
establishments:
Original cost .... ***
Book value .... ,. .... ***
Return ]:/ on fixed
assets (percent)
2.1.
ECARR:
Original cost .... 37,966
Book ;value ....... 15,643
Return ]:/ on f..ixed
assets (percent)
89.5

. '1985

1986 .

1987

***
***

***.
***

1987 .

. .. '1988

,;

***
***
(8,. 9)
40,448
16,226
(109.1)

(3.3)

'·

.,
......·***

***
***

*'**
,·1-.

y

8.8

40,838
15,190

38,082
13,531

4i,:171
14,897

4.0

225 ..8

'1:.1 ~

y

.J7..,241
. .. 1-2. '.8.34

.Y:

1/ Defined as ope,rating income or.(loss) divided by book value of fixed

.
assets. Operating income or (loss) from tab.le 8 was used ~n ·the comptitatfpJ1:
for ECARR.
. : :.
The. petitioner contends (posthearing brief, p. 4) that ·"To c.a1.cul~te' . .
return on investment (R.0. l.) based on original or boqk value _costs p,re~_ents. a
misleading picture. From an economic standp.oint, a mor.e meaningful _aP,proach .i.s
to calc.ulate R.O.I. on the,.basis of replace1I,1ent cost, which Petition~r ..·.-· ..
estimB:tes to be between $250 and $300 per t::on. See Report of Dr. J~hn ~aldi;
pp. 3, 4, 23 & 24 .. Moreover, it is even more misleading to calculate R.,O,,I,.
using profits bas.ed on inflated aluminum prices without taking .into account. the
enormous cost· of alumirtum ~·~meltil1g 'facilities."·
'!:_/ Not available.
·
)

'

;

.

:. . .

:

~_. j· ·.:

Source: Compiled from data.·submitted in response .to. qu.e:;t_ionnaires,_pf_the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
~

•

•'

1

·Capital. expenditur.~s. - ~Ali of-.the companies supplie& d.ita· on t::l:iei.i1'
capital expenditures for both thei~:- ~sta])li~hmept.. operatiops• ~nd. for .. aluminum
rod operations (table 18).
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Table 18
Electrical. conductor aluminum redraw rod (ECARR): . Cap_ital expenditures by U.S.
producers, accounting years 1984-87, and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1987,
and Mar. 31, 1988
(In thousands of dollars)
Interim period
ended Mar. 31- Item

1984

1985

All products of establish-.
ments:
Land and land improve~ .
ments ...... '. .......... .
***
***·
Building ancl leasehold
improvements ...... ;.; ..
***
***
Machinery, equipment,· and
fixtures ... ~ .......... .
***
***.
Total .....· ........ ; ..... . 68,489. 56,917
ECARR:
Land and land improve. ments ........... ·......... .
***
*·**
Building and leasehold
improvements .......... .
***
***
Machinery, equipment, and .·
fixtures .............. .
***
***
Total ........ :.........
5,227
2,965

1986

1987

1987

1988

***

***

***

***

***

. ***

***

***

***

***

41,245

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

35,528

1,083

631

Source: Complied from data s\,lbmitted in response to· questionnaire of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Research and development expenses.--Three firms indicated that they made
expenditures for research and development during the period of investigation.
These outlays are shown in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
Period
1984 ........... ;
1985: ........... .
1986; .......... ~
1987 .. ; .... ·.... .

January-March-. 1987 ......... ·.
1988 ......... .

All products of
Establishment

ECARR

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***·

***
***

***
***

Capital and investment.--The. Commission requestecl U.S. producers to decribe
any actual or potential neg~tive effects of .imports of the subject aluminum rod
from Venezuela on their firms' growth, investment, and ability to raise capital.
Their responses are shown in appendix D.
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Consideration of the Questfon· of
Threat 'of Material Injury
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930. (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that-In determining whether an.industry in the United States is threatened
with material injury by reason of· imports (or sales for importation) of
any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, among other relevant
factors .!/- (I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be presented
to it by the administering authority 'as' to the nature of the subsidy
(particularly as to whether the subsidy is an ·export subsidy
inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production· capacity or existing unused cap.acity
in the exporting country likely to result in a significant increase
in imports of the merchandise to the United Sta~es,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration and the
likelihood that the penetration will increase to an injuri6us Ie:vel,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchand'rse·will enter 'the
United States at prices that will have.a depressing or suppres~ing
effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any:substantial· increase in inventories of the'merchandise in
the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for. producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,: ·
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trend~ that 'indicate the·
probability that the importation (or sale for importation) of the
merchandise (whether or not it is actual~y being imported at the
time) will be the cause of actual' injury, and
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities
owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used
to produce products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or
731 or to final orders under section 736, are also used to produce
the merchandise under investigation .

.!/ SectiOn 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C.

§ 1677(7)(F)(ii))° provides that
"Any determination by the Cominission under· this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened ·with material injury shall be made on 'the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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The available information on the nature of the subsidies (item (I) above)
is presented in the section of this report entitled "Nature and extent of
unfair imports;" the available data on foreign producers' operations (items
(II) and (VI) above) are presented in the.section entitled "The producers in
Venezuela;" and information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and
pricing of imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is
presented in the section entitled "Consideration of the question of the causal·
relationship between aileged material injury and imports from Venezuela."
Available information on U.S. inventories of the subject products (item (V))
and on the potential for "product-shifting" (item (VIII)) follows.
U.S. inventories of aluminum rod from Venezuela
U.S. producers reported that they generally do not inventory the imported
rod; rather, the imports are generally earmarked for immediate wire and cable
production. For this reason, and because the imported rod loses its identity,
the inventories reported by the U.S. producers.were considered as domestically
made aluminum. The following inventories of Venezuelan rod were reported by
importers .!/ (in tons) : ·

End-of-period inventories...

1984

1985

1986

1987

January-March- 1988
1987

***

***

***'

***

***

***

The potential for "product-shifting"
The potential for "product-shifting" ls not an issue in these
investigations since there are no known products subject to investigation(s)
or to final orders that use production ·facilities that can be shifted to
produce EC aluminum rod.
·
Consideration of the Question of the Causal Relationship Between
Alleged Mat.erial Injury and Imports from Venezuela
U.S. imports

Y

Venezuela is by far.the largest source of aluminum rod imported by firms
in the United States, accounting for 84 percent of total U.S. ·imports of
aluminum rod in 1986, 77 percent in 1987, and 81 percent in January-March
1988. According to official statistics of the U;S. Department of Commerce,
imports of aluminum rod from Venezuela increased from 27,524 tons in 1984 to
56,477 tons in 1985, or by 105 percent (table 19). In 1986, imports of
aluminum rod from Venezuela fell to 50,022 tons, or by 11 percent; they fell
again in 1987, to 40,415 tons, or by an additional .19 percent. During
January-March 1988, imports from Venezuela increased 13 percent, to 14,827
tons, compared with imports during the corresponding· period of 1987. Combined
imports from all sources showed the same trend as those from Venezuela .

.!/ The data represent * * *·
~/

Aluminum rod is an intermediate product generally used in the production of
electrical wire and cable. Data on shipments and imports of aluminum wire and
cable are presented in app. C.
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Table 19
Aluminum rod: 1/ U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1984-87,
January-March T987, and January-March 1988 ~/
Source

1984

1985

1986

1987

January- March- 1987
1988

Quantity (tons) ..
Venezuela ............... . 27,524
Argentina .............•.. 1,648
Yugoslavia .............. . 3,011
United Kingdom .......... .
541
Belgium and Luxembourg .. . 1,681
Brazil .................. . 6,747
Taiwan .................. .
0
France .................. . 1,107
Spain ............... : ... .
146
All other ............... . 2,039
Total ............... . 44,445

56,477
1,350
2,263
729

1,553
1,360
131
646
489
1,818
66,816

50,022
2,945
1,468
1,392
1,153
620
448
445
365
1,022
59,881

40,415
3,211
1,747
2,020
2,309
427
212
666
83
1,525
52,614

13,149
741
317
524
624
79
104
66
0

188
IS, 793

14,827
1,330
528
305
407
160
12
238
0
571
18,377

Value (l,000 dollars) 3/
Venezuela ...............
Argentina ...............
Yugoslavia ..............
United Kingdom ..........
Belgium and Luxembourg ..
Brazil ..................
Taiwan ..................
France ..................
Spain ...................
All other ...............
Total ...............

. 43,183
. 3,596
. 7,619
. 2,028
. 3,988
. 11,934
.
. 2 371
.
365
. 6,414
. 81,498
!

61, 513
2,532
5,085
2,565
3,019
·2 ,040
228
1,261
1,082
4,819
84,144

61,495
4,597
3,269
5,559
2,234
1,032
760
932
830
2, 721

83,429

57,597
6,044
3,807
7,141
5,019
706
409
1,421
200
3, 114
85,457

15,922
1,412
684
1,844
1,250
129
186
121

27,683
2,591
1,202
1,255
1,072
387

492
22,040

1,378
36,162

35

559

Unit value (per ton)
Venezuela ...............
Argentina ...............
Yugoslavia ..............
United Kingdom ..........
Belgium and Luxembourg ..
Brazil ..................
Taiwan ..................
France ..................
Spain ...................
All other ...............
Average .............

. $1,519 $1,089
. 2,182. 1,876
. 2,530
2,247
. 3,749
3,519
. 2 372
1,944
. 1,769
1,500
.
1,740
. 2,142
1,952
. 2,500
2' 213
. 3,146
2,651
. 1,834
1,259
I

$1,229
1,561
2,227
3,994
1,938
1,665
1,696
2,094
2,274
2,662
1,393

$1,425
1,882
2,179
3,535
2,174
1,652
1,935
2' 133

2,405'
2,042
1,624

$1,;211 ' $1,867
. 1,906.
1,948
2,158
2' 277
4,109
3,519.
2,003
2,633
1,633
2,420
1,788
2,928
2,354
1,.833
2,617

I, 396

2,415

1, 968

I/ Includes imports under !SOSA items 618.1520 and 618.1540.
2/ Because of a lag in reporting, official import statistics include some
~carry-over" data for merchandise imported, but not reported, in prior periods
(usually the previous month). Beginning in 1987, ·commerce.extended its
monthly data compilation cutoff date by about 2 weeks in order·to·
significantly reduce the amount of carry-over. Therefore, official statistics
for January 1987 include data that would previously have been carried·over to
February 1987. However, in order to avoid an apparent overstatement of the
January 1987 data, the carry-over data from 1986 that would have been included
in January 1987 official statistics as of the previous cutoff date have been
excluded. Commerce isolated these 1986 carry-over data and has not. included
tI:tem in of;icial statistics. for 1986 or January· 1987, since... their inclusion in
either period would result· i·n an apparent overstatement. With respect to
imports from Venezuela, this carry-over amounted to.3,151 tons, with a c.i.f.
duty-paid value of $3.751 million. The carry-over of total imports amounted
to 3,287 tons, with a c.i.f. duty-paid value of $4.031 million.
11 Import values are c.i.f. duty-paid values.
=

Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department .of Commerce.

Note. - -Because of rounding,· figures may ·not .add to the totals shown.
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Monthly imports of the subject rod are shown in table 20. Petitioner
suggests that import vollimes were sensitive to the filing of petitions and the
imposition and lifting of the 12.99 percent bond requirement as a result of
the preliminary antidumping duty determination. l/
Table 20
Aluminum rod: l/ U.S. import~ for consumption from Venezuela and from all
other sources, by months., January 1984:-April 1988
In tons
Month

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

From Venezuela
January .................. 3,509
7,294
0
1,344
1,473
February ................. 1,428
6,285
5,208
4,651
0
March .................... 3,352
6,378
4,628
7,154
13,354
April. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 708
3, 458
714
0
3, 271
May.... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
552
6, 392
6, 816
7, 212
y
June .......... , . . . ... . . . . . .
.366
3, 205
1, 502
3, 740
Y
July ..................... 5,376
2;7"65
14,787
3,837
Y
August ...... ·.............
0
5,822
1,214
451
Y
September.............. . .
330
. 5, 154
2, 631
825
Y
October .................. 6,171
6,563
8,533
10,874
Y
November. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 522
3, 144
3, 514
53
'!:../
December ................. · __2;.; . 0.;. ._
9 _ _ _ _""16_____._4..;..7_5_ _.;..___2_7_1_____2~/
Total .........•...... ~2.;....7~,5~2~4'-~-·~5~6~·~4.;....77'---~~~50~,~0~2=2~~~4_0~,_41_5~~~18_,__,0_9_8
From all other sources
January ................ ;. 1,077
February ........... : .. ; .. 1,133
March ................... . 1,316
746
April ............· ........ .
May ..................... . 1, 718
June .................... . 1,657
July ...... ·....... ·.....· ... . 1,900
August ..........· ... ·..... . 2,761
September ........ ; ...... . 1,869
October ..... ·.......... ~ .. 1,048
November ................ . 1,018
December ................ . 1,218
Total ........ : ...... . 16,921

l/

1,106
982
658
465
583
644
631

979
526
580
59.3
971
867

720

785
729
916
923
1,079
9,859

1,282
820
1,269
1,178
·.10' 339

912

963
879
801
871
823
1,340
1,058
991
984
985
1,640
865
12,199

887
1,276
1,388
1,120
!:.I
!:.I
!:.I
!:.I
!:.I
!:.I
!:.I

2/
4,670

Includes imports under TSUSA items 618.1520 and 618.1540.

'!:._/ Not available.

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

l/ Petitioner's prehearing brief, pp. 12-13.
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Market penetration
As a share of apparent U. s·. conslimption, · imports· from Venezuela rose from
7 percent in 1984 to 15 percent in 1985, h~ld at approxi~at~ly 15 percent in
1986, and fell to 12 percent in 1987 (table 21). During January-March 1988,
imports from Venezuela accounted for 14 percent of apparent consumption, down
from 15 percent during the corresponding period of 1987. Calculated on the
basis of value, market penetration _by imports of aluminum rod from Venezuela
was 7 percent in 1984, 14 percent in 1985-86, and 11 percent in 1987. During
January-March 1988 the value-based market penetration remained the same
14 percent as that in January-March 1987.
Prices
Aluminum rod is sold on a per-pound basis. U.S. producers generally
quote their prices delivered, although freight allowances of 1 to 1.5 cents
per pound are given to any company willing to pick up the rod with their own
trucks. Importers may quote their prices either on a f.o.b. port of entry or
on a delivered price basis.
There are two major components of the final selling price of aluminum
rod: the fabrication price and the aluminum metal value. The fabrication
price (also known as the fabrication adder) is the charge to the buyer of
converting primary aluminum to aluminum rod. The fabrication adder varies
slightly with the diameter of the.aluminum rod; larger diameter rod is more
expensive. Most producers commented, however, that in large orders the
premium price associated with a larger diameter rod would disappear. The
fabrication adder also usually includes all inland shipping costs to the
purchaser. Petitioner has argued that the fabrication adder is the most
important component in sales negotiations . .!./ Southwire charges that the
Venezuelans are quoting lower fabrication adder prices, and are thereby taking
away sales from U.S. producers. In general, the metal value in aluminum rod
sales is determined by whatever price exists for primary aluminum the month
prior to actual or scheduled shipment of the aluminum rod. 2/ Since most
sales· are multiple shipment orders, neither party knows what the exact total
delivered price will be until shipment occurs.
The metal value generally accounts for over 85 _percent of the total
selling price of the rod and therefore.fluctuations in this value strongly
influence the final price. l/ During the period ~f investigation, there has
been a wide swing in the metal value. The price of primary aluminum declined
41 percent from 76.1 cents per pound in January 1984 to 45.1 cents per pound
in November 1985. ~ Aluminum prices varied in 1986, but increased in
1987-88. As of June 1988, prices exceeded January 1984 levels by over 65
percent. Since January 1987, aluminum prices increased by 133 percent, from
approximately 54 cents per pound to over $1.26 per pound in June 1988. ~/

1/ Conference transcript, p. 52.
'!:../ Month prior to scheduled shipment is used most frequently with the imported
product, which is more likely to'exhibit delays.

l/ ***made reference to this fact by calling the product "skinny ingot."
~/
~/

Based on Metals Week U.S. market price for aluminum.
Metals Week U.S. market price.
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Table 21 ·
Aluminum rod: Apparent U.S; ·constimptfion,· impor:ts, ·and market penetration,
calcuiatE!d on the basis of quantity 'and value; !/ 19~4-87, Jartu~ry-March '1987,.
and January-March 1988 y .
·;·
· ··~/
.

t
.~.~ ..

·. ,·

January-March•~·

1987
;1988
1984
1985.
· 1987
Source
'-1986
Total app~rent U.S. ·
consumption:· ·.
. .
Quantity (tons) ... : .
408. 2~5 . 366' 590 . 344' 155 346., 84.2
89 '291: 1,06 ;100
. ~/ .: .
·.:-i-1 · . :... -6 .
. . +i
Percentage .. change . ·. ·. ·
y.
+19.
. .'
Imports fr.om . , , ·
·•.
.
Venezuela:·
27'
524
.·.
·56;,
4
7. ~,.
50;.022 40,:415:
13,149 14,827
. Quantity (tons) .. >".
. :-11 ... ·~20.
y
. .y.
+105
+13
· Percentage change .. : .
. Imports from alf · ·
: ·,_
.sources:
.
15' 793 ,];8; 377·
· Quantity (tons);,_ •. ·
.44,; 445 .. 66 ,-816" .59' 881 .. 52' 614
+16 .
y
. +50 ·. ·
·-10..
•. -12
. Percentage change ..
- ..
· . Market penetration·
by' imports from . . .
. 7 ...
is . · · 12 .
. 15
. 14 ·.
Venezuela (percent)'
15
Market·penetratioJ\. by'
.:·.:
· ·· imports. from ·ail :· ·
:18···
.·.15
sources(percent)~ ..
17
·Total apparent U~ S; ·
consumption:
Value (1,000 .. dollars)
588,858' 443,423' ;440i484 515 ~ 339
. 114,618 198,61~
y . . -25
-1
. '}f .·
. +74
Percentage change.,
+17
Imports from
Venezuela:··
.
.
.Value (1,000 ·dollars).·
·43,183 :61,513 .. 61;495. 57;597 .
15. 922 ~7 '683;
. . ~/ ..
+73
. y . ·+42 >
. 4/
-6
Percentage change ..
.' .
. ·· .. ·· _. '.
Imports f rolli all .
sources:
Value (1,000 dollars)
81,498
84;144
83,429
22,040 36,162
.85 ;457
. Percentage change ..
+3
-1
.. -~/
'jj
+2
+64
Market penetration ·:.
by imports from.
"
. 14
Venezuela (percent)
.14
7
i4
14
11
Market penetraticm by· "
..
imports ·from all
-:
sout.ces . (percent}; .
14
19
17
... 19
19
18 .
•

i

:-

:

·~

.. '

t .••

.. Ji .

:~

•,,

"

Y

Iinport values are c. i. f. duty-paid values ..
As noted.in table 19, footnc>te 2, so~e. carry-over data have been excluded
(rom 1986 .and J·anuary 198.7 of,f'_icial. statis.ties. :Including these. import$ iri
January-March 1987 figur~s would _re'sult in·. a total. apparent U:. S. consumption
. of 91, 661 tons,,· v:alued '.at· $117.. 356· :mUlion. The: resulting' market penetra~ion. ·
by imports from Venezuela would be 18 percent, calculated on the basi,s of.· .·
quantity; .and:-17 percent,· calcµlated'
the .basis· of value.
.
(,\£;
l/ .Not available.
. .
. ..: .
.
·~~
Y Less than O.. :> percent.· .· .
··

Y

on

."

~.

Source: Compiled fr~Di. official statistics. of the U .. S,: Department· of CoiluJierce ·
(imports) and frqm data subnii tted in response to ques tionnaiies of the U. S ;. . : . ·
International Trade Co11U11issi~n... ·
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Although the metal value of aluminum is accepted by the industry as a
specific component of .the pric_e for· aluminum rod, parties s·tate. :that various
sources. are use,d by the industry to set the metal price' and the 'prices from
these sources differ from each other. The industry: publication entitled:.Metals
Week lists two prices, the market rate and the transaction rate. The market rate
re.presents the price of U.S.-produced aluminWn on a delivere.d basis to the U.S .
. Midwes·t .· It is based on a survey of prices and volume of business. that the
aluminum industry transacts in the United States. From this survey,. a range of
prices is constructed to represent the current state of business." .The monthly
average market rate represents _the· average of .all the weekly ·lows.. The ..
transaction rate also measures the price of aluminum .on a delivered basis to the
U.S. Midwest, but takes the average daily cash settlement price for :aluminum
traded on the London Metal Exchange (I.ME) and adds or subtracts a "differential"
.r~presenting the difference between the LME: ~average price and the .most common
price of U.S. -produced aluminum for· .that specific week. Two p;rices .that are
considered representative of the world price for altiminum.are listed·oh the I.ME.
Here, aluminum is traded on a cash (spot) basis and a 3-month-option price
basis. y
The sources of aluminum metal prices are further discussed in app. E.
During 1984-87, U.S. producers and importers of al·uminum·.r!)d selling in
the open market generally used the Metals Week monthly av.eragemairket price from
the month prior to shipment as their source for metal value in· •their sales of
aluminum rod. 'l:._I Beginning in 1987 and continuing into 1988,· som~ U.s~. :-producers
selling in the open market have used the Metals Week monthly average transaction
price as the metal value .. The tr~nsaction price~al~ays -higher than: the market
price, and this difference ranged from 0.1 cents to 4.3 cents per pound during
the period of investigation. Since December 1987 the difference has .been greater
than 1 cent, and since Marcp 1988 the .dJffer.ence has been greater than 2 cents.

***

11

U.S. producers that imported aluminum rod directly from Venezuela use the
I.ME 3-month or LM;E cash price'. to determine metal value. Suppliers are also known
to average two sources together, or to select a specif"ic. •week'._s or daY:' s price
quote for aluminum as the basis for metal value in U.S. sales·... Hence., shifts in
the underlying method by which firms set the value of metal may have'affected
price trends during the p_er~od of. investigation:.
,: ;·._ ·
. .
::

;'

The two prices used most often during the period of· investigation, the
Metals Week market price and the I.ME 3-month price, generally.followed· the same
trend_ over the period of.. investigation, de·clining in the· first 2 years' and
climbing in the second 2 years (fig. 1). The price of metal· on· the LME has
generally been less than the Metals Week market price by 1 .to 10 ·cents; per pound.
Markets
'-,

There are ·essentially two. markets< for aluminum rod· in :the United States; a

captiv~ marl,cet in which .the rod producers supply their electric utilityiwire and

. cable manufacturing divisions w.ith the' finished: rod,. and an open· marke-t-:wHere rod
is sold to_ unrelated purchasers. The captive ina'rket ·represertted· *** perc.ent of
: ..}

!/Aluminum is also .traded.on.the New York·Commodities·Exchange"(COMEX)~·- .The
aluminum stock underlying these• sales, however, is small and therefore· not
considered by U.S. producers and purchasers as repre·sentative ·of market· pr.ices.
11 U.S. importers, however, have used m·ore often other metal sources for their
ijiales to . the- open market:.
···
·.
11 '!J * *
..
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U.S. producers' total domestic shipments in 1987, down from*** percent in
1984. In absolute terms, this market fell from*** tons in 1984 to *** tons
in 1987. The decline in the captive market for aluminum rod has been
attributed to the declining cable market, due to the near-100- percent
elect~if~cation of the United States and the associated decline in production
of cable by the integrated p:rodw;:ers. Respondents have argued that this
decline is also due to the expre$sed de$ires of the integrated producers to
move toward the high end of the scale of aluminum products, i.e., those
Figure 1.
Average Met.,.ls ~.U.S. market price for aluminum., and the average 3-month
alwninWll option price traded on the London Metal Exchange, by months, January
1984 .. June 1988
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products that. have a greater pro'fit ma:rgin · ~tid pot~nti~l · ~or gi;-?;th than cable
or aluminum r~d. l/
. Domestic sh:i'.pments to Un.related purchasers .in the ~pen. market by 'u. s.
producers accounted for appr6ximately ***' per6'erit o 1( total 1987 aluminum rod
consumptiOn, up from*** percent in 1984. !~ports of aiuminum rod'by':domestic
rod producers accounted for'*** percent of'tota1·u.s. imports of:alumintim rod
from Venezuela in· 1987 ,· down ··from ***' percent 'in 1984.:8'5. · ·
Captive sales.--Three of the seven U.S. iod producers use their rod
downstream in their cable operations. '1:J Four additional .rod·
producers' Alcoa, Essex;· Kai'ser; and Noranda, Closed or 'soid their cable
facilities during the peri~d· of investigation. 1/ The· al\.iminum rod is'·
'.
internally transferred to their cable facilities either on a production cost
basis or a predetermined market-price basis. '!./ Aluminum rod production in
excess of internal consumption is subsequently sold on the open market. The
producers try to maintain viable customer business in the open market. For
example, if their cable operations unexpectedly need additional aiuminum rod,
the producers will purchase aluminum rod from other sources (including _:. · ., .
imports) rather than appropriate rod already designated for customers .
. Curre:ntly, _South,~ire .i.si _t;he o.nly capti'7~. p;-o,qµcer ~i:t;h _sigf1i.f.~~ant op~~ market
sales in aluminum rod.
·
p~oduct~on

Open market sales.--*** of the seven U.S. producers*** are the maj.or
U.S. players in sales of aluminum rod in the open market. In 1987, these ·· "
producers represented approximately 64.3 percent of total open market sales
and 99.7 percent of U.S. domestic shipments and tolling sales in the open
market. 2/ Imports from Venezuela accounted for nearly 35 percent of open \.
market sales in 1987 and represented 12 percent of U.S. apparent consumption
(on the basis of quantity).
Aluminum rod is sold on the open market on a spot basis, a formal
contract basis, or as a result of verbal commitments resulting from ongoing
customer-producer relationships. For spot sales, suppliers may quote a single
s~lling price for both fabrication and metal, or may quote the fabrication and
metal:value separately. For fixed-period contract sales, the prices for
fabrfcation and metal value are normally quoted separately. A fixed-period.;
con~ract generally establishes a firm fabrication price and sets guideliq,7s on
purchase quantities.
1/ Conference transcript, pp. 75-76. * * *
See Sural's prehearin? brief,
Appendix G, fd~ profit margins on aluminum mill products.

'];,/ * * *

:

':1

1

J.

l/ Essex sold its wire and cable facility in 1985, Noranda close,Cf"i ts fac'ility
in 1985, Kaiser clos~9:. :(~_s-:· f~c~~i'·t.~es in 1987, a~d Alcoa A;old l~s' facilities
in 1987. However, th"ree of· these companies, Alcoa,. ·Kaiser;:- arid 'Noranda, .
-· . ,· ~ r.·

continue to produce aluminum rod.

y

.

·;~~~· ~

.

See section of the report entitled "Ffnanc.ial experience of U.S. producers"
for an explanation of the methods used by the producers in valuing their
.
captive production.
'
'
. ' )
·?/In 1987, the individual open market' share of domestic' sales by these·~·~*
companies were: * * *
#
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The second price component, the metal value of aluminum, may fluctuate
with the market price.of the metal, or it may be fixed for a specified period
of time, usually not longer than 3 months. Alternatively, in a toll
arrangement or metal conversion contract, _the purchasers of the aluminum rod
supply the input metal either to the aluminum- rod plant or to any other area
specified by the _rod producer.
·
Verbal commitments ..due to customer relationships are similar to a fixedperiod contract, but a formal contract is not written and signed. Usually
this type of agreement·. provides a. certain percentage of the purchaser's rod
requirements and the relationship renews itself until the buyer or seller
wants to renegotiate.
Producers and importers were asked during the final investigations to
estimate the shares. of their total U.S. domestic sales in i985-87 of aluminum
rod that was sold via each of the purchasing arrangements (table 22). A
substantial proportion of U.S.-produced aluminum rod was sold via multipleshipment orders by either a formal contract or an informal verbal commitment.
Both of these arrangements usually specify a·fixed fabrication price and a
specific metal source.but allow the metal value to float. In 1985and·1986,
multiple shipment saies that allowed the m~tal value to float, yet specified a
fixed fabrication price and metal source, accounted for approximately
80 percent of all open market domestic sales by U;S. producers. In 1987,
these sales accou~ted for. over 90 percent of all open market domestic sales. 1/
Importers r~lied more on spot sales for their domestic shipments than
U.S. producers; spot sales accounted for over one-half of importers' shipments
in 1987. U.S. importers' multiple-shipment aluminum rod sales that were based
on either verbal commitments or formal contracts accounted for 41 to 77
percent of their domestic shipments during_the period of investigation.
U.S. importers that captively consume the Venezuelan ro.d in their wire
and cable facilities. (and which are not included in table 22) reported that
they generally purchase aluminum rod on a formal contract basis. Prior to
1985, purchases were also made on a spot basis. * * *
·.

.!./ * * *

,,
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Table 22
Aluminum rod: : Open-market-sales transaction practices by U. s·.. producers and
importers, by types, 1985-87

Type
Individual shipments:
Spot sale ...... ·..........

pn Eercent2
U.S. Eroducers
1985
1986
5.5

Multiple shipments:
Verbal commitments ...... 37.3
Formal contracts:
Fixed price (fixed
metal values) ......
Metal value varies .... 42.6
Toll contracts ....... ·. 14.5

1987

U.S. imEorters lL'.
1985
1986
1987

4.4

5.2

35.6

14.7

53.9

35.2

44.9

6.6

31. 7

10.7

1.1
45.5
13.8

.9
47.4
1.5

23.4
34.3

7.9
45.7

35.4

y

y

y

Does not include.data from U.S. importers who captively consume rod in
their wire and cable facilities.
'!:_/ Not available.

1:1

Note.-.:.Because of'roundtng, percentages may not add to 100.0'petcent-.
Source: . Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of· the
U.S. ·International 'Frade Commission.
Transportation costs
Inland transportation costs generally range from·l.5·to 4.percent of the
total delivered price for aluminum rod by U.S. ·producers and 1 to. 3. 5. percent
for importers. U.S. producers commented that although these· costs are not
considered to be a major factor in the sale of aluminum rod, freight costs do
become increasingly important as distance increases from the rod plant. Since
the fabrication adder, which incorporates these freight costs, is usually the
central point in sales negotiations, high transportation costs can have a
negative influence on aluminum rod sales. However, as mentioned earlier, some
U.S. producers have shifted to the Metals Week U.S. transaction price as their
source for metal value in their open market sales, and this has transferred a
portion of this transportation cost burden away from the price charged for
fabrication.
During the final investigations, U.S. producers and importers reported
their average transportation costs and the approximate percentage of their
total shipments of aluminum rod in 1987 to unrelated customers located within
100 miles, between 100 and 500 miles, and over 500 miles (table 23) ..!/ U.S.
inland transportation costs were higher the further the customer was located
from the rod facility or the port of entry. U.S. importers reported that they

1:/ Table 23 represents only open market shipments.

U.S. producers' data do
not include rod transfers by producers with wire and cable facilities.
Likewise, U.S. importers' data do not include rod transfers between Sural and
its U.S. wire and cable company, ACPC.
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delivered 68.. 3 percent of their shipments to unrelated customers under 100
miles, as opposed to u;s. producers who reported no shipments to unrelated
customers within 100 miles of their rod facilities. U.S. producers reported
that 57.2 percent·of.their shipments went to.unrelated customers between 100>
and 500 miles, and 42.8 percent of.their shipments went to unrelated customers
over 500 miles from their rod facility. Therefore, U.S. importers held.a
definite U.S. inland transportation cost advantage over U.S. producers because
importers sold most of their product to unrelated customers located near the
point where the Venezuelan product was imported. Depending on distance, this
cost advantage ranged between.approximately 0.5 cent and 2.0 cents per pound
for U.S. importers·..
·
During the
Alliminum rod is primarily shipped by truck. * * *
preliminary investigations, U.S. producers indicated that the leadtime for
U.S.-producedalumirium rod ranged from 5 days to.6 weeks, although most
producers stated that 30 days was the typical time period. During the final
investigations, U.S. producers reported that the leadtime has increased. At
present, the leadtiine ranges between.2 .weeks and 3 months. y
The leadtime
for imported aluminum rod.has stayed· the same since the preliminary
investigations, ranging from 30 to 60 days. U.S.·purchasers contacted during
the final investigations stated. that domestic suppliers generally had an
advantage over Venezuelan producers in order leadtimes. However, these
purchasers state·d that this difference was minor if the imported product was
inventoried in the United States .. ·
Table 23
Aluminum rod: Transportation costs arid the share of open-market shipments to
unrelated purchasers by U.S. producers and U.S. importers, 1987 .!/
Under
100 miles

Type

100 to
500 miles

Over
500 miles

Cents per pound
Transportati6n cost:
U.S. importers ..... .
u. s. producers:.... .

0. 2-0 .. 5

y

1.2-2.5
1.1-1.2

2.7-4.0
1.8-3.0

·Percent
Share of shipments:
U.S. importers ..... .
U.S. producers ..... .

68. 3 ..
''1:_/

13.2
57.2

18.6
42.8

l/ U.S. producers' data do not include rod .transfers by producers with wire
and cable facilities. Likewise, U.S. iinporters data do not include rod
transfers between Sural and its
·wire and cable company, ACPC.
· '];_/ Not available. ·

v.s:

Source: Compiled from datasubrnitt~d in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission during the preliminary investigations.

l/ Southwire reports

***
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Questionnaire price data
For the final investigations, the Commission reque.sted U.S. producers ·and
importers to provide quarterly price data between January 1985 and March 1988
for two products. For each product, price data were requested fo.r the largest
quarterly shipment . .!./ U.S. producers we.re also requested to provide price
data for their largest quarterly toll sale for each product. U. S·. importers
who owned wire and cable facilities. ,and captively consumed the imported rqd
product were requested to provide purchase price data.for their largest
quarterly import of each product. The specified products for which price .data
were requested are listed below.
Product 1:

Electrical conductor grade (AA1350) aluminum redraw
rod, 0.375 inch in diameter, conforming to ASTM
specification B-233.

Product 2:

Elect_rical conductor grade (AA1350) aluminum redraw·
rod, 0.470 inch in diameter, conforming to ASTM
specification B-233 .

. For non-toll sales, producers and importers were.asked to report the
total delivered selling price, the f. o. b. (U.S. location) ·;price, an4 the net
fabrication adder. For toll sales, U.S. producers were asked to report the
total tolling price and the fabrication price. For imports consumed
captively, U.S. importers were requested to report the f.o.b. (U.S. location)
price and the net fabr-ication adder. Indexes.of·U.S. producers•·and
importers' net delivered prices of products '.l and 2 are ·shown in table 24. An
index of U.S. importers' purchase prices for imports captively consumed in
their wire and cable facilities is also shown in the table. ·Actual prices
reported are presented in app. F, table ~~ 1 .. '.
Usable price data were received from six U.S. producers * * * although
not for all periods or each product requested. These six U.S. producers
accounted for all reported U.S. producers' open-market shipments of .aluminum
rod to unrelated purchasers during the period of investigation.· These
producers' non-toll shipments of products 1 and 2 accounted for 78.6 percent
of the total reported U.S. producers' non-toll shipments of aluminum rod to
the open market in 198?.; product 1 itself accounted for *** percent. ~/ ***
.!./At .the request of the petitioner, the Commission requested price data
during the preliminary investigations for shipments under 135,000 pounds and
135, 000 pounds and over. During the course of the· p'reliminary investigations,
it became apparent that no pred~fined price break existed at this volume level
or at any other specific volume level. Therefore, ·in. the.final
investigations, price data were requested only for the largest quarterly
shipment of each product specified.
~ Total reported non-toll domestic shipments for 1987 by U.S. producers for
product 1 were * * .* pounds. The total amount .reported for product· 2 was
* * * pounds. * * *
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Table 24
Aluminum rod: · Indexes·of prices reported by u.s.· producers and importers of
Venezuelan aluminum rod for rion-toll sales of products l and2 to unrelated
purchasers, purchase price indexes of Venezuelan product 1 reported by U.S.
importers for_ captive cons\.unption: in wire and cable facilities, and Metals
Week U.S.·market pd~efor aluininum, by quarters; January 1985-March 1988 y

Period .

panuary-March 1985 = 1002
Product 2
Product 1
· s·ales to· .unrelated · Purchases for Sales to unrelated
captive
Eurchasers
-Eurchasers
consumption
Aluminum
Venezuelan . Erice 3/
u.s:. . Venezuelan Venezuelan 2/ U.S.

1985:
Jan. -Mar ... 100.0.
Apr. -June .. '. 101.6
July-Sept.;. 92·;9
Oct. -Dec ... . 90.9
1986:
..
Jan. -Mar; .. ···102.·3 .
Apr. -June. ; 115. 7
July-Sept .. 107.6
Oct. -Dec ... 105.8
1987:
Jan. -Mar .... 106.8
Apr. -June .. . 121. 7
July-Sept .. 144.6
Oct. -Dec ... 154.7
1988:
Jan. -Mar ... 177.2

***

***
***
***
***

'±I
'±I
'±l

100.0
·99.4
92.l
92.1

***
***
. *** ...... ,,· ***
***:·
***·
. ***
***·

***
***··
***
***

***
***
***
***

113.8
113.8.
107.5

· 108.8·

,4.9 ...

***
'***

***
***
··"***
***

~/.

..
~ 1,1

104~1

***
***"

15L7 ..

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
'!.I

115. 7
135.2
155.0
162.3

***

***

***

y

191.9

]j Actual prices reported are presented in app. F, table F-l.

Y

Includes Alcoa's purchase prices from invoices supplied by Sural. The
inclusiOn of these .data only changed 5. quarters, the largest change being 1. 1
percent higher· in January-March 1987.
·
·
l/ Metals Week market price. .
'!_/ No data repor.ted'. •
Source: Compiled from data submitted in responi;e to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Coinmission. ·

'.
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U.S. producers, * * *, reported toll sales for the two specified products in
1987 ...!/ Toll .shipments :of product 1 and 2. by tnese 'producers represented 100
percent ~f the total reported toll shipments of aluminum rod in: 1987. ·
••

:.

t

.

•

,: .

Six_ importers, * * *, reported price data but,not necessatily'for·all
periods or each product requested .. These ·importers, together". with U.S.
producers, accounted for virtually all aluminum rod imported from Venezuela in
1987. The six importers' shipments of pr·oducts:,l ·.!ind .2 . .!!,~counted for 17. 9
percent of the total reported OJ'en. market domes ti~ ..~hipments . of imported
aluminum roq in· 1987, 'l:.I ·
..
·.
·
-:

...

Two U.S importers * * * reported purchase price data for Venezuelan
product consumed c.aptively in their wire and ~abl.e •f'.ac'Uities.. '}.../-. In
addi tiori, * * *. Direct import.s by U.S. rod producers in 1987 accounted for
over *** percent of the total imports of Venezuelan aluminum rod into the
United· States.
Price trends for non-toll sales to unrelated customers :~y. - -Based on U.S.
producers' and importers' questionnaire responses; ''quarterly delivered· selling
prices generally fell during 1985, fluctuated in 1986, and climbed during 1987
and January-March 1988 (table 24). Purchase prices ·reported for direct
imports for captive consumption generally followed the same trend.· ·These
trends were similar to the decline and rise of aluminum prices duririg;this
period.
'
For product 1, aluminum rod of 0.37-S-inch diameter, non'-toll prices for
U.S.-produced rod initially declined by 9.1 percent.. in 1985 1before·generally
incre_asing for the rest of· the period of· investigation. Prices for the· first
quarter: of 1988 were 77. 2 percent above· ·those in th'e first quarter of '1985.
For product 2, aluininum rod of 0.470-inch diameter, non-toll prices for U.S.produced rod also declined· in 1985, before genera:I:ly incre:asirig over the ·
remaining period. Sale prices were*** percent higher at .the.enq-of the
period.
· ·
''' :.
· ,. ..
··
.

~

[:

.

:

'.-.·.·

... (: ..: ·. ·. ;, : : .
1/ Total reported toll shipments for 1987 by. U;S. produ¢ers for product. 1 were
*** pounds. The total amount reported for product ·2 ·was·***. i:>'<>urids'. . *' ·*
'];_/ Total reported domestic shipments of product 1 in 1987 by u.:s".;. impotters
were ***· The total amount reported for product 2 was ***pounds.
l/ To_tal repor_ted imports of Venezuelan product·•! by' unrelated U. S'.. importers
for their wire and cable facilities were ***····In ·addition', ·* *. *··.; · ·
·
~/ During the preliminary investigations, price data were weighted by the
quantity (in pounds) of the largest shipment for each quarter. Because the
volume of the shipments was limited by the truckload lot method of shipment,
they did not represent the total volume on which negotiations were based, nor
reflect U.S. producers' or importers' shares of the open market. Accordingly,
price data reported in the final investigations were weighted by the total
quantity sold for each quarter.
·':''

. !

r.'.

"*
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Sale prices for Venezuelan imports of product 1 also fell in 1985, by***
percent, before generally increasing for the remain~t'\g period. Sale prices
for Venezu.elari import~'· wifre. '***. ·percent· hf.gh~i- ..by the e~(i" of the investigation
period. For product 2, sale prices for Venezuelan impor"ts· increased between
the first quarter of 1986 and ·the third quarter of 1987, the only periods for
which price data were reported. Purchase prices for Venezuelan product 1
imported for captive c<msumption also declined in 1985, before generally
increasing over the remaining period. 1/ Purchase prices for these imports
were *** percent higher by the end of the investigation period.
Although prices of aluminum rod and of aluminum metal varied widely
during 1985-88, the fabrication adder component of the rod varied within a
much narr·ower range. To show movements in the fabrication adder, the aluminum
metal value was subtracted from reported aluminum rod prices. 'fl The result
is an estimate of the fabrication adder. 11 Metals Week's monthly average
market prices were used to represent the U.S. market value of aluminum for
U.S. producers, and the l.ME 3 month optiort price was used to represent the
world price of aluminum for imports. ·.The trends in the estimated fabrication
adders are presented in figures 2 and 3. !!J
Estimated fabrication.adders for U.S. producers' quarterly shipments of
products 1 and 2 fluctuated but remained relatively steady during the entire
period. For product l, fabrication adder estimates ranged between 5.3 cents
per pound and 7.9 cents per pound during 1984-88, but fell within a much
narrower range between 6.1 cents per pout'\d and 6.6 cents per pound during
October 1986 and March 1988 .. For product 2, estimates of U.S; producers'
fabrication adders were ~ven more stea4y than_ for product 1. Adders ranged
between*** during 19S4-'"88,··but in 6 'of the.14 qua;-ters, adders were within
approximately***· between*** cents per pound and*** cents per pound.
Estimated fabrication adders for U.S. importers' quarterly shipments of
product 1 and 2 fluctuated considerably during the period of investigation.
Their estimated fabricatic>n adders for product 1 ranged between *** cents per
pound and *** cents per pound. Estimated. fabrication adders for product 2
ranged between *** cents per pound and *** cents per pound, although prices
were·reported for only 7 quarters. The large fluctuatfon in the U.S.
importer's. estimated fabrication adder is probably because of the fact that
the importers have sold more rod via spot markets at fixed prices as well as
having used used other metal value sources during 1984-88.

1/ * * *
11 Because producers and importers generally incorporate the·market value of
aluminum for the_ month prior to shipment in their aluminum rod prices, this
value was subtracted from the price of each reported shipment to determine the
estimated fabrication adder.
·
11 Quarterly fabrication price data were requested in the questionnaires sent
to U.S. producers and importers for their domestic shipments. Reported data
were insufficient to provide an adequate approximation of the fabrication
adder. Moreover, an analysis of the reported fabrication adder would be
mislead_ing since *** and other producers switched the source of the aluminum
value during the period of investigatiOn, and* * *·
!!:_/ Because of the _difference.s b_etwee-q the Metals. Week a,nd l.ME prices for
"<'
aluminum as rioted above, _the estimat:e.d fabrication !idders of u. s. -produced arid
imported Venezuelan aluminum rod
'are·
rioi,,neces~a:rily
_cqmparable. 1 ....·
..
.
.
. .. . ~ompletely
.
~

~

-"~'.
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Figure 2
Estimates of U.S. producers'· fabrication adders. for products 1 and 2, by
quarters, January 1985-March 1988
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*

*

*

*

*

*

Figure 3
Estimates of U.S. importers' fabrication:adders for products l and 2, by
quarters, January 1985-March 1988

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission. Calculated by subtracting the aluminum
metal value from the total delivered price of the aluminum rod.
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FabricatiQn adders were· also estimated froin the purchase prices paid for
the Venezuelan aluminum r'od by U.S. importers who captive ly consumed the
product in their wire and· cable facilities (figure 4). These estimates also
fluctuated considerably during :the period of investigation. Estimated
fabrication adders stayed relatively steady between *** cents per pound and
***cents per pound in·l98'5·,before climbing to*** cents during January-March··
1986, where they remained within ***. for four of the next five quarters. ln''·'the second quarter of 1987, estimated fabrication adders declined to*** cents
per pound; only .. to climb to *** cents per pound by the end of 1987. During
January-March 1988, these adders declined again, to *** cents per pound.
Price trends· for toll sale·s to unrelated customers. - -Actual fabrication
adders were reported by domestic producers ·for their toll account sales
because the metal itself· is supplied by the customer (figure 5). These
reported adders generally c9nfirmed the results of the estimates, especially
those of U.S. producers.p~esented·in figure 2. The adder for product 1 stayed
relatively _steady,.· riinging between *** cents during the period of
investigation, except for a valu~- of *** cents reported for the third quarter
of 1986. y
Fabrication adders reported by domestic producers for their toll account
sales of product 2 declined by *** percent over the period of investigation,
from*** cents·per pound for the first quarter of 1985 to *** cents per pound
for. the first quarter of 1988 .' However, toll fabrication adders for this ·
product have stayed relatively.steady since the second quarter ofl986,
increasing only slightly from *** cents per pound to *** cents per pound
during·the last 8 quarters.
Figure 4
U.S. importers' net fabrication prices for product 1 captively consumed in
their wire and cable facilities, by quarters, January l985-March 1988

*

*

*

*

*

Source: . Compiled.from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the·
U.S .. International ...Trade Commission~ Calculated ·by subtracting the aluminum
metal value from the total delivered price of the aluminum rod.·
Figure 5
U.S. producers' actual .fabrication adders for toll sales of product 1 and
product 2, by quarters,· January 1985-March 1988.
~

- *··

,· '*

*•

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data-submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade ·Commission.-,

Y

See app. F, table F-2 for actual fabrication adders for toll sales reported
by U.S. producers. ·
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Price comparisons. - -During the current investigations, the: -Coinmission
also requested quarterly net delivered price data.for. the two product:s 'from
large U.S. buyers of domestic and Venezuelan aluminum rod'. ·.!J Price data were
requested for the largest quarterly purchases from unrelated U.·S. producers
and importers during January 1986-March 1988. The reported:net delivered
purchase price data during the current investigat-ions resulted in lO::quarte'rly
price comparisons between domestic and Venezuelan aluminum rod (table 25).
Table 25
Aluminum rod: Weighted-average net delivered purchase prices of product 1 and
product 2 ~eported by unrelated U.S. purchasers of d~mest_ic.,_ and Venezu~lan
aluminum rod, and average margins of underselling· (overselling). by the subject
imports, by quarters, January 1986-March.1988
U.S.
price

Item

Venezuelan
price

Margin of underselling.(overselling)
Amount
Percent

--------Cents/pound-------~.,

Product 1
1986:
.Jan. -Mar ....
Apr. -June ...
July., Sept ...
Oct. -Dec ....
1987:
Jan. -Mar ....
Apr. -June ...
July-Sept ...
Oct. -Dec ....
1988:
Jan. -Mar .....

.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.

Product 2
1986:
Jan. -Mar.....

***

***

***

***

Source: Compiled from. data submitted in response to questionnaires· of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

11

Twenty-two purchasers provided price data, although not for both products
or all periods requested. These _purchasers .represented nearly 100 percent of
open market purchases of aluminum rod in 1987. Purchase prices for aluminum
rod by U.S. importers for captive consumption in their wire and cable
facilities are not included because they represent a different level of trade
than other purchasers of the Venezuelan product. They import directly from
Venezuela in much larger quantities priced f.o.b. port of entry. In addition,
the metal component_ of the price is generally based ,_on a different source, As
stated earlier, over *** percent of Venezuelan imports .in 1987 were· by -these
purchasers.
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Of the.nine comparisons.for product 1, the Venezuelan import was less
expensive in five quarters. Margins of underselling for this product ranged
from 0.8. cent per pound (1.3 percent) to 4.0 cents per pound (4.3 percent).
Margins of overselling ranged· from 0.5 cent per pound. (0.8 percent) to 4.6
cents per pound .(5.6 percent). ·Product· 2 contained one direct quarterly price
comparison, in which the·Venezuelan import was less expensive by* * *· !/
Purchasers' questionnaire responses concerning competition between domestic
and imported aluminum rod
The Commission requested purchasers to.report on competitive conditions
between domestic and Ve.nezuelan ·electrical conductor aluminum redraw rod on:
the basis of their.actual purchase experiences during 1985-88. Nine cable
manufacturers, three magnet wire producers, and one.CATV manufacturer
responded to at least some portions of this section· of the purchaser
questionnaire, but not everyone responded to all the· questions asked.
Purchasers were asked· to compare any· differences between domestic and
Venezuelan· aluminum rod, including physical product characteristics,
reliability of supply, availability of supply, or order leadtimes. Y
Purchasers were also requested to compare the delivered purchase prices of
domestic and Venezuelan aluminum rod and to give reasons for purchasing the
imported _or domestic product.
Product differences.~-The responding purchasers agreed that the quality
of the Venezuelan a_lumirium rod was generally equal to the quality· of the
domestic product. Physical damage occurred intermittently, usually during
shipment or loading and unloading of the product, e.g., residual trapped
materials, scuffmarks, and breakouts. * * *
Four cable companies and two
magnet wire companies reported problems in the· reliability of the Venezuelan
supplyof EC rod. Shipments were reported to have unexpected delays, to be
erratic, difficult to anticipate, .etc. However, * * *

!/Staff also compared purchaser price data according to the reported month.of
shipment. Of the 22 monthly price comparisons for product 1, the Venezuelan
import was less expensive in 13 months. Margins of underselling ranged fro~
* * * cents per pound** *· Margins of overselling ranged from* * * cents
per pound* * *· The Venezuelan import was less expensive by* * * for the
only monthly price comparison for product 2.
'!:../ See section of the report entitled "Transportation costs" for purchaser
comments concerning order lead times for.the domestic and Venezuelan products.
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-Purchasers gave mixed responses concerning the availability of supply
from domestic and Venezuelan suppliers. Two cable companies,· * * *, reported
that the Venezuelan supply was erratic, althdugh *** stated that supply was
limited from domestic sources as well. 1/
* reported that there was more
supply available from Venezuelan suppli;rs, though *** stated tha·t the large
demand for Venezuelan rod in Europe and the United States has increased
delivery delays. *** also reported that the shortage of domestic supply was
caused by aluminum rod producers limiting the amount of rod they will sell and
are shifting the metal input to more profitable aluminum products .. * * *
reported that the supply from Venezuela was better than from some U.S.
producers, although worse than from others. * * *, however, that when the
temporary duties were instituted in conjunction with the preliminary
determination, Iconel left the U.S. market. * * *
·

**

·i,

Pricing differences.--Five of the nine cable manufacturers, * * * and
two of the three magnet wire producers reported that delivered prices of
Venezuelan aluminum rod generally must be priced less than the domestic
product before they consider purchasing the foreign product. Minimum price
differences cited by these purchasers ranged from 1 to 5 percent. Purchasers
most frequently cited the potential for damage and delays during shipment and
the reliability of supply of the Venezuel'an product vis-a-vis the· domestic
product as the factors requiring a lower price for the·Venezuelan product.
Three purchasers also cited longer leadtimes for the Venezuelan product, and
two· of· these purchasers cited higher inventory costs assoc·iated; with large
volume imports. Purchasers also reported buying domestic aluminum rod when it
was more expensive than the· Venezuelan product, most freq'uently citing the
need to maintain several sources of supply and· staying with traditional
suppliers.
Exchange rates
Nominal and real exchange-rate indexes for the U. s .. dollar and the
Venezuelan Bolivar are presented in table 26. The currency of Venezuela
depreciated in nominal terms by approximately 48 percent from the first
quarter of 1984 through the first quarter of 1988. All .of the change in the
nominal exchange rate occurred in the fourth quarter of'l986' when Venezuela
devalued its currency to 14.5 Bolivars per U.S. dollar.· This.devaluation of
the Bolivar and an inflation rate of 140.3 percent in: Venezuela from 1984 to
March 1988, compared with an inflation rate of 1.2 percent 1 in the United
States, resulted in a real-exchange-rate appreciation of 22.8 percent. y

1/ * * *·
~/

Sural submitted average quarterly unit costs for its production of aluminum
rod in Venezuela. These data indicate that costs ***· Aluminum metal
reportedly accounted for over *** percent of Sural's total aluminum rod cost,
and these metal costs increased by *** percent. Non-raw material costs rose
by *** percent over this period: ***
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Table 26
Indexes of the nominal -and.real exchange rates between the. U.S. dollar and the
Venezuelan Bolivar, 1/ and indexes of producer prices in the United States and
Vene~uela, 'f_/ by quarters, January 1984-March 1988
: panuary-March 1984=100)
_:Realu.s. Producer
exchangePriee Index
rate index

-··

Period

·Nominal- - exchange- .
rate index

Venezuelan
Producer
Price Index

. !·

1984:
Jan. -Mar .. :. 100.0
Apr. -June.· ... 100.0
July-Sept ... ·.100. 0
Oct. -Dec .... lQO.O
1985:.
Jan. -Mar .... ·100:0
Apr. -June .... 100.0-.
July--Sept ... · 100.0
Oct . - Dec . ~ .. 100.0
1986:
Jan. -Mar ... -. loo;o
Apr. -June ... 100.0
July-Sept ... 100.0
Oct. -Dec ..... 51. T ·
1987:
Jan. -Mar .... - 51. 7
Apr. -June .... 5l.7
July-Sept .•. 51;7'
Oct. -Dec .... 5f.7
1988;
Jan. -Mar ... -. 51.7

,.,.

..

100.0
104.0
'il2. 5
'119:3

100.0
100.7
100.4
100.2

100.0.
104.7
112.9
119.5

124.0
127.7
130.9
134.7

100.0
100.1
99.4
100.0

124.0
127.8
130.1
134.7

•140.5
152.6
154.l
85.0

98.5
96.6
96.2
96.5

138.4
147.4
148.2
158.6

97.1
109.2
117 .0
122.0

97.7
99.2
100.3
100.8

183.5
209.5
226.9
237.8

122.8

101. 2 -

11

240.3

.!/ Based on exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Bolivar.

Y

The real exchange-rate index is derived from the nominal exchange rates
adjusted by the prc:>ducer price indexes of each country. These in_dexes are
derived from line 63-of the International Financial Statistics.
l/ Based on January estimate.
Source:
1988.

International Monetary Fund, .International Financial _Statistics, June.

Venezuela e~ploys a multiple exchange rate system, which was introduced
in February 1983 and modified_ in February 1984, ·December 1985, and again in
December 1986. · Since De~ember 1986, ·a fixed official rate of 14.50 Bolivars
(Bs) per u;s. dollar has been applied to most commercial and financial
transactions, to government capital transactions, and to new registered
private capital flows. An exchange rate of 7.50 Bs per dollar applies to
essential imports and related.services, to trade and services of the
state-controlled oil arid iron ore sectors, and to-servicing the external debt
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of public enterprises and of registered private debt, provided an exchange ·
rate guarantee premium is paid. A fluctuating free-·market·· rate applies to •
tourism and rionregistered private capital ·flows. !/
,.
· ·
According to respondents, from February 23, 1983, to February 24, 1984,
export earnings were converted at. 6 Bs per U.S .. ·dollar. F.rom Februai;y '.?4,
1984, to July 16, 1986, export earnings were tied to the domestic value added
of the product. Fifty percent of the proceeds attributable· to non-domestic
conte.nt was required t.o be converted at the rate. of 7. 5 Bs _per d~llar .... '.l'he
remaining portion was converted at the free market rate, which ranged between
13 Bs and 19 Bs per U.S. dollar during the period. From July 17, 1986, to
December 22, 1986, the exchange rate structure was amended.' to' provide· that, if
the domestic value added of the exported good equaled 80 percent .or.more of
its aggregate value, 84 percent of the proceeds could be converted at- the free
market rate, which ranged between 19 Bs and 24 Bs per U.S.· .dollar during the
period. The balance of 16 percent could be converted at the official rate of
7.5 Bs per U.S. dollar. From December 23, 1986, to the present, all.export
proceeds have been converted· at the rate of 14. 5 Bs per U.S.· dollar·' .y.
~

.i

·.. ' , .

Lost sales/lost revenues
Seventeen allegations of lost sales and 2 allegations of .lost revenues
involving 7 purchasers were suppl.i~d to the Commission during· the preliminary
and final investigations by 4 u·, S. producers of aluminum rod:' 'lf Alleged ·-lost
sales amounted to $63,916,118, involving 95,804,300 pounds, and lost revenues
totaled $85,000. * * *
* * * Nine of the lost sale allegations arid the
one lost revenue allegation, invo}.ving $30,427,345, *** arid were prior to:
1985. * * *· 4/

*** was named in *** allegations of lost sales and *** allegations of
lost revenues by *** U.S. producers. The allegations involved *** in ·1ost
sales and *** in lost revenues. During t_he final _invest~gat;ions, _*.. ."': * ...

** *

._.

''·

!/ International Mone·tary Fund, International Financi'al Statis·tics, August
1987' p. 532.
..
' ' "
Based on a letter from Andrew Sheldrick, Briger & Associates, Counsel for
the respondents, Aug. 18, 1987." Also, see Sural response•to staff questhms
in letter dated May 2, 1988, pp. 28-37, and U.S. Department of Commerce final
affirmative countervailing duty determination (app. A).
l/ During the final investigations, two lost sale allegations and one lost
revenue allegation· were cited by two producers.
·
!±_I * * *· See agent agreement between Sural and Sotithwire, 1 dated May:-3, 1984,
in the post conference brief on behalf of the Vene.zuela:n :·industry, ~Aug. 12,
1987, exhibit 6. Moreover, counsel for Southwire ·stated' at the conference'
during the pre·,liminary investigations that ·"Does Southwire·• s former ·
relationship with Sural have· anything to do with all' this?·· ·If-anything, it
might suggest narrowing the focus of the investigation to· events ·occurring
after March 1985 - - -that is, ·after Southwire dive·sted itself of 'its interest
in Sural. Certainly the petitioners injury case does not rely on events
earlier than that." Preliminary transcript, p. 9.

Y
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* * * stated that no .lost sale or lost revenue occurred* * *, and that
there wer'e valid' reasons why each suppl,ier received the * * * . .!I Any alleged
reduction 'of a supplieris price quote, he argues, was not due t() imports,
rather, it was. a natural result, of any negotiation process. Y
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

During the preliminary .investigations, *** alleg~tions of lost sales and
*** allegation of. lost revenue against *** were investigated. * * *
***
cited*** involving **.*of aluminum rod in***· The Venezuelan price quote
was alleged to be·.* * * b~sed inetal value, whereas the U.S. producer's price
quote was.***
***was unable to identify this specific contract.
However, he stated.that·*.**·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

**'-Ir, as a rule, always uses more .than· one .source of ·aluminum rod. ***
purchased on contract froin'two sources;***, ·but in the past .he has had as
many as 'four suppliers under contract. The reasons.for using multiple sources
are to keep a continual supply of aluminum rod ~nd to insure competitive
bids. ***has discovered that each supplier mu~t receive at least ***percent
of the contract"to assure. their interes~. and provide ***with the optimum
price ..
· In 1984, the aluminum rod contract for *** was divided up among ***
sources: * * *
The share given to *** was divided equally between ***
***
remarked that he considered**..*• thus the level of°"** business he al.located
to***• approximately·the.same level as the previous year.
Prices negotiated.for this· contract were as follows:

.!/ * *
2/ * *

*
*

*

'*.

:*

*

'*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
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*** did experience some quality problems w'ith :t:he :~,ene zuelan product.
Alufuinum rod produced by *** had r~.~idual trapped' materi~l~. in the rod, which
affected the enamel ·and caused eiect~ical· .+el~(ted· pr.obl~ms,. · · Alumim,un rod
produce.d by*** had inclusions that prevented drawing the rod into wire. ***
stated that the quality problems for *** had been corrected.
*** also commented that his suppliers must be reliable sources for the
future. For example, *** had submitted a bid to *** for the *** aluminum rod
contract, but was not given any business due. to *** knowledge of* * *· !/
*** also commented on the trend of U.S. producers looking offshore for their
primary aluminum needs. Due to this trend, ~** has an * * *· ~/. ***
therefore has a* * *· *** stated. that * *
However, according to ***,
t~is production could ultimate~y". take up to *** perce,n.t. 9f, ~** a.l.uminum r~d
business.· *** also noted that during the_*-* '!:, th~ priCe ·of a,luminum rod
offered by *** was greater than U .~. quotes,. b,~ ,a,s, mu~p ?S a *~*·cents per
pound.

*·

* * * * * * was· cite'd by *** in *** allegation~ of. +qst sales of *~*
involving *** pounds of aluminum rod. During the final investigations,
* * *
* * * did not recall this latter specific sale, but stated that ***,
at that time, had an annual contract with *** for EC rod. * * *, it would
purchase on a spo~ basis and would request_. quotes frou:i poth do~estic. and
foreign supp1iers .· * * * was able to come up· with additional rod *
*
,

*

*

'*

*

I

-

.

,

*

*

*

*** purchas.ed rod from Venezuela. on: an * * *
Freight.cost~ are also
inexpens.ive, * * *·. ***' stated that ***'presented the best combination of
price and freight, but that the freight costs were the deciding factor in his
final purchasing decision. * * *
However, * * *
* * *, a·nianufacturer of magnetic. wfre, w~s· ~~ted by*'.** during the
preliminary investigatibns in a lost sales 'all~gation in * * .·* •. ~ * *
aluminum rod purchaser for * * *, stated that although~he had made 'a spot
purchase in* * *, he did not recall purchasing that specific size, but there
was definitely no possibility a price difference of *~* per pound existed
between the Venezuelan and· domestic. priCe. qtiotes ~ . The. most he had even seen
was a *** cents per pound. * * * stated that there was no real price
advantage in sourci~g offshore once you.add up other costs, including a letter
of credit, half of freight, and the general aggravation in dealing with
foreign products. He has purchased the Venezuelan product in the past from

***
* * * original purchase of *** was terminated due to quality problems
with the Venezuelan rod, including breakouts, transit damage, and scuffmarks.

***
!/ * * *
'1:.1 * * *
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At the time; of the preliminary investigations, * * *
He always uses
more than one supplier to insure supply. * * * commented that he presently
was looking offshore _due to. what he per<;:eived to be the trend of u. s. rod
producers moving offshore. He d{d not want to be left without a supply source.

*

·*

*

*

*

*

*

* *,·a-man~facture~ of electriCal cable was cited by**·* during the
preliminary investigations in ***·lost sales allegations involving***
pounds~
***,:purchasing agent for***, could.not recall***· 1/ He had
purchased the Venezuelan product in***, but these were***· He
terniinateci his.relationship with the Venezuelans in early 1986 due to-delivery
problems.·. He ·nev~r sole sources ..· At the time of the preliminary
investigations; hJs . b\ls;i:ryess· was divided between *** U.S. companies: * * *
***a nianufB:cfurer'of magnet wire for transformers, was cited by**·*
during the prelim~nary investigations in a lost sale dated* * *· * * *•
purchas~r of ·:aiwn1frum rod ·for•* * *• could not specifically identify this
sale, but knew.that·*** had·made spot purchases from Venezuela in the past
through metal brokers.*°**, ***has not purchased any Venezuelan product
for the past 3.-4 years.· * *
stopped .purchasing from Venezuela due to
quality problems, the extra. costs of providing the letter of credit, and the
price declit1e, of- aluminum metal. * * * presently purchases from * * *
It is
a verbal relat_ions~~I> with a price. based on a combination· of * * *.·

*

* * * was cited by * * * during the preliminary investigations in a lost
sale dated 1(r **for ***.involving*** of aluminum rod. * * *, purchasing·
agent, could not recall the specific sale, but mentioned that * * * had
purchased some rod ~rom metal brok~rs in***· He did not. cite the rod
source. ***commented that.brokers approach him with a product from time to
time, and wh~n a good deaLcomes along, he grabs it .. For * * * * * * was
purchasing * * *
He purchases aluminum rod only * * *
He has a yearly
contract and is buying. on * * *
. ·

1/

***
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(Investigations Nos. 701-TA-217
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Certain Electrical Conductor Aluminu~
Redraw Roel From Venezuela •

Determination•
On the basis or the record 2 develope
in inve1ti1ation No. 701-T A-'l/J7
(Preliminary). the CoDUniHion
unanimously determines.' pursuant lo

• For purpotee of thete invntlplion1 tlwo 111rm
··ietectriC"AI conductor •l-inum redraw rod .. n!l~r1
loJ IOifO~llhl rodl or •luminum which ar~ ,.lt'•"lrH .01'1
, onJ"l.li•e and conlain nut lr.ss 1h;in \!\' 11··0. "'" .• 1
~luminum by weishl.
I The l'l!COrd ii denned In • 317 .z111 or •he
C>mmi1•ion°1 Ruin or Pf•cti<".e •nd "'1-.Jul"<" 11·~
Cl'R :ii;.~liJI.
'(.;h,1ir.11~n 1.i~bel11r

n111 p;trt11:ip;o!ing.
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Federal Register./ .VoL52_..--~o.:'.1·7()·I Wednesday:.. Seplember· 2. 1987 / 'Notit:es·
section 703(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 . · are contained in USITC Publication 2008
119 u.s.c~ 1671b(a)). that there 11 a ·
(August 1987). entitled "Certain
reasonable indication that an industry In . Electrical Conductor Aluminum Redraw
the United States i1 materiallymjured or Rod from Venezuela: "Determination of
threatened with material Injury by
the Commission In Investigation No.·
reason or imports from Venezuela of
701-TA-287 (Preliminary) Under the
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
Tariff Act of1930. Together With the
Information Obtained in the
rod, provided for in item 618.15 of the
Tariff Schedulea of the United States.
Investigation." and "Determination of
that are alleged to be subsidized by the
the Commission in Investigation No.
Government or Venezuela.
731-TA-378 (Preliminary) Under the
On the basis of the record 1 developed -Tariff Act of 1930, Together With the
in investigation No. 731-TA-378
htformation Obtained in the
(Preliminary}. the Commission
.
Investigation."
unanimously determines,• pursuant to
By order of the the Commiuion.
section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
. !Hued: Augu1t Z8. 1987.
(19 U.S.C. 1673b(a)), that there i1 a
reasonable indication that an industry in Kenneth R. Mason.
the United States is materially injured or Secretary.
(FR Doc. 87-1.0234 Filed &-1~: 8:45 aml
threatened with material injury by
reason of importa from Venezuela of
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
rod. provided for in item 818.15 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States.
that are alleged to be sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
On July 14. 1987, petitions were filed
with the Commis1ion and the ·
Department ofComnierce by Southwire
Company. Carrollton. Ceorsia. alleging
lliat an Industry in the United States is
materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of subsidized
importa or electrical conductor
aluminum redraw rod from Venezuela
and by reason ofLTFV importa of
electrical conductor.aluminum redraw
rod from Venezuela. Accordingly.
effective July 14. 1987, the Commission
instituted preliminary countervailing · ·
duty and antidumping investigations to .
determine whether there is a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United
States is materially injured. or ii
.
threatened with material injury, or the
establishment of an indwitry in the
·'. •
United States la materially retarded. by
reason of importa of aucb merchandise ., - ·
into the United States; · · · · ·,
· ,.
Notice of the institution of the. . · ·'
Commission' a inveattaatton and of a, "
public conference to be held in
connection therewith waa given by
_.,
posting copies of the notice in the Office
of the Secretary, U.S. International
Trade Commiaaion. Washington.~
and by publiahiq the notice ln the
Federal Regiater of July Z2. 1987 (5Z FR. '
27593). The conference waa held In ·•. c .
Washington. 0C. on August 8. t987. and
all persons who requeated the
· ···
.,pportunity were permitted to appear ID ' ',
'Person or by counsel.
·
· ··
The Commission transmitted its
·
determinatlc>na In these investigations to
the Secretary of Commerce on August., .
28. 1987. The vie\\·a of.the Commission

' ... ··333Qf
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.
Preliminary Afflrmat!ve Countervailing
Duty Dotormlnatton; Certain Electrfcal
Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod
from Venezuela

Aa~c-r." Import Administr~tion.
International Trade Administration.
·
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.
We preliminarily determine
thatcertain benefits which constitute
subsidies within the meaning of the
countervailing duty law are bein~
provided to manufcturers. producers. or
exporters in Venezuela of certain
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
·rod. The estimated riet subsidy is 60.11
percent ad valorem. and the rate for
duty deposit purposes is. lZ.99 percent
od valorem.
We have notified the U.S.
·
lnJemational Trade Commission (ITC)
or O\!r dr.tennination. We are directing
the U.S. cu11toms Ser.vice to suspend
SUMMARY:
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liq1iidation of all entries of certain
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
rod from Venezuela that are entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication ofthis notice, and to require
a cash deposit or bond for each such. .
entry equal to 12.99 percent ad valorem.
If this investigation proceeds
normally. we will make our final
determination not later than De·cember
21. 1987.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Octobr 14. 1987.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Barbara Tillman or Thomas Bombelles,
office of Investigations, Import
Administration. International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW., Washington. DC 20230;
telephone: 202/377-2438 (Tillman) or
202/377-3174 (Bombelles).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

. Preliminary Determination
Based upon our investigation. we
preliminarily detemine that there is
reason to believe or suspect that certain
benefits which. constitute subsidies
within the meaning of section 701 of the ·
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the Act),
are being provided to manufacturers,
producers, or exporters of certain
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
rod (redraw rod) in Venezuela. For
purposes of this investigation, the
following programs are prelimin8rily
found to confer subsidies:
• Multiple Exchange Rate System.
• Export Bonds for Credits Against
. Income Taxes. ·
We preliminarily determine the
estimated net subsidy to be 60.11
percent ad valorem. However,
consistent with our policy of taking into .
account program-wide changes that
occur before our preliminary
determination. we are adjusting the cash
deposit rate to reflect changes in the
Multiple Exchange Rate System.
Therefore, the rate for duty deposit
purposes is 12.99 percent ad valorem.
· Case History
Since the last Federal Register
publication pertaining to this
·
investigation [the Notice of Initiation (52
FR 29559, August 10, 1987)), the ·
following events have occurred. On
August 13, 1987, we presented a
questionnaire to the Government of
Venezuela in Washington. DC
concerning petitioner's allegations. On
September 14, 1987, we received
responses from Suramerica de
Aleaciones Laminadas, C.A. (SURAL),
Conductores de Alwninio del Caroni,
C.A. (CABFJ.UM), lndustria de

Conductores Electricos. C.A. (ICONEL),
Aliminio del Caroni. S.A. (ALCASA)
and Industria Venezolana de Aluminio,
C.A. (VENALUM). On Septermber 23,
1987, we received a response from the
Government of Venezuela. SURAL.
CABELUM. and ICONEL are the only
known manufacturers, producers or
exporters in Venezuela of the subject
merchandise to the United States.
ALCASA and VENALUM provided
information in reponse to a specific
allegation of Preferential Pricing of
Inputs Used to Produce Exports.
On August 31, 1987. we received a
letter from Reynolds Aluminum stating
that the company takes no position with
respect to the petition filed by
Southwire. On September 7, 1987, we
received a letter from counsel for the
respondents challenging Southwire's
standing to file the petition. On
September 24, 1987, we received a letter
from the Alcoa Conductor Products
Company (ACPC), a division of the
Aluminum Company of America
(Alcoa), stating the ACPC does not
support the positions taken by
Southwire in its petition. As we have
frequently stated, (see. e.g., "Final
Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Certain Stainless Steel
Hollow Products from Sweden" (52 FR
5794, Febraury 28, 1987), and "Final
Afrmnative Countervailing Duty
Determination: Certain Fresh Atlantic
Groundfish from Canada" (51 FR 10041,
March 24, 1986)), there is nothing in the
statute, its legislaitve history, or our
regulations which requires that
petitioners establish affirmatively that
they have the support of a majority of
their industries. In many cases such a
· requirement would be so onerous as to
preclude access to import relief under
the antidumping and countervailing duty
laws. Therefore, the Department relies
on petitioner's representation that it has,
in fact. filed on behalf of the domestic
industry, until it is affirmatively shown
that thia is not the case. Where domestic
industry members opposing an
investigation provide a clear indication
that there are gounda to doubt a
petitioner's standing, the Department
will review whether the opposing
parties do. in fact. represent a major
portion of the domestic industry. We are
requesting clarification from ACPC on
the question of petitioner's standing and
ACPC'a opposition. If it becomes
necessary, we will send questionnaires
to the domestic industry to detemine the
extent of any industry opposition.

Scope of Investigation
The product covered by this
investigation Is certain electrical ·
conductor aluminum redraw rod, which

is wrought rod of aluminum .which is
electrically conductive and contains not
less than 99 percent aluminum by
weight, as provided for the Tariff
Schedules of the United States.
Annotated (TSUSA) under item numbers
618.1520 and 618.1540. This product is
currently classifiable under the
Harmonized System (HS) item numbers
7604.10.30 and 7604.29.30.
Analysis of Programs
Throughout this notice, we refer to
certain general principles applied to the
facts of the current investigation. These
principles are described in the
"Subsidies Appendix" attached to the
notice of "Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel
Flat-Rolled Products from Argentina:
Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination and Countervailing Duty
Order" (49 FR 18009, April 26, 1984).
Consistent with our practice in
preliminary determinations, when a
response to an allegation denies the
existence of a program, receipt of
benefits under a program. or eligibility
of a company or industry under a
program. and the Department has no
persuasive evidence showing that the
response is incorrect. we accept the
response for purposes of the preliminary
determination. All such response are
subject to verification. If the response
cannot be supported at verification, and
the program is otherwise
countervailable, the program will be
considered a subsidy in the final
. determination.
For purposes of this preliminary
determination. the period for which we
are measuring subsidization (the
"review period") is calendar year 1986.
As is common in our method of analysis,
if the companies under ivestigation have
different fiscal years, our review period
is then the most recently completed
calendar year.
Based upon our analysis of the
petition and the responses to our
questionnaire, we preliminarily
detennine the following:
l Programs Preliminarily Determined
To Confer Subsidies

We preliminarily determine that
subsidies are being provided to
manufacturers, producers, ()r exporters
of certain electrical conductor aluminum
redraw rod in Venezuela under the
following programs.
:::~
A. Multiple Exchange Rates
On February 22. 1983. the Government
of Venezuela authorized the
establishment of a multiple exchange
rate system after more than 19 years
under a fixed rate system of 4.30
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bolivares (Bs.} to the dollar. In its
response, the Government of Venezuela
stated that this change in the exchange
rate was made in an attempt to establish
greater control over Venezuela's foreign
exchange reserves without precipitating
a serious crisis in the development of
the national economy.
The Central Bank of Venezuela (CBV}
and the Ministry of Finance (MOF)
signed an Exchange Agreement on
February 28, 1983, establishing a fourtiered exchange rate system. The first
exchange rate was a fixed rate of Bs.
4.30 to the dollar. This rate was applied
to the sale of foreign exchange by the
CBV for payments on foreign-source
private and public debt, the importation
of essential goods and services, and the
sale of foreign exchange from the stateowned oil industries (PDVSA), iron ore
industry (FERROMINERA), and the
Venezuelan Investment Fund. The
second rate was also a fixed rate, at Bs.
6.00 to the dollar. This rate was applied
to the sale of foreign exchange by the
CBV for the importation of iess essential
goods, foreign exchange obtained from
the export of goods and services from
state-owned enterprises (other than
PDVSA and FERROMINERA), and
foreign exchange received from exports
by the private sector when offered to the
CBV.
The other two rates that were
established were a foreign exchange
free market rate (an average Bs. 19.88 to
the dollar durfug 1986) for all exchange
operations not specifically provided for
elsewhere, and a "free-but-official" rate
for the purchase and sale of dollars by
the CBV in the free market.
Under this Excha'nge Agreement, the
government also established the Office
of Preferential Exchange Regime
(RECADI) to administer the multiple
exchange rate system. RECADI is
responsible for handling applications
from importers for merchandise
categorized as essential or less essential
and also for companies registering
foreign debt to be paid at the Bs. 4.30 to
the dollar rate. To receive the more
preferential exchange rate for imports,
an importer must submit an application
to RECADI identifying the value.
quantity and payment tenns of the
intended purchase. After RECADI
reviews the application. it may
authorize the use of the more
preferential exchange rate to cover the
particular purchase. Similarly,
companies that desire access to the
preferential rate for paying foreign
currency debt must register the debt
with RECADI and obtain approval for
receiving the preferential rate to make
loan payments.

38115

company in dollars and allocated the
In May 1983, the government began
resulting amount over the companies'
gradually to allow t.'1P. public sector
total 1986 export sales in bolivares. On
companies (other than PDVSA and
this basis, we calculated an estimated
FERROMINERA) to use the free market
net subsidy of 47.12 percent ad valorem.
rate to exchange foreign currency
earned from export sales. Under this
On December 6, 1986. the Government
time. only private companies has access
of Venezuela substantially changed the
to the free market. On February 24, 1984, Multiple Exchange Rate System.
the Government of Venezuela signed an
According to the government and
Exchange Control Agreement between
company responses. under the revised
the MOF and the CBV which increased
·system. while certain "essential"
the exchange rate for importation of less imports (such as medicine) may qualify
essential goods and the payment of most for a rate of Bs. 7.50 to the dollar, most
foreign debt to Bs. 7.50 to the dollar. In
dollars for imports must be purchased at
addition, this Agreement created the
the rate of Bs. 14.50 to the dollar.
"quota share" policy which required all
According to infonnation in the
exporters to sell back to the Central
government response, the Bs. 4.30 to the
Bank the dollars earned on the imported dollar rate has been abolished for the
component of the finished product at the purchase of dollars with which to buy
same exchange rate used for the
imported inputs but stillapplies to .
importation. Until the 1984 Agreement
certain categories of foreign currency
was signed. exporters could buy imports denominated debt. All imports made by
at the Bs. 4.30 or the Bs. 7.50 to the
redraw rod producers may be purchased
dollar rate and upon exportation sell the at the Bs. 14.50 rate: however,
dollars earned on the imported
companies are free to purchase dollars
component at the free market exchange
at the free market rate if they choose not
rate. The difference in the exchange rate to wait for approval frOm RECADI to
between the lower rate used to purchase purchase dollars at the Bs~ 14.50 rate. As
imports and the free market rate for
of December.1986, all export earnings by
selling dollars provided a benefit to
all exporters in the economy, both
exporters.
private and public sector, must be
To implement the qu9ta share policy,
exchanged into bolivares at the Bs. 14.50
the government published Resolution
rate. Furthermore, according to the
No. 84--05--01inMay1984. This ·
company response, no foreign currency
resolution required that 50 percent of the denominated debt held by the
value of the import content of the
companies under investigation is now
exported product. as calculated in the
payable at the rate of Bs. 4.30 to the
ICE certificates used for.granting export
dollar.
bonds, be sold to the CBV at the lower
Because the Government of Venezuela
exchange rate of Bs.' 7.50 to the dollar
has eliminated the differential between
(the same rate at which they buy foreign the rate for purchasing imports and the
exchange for imports). To enforce the
rate at which export proceeds are
quota share program, the CBV required
converted for all companies in the
exporters to sign a contr!lct upon
economy, and this program-wide change
exportation stating that the specified
has been decreed in the Exchange ·
proportion of export.earnings will be
Agreements which administer the
sold to the CBV at the seine rate used
Mulitple Exchange Rate System. we
for importation of the material inputs.
· preliminarily consider that the export
We preliminarily determine that,
benefit which existed in the earlier
under this multiple exchange rate
system ha& been eliminated effective
system, a subsidy was conferred on
December 6, 1986. Therefore, consistent
exports because one dollar received for
with our policy of taking into account
export sales yielded more bolivares. than program-wide changes that occur before
exporters paid to purchase one dollar
our preliminary determination. we
for imports. Because receipt of the
preliminarily determine that the Multiple
higher exchange rate is contingent upon
Exchange Rate System no longer confers
selling dollars earned from export sales,
an export subsidy on exports of redraw
we consider that the multiple exchange
rod. At verification, we will seek
rate conferred an export subsidy.
~omplete information from the relevant
government agencies as to the nature
To calculate the benefit from this
and effect of these changes.
program during the review period. we
subtracted the exchange rate applicable
B. Export Bonds for Credits Against
to each company's purchase of imports
Iiicome Taxes
from the weighted average exchange
Petitioner alleges that Venezuelan
rate received by each company when
redraw rod exporters are remunerated
selling dollars earned from export sales.
for their exports by the Government of
We multiplied this difference by the
Venezuela in the fonn of export bonds
total 1986 expor_t value for each
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...·hich may be used to pay income_ ta:Xe·s · they operate to stimulate export
)r sold for cash.
performance. we preliminarily detemine
According to the responses of the
that this program does not provide
?nvemment and the companies under
benefits which constitute subsidies.
:nvestigation. all three producers of
redraw rod took advantage of the export' B. Government Loans. Through the
Industrial Credit Fund and the Financing
band program during the review period.
ComP.any of Venezuela on Terms
The program allows exporters a return
Inconsistent with Commercial
of a percentage of the value of their. .
exports. This percentage is based on a . Considerations ·
Petitioner alleges that loans are made
combination of the domestic valueavailable by the Government of
added of the exported product and
Venezuela to the companies under
certain governmental policy .objectives
investigation on terms inconsistent with
relating to a firm's employment and
commercial considerations. While one
other considerations. Once derived. this
respondent company was found to have
percentage is multiplied by the FOB
loans from the Industrial Credit Fund
value of the exported goods expr~ssed .
(FONCREI) and the Financing Company
in bolivares (converted at the official,
Es. 14.50 to the dollar. rate of exchange). of Venezuela (FIVCA), both named in
the pe_tition. the response by the
The resulting figure is the face value of
government indicated that both
the export bond. To receive an export
institutions offer financing to all sectors
bond, a finn submits to its commercial
of the economy and both operate on
bank the invoice and shipping ·
commercial terms. Because these loan
documents for the exported
..
programs are not limited to a specific
merchandise. The bank reviews the
enterprise or industry. or group of
d·Jcwnents and remits them to the
Central Bank of Venezuela which, after
enterprises or industries, and do not
an interval of up to one year. issues the
offer financing on terms inconsistent
export bond. Because this program is
with commercial considerations. We
limited to exporters and does not .
preliminarily determine that they do not
operate to rebate any indirect taxes. we
provide a countervailable benefil
preliminarily determine that this · ·
III.
Programs Preliminarily Determined
program confers an export subsidy on
Not
To Be Used
·
the product• under investigation.
We preliminarily determine that the
To calculate the benefit. we allocated
the bolivar amount of bonds received t>y following programs were not used by
the companies in 1988 over their total . ~e manuf!lcturers, producers, or
eicport sales. On this basis, we
:·exporters of. certain electrical conductor
calculated an estiinated net subsidy of
aluminum redraw rod in Venezuela
l.!.99 percent ad valorem. ..
·.4urilig the review period.
fl Programs Preliminarily Detsrmined
A. Preferential Tax Incentives
Not To Confer a Subsidy
Petitioner alleges that through Decree
We preliminarily determine that ·
numbers 1374, 1384. and 1776, the
S'..lbsidies are not being provided to · ·
Government of Venezuela authorizes
manufacturers. producers, or exporters
income tax rebates to·the domestic
of certain electrical conductor aluminum capital goods industry. and that
redraw rod in Venezuela under the
manufacturers. producers, and exporters
following program. •
of redraw rod benefits from this
program.
A. Import Duty Reductions
According to the responses of the
Petitioner alleges that a system of
. Government of Venezuela and the
import duty reductions la maintained by .companies under investigation. the
the Government of Venezuela which.fa
redraw rod producers have not utilized
aimed specifically at encoura8ing the
any of the programs provided for under
aluminum products industry. The . ·:
the.subject decrees.
government's response indicates. that
B.
Preferential Export Financing
the sole program allowing import duty
reductions is provided by Title IV of the
Petitioner alleges that Venezuela
Venezuelan Organic Customs Law. Duty redraw rod manufacturers. producers
r~ductions under this law are provided
and exporters may receive preferential
to a diverse range of industries and.
expo~ financing through the Export
according to the government, are .
Financing Fund (FINEXPO).
According to the responses; FINEXPO
granted whenever national production
offer5 three different forms of financing
or supply is inadequate to meet the
to assist exports. First. through a aeries
demand for a particular item. Since>
import duty reductions are not limited to of credit lines, importE!rs in other
co\intries may obtain financing for the
a specific enterprise or industry, or
group of enterprises or Industries, nor do purchase of goods in Venezuela. ·

However. no credit lines exist for the
United States. Second. Venezuelan exporters may qualify for financing for
working capital. technical services and
other expenses. Third. importers may·
obtain financing directly from FL'IJEXPO
if they provide appropriate collateral.
According to the responses. the
companies under investigation did not
receive, have outstanding or pay any
interest on any FlNEXPO loans during
the review period.
C. Preferential Pricing of Inputs Used to
Produce Exports
Petitioner alleges that ALCASA and
VENALUM. government-owned
producers of primary aluminum, are
directed by the Government of
Venezuela to charge preferential prices
to domestic customers who purchase'
aluminum for further processing and"
subsequent export. According to the
responses of the producers of redraw
rod, and the government-owned
producers of primary aluminum.. there
was no preferential pricing of inputs
used to produce exports during the
review period: accordingly, we
preliminarily determine that this
program was not used.
D. Other Government Loans on Terms
Inconsistent with Commercial
Considerations
Petitioner alleges that producers and
exporters of redraw rod received
financing on terms inconsistent with
commercial considerations from the
following government agencies listed in
our Notice of Initiation: The Ministry of
Finance; the Venezuelan Investment
Fund: and the Industrial Bank of
Venezuela (BIV}. According to the
responses, none of the respondenf·
companies had loans from these ',
institutions outstanding during the
· review period.
JV. Programs Preliminarily Determined
Not To Exist

. We preliminarily determine that the
following programs do not exisl
A. Tax Contributions to Cover Debt
Service Coats

Petitioner alleges that tax
contributions authorized by the Ministry
of Finance to meet interest obligations
· are provided to a specific enterprise or
industry, or group thereof, and that
manufacturers, producers, and exporters
of redraw rod may benefit from this
program.
..
According to the responses. there is
no program under which any agency of
the Government of Venezuela provides
tax contributions or other forms of

I,;
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assistance to help redraw rod producers
or exporters meet their debt financing
obligations.

B. Sales Tax Exemption
Petitioner alleges that the Government
of Venezuela negotiates, through various
re~ional authorities. exemptions from
p"'yment of local sales taxes fora
specific enterprise or industry. or group
thereof, and that manufacturers,
producers. and exporters of redraw rod
may benefit from this program.
According to the responses. no
program exists in Venezuela for the
elimination of municipal sales or other
taxes. nor has the Government of
Venezuela been involved in the
negotiation of any such tax reductions
or eliminations regarding the respondent
companies.

C. Assumption of Foreign Currency Debt
Petitioner alleges that the Government
of Venezuela administers a program
whereby the Central Bank of Venezuela
assumes the foreign currency debt of
selected companies and that
manufacturers, producers. and exporters
of redraw rod may benefit from this
program. According to the responses. no
agency of the Venezuelan Government
has assumed any responsibility for the
payment of foreign currency debts of
any private sector Venezuelan company
and no statutory provisions exist
authorizing any agency of the
Government of Venezuela to take such
action.
D. Loan Guarantees
Petitioner alleges that the Government
of Venezuela provides loan guarantees
to a specific enterprise or industry, or
group thereof. on terms inconsistent
with commercial considerations and
that manufacturers; producers. and
exporters of redraw rod may benefit
from this program. According to the
responses, the Government of
Venezuela does not offer loan
guarantees to private companies either
directly or through any governmental
agency. The BIV. which is owned by the
Government of Venezuela. operates as a
commercial bank and. therefore. offers
loan guarantees in the ordinary cotirse
of business under terms and conditions
that reflect ordinary commercial of
business under tenns and conditions
that reflect ordinary commercial
banking practice as well as the credit
risk of the particular customer. During
the review period. the BIV did not issue,
or have outstanding, any loan

guarantees with-respect to the
·companies under investigation.
IV. Program for Which We Need
Additional Information
Government Equity Investment in
CABELUM
According to the CABELUM'a
response. 30 percent of its capital stock
is owned by a government-owned ·
supplier of primary aluminim. ALCASA.
In order for the Department to
·
investigate any equity investments by a
government for the purpose of
determining if they are on terms
inconsistent with commercial
considerations. we must have evidence
of the following: First, there must be
some government equity participation in
the company or project: and, second.
there must be some showing that the
investment was on terms inconsistent
with commercial considerations.
In this case, ALCASA is majority·
owned by agencies of the Government
of Venezuela. Furthermore. based on the
information in the responses of the
government and CABELUM. there ia
some reason to believe that ALCASA'a
purchase of equity was on terms
inconsistent with commercial
considerations. Therefore, we will seek
additional information on ALCASA'a
equity investment in CABELUM

proprietacy information in our files
provided the ITC confirms that it w ....
not disclose such information. either
publicly or. under an administrative
protective order. without the written
consent of the Acting Assistant
Secretary for Import Administration.
If our final determine tion is
affinnative, the ITC will determine
whether these imports materially injure,
or threaten material injury to. a U.S.
industry within 120 days after the
Department makes its preliminary
affumative determination. o~ 45 days
after the Department makes its final
determination. whiChever is latest.
Public Comment
'

In accordance with § 355.35 of the
Commerce Regulations (19 CFR 355.35)
we will hold a public hearing, if
requested. to afford interested parties an
opportunity to comment on this
preliminary determination. ·at 2 p.m. on
November 2. 1987, at the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Room_ 3708,
14th Street and Constitution Avenue
NW., Washington. DC 20230. Individuals
who Wish to participate in the hearing
must submit a request "to the Acting
Assistant Secretary. Import
·
Administration, Room e.:-099. at the
above address Within 10 days of the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register.
.-

Verification
In accordance with section 778(a) of
the Act. we will verify the data used in ·
Requests should contain: (,1) The
making our final determination. We will · party's name. address, and telephone
not accept for our fmal determination .
number: (2) the number of participants:
any statement in a response that cannot
(3) the reason for attending: and (4) a list
be verified.
of the issues to be discussed. In
addition. at least 10 copies of the
Suspension of Liquidation
business propietary version and seven
In accordance with section 703(d) ot
copiea of the nonproprietary version of
the Act, we are direoting the U.S.
the pre-bearins briefs must be submitted
Customs Service to suspend liquidation
the Acting Assi~tant secretary by
·to
of all entries of certain electrical
October 28. 1987. Oral presentations will
conductor aluminum redraw rod from
be limited to' inuea raised in the briefs.
Venezuela which are entered. or
In accordance with 19 CFR 35S.33(d) and
withdrawn from warehouse, for
19
CFR 355.34, all Written Views will be
consumption on or after the date of
considered if received not less than 30
publication of this notice in the Federal
daya before the final determination is
Register, and to require a cash deposit
due. or. if a hearing is helcL within 10
or bond equal to 12.99 percent ad
days after the hearing transcript is
valorem for each such entry of this
available.
·
·
merchandise. Thia suspension will
remain in effect until further notice.
Thia determination is published
purau~i to section 703(f). of the Act (19
rrc Notification
u.s.c. 1671b(f)J. .
.
In accordance with section 703(f) of
Gilbert
8.
Kaplan,
the Act. we will notify the ITC of our
AcWia A.nistant Secretary for Import
determination. In addition. we are
Administrtion.
making available to the ITC all
October 7. 1987.
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
[FR Doc."81-23758 Filed 1CH:Hl7: 8:45 aml
investigation. We will allow the ITC.
eu.&.ING cooe 111o-os.4
access to all privileged and buaineu
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l C•307-102 I
Extension of ... Dudline O.te for lhe
Final Countervallinl Duty
Determlrwlion end Postponement of
the~~: Certain Eectric.91
Conduetor AUalnum Redraw Rod
from Venezuela
AGENCY: bnport Administ:'Btion.

lntematioul Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
AcTION: f\:otice.

auMllAltV: Based upon the request of the
petitioner in thia investigation. we are
ext.endiJJa the deadline date for the final
determination ln 1hi1 investigation to
corrupond to the date or the final
determination in the anUdumpi~ duty
in\·cstigation or the same p:-oduct

AA-10
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Federal Register: / · v~i: ·sz.

' pun1uant to aection 70S(a)(l) of the
Tariff Act of 1930. (the Act) 81 amended.
119 U.S.C. 1871d(a){l)). These final
delerminatiorui are now due not later
than March 7. 1988. Pursuant to its
obligations under the Subsidies CoJc.
the Department will terminate the
~uspension of liquidation in this
investigation 120 days after the date of
publication of the preliminary
countervailing duty determination. In
addition. we are postponing the hearing
dale originally scheduled for this
investigation.
IFP'ECTIVE DATs: November 8. 1987.

i

~ PUR'THEI' INFORMATION CONTACT:

No. 21·s ;/f~ida~._'N~\,~·nibcr:-6;· 19e;:. r:~oti'Cci'~ ::.

br. rescheduled If a request for i public
hearing Is received by the Deparment
not later than November 18. t987.
Individuals who wish to participate In
the hearing must submit a reque1t to the
Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration. Room 8-099. .
Department of Commerce. Hth Street
llnd Constitution Avenue NW ..
Washington. DC 20230.
Requests 1hould contain: (1) The
p,u1y·s name. address. and telephone
number; (2) the number of participants:
(3) the reason for attending: and (4) a list
of the i11ues to be discussed. In
addition. at least 10 copiea of the
business proprietary venion and five
copies of the public venion of the prehearing briefs must be aubmitted to the
Assistant Secretary aeven days prior to
the hearing date. Oral preeentations will
Le limited to iHues raised in the briefs.
In accordance with 19 CFR 355.33ld)
and 19 CFR 355.34. written view1 will be
considered if received not less than 30
days before the final detemination or. if
a hearing is held. within 10 daya after
the hearing tran1cript is available.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 70S(a){l) or the Act.

Thomas Bombelles or Barbara Til.lma.a..
' Office of Investigations. Import
Administration. International Trade
Administration. U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW .. Washington. DC 20230:
telephone (202) 371-3174 or 377-2438.
SUPPLaMINTMY INFORMATION: On
October 7, 1987. we issued the
preliminary affirmative countervailing
duty determination pertaining to this
case (52 FR 38113. October 14. 1987). On
!
October 9, 1987, ln accordance with
&•!Ction 705(a)(1) of this Act. as
Gilbert B. l<aplen.
a mended. we received a request from
.Acting Aui1tant Secretary for Import
the petitioner. Southwire Company. to
A dminis trotion.
('tend the deadline date for the final
r-oovember 2. 1987.
ci>untervailing duty determination to
IFR Doc. 87-25780 Filed 11-M7: 1:45 am)
mrrespond to the date of the final
11UM com .,.....
ddennination in the antidwnping duly
i1•vestigation of the tame product of
\ enezuela. Accordingly. we are granting
an extension of the deadline date for the
f: 11al determination in this investigation
f; ..>m December 21. 1987 to not later than
t.larch 7, 1988.
To comply with the requirements of
Article 5. paragraph 3 of the Subsidies
Code. the Department will direct the
l'.S. Customs Service to terminate the
suspension or liquidation in this ;
investigation on February, 12. 1988.
which is 120 days from the date of
publication of the preliminary ·
determination in this case. No cash·
deposits or bonds for potential·
counter\'ailing duties will be req•1ired ·
for merchandise which enters on or after
February 12. 1968. The suspension of
liquid11tion will not be resumed un.less
and until the Department publishes a ..
countervailing duty order in this case.
We will also direct .the U.S. Cusi<)ms
Service to hold any entries suspended~
between October 14. 1987.through · · ·.
February 11. 1988. until the conclusio~ of
this investigation.
·
In addition. du~ to the exten.sion or .'
the final determination In. this
·
investigation. we have postponf!d tti('
,dQJ.c a! l.h.e. ouhlic hearinJZ origina!t~

'·,

.......

:
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end Part 201. Subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
EFFECTIVI DATE: October 14. 1987.

'°"
Robert Eninger (ZOZ-523--0312). Office of
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

llnvea~tlon

No. 701-TA-217 (Final)J

Certain Electrtcal Conductor Aluminum
Redraw Rod from Venezuela
AGENCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution of a final
counterveilins duty investigation.

The Commission hereby give•
notice of the institution of final
countervailifl8 duty investigation No.
701-TA-287 (Final) under sectfon·1os(b)
of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C~
1671d(b)) to detennine whether en
industry in the United State. is . :
materially iitjured. or ia threatened.with
material injury. or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is
materially retarded. by reason of
imports from Venezuela of cert11in
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
rod.' provided for in item 618.15 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States.
that have been found by.the Department
of Commerce. in a preliminary
determination. to be subsidized by the
Government of Venezuela·. Pursuant to a
request from petitioner: under section
705(a)(l) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
16~(a)(t)J, Commerce la ~ted to
extend the date for lb ftnal · ·
countervailins duty determination to
coincide with an ODFina antidumpif18
investigation on certain electrical
conductor aluminum redraw road from
Venezuela. Acc:Ordingly, the
Commission will not establish a
schedule for the eonduct of the .
countervailing duty investigation until
Commerce makes a preliminary ·.
determination in the antidumping
investigation (currently scheduled for
December 21. 1987).
For further infonnation concerning the
conduct of this investigation. hearing
procedures. and niles of 1eneral ..
application. con1ult the Commission's
Rules of PracUce and Procedure;part
207, subpart• A an_d C (19 CFR Part 207),
SUMMA..V:

1 Sui:tt er1icln are wrouahl roda of aluminum. tht
furPg<;in8 which are tleclrically ccinducti.-r and
cuntHon • o u r 9f percPnl of aluminum h) wr1~h1

Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission. 701 E Street NW ..
Washington. DC 20436. Heeringimpaired individuals may obtain
information on this matter by contacting
the Commission's mo terminal on 202724-0002. Information may also be
obtained via electronic mail by calling
the Office or Investigations' remote
bulletin board system for personal
computert at 202-523-0103. Perilon1 with
mobility impainnent1 who will need
special a11i1tance in geinins acce11 to
the Commiasion should contact the
·
Office of the Secretary at 202-523-0161.
IUPPLEMENTARYINFORMATIOfC

Background
Thia investigation ia beifl8 introduced
as a result of an affinnative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that certain benefits which
constitute subsidies within the meanifl8
of section 701 of the act (19 U.S.C. 1671)
are beifl8 provided to manufacturers.
producers. or exportert in Venezuela of
certain electrical conductor aluminum
redraw rod. The investigation was
requested in a petition filed on July H.
1987, by counsel for Southwire Co..
Carrollton. GA. In response to that
petition the Commission conducted a
preliminary countervailing duty
im·estigation and. on the basis of
infonnation developed during the course
of that investigation. deterinined that
there was a reasonable indication that
an industry in the United State. was
materially injured by reason of lmporta
of the 1ubject mercbandiae (~ FR 33300.
September Z. 1987).
·

Participation in the Investigation
Persont wishifl8 to participate in this
investigation as partie1 must file an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission. as provided in
section 201.tt of the Commission's rules
(19 CFR 201.11), not later then twentyone (21) days after the publication or
this notice in the Federal Regiater. Any
entry of appearance filed after this date
will be referred to the Chainnan. who
will determine whether to accept the
late entry for good cause shown by the
person desirif18 to file the entry.
Service list
Pursuant to 1ection 201.tt(d)) of the
Commission'• rules (19 CFR 201.tt(d).
the Secretary will prepare a service list
containing the names and addresses of
ell persons. or their representatives.

who are parties to this investigation
upon the expiration of the period for
filing entries of appearance. In
accordance with I 201.16(c) end Z07.3 of
the rules (19 CFR 201.16{c) and 207.3).
each document filed by a party to the
investigation must be served on all other
parties to the investigation (as identified
by the service list), end a certificate of
ser.·ice must accompany the document.
The Secretary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service.
Authority: Thia investigation i• being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930, title VU. Thia notice i• publi1hed
pursuant to I '1111..ZO or the Commi11ion'•
rulea (19 O"R '1111.20).
By order of the Commiulon.
luued: November 5.1987.
Kenneth R. MalOQ,
Secretary.
(FR Doc. 17-2915' Flied tt-lo-.7: 8:45 am)
lllUJNC COOi .,.......
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CA-307-701)

Preliminary Determination of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value; Certain
Electrical Conductor Aluminum
Redraw Rod From.Venezuela ·
Import Administration.
International Trade Administration,
Commerce. ··
ACTION: Notice.

AGENCY:

We preliminarily determine
that certain electrical conductor
aluminum redraw rod (redraw rod) fro
Venezuela is being. or is likely to be .
. ·sold in the United States at less than f;
· value. We have notified the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC)
of our determination and have directec
.. the U.S. Customs Service to suspend
liquidation of all entries of redraw rod
from Venezuela as described in the
"Suspension of Liquidation" section of
this notice. If this investigation procee1
normally, we will make a final
determination by April 18. 1988.
EFFECTIVE DAT£: February 8. 1988.
SUMMARY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

· Mary Martin or Jessica Wasserman.
· Office ofinvestigations. Import
Administration. International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitutic
Avenue NW.. Washington. DC ZOZ30:
telephone: (202) 377-2830 or 377-:-1442.
. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Preliminary Determination ·
. We preliminarily determine th.at
redraw rod from Venezuela is being. a
is likely to be. sold in the United State
at Jess than fair value. as provided in

AA-13
Federal Register
sec: ti on 733 of the Tariff Act of 1930. (the
Act) as amended (19 U.S.C. 1673b). The
estimated weighted-average murgins arc
shown in the "Suspension of .
L:qui<.btion" section of this notice.
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Company (ACPC). a division of the
Aluminum Company of America
[ALCOA). stating that ACPC does not
support the position taken by Southwire
in its petition. As we have frequently
stated. see e.g .. Certain Stainless :5teel
Case History
Ho!lotv Products from Sweden (52 FR
Since our notice of initiati1in (5:! FR
5794. February 28. 1987]: Certain Fresh
29·!49. August 10. 1987). the following
Atlantic Groundish from Canada [51 FR
en~nts ha\'e occurred. On August 28.
10041. March 24. 1986]. there is nothing
1987 the ITC preliminarily determined
in the statute. its legislative history. or
that there is a reasonable indication that our regulations which requires that
a lJ.S. industry is materially injured by
petitioners establish affirmati\'ely that
reason of imports of redraw rod from
they have the support of a majority of
Venezuela (52 FR 33300. September 2.
their industries. In manv cases such a
1987).
requirement would be s-o onerous as to
On September 8. 1987. we presented . · preclude access to import relief under
an antidumping duty questionnaire to
the antidumping and countervailing duty
Suramericana de Aleaciones
laws. Therefore. the Department relies
Laminadas. C.A. (SURAL). which
..
on petitioner's representations that it
accounts for more.than ninety percent of has, in fact. filed "on behalf of' the
exports of redraw rod from Venezuela to domestic industry until it is shown that
the United States during the period· of.
a majority of the domestic industry
investigation.
affirmatively opposes the petition. See
We received responses to this
e.g .. Certain Textile Mill Products and
questionnaire on September 30 and
Apparel from Malaysia. (50 FR 9852.
October 15. 1987. After reviewing the
March 12. 1985): Lfre Swine and Fresh ·
responses. we sent out a deficiency
Chilled and Frozen Pork Products from
questionnaire on October 29. 1987 and
Canada (50 FR 25097. June 17. 198S).
received a supplemental response on
On October 8. 1987. we sent ACPC a
November 18, 1987. An additional
questionnaire requesting clarification of
deficiency letter was sent on December
whether ACPC; which is not a producer
9. 1987 and a response was received on
of redraw rod. speaks on behalf of
December 23. 1987.
ALCOA. which is a domestic producer
On October 22. 1987. petitioner
of redraw rod. On October 22. 1987.
alleged that SURAL's third country sales ACPC responded that it speaks on
of redraw rod were being made at prices behalf of ALCOA and that ALCOA
that were below their cost of production. opposes the investigation. No other
The allegation concerned third country
industry members have expressed
sales because SURAL stated in its
opposition to the petition. ln the
response that no home market sales of
companion countervailing duty.
redraw rod were made during the period investigation on redraw rod from
of investigation. On Novembe~ 18, 1987,
Venezuela. Reynolds Aluminum.
we presented a constructed value.and
another domestic producer. stated in an
cost of production questionnaire to
August 31 letter to the Department that
SURAL and received the response on
it takes no position in the pending
December 22. 1987. We sent out a
investigations. We are continuing to
deficiency questionnaire on January°4,
examine the standing issue for purposes
1988 and received a supplemenlal
of our final detennination.
response on January 15. 1988. ·
Scope of Investigation
On November 19, 1987. petitioner·
requested a postponement of the·
The product covered by this
preliminary determination. On ·
investigation is certain electrical
December t: 1987 in accordance \vith
conductor aluminum redraw rod. which
section 733(c)(l)(A) of the Act. we ·
is electrically conductive and contains
postponed the preliminary
not less thal} 99 percent aluminum by
determination until February 1. 1988. (52
weight. as provided for in the Tariff
· FR 46386. December 7, 1987].
Schedules of the United States.
Annotated (TSUSA) under item numbers
Standing
618.1520 and 618.1540. This product is
On September 7, 1987. we received a
currently classifiable under the
letter from respondent challenging the
Harmonized System (KS) item numbers
standing of Southwire and requesting
7604.10.30 and 7604.29.30.
dismissal of the petition on the grounds
that the petition was not filed "on behalf. Such or Similar Comparisons/Market
Viability
of' the United States industry as
For purposes of this preliminary
required by s.ection 732(b)(1) of the Aci.
determination. we are treating all
On September 24. 1987. we received a
redraw rod sold as "such" mP.rchandise.
letter from Alcoa Conductor Products

3615

within the meaning of section i71(15J[AJ
of the Act. We. therefore. did not
establish separate categories of
"similar" merchandise. pursuant to
section 771(16] of the Act. Regardless of
the diameter. redraw rod is sold
uniformly on the basis of weight.
According to the respondent. production
costs are not materially affected by the
diameter of the redraw rod. Petitioner
has not challenged this assertion.
Because there were no sales of redraw
rod in the home market during the
period of investigation. we examined
third country sales in accordance with
section 773(a](l](B) of the Act. We
compared the volume of third country
sales to the volume of sal2s to the
United States to determine whether
there were sufficient sales of redraw rod
in a third country to serve as the basis
for calculating foreign market value. We
preliminarily determine that there was a
sufficient quantity sold in the United
Kingdom to form an adequate basis for
comparison to redraw rod imported into
the United States.
Fair Value Comparisons
To determine whether sales of redraw
rod from Venezuela to the United States
were made at less than fair value. we
compared the United States price to the
foreign market value as specified below.
We investigated sales of redraw rod for
the period February 1, 1987 through July
31. 1987.
United States Price
For those sales made directly to
unrelated parties prior to importation
into the United States. we based the
United States price on purchase p'rice. in
accordance with section 772(b) of: the.
Act. Where the sale to the first
·
unrelated purchaser took place after
importation into the United States. we
based United States price on exporter"s
sales price (ESP]. in accordance with
section 772(c) of the Act.
We calculated purchase price based
on the packed. c. & f. or c.i.£. United
States port of entry prices to unrelated
customers in the United States. We
calculated ESP based on packed.
delivered or undelivered. prices to
unrelated customers in the United
. States. We made deductions frqni
purcha.se·price and ESP. where., ·
appropriate. for ocean freight, U:,_S.
inland freight. marine insurance.
handling charges and U.S. import duhcs.
in accordance with section 772(d)[2) of
the Act. We also made deductions from
ESP. where appropriate. for credit
expenses and indirect selling expenses.
pursuant to section 772[e) (2) of the Act.

AA-14
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certified Liv th•~ Fedt!rnl R.esen·e 8Jnk.
the L'nited Kingdom by Sl!R:\L w;_is nut
Howe\·er. ~o certified rates were
abu\·e cost. Therefore. we are using
av;.iil<Jb!e for Vene:£Uela. Therefore. :n
constructed value for foreign market
\·alue.
place of the official certified rates. we
In accordance with section 7i3(e) of
used the exchange raie pro\·ided by the
the Act. the constructed value includes
l:iternation<.11 :\lonctary fund as the best
material and fabrication costs. general
information av<.1il<.1ble.
expenses. adjusted in the manner
Verification
described above in our discussion of
"cost of production," and profit. In the
In accordance with section i7'6(a) of
absence of home market sales. we used
the Act. we will verify the information
third country selling expens£:s as best
used in making our final determination.
information available for purposes of
Suspension of Liquidation
constructed value. Since general
In accordance with section 733(d](1)
expenses exceeded the statu!ory
of the Act. we are directing the U.S.
minimum of 10 percent of material and ·
Customs Service to suspend liquidation
fabrication costs. the actual expenses
were used. Since profit was less than
of all entries of redraw rod from
the statutory minimum. eight percent
Venezuela that are entered. or
Foreign Market Value
profit was added. In constructing the
withdrawn from warehouse. for
Because SURAL had no home market
·
value. packing was deducted from
consumption on or after the date of
sales during the period of investigation.
material and fabrication costs. and U.S.
publication of this notice in the Federal
we used a sale to an unrelated United
packing was added to the constructed
Register. The U.S. Customs Service shall
Kingdom trading company for
value.
require a cash deposit or the posting of a
For comparisons involving purcha·s.e
determining foreign market value in
bond equal to the estimated amounts by
accordance with section 773(a)(1)(8) of
price sales. we made adjustments to
which the foreign market value of
the Act. Petitioner alleged that the third
constructed value for differences in
redraw rod frcim Venezuela exceeds the
country sale was made at less than the
circumstances of sale for credit
United States price as shown below.
cost of production and that constructed
expenses pursuant to 19 CFR 353.15. For
This suspension of liquidation will
value should be used to compute foreign
comparisons involving ESP transactions.
remain in effect until further notice. The
market value.
we deducted third country credit
weighted-average margins are as
We calculated cost of production in
expenses from constructed value. For
follows:
accordance with section 773(b) of the
ESP comparisons, we also deducted
Act based on respondent's submissions.
indirect selling expenses up to the
Weighted·
We made certain adjustments to the
amount of the indirect selling expenses
average
margin
cost data when the value reported did
Manufacturer I Producer I EJponer
incurred on sales in the U.S. market. in
percentage
not fully reflect the costs incurred by the accordance with 19 CFR 353.15(c).
(percent)
company. Respondent originally
SURAL claimed a sales promotion trip
I
allocated selling and administrative
to the United Kingdom as a direct selling
6.46
expenses between redraw rod and other expense. We disallowed this deduction
6.46
!~~~;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::!
products based on the number of orders
as a circumstance of sale adjustment
processed. In our January 4, 1988
because we did not deem the expense to
deficiency questionnaire we asked
be an advertising expense assumed by
ITC Notification
respondent to allocate on the basis of
SURAL for the sale of the redraw rod by
In accordance with section 733(f) of
the cost of goods sold. Because
the United Kingdom trading company.
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
respondent failed to do this. we took
However. we allowed the expense as an
determination. In addition. we are
administrative. selling and financial
indirect selling expense. SURAL did not
making available to the ITC all
expenses from the financial statement
claim an imputed inventory carrying
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
and allocated them based on the cost of
cost as an indirect selling expense on
information relating to this
goods sold. We also adjusted the selling, the third country sale. Therefore. for
investigation. We will allow the ITC
general and administrative expenses to
purposes of this preliminary
access to all privileged and business
include credit expenses. SURAL
determination, we have not included an
proprietary information in our files.
calculated third country credit based on
imputed inventory carrying cost on the
provided the ITC confirms that it will
the short-term commercial lending rate
third country sale as an indirect selling,
not disclose such information. either
quoted by Lloyds Bank as of the date of
expense for purposes of calculating
publicly or under administrative
sale. We recalculated third country.
foreign market value.
protective order. without the consent of
credit on the interest rate at which
Currency Conversion
the Assistant Secretary for Import
SURAL discounts bills of exchange
For comparisons involving purchase
Administration.
through commercial banks in Venezuela.
price transactions. we made currency
We compared the third country price
The ITC will determine whether these
conversions in accordance with 19 CFR
to the cost of production. No deductions
imports materially injure. or threaten
353.56(a)(1). For comparisons involving
were made from the third country price
material injury to. a U.S. industry before
ESP transactions. we used the official
for movement charges because no such
the later of 120 days after the date of
exchange rates in effect on the dates of
movement charges were reported in the
this determination or 45 days after our
sale. in accordance with section
response. The response states that the
final determination. if affirmative.
773(a)(1) of the Act. as amended by
terms of sale were fob port of loading,
Public Comment
section 615 of the Trade and Tariff Act
Puerto Ordaz. and that the port is at the
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.47. if
of
1984.
Normally.
all
currency
plant site where the redraw rod is
requested. we will hold a public he<1ring
conversions are made at the rates
manufactured. We found that the sale to

SL'R.-\L calculated indirect seilin:;
expenses on ESP transactions by
allocJting the total sellir.g expense of
Alnur. Inc. (ALNOR). Sl'RAL's aifili.:Jte
in the United States. based on an
approximation of the v;_i!ue of a:! ;oods
so!J through ALNOR and of redraw rod
sold through ALNOR during the period
of investigation. We recalculated
indirect selling expenses by allocating
AL'.\'OR's total expenses based on the
actual values of all goods sold through
ALNOR and of redraw rod sold ~hrough
AL!'JOR during the period of
investigation. We divided this amount
by the quantity of redraw rod sold
through ALNOR during the period of
investigation.
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nt 10:00 a.m. on March Hi. 1968. at the
U.S. Department of Commerce. Room
3708. 14th Street ar.d Constitution
/\venue NW .. Washington. DC ZOZJO. to
afford interested parties an opportunity
to comment on this preliminary
c
determination. Individuals who wish to
participate in the hearing must 1ubmit·a ·
request to the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration, Room 8-099. at
the above address within ten days of the
publication of this notice. Requests · -. . ·
should contain: (1) The party's na,me. . ,
address and telephone number; (Z) the
number of participants; (3) the reasons . :
fur attending: and (4) a list of the issues ·
to be discussed: ·
·
In addi liqn. prehearing briefs in a.I ·:·.
least ten copies must be submitted to th.~ .
Assistant Secretary by March 9, 1988. ·
Oral presentations will be limited to
issues raised in the briefs:All written
views should be filed in accordance
with 19 CFR 353.46. at the above
.
address. in at least ten copies. ~ot less. ·
than 30 days before the date of the final
determination, or, if a hearing ls.helcL ·
within seven days after the he~rin'g
transcri.pt is availa~le. ."
· . ..
· This determination is published pursuant to ·
section 733(1') of the Ac~ [19 U.S,C. 1673b(f)). ·
Gilbert B. Kaplan.
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
February 1. 1!188.
.
[FR Doc. 88-2605 Filed 2-5-88; 8:45 ain)
BILLING CODE

351~
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section i35(.a)(2)(/\) uf the T<1riff :\ct of
1930. as amended (the Act). (19 L'.S.C.
1073d(a)(21(AJ).
.
Based on the. request. we are
postponing our final antidumping an<l
counter\'ailing duty determinutions on
certain electricnl conductor aluminum
redraw rod (redraw rod) from Venezuela
until not later than June::::. 1908. We arc
also postponing our public hearing in the
anli<lumping duty invP.stigation until
May 20. 1988.
.
EFFECTIVE DATE:

March 24. 1906.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

ll.fary Martin (202-Ji7-2830) or Roy
Malmrose (202-377-2815). Office of
Investigation~. Import Administration.
International Trade Administration. U.S.
Department of Commerce. 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue. NW ..
Washington. DC 20230.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
'February 8, 1988. we published a
preliminary determination of sales at
less than fair value with respect to this
merchandise (53 FR 3614. February 8,
1988). This notice stated that if the
investigation proceeded normally. we
would make our final determination by
April 18, 1988. ·
On February 9. 1988. SURAL
requested a postponement of the final
determination for 60 days pursuant to
section 735(a)(2)(A) of the Act. In a
letter dated.March 1, 1988. SURAL
stated that it was its intention to request
the maximum extension for the fina.l
determination until June 22. 1988. This
respondent accounts for a significant
proportion of exports of the
merchandise to the United States. If
exporters who account for a significant
proportion of exports of the
merchandise under investigation request
an extension after an affirmative
preliminary determination, we are
International Trade Administration
required. absent compelling reasons to
the contrary, to grant the request.
(A-307-701 and C-307-702)
Accordingly. we are postponing the date
Postponement of Final Antldumping
of the final antidumping duty
determination until not later than June
and Countervailing Duty
Determinations and Postponement of
22. 1988.
Antldumping Duty Public Hearing;
On November 2. 1987. (52 F'R 42703.
Certain Electrical Conductor Aluminum November 6. 1987) we granted the
Redraw Rod From Venezuela
request of petitioner. South wire
Company, to extend the deadline dute
AGENCY: International Trade
Administration. Import Administration. · (or the final countervailing duty
determination to correspond to the du te
Commerce.
of the final antidumping duty
ACTION: Notice.
determination of the same product
purs1•ant to section 705(a)(1} of the Act.
SUMMARY: This notice informs the public
as amended. (19 U.S.C. 1671d(a)(1)].
that we have received a request from
Accordingly. we are also postponing the
Suramericana de Aleaciones
date of the final countervailing duty
Laminadas. C.A. (SURAL) in the
determination until not later than June
antidumping in\'estigation to postpone
22.1988.
the final determination. as ocrmillcd in
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Public Comment
In accordance with 19 CFR JSJ.47. we
will hold a public hearing in the
antiduniping duty investigation to afford.
interested parties an opportunity to
comment on the preliminary
. .
determination at 10:00 a.m. on May 20.
1988. atthe U.S. Department of
Commerce. Room 3708. 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue. ·Nw .. Washington.
DC ZO:?JO. Individuals who wish to ..
participate in the hearing must submit
prehearing briefs in at least 10 copies to
the Assistant Secretary for 1-mport
Administration. Room 8-099. at the ..
above address by May 13. i988. Oral
presentations will be limited to issues ..
raised in the briefs.
All written views should be· riled in
accordance with 19 CFR 353.46 and 19
CFR 355.34 not less than 30 d-3ys before
the final determinations or. if a hearing
is held. w.i·thin seven (fays ~fter th.e
·
hearir.g transcript is available; at the
above address in at least 10 copies.
·The U.S. International Trade
Commission is being advisee$ of these
postponements. in accordance with
section 735(d) of the Act.. This notice is
published pursuant to section 735(d)
the Act..
Gilbert B. Kap.Ian,

or

Aeling Assist.;int SecreUJr}' for Import
Administration.'
·
·
March 21. 19B8.

[FR Doc. 8~62 Filed'~U-ss:
BILLING COOE 3510-0S·M .
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Institution of a final
antidumping investigation and
· scheduling of a hearing to be held in
connection with the final antidumping
investigation and in connection with the
final countervailing duty investigation.

' ACTION:

The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of final
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA,378 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
. ' Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b)) tb
· de.ter.tline Ve'.he.ther an industry in the
United Stat~s is materially injured. or is
threatened with material injury. or the
est~blishment of an industry iii the
United States is materially retarded. by
reas()n of imports from Venezuela of
wrought rods of alumiryum. the fore2oing
'which are electically conductive and
,contain not le!!S than~ percent of
aluminum by weight; pr.oVided for in
item 618.15 of the Tariff Schedules of the
United'States. that have been found by
the Departme~t of Commerce, in a
_preliminary detennination. to be sold in
thel!nited,States at less than fair value
(LTFV). The Commission has already
ins.tituted a final countervailing duty
investigation of the same product.
Further, the Commission hereby gives
notice of the public bearing tharwill be
held in' connection with these .
investigations. Commerce will make its
final LTFV and subsidy·detenninations
in these investigations on June 22. 1988,
and the Commission will make it~ final
injury detenninations by Aug\,\st 5. 1988
(see sections 735(a) and 735(b} of the act
(19 U.S.C. 1673d(a) and 1673d(b))}.
For further information concerning the
conduct of this investigation. hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application, consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure. Part
207, subparts A and C (19 CFR Part 207),
and Part 201, Subparts A through E (19
CFR Part 201).
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 28. 1988.•
$UMMARV:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT!

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION
[lmrestl;ationa No. 731-TA-378 :Final) and
No. 701-TA-~17 (Final))

Certain Electrical Conductor Aluminum
Redraw Rod From Venez.uela

United States International
Trade Cnmmjssion. ·
AGENCY:

Stephen Vastagh (202-252-1180), Office
of Investigations. U.S. International
Trade Commission. 500 E Street SW .•
Washington, DC 20436. Hearingimpaired individuals are advised that
information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the
Commission's mo terminal on 202-2sz.-1810. Perso~ with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining accns to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-252-1000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMA TtON:

Background.-This final antidul"!'lping
investigation is being instituted as a
result of an affinnative preliminary
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Service list. Pursuant to § 201.11(d] of
determination by the Department of
the Commission's rules (19 CFR
Commerce that imports of certain
201.ll{d]], the Secretary will prepare a
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
rod from Venezuela are being sold in the service list containing the names and
United States at less than fair value
addresses of all persons. or their
within the meaning of section 731 of the
representatives. who are parties to this
act {19 U.S.C. 1673) (53 FR 3614,
investigation upon the expiration of the
February 8. 1988). The investigation was
period for filing entries of appearance.
requested in a petition filed on July 14,
In accorc!ance with § § 201.16(c] and
1987, oy counsel for Southwire Co ..
207.3 of the rules (19 CFR 201.16(c] and
Carrollton, GA. In response to that
207.3), each document filed by a par:y to
petition the Commission conducted a
the investigation must be served on all
other parties to the investigation (as
preliminary antidumping investigation
and. on the basis of information
identified by the service list], and a
certificate of service must accompany
developed during the course of that
the document. The Secretry will not
investigation. determined that there was
accept a document for filing without a
a reasonable indicatio'n that an iridustry
certificate of service.
in the United States was materially
injured by reason of imports of the
Staff report. A public version of the
subject merchandise (52 FR 33300,
prehearing staff report in these
investigations will be placed in the
September 2. 1987).
public record on June 10, 1988, pursuant
The Department of Commerce has
to § 207.21 of the Commission's rules (19
also found. in a preliminary
CFR 207.21).
determination, that imports of certain
Hearing. The Commission will hold a
electrical conductor aluminum redraw
hearing in connection with these
rod from Venezuela are subsidized by
investigations beginning at 9:30 a.m. on
the government of Venezuela (52 FR
June 23, 1988, at the U.S. International
38113, October 14, 1987). Based upon the
request of the petitioner. the Department Trade Commission Building. 500 E Street
SW., Washington, DC. Requests to
of Commerce extended the deadline
date for the final subsidy determination
appear at the hearing should be filed in
to correspond to the date of the final
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission not later than the close of
antidumping duty determination of the
same product (52 FR 42703, November 6,
business (5:15 p.m.) on June 14, 1988. All
1987). The Commission has instituted a
persons desiring to appear at the
final countervailing duty investigation
hearing and make oral presentations
should file prehearing briefs and attend
but has not scheduled a public hearing
a prehearing conference to be held at
in connection therewith (52 FR 43404,
November 12. 1987). Based upon the
9:30 a.m. on June 17, 1988. at the U.S.
request of SURAL. a respondentInternational Trade Commission
exporter accounting for a significant
Building. The deadline for filing
proportion of exports of the
prehearing briefs is June 20, 1988.
merchandise under investigation. the·
Testimony at the public hearing is
Department of Commerce postponed the
governed by I 207.23 of the
final antidumping artd subsidy
-·
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.23). This
determinations until not later than June
rule requires that testimony be limited to
22. 1988 (53 FR 9675, March 24, 1988).
a nonconfidential summary and analysis
The Commission thus schedules
of material contained in prehearing
herewith a public hearing in connection
briefs and to information not available
with the final antidumping investigation
at the time the prehearing brief was
to coincide with the hearing to be held
submitted. Any written materials
in connection with the final
submitted at the hearing must be filed in
countervailing duty investigation of the
accordance with the procedures .
same product.
described below and any confidential
materials must be submitted at least
Participation in the investigation.
three (3) working days prior to the
Persons wishing to participate in this
hearing (see § 201.5(b](2J of the
investigation as parties must file an
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.5(b)(2))).
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, as provided in
Written submissions. All legal
arguments, economic analyses. and
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules (19
factual materials relevant to the public
CFR 201.11). not later than twenty-one
hearing should be included in prehearing
(21) days after the publication of this
notice in the Federal Register. Any entry briefs in accordance with § 207.22 of the
of appearance filed after this date will
Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.2:!).
be referred to the Chairman, who will
Posthearing briefs must conform with
determine whether to accept the late
the provisions of§ 207.24 (19 CFR
207.:l4) and must he submitted not later
entry for good cause shown by the
person desiring to file the entry.
than the close of business on June 30,

1988. In addition. any person who has
not entered an appearance as a party to
the investigations may submit a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject of the investigations on or befo•e
June 30. 1988. A signed original and
fourteen ( 14) copies of each submission
must be fi!ed with the Secretary to the
Commission in accordance with § 201.8
of the Commission's rules (19 CFR
201.8). All written submissions except
for confidential business data will be
available for public inspection during
regular business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15
p.m.] in the Office of the Secretary to the
Commission.
Any business information for which
confidential treatment is desired must
be submitted sepdrately. The envelope
and all pages of such submissions must
be clearly labeled "Confidential
Business Information." Confidential
submissions and requests for
confidential treatment must conform
with the requirements of § 201.6 of the
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.6).
Auth.ority: These investigntions are being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930. title VII. This notice is published
pursuant to § 207.20 of the Commission's
rules (19 CFR 207.20).
By order of the Commission.
Kenneth R. Mason,
Secretary.
Issued:.April 12, 1988.
[FR Doc. 88-8694 Filed 4-1!Hl8: 8:45 am)
BIWNG CODE 7020-02-M
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

lnternation:il Trade Administration
[A-307-701]

Fin.ii Determination ·of Sales at Less
Than Fair Value; Certain Elec:rical
Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod
from Venezuela
AGENCY: Impor't ,\dminisira!ion,
Inte:-nr.tioirnl Trade Administration.
Commerce.
ACTION: Nc•tic:e.
SUMMARY: We deterninc tlwt r.ertain
eler.iric<il conductor zluminu!Tl redraw
rod (redraw rod) frorri Vcnc:r.uel<.! is
being. or is likely to be. sold in ihc
United Str:tcs at less thi::n fair rnlue. We
hm·c notified the L'.S. lnternationnl
Trade Comr.i!ssion (ITC) of our
dctermir:atiOii ar.d have directed the
L'.S. Customs Ser\·ice to conti'm1C' to
snspcnd liquidation of all entries of
redraw rod from Venezuela as cesr.ribed
in the "S(ispcnsion of Lic;uid<ition"
S('C!ion of this nuticc. The ITC will
dctcrrr.inr. witb1 45 davs of the date of
publication Of this notice. whrther thcsl·
imports mn tnrittlly injme. or th re a ten
matrrinl ir.jury to, a U,5; indui;try.
Ei'FECTIVE DATE:

June

30. 1£133.

FOR FUTHER !~FORMATION:

Conwct
Mary ~htrtin. Jessica \Vassrrmun. or
Dnrbnrn Tillm<in. Off;ce .of
Imcstigatiors. Import Administ1«1tion.
lnlcr~atior.al Trade AJministraiion. U.S.
DepHrtment uf Commerc1!, Hih Street
nnd.Comiitution Ave:mr· NW ..
\\'ashington. D.C. 20::30: te:t'rhone: (.20:.!)
37i-Z!J~O [!xfurtin). 377-1442
(\\'«ssernwn) or 377 -2.;:al (Tiilnian).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFO?.MATION:

Fbal Determination
We determine tl1t1t rcd~aw rud from
Ve;,ezudn is being. or is like;!~' tu be.
sole in the linitr.d Stutes nt less than fo!r
rnlu·e. as provided in section 7:l5(al of
the T<1riff Ac< of H!30, as <imciidt:d (19
U.S.C. section 1G73d(ci)) [the /\ct). The
\\'ei~ntcd-i1\·erage dumpinp margins me
shown in the "St•spension of
Llquidation" scr.tio11 of tltis notice.
C:isc I lbtory .

Since thr puh!icotitn of t•ur
rrr!i:nl!:my detcrminution li'n !f!::i:;ur}'
Dctuminution of Saks ut I.cs~· !hen Fuir
\'ulue: Certain l:.'fectrical C£,ncluc:tor
Al:!t.•1in!!n: Rer!ru11· flc[J f,·om \ 'ennue!a
[:>::; F~ ::61-1. Fcb:-u;;ry 8.. 1906)]. the
fuHcn,·ing e\'Cnts !i<1\'C occu:Trd. /\t the
rcquc~t of t!1e rcf.pOndcnt,

WC poi:;lpC''JC:U
our final anticlump:n11 and
cou:.tervailing duty dc-tc1minut;ons. <incJ
pos!J·oncd •he pnl.Jlic henring rcq1.estctl
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In a November z. 1907 letter,
consider the following circums"tances as
. respondent asserted that on the basis of ' evidence of opposition to ·a petition: a
the.ACPC letter. the Department· was
statement by a member of the domestic
industry that it dnes·not take any
. now required to "canvass the views of
oil industry members- to determine
·position with respect to the petition, e.g.•
whether they in fact support Southwire.M the Reynolds letter; !I statement by an
On November 12. 1987, the Department
entity that is not a member of the
received a letter from the Aluminum
domestic industry, e.g.• the letter from
Trades Council opp_osing Southwire's
the Aluminum Trades Council; ·
petition because jobs may be
opposition to a petition expresed by the
jeopardized as a result of a lack of
respondents or the go-vernment that is
availability of aluminum tod. On June 6, . subject to the investigation.
1988, ·the Department received a letter •
Where··domestic indust::y members
from the Aluminum, Brick and Glass·
opposing a petition provide a clear
Workers International Union expressing . indication that there are grounds to
its opposition to the petition.
doubt a petitioner's standing. the
The s_tatutory provision that govems
·QP.partment will evaluate the opposition
to determine whether the opposing ·
the standing of parties to bring petitions
.requires the commencement ofan · · . parties do, in fact. represent a majority
investigaiton "whenever an interested
of the domestic industry. Commerce
party • • * files a petition • • * o·n behalf
tailors its examination of opposition to
of.an industry" {section 732(b}{l) ofthe . the particular facts of the case. · ·
Act). As we have stated in prior cases
Typically. the Department does not
{see e.g.• Final Affirmatfre
.
canvass the entire domestic industry.
Counter!/Oiling Duty Determination~·
· Instead. it generally requests the
Certain Stainless Steel Hollow Products . opponent to supply information on the ·
from Sweden (52 FR !?794. February 26,
nature and extent of its involvement in
19a7l: Final Negative Countervailing
:. the domestic industry. By cumulating the
Duty Determinations: Certain Te:< tile . ' proportion oI the domestic industry that
Mill Products and Apparel from ·
· is represented by each of the parties in
Malaysia {50 FR 9852. March 12. 1985)1 · ~ opposition. the Department is able to ·
.as well as in the preliminary
.. . deteri;nine the degree of. opposition
. • . ·. .- overall This was the course followed by
: determination in this case. the
.Standing
·Department relies upon the petitioner's : .: the Depa1'lment in this case.
.
representation that it has filed .. on
Aftei ACPC registered its opposition
On August 31. 1907. the Department
behalf of' the domestic industry until it
to the petition. the Department sent a .
received a letter from Re}·nolds
Aluminum stating that the company
is affirmatively shown that a majority of questionnaire to ACPC to determine the
takes no position with respect to the
nature and extent of its involvement in
the domestic industry oppos~s the
petition filed by South\\>;re. On
petition. The Department bases .this
the redraw rod industry. From the
.
-position on the fact th;;tt neiL'1er the Act · response, Commerce determined that
. September 7, 1987, we received a letter
· nor its legislative history restricts access ALCOA did not represent a majority of
froi:n the respondents challenging · ·
Southwire's standing to file the petition ·to the unfair trade laws by requiring that the domestic industry. After the
parties petitioning for relief under these · Department received the letter from the
and requesting dismissal of the petition
laws establish affirmatively that a·
Aluminum. Brick and Glass Workers
on tht;! grounds that the petition was not
majority of the members of the relevant · International Union. it sent a
. filed "on beha!i of' the United States
questionnaire on June 15, 1988. to the
industry. as required by section 7J2(b)(1) domestic Industry support the petition. ·
The only requirement is that the party
Union to determine the_ proportion of the
of the Act.
domestic industry represented by the
· On September 24, 1987. we received a . filing the petition act as the
representative of the domestic industry.
Union. As of the date of the final
letter from Alcoa Condoctor Products
- ·, As we. have noted in other cases.. to . . . determination; the Union had not
Company {ACPC).. a ~ivision of_the
rP-quire a-petitioner to establish
.. · ., . rP.sponded to the questionnaire. No
Aluminum Company of America
affirmatively that it has the &UPPOrt of a · other industry members have expressed
(ALCOA) .. stating that ACPC does
majority of the indUstry on whose behalf . opposition to the petition.
support the position taken by Southwire
it has filed the petition would. in many.
Absent e'l,;dence of opposition to the
in its petition and that the petitioner did
petition by other members of the
not speak on behalf of or represent that ·. cases. "be so onerous as to preclude
access to -import relief under the
domestic industry, the Department had
firm in the proceeding. On October 8,
antidumping and countervailing duty
no basis to conclude that a majority of
1937. we sent a letter and a·-:
laws.u Frozen Concentrated Orange
the industry opposed the"petition.
questionnaire to ALCOA requesting
. · Therefore, the Department re:affirms
information as to the nature and extent · Juice from Brazil: Final Determination
of Sales at Less tlian Fair Value (52 FR
its preliminary determination in this
of the firm's activities, including its
8324, 83Z5. March 17, 1987}' - · · case that the petition was fifod on behalf
production of redraw rod in the United ·
St1~11 and its percentage share of the
When a member or.members of the
' of the domestic industry. and that the
United States market. In an October 22.
domestic industry challenge the '
petitioner has standing to bring tbi9
assertion of the petitioner that it has
petition.·
198i letter, ALCOA responded to the
filed "on behalf of' the domestic· ·
·
Department's request for information. In
industry. the Department will examine
. Sc~po of ~nvestigatioo
ils response ALCOA included an
.
estimate of -its share of. the U.S. redrow
the challenge. When evaluating the
The product covered by this
rod market in.1980.
.. challenge; the J}epartmcnt does not
· · inveetigatlon ts· cct'tain electrical
in this invest~ation (53 FR 96i5, Mdrch
24. 1988). We conducted verification of
the exporter's sales price (ESP) .
questi9nr.aire response. in the L'nited
States from ~larch 23 through March Z5,
1933: and of all of the responsP.s in
Venezuela from April 25 thi:ough May 6.
1968. In addition to ~.deficiency
questionnaires sent out before the
preliminary determination on October .
29. 1987, December 9, 1987. January .f, .
1988, and January 29. 1980. we sent QUt a
final deficli~ncy questionnaire on March
17, 1980. In addition to the original
responses on September 30 ar.d October
15, 1987, we received new and/or
·
amended resp9nses on Nov(!mber 18,
. 1987, December 23, 1!J07, January 29, ·
1908. February·9, 1988, March.9. i9®. .
~larch 15, 1988, April 21. 1968, April 25, ·
1988. May 2. 1988, and May 26. 19aa
. A public hearing. was held on May 3i.
1988. Pre-hearing briefs were submitted
by the parties on May 27. 1988. Posthearing briefs were filed by petitioner
on June 8, 1988, and by respondent on
· June 9, 1988. Comments on the
Addendum to the Verifi.c_ation Rr.port of
the respondent, Suramericana de
Aleaciones Laminadas, c.A. (Sl.JRALJ.
were filP.d by petitioner on June 10. 1983.
and by .i:espondent on June 13, 1988.
·

not. ·
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;o!1ductor aluminum redraw rod, which
s wrought rod of aluminum, electrically
:onductive and containinci not less than
19 percent of aluminum by weight.
ledraw rod is currently classified unrler
tern numbers 618.1520 nnd 618.1540 of
he Tariff Schedules of the United
)tales, Annotated and under item
1umbers 7604.10.30 and 7604.29.30 of the
-larmonized System.

into the United States. we based the
sales eata base which chn:i£ed
approxim::itely 50 percent of the· reported United Stutes price on purchai:e price. in
sales. The·pre\•io!!sly re;:io~ted sales had
accordance with section ii2(b) of the
been submitted five months earlier and
Act. As set forth above, for ESP sales.
had been used by the Department for
i.e., where the sale to the first unrelated
the preliminary determination. In our
purchaser took place after importation
December 9, 1987 deficiency
into the United States. we used best
questionriaire; we requested .
information available for purposes of·
. clarification ·or the sales data. but not
calculating the di.imping margins.
until March 15. 1!J88, one week before
· We calculated purchase price based
verificaticn, did respondent submit a
on the packed. c.&f.. or c.&f. duty paid.
~uch or Similar Comparisons/Market
data bnse that accurately reflected sales or c.i.f. duty paid United States port of
Viability
in the period of investigation. The
entry prices ·to unrelated ci.:stomcrs in
We are treating all redraw rod sold as
continuing deficiencies of the responses, the United States. We made deductions
'such" merchandise, within the meaning combined with the pattern ·of amending
·from purchase price. where appropriate,
)f section 771(16)(A) of the Act. We.
the responses to correct previously
for dock usage fees. material usage fees.
herefore. did not establish separate
submitted data on the eve of or during ' customs brokerage, customs insrection
;ategories of "similar" merchandise,
\'eriflcation, undermined :he credibility
fees, sur·:eying fees, forkliit 'rentals.
JUrsuant to section 771(16} of the Act.
of the submissions.
Venezuelan inland freight by related
Jecause regardless of the diameter,
During the course of the ESP
and unrelated freight companies.
;edraw rod is sold uniformly on the
verification of AI.NOR, the Department
securing fees, Venezuelan, river toll fees.
Jasis of weight. and we verified that
was not able to verify substantial
ocean freight, marine insurance. U.S.
:here are no differences in the cost of
portions of AU<;OR's revised response
handling charges and U.S. import duties,
Jroducing the two different diameters.of including total sales, indirect selling
in accordance with section 7i2(d}(2} of
·edraw rod sold in the United States and expenses, brokerage and handling,
the Act. · ·
:he third country.
marine insurance, ocean freight, customs
Because there were no sales of redraw duties, inventory carrying costs and U.S. Foreign Market Value
;ad in the home market during the
inland freight. On April 21.1988,
·· ·
Because SURAL had no home market
)eriod of investigation, we examined
. immediately prior to the verification in
sales during the period of investigation,
:hird country sales in accordance with
Venezuela, respondent submitted an
· we used a: sale to an unrelated United
;cction 773(a)(l}(B) of the Act. We
additional response changing certain
· Kingdoi:n trading company for the·
:ompared the volume of third country
elements of Llie ESP data which had
· purpose of determining foreign market
lales to the volume of sales to the
been examined at ALNOR, including
·
value in accordance with section
Jnited States to determine whether
certain shipping dates. payment dates .. ' 773(a}(l}(B) of the Act. Petitioner alleged
:here were sufficient sales of redraw rod brokerage and handling. ocean freight.
that the third country sale was made at
na third country to serve as the basis
marine insurance, customs dµty, and
·
less
than the cost of production, and that
'or calculating foreign market value. We
inland freight. The submission also
value should be used
constructed
ietermined that there was a sufficient
reported a river toll charge and.
.
compute foreign market value.
1uantity sold to the United Kingdom to
miscellaneous Venezuelan handling and
We calculated the cost of production
'orm an adequate basis for comparison
transportation charges for the first time.
based on the respondent's information
:o redraw rod imported into the United
The Department sent a lette.r.to
\vith the following adjustments. Such
)tales.
respondent on April 27, 1988. requesting
adjustments were made to the cost data
an
explanation
of
the
changes:
On
May
fair Value Comp,arisons
... when the value teported did not fully
2, 1988, during the second week of
reflect the costs incurred by the
Tc determine whether sales of redraw \·erification in Venezuela, the
company.
:od from Venezuela to the United States
Department received a 32-page
·we adjusted the cost of
"''ere made a Hess than fair value, we
submission which attempted to explain
manufacturing to reflect an increase in
:ompared the United States price to the
L'le changes in the ESP data. The
'creign market value os specified below. Department attempted. to reexamine ESP the price of. aluminum resulting from the
recent final' settlement of such price
We investigated sales cfredraw rod for . ·sales in Venezuela. but was unable to
between the respondent and its
:he period February 1, 1987 through July
verify pertinent data including indirect ·
aluminum supplier. The price
11. 1987.
.
sellil)g expenses in the United States.
! For the reasons stated below, we have
and Vcq_ezuela. the data necessary for '· adjustment per ton calculated by the
fotermined, in accordance with section. ' the allccaticin'of these expenses, and the Department was based on the tons of
aluminum purchased during the relevant
776(b) of the Act, that use of best
short-term boi:rowing rates during the ·
nformation available is appropriate for ·period of investigation in Venezuela and period instead of total export tonnage .
·which was used by the-respondent in its
:he exporter's sales price (ESP)
.
the United States. The deficiencies
submission.
.
transactions of SURAL. This statutory
found during verifica!io_n are outlined in
We
adjusted
the
general
expenses
~revision requires the Department to use
the public versions of our verification
"reported by SURAL to exclude credit
:>est information a\·ailable "whenever a· reports. For these reasons we have
expense for the third country snle and
~arty or any other person refuses or is
assigned the ESP sales the simple
mable to produce information requested average of the dumping·margins alleged · the value of the export bond.which wus
:n a timely manner or in the form
in the petition (i.e .. 24.26 percent) as best deducted by the respondent from .
general expenses. We adjusted the
~equired, or otherwise significant})'
information available pursuant to
general expenses reported by SURAL to
impedes an investigation."
sec:ion 7:"6(a) of the Act.
: One week prior to the scheduled date
include an appropriate portion of
United States Price
financial expenses and the corporate
)f verification of AL-...SOR Inc. (ALN"OR),
general and administrative e:<:pense
the related sales agent of SURAL in the
For those sales made directly to
~ ~ ™1. u•hmjttpd a nrw
instead of the a:nount in the· sub:nission.
unrPlated parties OriOr to importation

,0
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rhe submission improperly allocated
production. We found that the sale to
Caracas office expenses to affiliated
the United Kingdom by SURAL was
companies and understated the imputed
above cost. Therefore. we are using the
depreciation expense of the building by
third country sale for purposes of
two months.
calculating the foreign market value.
Respondent originally allocated
We calculated foreign market value
selling and administrative expenses
comparisons based on the f.o.b. stowed/
between redraw rod and other products
lashed/secured/dunnage<l packed
based on the Rumber of orders
Puerto Ordaz price to an unrelated
processed. fn our January 4, 1988
United Kingdom tracilng company. We
deficiency questionnaire, we asked
deducted dock usage fees. material
respondent to allocate on the basis of
usage fees, customs brokerage, customs
the cost of goods sold. Because
inspection fees. surveying fees,
respondent failed to do this. for our
Venezuelan inland freight to a related
preliminary determination, we used the
company, and Venezuelan river toll fees.
We adjusted the third country price far
general and administrative, selling and
financial expenses as contained in the
the difference between the value of the
financial statements and allocated them _ ~xport bonds received on the 'third
based on the cost of goods sold. For the . country sale and the value received on
final determination. respondent did not
each U.S. sale~ We cild not adjust the
argue for an allocation based on the
third country price for differences in
number of orders processed. The
i:ircumstances of sale for credit
allocation was made on the basis of ~ost expenses because. as discussed above,
of goods sold using SURAL's most
·we used a zero-percent interest rate as
recent audited financial statements.
.best information available to calculate
We were unable to verify the shorti:recilt. In addition, we did not make any
term interest rate ineurred by SURAL in · adjustment for the slight adciltional cost
Venezuela during the period of
· in packing on the third country sale.
investigation. Therefore. as the best
information available. we are assuming
becau·se respondent declined to provide
this information.
SURAL incurred no credit e)(pense
during the period of investigation.
Currency Conversion
Accordingly, we did not adjust the
For comparisons invoking purchase
selling. general and administrative
prire trans_actions. we made currency
expenses to include credit expense on. ·
the third country sale. Instead we used a· · conversions in accordance with 19 CFR
zero percent interest rate as best
· 353.56(a)(l). Normally, all currency
information available to calculate credit convt!rsions are made at the rates
certified by the Federal Reserve Bank.
Although the use of a zero percent
For the price-to-price compansoI1s. we
interest rate results i.ri no upward .
converted the tflird country price at the
adjustment to the cost of production. a
zero percent interest rate has an adverse rates certified by the F~eraJ Reserve
Bank. For conversions involving
effect on pri~-to-price c.omparisons
bolivares.
however, no certified rates
because. t.he number of credit days
are available for Venezuela. Therefore,
between Shipment and payment was
in place of the official certified rates. we
signii'icantly greater on·the third country
used the e)(change rate provided by the
sale than on the U.S. sales.
International Monetary Fund as the best
Consequently, we are not making a information available.
circumstances or sale adjustment for
credit on the third country sale: We note Interested Party Comments
that even if the maximum short-term
Comment 1: Respondent challenges
interest charged in Venez11ela during the
the standing of petitioner to bring the
period of investigation has been used to
petition "on behalf of' the domestic
calculate credit. the cost test would
industry. For the proposition that a
have yielded the same result.
petitioner must establish that majority
For purposes or the cost test. we
of the domestic industry supports the
dcd!.!cted from the third country price
petition. respondent relies upon Gilmore
dock usage fees. material usage r~s. .
Steel Corp. v. United States, 7 CIT 219,
customs brokerage, customs inspection
585 F. Supp. 67'0 (CIT 1934}. In particular,
foes. surveying fees, Venezuelan inland
respondent points to a statement by the
freight to a related compan~ and
Venezuelan river toll fees. We iocreased Court that a petitioner "must also show
that a majority of that industry backs its
the third country price by the ainount of
petitions." Gilmore .585 F. Supp. at 676.
the expor't bond received oo the third
Respondent argues that beca115e
countrv sale.
We compared the third eountry price.
Southwire has not demonstrated that its
including the export bond revenue
petition has the support of a majority of
obiaincd by SURAL from the
the domestic indnstry. Southwire lac.ks
Venr.zuelan government. to the cost of
st~nding to bring the petition.

DOC Position: A close examination of
the Cilri10re case reveals that the ...
particular statement relied upon by
respondent is dir;:ta; it was not part. of
the holding or even the reasoning for the
decision. It was part of the Court's
recognition that there are two standing
requirements in the statue; the
"interested party" requirement and the
"on behalf of an industry" requirement.
The Court. determined that the plain
·meaning of the words "on behalf of' is
"as the representative of," "as the proxy
for." or "as the surrogate." 585 F. Supp.
at 675. Accordingly. the Court concluded
that a petitioner may file in a
representative capacity. on behalf of an
industry. ·Id. at 676.
The Court did not consider the ·~.
question as to who bears the burden of
establishing whether a petitioner is in
fact representative of the industry..
Indeed, there was no issue in the·
Gilmore case as to who bore the bunien
of establishing the petitioner's
represent~tion of the industry because
the record i.11 th.at case established that
Gilmore's petition was opposed nearly
. unanimously by the entire industry.
(See, Carbon Slee/ Plate from Belgium
and the Federal Republic of Germany:
Rescission of Notice Announcing
/IiitiatioD of Antidumping Investigation
and Dismissal of PeJition. (49 FR 35~ ..
January 27. 1984].) The issue before the
Court in Gilmore was whether the
Department ~d the authority to
terminate an investigation where a
majority ,of, the domestic industry
.. affirmatively opposed the petition.
There is nothing in the statute. its
legislative history. or our regulations
which requires that petitioners astablish
· affirmatively that they have the stipport
of a majority of their industr;. (See
· "Standing" section above.)
··
Comment 2: Petitioner contends that
'
the Department must reject the
aluminwn cost data supplied by SURAL
and instead use the Lond{)n Metals
Exchange prices for aluminum as the
~st information available. The
petitioner ciaims that the April 1988
pric;e adjustment fon,the aluminum
purchases between SURAL and its
supplier does not reflect the fair market
value, and did not include the actual
aluminum cost for July 1987.
DOC Posit.ion: The Department.
verified actual aluminum prices :paid
from February l!J87 to June 1987~ :...
including the retroactive price ~~·
adjustment for these months re<;~.ntly
agreed upon between SURAL and its
unrelated supplier. The aluminum cost
for July was not used by the Department
because the cost of production was
based on the five months {February to
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June 1987) preceding the shipment in
Comment 5: In regard to selling
June for the third country sale.
expenses for cost of production and
Comment 3: Petitioner contends that
constructed value, petitioner argues that
the final determination should reflect
the amount listed in the 1986-87
the same general expenses which the
financial statements was not verified
Department used for its peliminary
because the adjustment necessary to
determination and should not rely on the calulate the amount was not verified.
1986-87 financial statements because: ·
DOC Position: The amount listed in
(1) SURAL submitted them over five
the 1986-87 financial statement includes
weeks after the preliminary
both selling and distributions expenses .
determination, end (2) many of the
. such as ocean freight, marine insurance
and Venezuelan river tolls. Because, for
proposed modifications which SURAL
made to the 1986-87 general and
purposes of the cost test, we compared
_the ex-factory price on the third country
administrative expenses were
sale to the cost of production, it was
erroneous.
DOC Position: General expenses were appropriate to factor out from the
calculated based on the audited 1986-87
selling, general and edminstrative
financial statements because these
expenses in the cost of production, those
statements are more representative of
distribution expenses unrelated to the
the cost of production during the period
third country sale es well as movement
of investigation. However, the
charges associated with the third
Department did not agree with all of the
country sale.
However, as petitioner notes, there ·
modifica lions which SURAL made. (See
the DOC Position on Comments 7, 8, and was a significant downward adjustment
made in SURAL's books to the total
9.)
amount of selling and distribution
Comment 4: Petitioner argues that
SURAL"s proposed modifications to its
expenses reported in the 1986-87
audited 1986-87 financial statement.
financial statements. Therefore, when
we calculated selling expenses, we ·
should not be accepted by the
Department. In regard to selling
added back that adjustment to the total
expenses for cost of production and
. selling and distribution expense, and
constructed value, petitioner argues that
then subtracted only those items
ocean freight, marine insurance, duty
verified as actual distribution expenses.
costs, and shipping expenses should not
Although the adjustment itself was not
·
be deducted.
verifiable, the totel amount listed in the
Respondent contends that the
audited financial statements for selling
expenses noted by petitioner were either and distribution expenses must be
·
not incurred on the third country' sale or
considered the best information
were reported as adjustments to third
available for purposes of calculating
country price. Therefore, in order to ·
selling expenses to be used in the cost of
.compare the ex-factory costs of
production. Furthermore, for purposes of
production to an ex-factory price, these
our calculation, the adjustment only
expenses should not.be included in the
serves to increase the amount of the
cost of production or constructed value.
selling expense included in the cost after
DOC Position: Respondent reported -- the distribution expenses have been ·
. and the Department verified that the
factored out.
third country sale terms were f.o.b.
.Comment 6: Petitioner argues that the
stowed/lashed/ secured/ dunnaged
discrepancies noted in the verification
Puerto Ordaz, Venezuela. SURAL did
report between the amount of selling
no_t incur expenses for ocean freight,
expenses reported in the April 21. 1988,
marine insurance or customs duties on
· submission and that reported in the
the export sale to .the.United Kingdom.
1986-87 financial statements bring the
Respondent also reported and the
· credibility of the financial statement
Department verified that expenses for
into question.
Venezuelan freight costs were incurred
. Respondent states that. In preparing
in transporting merthandise from the
an English translation of SURAL's ·
plant to the dock. In addition expenses
official financial.statement, a
for customs inspection performed in
typographical error was made. Due to an
Venezuela were reported and verified.
oversight this.error was not immediately
"All of the expenses cited by petitioner
. brought to the Department's attention. ·
were either not incurred on the third
· Respondent argues that the minor
country sale or were reported and
.. typographical error.does not impugn the
deducted from the third country price. In accuracy of the financial statements.
order to compare the ex-factory price to
. DOC Position: We examined the
the cost of production, it is necessary to . original Spanish financial statement and
deduct the expenses cited by petitioner
the English translation and determined
that a typographical error had been in
from the sale price. and to calculate the
cost of production on an ex-factory
translation. One typographical error
made in translation Is not adequate to
basis.
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challenge the validity of the financial
statements.
Comment 7: Petitioner contends that
the general and adminstrative expense
in the financial statements of SURAL
should not be reduced by the amount of
reimbursement paid by SURAL to
ALNOR (SURAL's U.S. subsidary)
because the records of ALNOR were '\ot
verified .
DOC Position: Although we are using
best information available for the ESP'
sales because we were not able to verify
completely the entire ESP data base, we
did verify during the cost of production
verification that SURAL did reimburse
ALNOR for certain expenses incurred
by ALNOR. Therefore, this amount is
appropriately deducted from the general
and administrative expenses in the cost
of production.
Comment 8: Petitioner contends that_
the Department should not reduce
general and administrative expenses by
expenses which SURAL allocated to eight other companies which it claimed
were sharing Caracas office space
because all expenses were recorded in
SURAL's books and the number of
employees at other affiliates were not
verifiable.
Respondent contends that SURAL's
elloc.11tion of the Caracas office
expenses to other affiliated companies
·which share office space should be
accepted because the administrative
personnel spend most of their time on
administrative matters for the other
companies or on start-up projects
involving the other companies .
DOC Position: Since Caracas office
expenses were recorded in SURAL's
. books and SURAL bore all expenses
incurred at the office, these expenses
cannot" be allocated to other affiliated
companies. General end administrative
expenses were incurred for the overall
operations of SURAL and were not
attributable to any affiliated company.
Mo.reover, the independent auditors also
considered them to be SURAL's
expenses.
Comment 9: Respondent contends tha•
the depreciation for the Puerto Ordaz
office should be used instead of the
nominal rent because the rent was en
intra-company transfer and did not
represent the fair market rental value.
DOC Position: The Department
viewed the rent payment in comparison
_with the purchase price for the property
which SURAL was renting from its
parent to determine whether the rent
payment reflected a "fair market value"
One year's rent exceeded the purchase
price of the property. Therefore. the
Department concluded that the rent did
not represent the "fair market value".
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under: investigation, and which are
The Department used the depreciation_.
lu the present case, the Government .
expense bused on the purchase price for . cof .Venezuela provides "e~port bond"·
recorded in the financial records of th
the seven months that SURALactuallv.
·payments on the .basis of a company's ·
exporter. See· e.g.. Certain Welded ·
qccupicd the building in fiscal year .19-87, .export sales rather than on any ·
Carbon Steel Standard Pipe and Tub~
instead of the five months depreciation
particular i_nput or other component of ·
from India; Final Determination (51 F
. production. In other ~ords, we verified.
expef1Se as reported by the company.
9089, March 1;, 1986) (circumstances'
Comment 10: Petitioner contends that
th~_t the receipt ofthese payments is in·
sales adjustment to foreign-·market va
the Department should not use the total . nq \\_'.ay dependen.t upon·the use of any
·for export paym·ent); Certain Iron
accounts receivable to offs.et the interest. -p(lr!icµlar input or other component of .
Construction Castings From India: FiI
. ·expenses. Only accoun.ts receivable for
production. To be entitled to payments.
Determination of Sale~.of less Than
trade should be considered for this
a producer need only establish that it·
Fair Va/tie (51 FR 9486, March 19. 198
offsei, since only an imputed credit ..· .
has, in fact, exported redraw rod ..
(export paymenltreated as direct offs
expense· related to this one type of ·... .
Further, SURAL received export ·. ·
to material costs); Red Raspberries
receivable would be included in the COSt -paymen~S OIJ all of its sales to the. •: ..
From Canada; Final Determination oj
of pro'iiuction.
·· ·' · · ·.
. . . .
United States and the United Kingdom;,
Sales of Less T.han Fair Value, (50 FR
-DOC Position:. The Dep_artmerit did : · and it recorded these payments as . .
-1976, May 10, 1985) (export payment
not make any offset for interest expense •. "sales revenue''. ln it$ financial records; . unconnected with cost of inputs treat1
imputed credit : . . . Insofar as the export bond proceeds . as general revenue ahd·offset to gene
because there was
expense for the third country sale· -_ ·:: ...wefE1 essentially part of SURAL's net. ·..
(;!xpenses). Since the proceeds from t~
included in the cost of production: . · -•~ ·return· on its aale to the United Kingdom, export payment were added to third-.
• Comment 11: Petitioner contends that . ·the Departin.ent concluded that such _·:
cquritry price for purposes of our
the Department should not deduct the -_ · · proceed~ must j:>e taken into account in
anal~·sis under section 773(b).of the A
. amount Of iriterest expense which the . . det_erm.jning whether SURAL's sale :
.. it W~S _ap'pi:opri_ate, and. Consistent Wi
respondent Claims as an a-ccoi.iriting · ;
pric~s to _theJ.Jnited Kingdom was below ·a reasonab!e iilterpr'etatfon of the ...
.its cQ.~t qf production within the ... · statute, to also commence our less· th<
''.e.rror .. orf its fin.anCial statements · -:
because the "error" was unsu,ppoi:ted
. meaning 9f s~_ction 733(b) .. While the ,.
fair Value analysis Under Section iJl I
and its validity waii riolconfii;med.
export band proceeds might also have
the Act with a foreign market value'
DOC Position:· The Department · · · · ·,
be~n treated a~ a1eduction in the co.st of based upon up\Yardly adjusted third~
. . verifie'd the llmoilnt of this "error" imd ; ; . prOdl!Cti<;>n, i_t was more appropriate to :
country prices. As a result, we achie'·
we agree that it is ail error~ Accordingly;···. consider them iii the context.of the · .
a fair comparison of foreign market
we deducted it froin the amountof
'·
third--qopntry. sa,les price. See-e.g.. · .
_yalue with Un,ited States.price by .
interest expense reported by re~pondent ·Certain Fuel Ethanol From Brazil; Final
making a· circumstances of sale
in its submission. ·, .:··· , · ·' ·· · . · - .. ·. _
[)et1m11inatiq'n of_ Sales Less Than .adjustment to SURAL's foreign mark1
. Comment 12: Resporitlent contends : ·' Fair Value; (51FR5572, Feb.14, 1986)
value pursuant to section 353.15 of ou
that export bonds received liy -~ :.. ' ·." ·,, - · (addition to _selling price for ·export · · ·
. regulations in the amount of the respondent must be deducte~ from· cost·· 'payinerits "because these payments···:
difference between the value of the
of production or added to price because- . \\i'ere directly related fo the exportation
·export bonds received on U.S. sales e
· re\'enues from the government ·are ·.,- · ., ·Of the ethanol and because they
··
· the value of the export bond received
deducted from cost of productiorr tflhey
effectively enhanced the net return
the third-country sale, as adjusted. \'\
are directly related to either sales or · .. •.. "),Despite the fact that the
believe a circumstances of sale .
.
ostensible use of the export bond is to
production of the merchandise. .
adjustment is. more appropriate than
_reduce the receipient's tax liability, .
Petitioner contends that SURAL's :
direct offset to production costs
. wh~~h would seem to suggest that it has
argument that the Department should
(including general expenses) because
reduce the cost of production by
.. the· effect of lowering cos ts. the bond is
we explained above, receipt of the.·
normally redeemed for cash to other
deducting the value- of the export bond
payments is not tied.to the use of-aa)
or adding the value to revenue is · · .
firms or to banks at a slight discount
particular input or other.component c
without merit because the export. bond
from ·its. face value. Thus, its de facto
and SURAL.recorded the
production,
is based on the value of the export sales
purpose ls to enhance the revenue which
payments 'in its financial records as
rather than produ£tion. ~etitioner also ·· ii firm receives on each export sale, the
"sales revenues.''.
argues that the Department should not
effect of which is no different than if
Comment 13: Respondent argues t~
increase the price of the.third country · · . SURAL had charged a higher price.
the
level of export subsidies as
· sale by the am.aunt-of the export. bond ·._- . Consequently, the Department decided
proceeds·because the,~espondent is· . :·
to treat the export bond proceeds as . ·:; . determined in the concurrent final :
unable to take the bond into account · ·
sales revenue and adjust the sales·price' . count!H'Vailing duty determination m1
be subtracted H-om·the.dumping mari
when setting a third country.selling···.'-, upward rather thatnidjust the· cost of·
price.
.
. .
..
..
production downward. A· comparison of· ·· for duty deposit p1.1rposes. · · · · ·. · ·
DOC Position: We disagree: Articli
. DOC Position: We agree; in part. with- SURAL's third-country price, as · ·
Vl(S)-of the General Agreement on
respondent. Sect.ion 773(b) of the Act_ •~·adjusted," "revealed that this third · ·.
. ·pro\'ides. that the Department must .. ·
·· country sale was above cost. Therefore.- Tariffs and Trade provides that "[n)c
disregard sales to a third country as the ·.·we are ·using SURAL's sale to the United product •· • • shall be subject· to ·bot]
anti-dumping and countervailing dut'
. basis for foreign market value when
. · ·Kingdom as the basis for foreign--market
. s_u_bst.antial quantities of.such sales; · : ... : value. · :-. ·· · .
.
._., · ~ - ' to compensate for the same situation
occur at prices. which· do' not permit the : • · Iii corinection with the Department's - dumping or export subsidization."
.recovery of all costs'wlthiil a reasonable less than·fair vafue comparison between ConseEtuently, it is our practice to ac:I
period of time in the normal course of .... ·. foreign: market value and United States , antidumping duty deposit requireme1
·
trade. If the seller's total return on its
·.price. tl is• our consistent practice to: .:t in the ·amount of any estimated
sales is gi:eater than its cost.. the-prices.-· ·'..adjustforeign.rnR.rket value for e~port.. :. countervailing duties that have been
imposed to offset unfair export ·
clearly do_ permit the recovery of all ... ! :. ·.payments that are directly related to the
costs... .
·
·
·.· . :. . .productl<m a11d/ or sale of the products ::: subsidies, but only to the extent the

no
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margin of price discrimination is due to
export subsidies. In this case, the foreign
market value is based on a sale to a
third country, which as an export sale
benefits from the same export subsidies
as the U.S. sales. Since both the foreign
market value and the U.S. sales benefit
from the same export subsidy programs,
we determine that the dumping margin
is not attributable to the export
subsidies.Therefore, we will not
subtract the level of export subsidies
found in the corresponding final
countervailing duty determination from
the final dumping margin.
Comment 14: Respondent contends
that the same exchange rate must be
used to convert the London Metals
Exchange (U.fE) price to calculate the
cost of production and to convert the
sales price, because the average U.fE
price in each month was converted into
bolivares using the exchange rate in
effect in that month. Therefore, the
effect of exchange rate fluctuations on
the price of aluminum can be eliminated
by recalculating the LME price in
·
bolivares using a single exchange rate.
DOC Position: The Department used
the weighted-average price paid by
SURAL for its aluminum purchases for
the five months preceding its shipment
of aluminum redraw rod to the United
Kingdom. It is the Department's practice
to use the actual costs incurred by the
company to manufacture the product
under investigation. Although the
aluminum price may have been linked to
the LME.price. the price paid by SURAL
to an unrelated supplier was charged
and paid in bolivares. There Is no basis
, for revising the actual costs incurred by
the company for its aluminum. (See, also
DOC Posilion to Comment 20.)
Comment 15: Petitioner contends that
net foreign exchange gains claimed by
the respondent should not be used to
reduce the interest expenses because
these gains were not incurred on funds.
held for operations.
Respondent contends that the
Department should offset foreign
exchange gains against financial ·
expenses because SURAL incurred net
foreign exchange gains on funds held for
general business purposes in accounts
denominated in foreign currencies.
DOC Position: Net foreign exchange
gains were not considered as .an offset
against financial expenses because "the
gains were not identified with the · . ·
p_roductio_n of alu~i~um redraw rod. For
example. "the aluminum, which
constitutes a major portion of the cost of
production. is purchased in Venezuela
and all facilities used for the.production
of redraw rod are loeated in Venez1Jela.
·comment 16: Respondent contends .
that
should
.
.. . .the
. . .Department
.
.. . . inch,\de
. .
.. ·:
1

~
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certain "Other Income" items in ·
calculating "costs of manufacture"
because each of these items is directly
related to the cost of production.
DOC Position: The Department
included certain "Other Income" items
in calculating "cost of manufacture"
when these items (scrap revenue,
prompt payment discount. any
incidental income earnings. etc.) were
directly related to the normal business
operations.
Comment 17: Petitioner argues that
the Departmen_t should continue to use
the method it employed in the
preliminary determination for allocating
selling expenses in calculating cost of
production and constructed value, i.e.,
on the basis of cost of goods sold.
DOC Position: In our preliminary
·detennination, we allocated general,
selling and administrative expenses
from SURAL's 198~1986 audited
financial statement over the cost of
goods sold from SURAL's 198~1986
financial statement. In the original
questi~nnaire response, respondent
allocated selling expenses were over
orders processed, but later adopted the
Department's allocatiqn method both at
verification and in its April 25 , 1988
submission. For the final determination,. the Department allocated selling
expenses over cost of goods sold from
SURAL's 1986-87 audited financial
· dM h
statement w hic h was receive
arc 9,
1988.
. Comment 18: Petitioner ar8ues that
credit costs on purchase price
transactions should be calculated on the
basis of
information available
because SURAL misidentified the
payment date ·on five of six transactions.
. Respondent contends that the tenns of
payment for all the sales were by letter
of credit payable at sight. Becaus~
SURAL was entitled to payment at sight.
no ~dit expenses were claimed for .
these sales. Respondent argues that this
is consistent with the Department's . . . .
practice in Certain Iron Construction · .
Castings from Brazil; Fin.al .. - . .
·Determination of Sales at Less than Fair
Value; (51FR9477, March 19, 1986) and
Final Determination of Sales at Less
Thon Fair Value: Certain Carbon Steel
Products from Brazil, (49 FR 28298. July
11, 1984).
.
.
.. . · .. . .
DOC Position: We could not verify the
short-term interest rate incurred by
SURAL during the period of
. inv·estigation in either Venezuela or the
United S_tates. In addition, we observed
at verification that SURAL was not
actually credited by the bank for ,
substantial periods on a number of
letters of credit which were tenned as
requiring payment at sight. As a result,
we have determined that it is

best
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appropriate to make no adjustment for
credit in either market on the basis of
best information available under section
776{b) of the Act.
Comment 19: Petitioner argues that
the Department should base its final
detennination on the best information
available, which is the simple average of
the dumping margins alleged in the
petition (i.e., 24.26 percent). ITA has
issued numerous deficiency letters, and
SURAL has submitted 13 supplemen'tal
responses. New data were submitted
Immediately before. during and after
verification. At the very least, petitioner
·asserts that dumping margins for
SURAL's ESP transactions should be
based on best information available in
light of the substantial revisions and
additions submitted just prior to and
after verification in Venezuela. ·
Respondent contends that the de
minimis nature of the revisions does not
wa1Tant use of best information
available.. Respondent argues that its
changes were limited to ESP sales that
represented less than 13 percent of
SURAL's total U.S. sales. Respondent
claims that ESP sales were sufficiently
·verified ln Venezuela and tied to ·
SURAL's audited financial statements.
With respect to individual variables in
the ESP data base, respondent argues
the following: ALNOR's interest on its
overdrafts represents a penalty and
. should not be used to calculate the
credit expense on ESP sales; if the
overdraft rate is used it should be
included as part of a weighted-average
interest rate for SURAL since the ·
account in quesiion was under the
control of SURAL; ALNOR's indirect
selling exf)enses should be used because
they were traced both to individual
checks and to SURAL's audited
financial statements, and should be
allocated between purchasing and
_
selling activities according to the ratio of
ALNOR's total sales to its total
purchases during the period of
investigation. Finally, respondent
submitted comments concerning the
verification procedures followed by the
Department's verification team,
including the length of time spent on
verification. and questioned the
~experience and abilities of ~e analysts
conducting the verification.
DOC Position: The Department made
every attempt to verify the information
supplied. Standard verification
procedures were followed. The ·.
Department extended every reasonable
opportunity to respondent to ensure the
filing of complete end accurate
· responses prior to both verifications.
Where the information or
documentation supplied was unclear•
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United States \'Crifying the responses
we requested clarification. When
aluminum in boli\·ars increased. In the
completely new data.were submitted.
prciiminary determination, the
submitted. We used standard.
during the course of the verification,
Department used the weighted 8\'erage
verifir:ation procedures including
cost of production for the February to
(e.g.. U.S. warehousing and handling
examination of relevant accounting
June period but exchanged the sc;le to
charges). we made every effort to verify
records and original source documents
those data. The verification reports · · · the United Kindgom on the date> of sale.
of the respondent. Our \·erificalion
results are outlined in detail in the
reflect the .results of that process . .New·
Respondent argues \hat this
data were submitted on the eve of
methodology se.riously distorted the
·public versions of the verification
Veri(ication, during \'erification: and .
price-to-cost comparison insofar as the·
reports which are on file in the Central
after verificatfon in the United States.
sole sale to.the United Kingdom
·
Records Unit (Room B--099) of the Main
Commerce Building. ·
This proceeding has been extended at
occurred at the beginning of a period in
thi?°request of both parties ·by a total of · which production costs incr~ased
Conli~uati~n of Suspension of
O\"er 100. t;lays. Yet. e\•en after the
· significantly because the cost of the '
Liquidation ·
examination of the ESP data submitted
primary material input. aluminum. rose
during v'erification (n Venezuela. there·
jn tandem with the appreciating British
We are directing the U.S. Customs
\vere stiil major .variables· in the ESP ·
pound. Respondent concludes that it is
Service to continue to suspend
data base that could not be verified.
· unreasonable and unfair to· take the
liquidation of all entries of redraw rod
.. During the public hearing, respondent
appreciation of the pound into account
from Veneiuela entered. or withdrawn
conceded that there were "problems
in measuring the cost ofaluminum.
from warehouse. for consumption. on or
while at the same time ignoring it in
obtaining information from ALNOR's
· . after the date of publication of this ·
offices regarding ESP transactions" and · measuring the price that SURAL · ·
notice in the Federal Register. The U.S.
that "in the initial vel'ification at
· received.·
Customs Service shall continue to
ALMOR certain facts could not be
Petitioner asserts that the Department · require on all entries a cash deposit or
verified.'' (Transcript of public hearing
followed the proper cost and currency
·.the posting ofa bond equal to the
at pages· ~3 and 54.) In addition.
_
conversion methodologies in the
estjmuted a1•erage amounts by which
respondent'.s efforts to support the ESP
preliminary determination. Petitioner· .~ · the foreign market value of redraw rod
data during the vedfication in
rebuts respondent's argument on the .. '
·from Venezuela exceeds the United
Venezuela failed. Urider these · ..· .
grounds that the methods proposed by
States prfoe as shown below. This .
circumstances. whei:e the deficiencies in . respondent either artificially reduce
stispensiori of liquidation will remain in
the verifica~ion of the ESP sales are too
SURAL's production costs or take into .
effect until further notice. The weightedaccount exchange rate gains realized
numerous and too grave to remedy, the.
average margins are as follow·s:
·
after the date of sale. Petitioner claims
Department is required to use best . ·
.
.
that respondenfs reliance on Melamine
ir.formation available.'(See also the :
Weighted·
Chemictils, Inc. v. United States. 732 F.
discussion of use of best information
· &'lerage
margin
available in the "Fair Value .
. 2d 924 (Fed. Cir. 1984). as authority to
(percentage I
Comparisons" section of this notice.)
abandon the Department's USUHI . - .
.
h
b
f
·
· h
practice is erroneous. Petitioner argues
G iven
t e num er 0 revisions to t e
. that Melamine in fact validates section
5.80
SUAAL ........:.. '. .............. :.. :.. :.: .... :..... :... .
ESP data that were submitted by
..
. S.80
All Others .. :.....- ......., ....:......: .......: ...... ..
SURAL. there Is a serious· question ,of··. · 353.56(b} of Commerce's regulations (19
'.
whether SURAL's inforrilatfon'should be CFR 353.56(b}). which sets forth the
.
'.'
Department's rule for exchange rate ' ·
rejected under the Department's . · ·
The
~~~b-d~p-~sit or bonding rate·
·
·
·.conversions-in the·presence of ·
established in the preliminary ·
procedur.es as substantially-a "new"
. '.!temporary exchange rate fluctuations."
antidumping duty determina.tion shall·"·
response submitted after the preliminary According to petitioner. two conditions
remain· in effect with respect to entries;
determination:Since the new data was
not ultimately'usable as verified. we do ... inust be present before the section ..... cir withdrawals from warehouse made
not need to reach this question (See' . . .. ·applies: (1) The exchange rate musr ,
. ·prior to the date of publication of this
·
fluctuate rather than merely undergo a·
notice in the Federal Register. This
Final Determinatio:rof Sales cit Less
sustained change. and (2) the dumping
suspension of liquidation will remain in
Than Fair. Value; Certain Internal- .
·
Combustion, Industrial Forklift Trucks . m·argin must be solely the result of the
effect until further notice.
from 'apan (53 FR 12552, April lS, 1988)}. exchange rate. fluctuation. Petitoner : ··
1'
contends that; in this care, neither ·
-ITC Notification
· In contr?st, for purchase price s~les
criterion has been met.
In accordance with section 735(d} of
and the third country sale, we were able, .. -:. DOC Positian: We determined that the
~o veri~y all_ the data.reported with the_ .: :.. third eountry price was above the cost. · the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
exceptwn of S~L s short-term cre?1t ·,· . of production using the exchange rate on determination. In addition, we are .
expenses (for ~h1ch_ th~ Depl!r~ment 19 . . . ,t~e date of.sale. Since the price was .
making available to the ITC all
us mg the best mfor'!lalion av_allable). ·....· .found to .be above cost using our .
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
Ther~rore; the~e sales a~ bemg ui1ed for.. standard.procedure for exchanging the
information· relating to this :. , .
the pncl'.1to-pr1ce co_mpapsons. . ..
·price to an a.v.erage cost of production.
investigation. We will allow the ITC .. ·
: -. Cifmm_ent 20: Respondent' argues that ." there is no· need to reach this issue in .
access to all privileged and business
. .· ·.• '. -.:·
. proprietary information in our files, ·.
if Hie.~xcha~ge·raie and the cost of. . . . . this case. . ·.:. c. .
pi'o.dui:tion' are determined on a
.....· 'fi -• :_ .. ::... ;.._. :~ :·:, ·· .. -·;'". -:·i provided the ITC confirms thatit will .
consistent basis. the sale to the United -:~, · V~r ca!ion; ;· : · '·:.:_ ·'..: ..' .~:·:_,.: ... ··.· ,_; ·not disclose such information, either
Kingdom ls not belq'.w· the c·ost of _;_·:-_:·::,. · ~~Exc~P.t.Y,,here noted, we verified .the - , . ·publicly or under administrative
production. Resp,onaenf!.:ontends 't_lfaC ,; ... informati9n used in i:rt!lking our final : : : . pratective order, without the written .
in the period be.tween ihe ci>ntract date' · · determination.in accordance.with .. ,···--:: ·.consent of.the Assistant Secretary for
and the actual shipment date.~ both the.· • ... sedion.77~a) of the. Act D~partment · -'.: i =·import Administration.·
.. ,_
value of the British pound. vi~~a-vis .the ; · offi~ials spent appi:oximately Jhr~e · :·.. : :. • · . If the· ITC determines that material
ooliv.ar and the cost ·or primar)'·::·: ., . ·,-_·; ·· w.eeks both in Yeneznela .and.: in the ._ ~·- · injury; or threatofmateiial injury; does
. ·'.
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not exist, this proceeding will be
terminated and all securities posted as a
result of the suspension of liquidation
will be refunded or cancelled. However,
if the ITC determines that such injury
does exist. the Department will issue an
antidumping duty order directing
Customs officers to assess an
antidumping duty on redraw rod from
Venezuela entered or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption, after the
effective date of the suspension of
liquidation, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value exceeds ·
the U.S. price.
This detennination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act (19
U.S.C. section 1673d(d)).
Jan W. Mares,

Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
June 22, 1908
[FR Doc. 88-14656 Filed &-29-88: 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 3510-05-M

CC-307-702]

Final Affirmative Countervailing Duty
Determination; Certain Electrical
Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod
From Venezuela

Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice.

AGENCY:

order and to require a cash deposit on
entries of redraw rod in an amount
equal to the duty deposit rate.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 30, 198d: '
FOR FUR'rHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Roy Malmrose or Barbara Tillman,
Office of Investigations, Import ·
Administration, International trade
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW .. Washington, DC 20230; ·
telephone: 202/377-2815 (Malmrcise) or
202/377-2438 (Tillman).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Final Determination
Based upon our investigation: we
detennine that certain benefits. which
constitute subsidies' within the me~ning
of section 701 of the Tariff Act of 1930.
as amended (the Act), are being
·
provided to manufacturers. producers,:
or exporters of redraw rod in Venezuela.
For purposes of this investigation. the
following progral}ls.are found to confer
subsidies:
.
• Exchange of Export Earnings Under
the Multiple Exchange. Rate System , .
• Export Bond Program .
.. .. " .
• Preferential Input Pricing,
.,
• Short-term FINEXPO Financing
• Interest-free' Loan from a
Government-owned Aluminum Supplier

Case History
Since the last Federal Register
publication pertaining to this
investigation [Preliminary AffirmatNe
SUMMARY: We determine that benefits
Countervailing Duty Determination:
~hich constitute subsidies within the
Certain Electrical. Conductor Aluminum
meaning of the countervailing duty law
Redraw Rod from Venezuela (52 FR .
are being provided to manufacturers,
producers. or exporters in Venezuela of
38113, October 14, 1987)), the followi~g
events have occurred. On October 2,
certain electrical conductor aluminum
1987, we presented respondents.with~
redra·w rod (redraw rod). The estimated
supplement'al questionnaire concerning
net subsidy is 64.62 percent ad valorem.
petitioner's allegations. On October 16.
However, consistent with our policy of
taking into account verified program1987, we presented r~spondeqts wJth..
supplemental questionnaire concerning
wide changes that occur before our
· an equity investment by a govemmentpreliminary determination, we are
owned aluminum supplier in one of the
adjusting the duty deposit rate to reflect
respondent companies.
··
·
changes in the Exchange of Export ·
On November 2,'1987, at petitioner's
Earnings Under the Multiple Exchange
. request, we extended the final . ,
Rate System and the Export Bond
determination date in· this investigation
Program. Therefore, the rate for duty
to March 7, 1988, to coincide.with the
deposit purposes is 38.40 percent ad
final determination date in the
valorem.
companion antidumping investigation
We have notified the U.S.
. International Trade Commission (ITCJ.
(52 FR 42703, November 6. 1987). On
of our determination. If the ITC
December 1, 1987, again at petitioner's
determines that imports of redraw rod
request, the date for the preliminary ,
materially injure, or threaten material
determination in the companion ·
injury to. a U,S. industry, we will direct
antidumping investigation was extended
until February 1, 1988, thereby extending
the U.S. Customs Service to resume
suspension of liquidation of all entries of the final determination in both
redraw rod from Venezuela that are
investigations until April 16, 1988 (52 FR
entered, or withdrawn, from warehouse,
46386, December 7, 1987). On January 26.
for consumption on or after the date of
1988, we received responses from ·
aublication of our countervailing duty
respondents to our questionnaire

a
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concerning the equity investment. Ori
February 9, 1988, w·e notified Customs to
terminate the suspension of liquidation
in this investigation as of February 12,
1988. On'February 23, 1988, we
presented respondents with another
supplemental 'questionnaire concerning
aluminum input pricing, FINEXPO
financing, and the equity investment. On
Mardi 21. 1988, at respondents' request,
we extended the final determination ·
date fo·r this investigation and the
aritidumping investigation until June 22,
1988 (53 FR 9675, March 24, 1988). On
March 25. i98_8, we received a request
from the Govern.men! of Venezuela
· (GOV) for a 13-day ~ostponement of our
verificatipn to April 18, 1988.
On April 5, and April 11, 1988, we
received partial responses from
respondents to our October 2. 1987, and
February 23, 1988, supplemental
questionnaires. Between April 18 and
May 12, 1988, we conducted verification
in Venezuela. On May 4; 1988, we
received·data from respondents
regarding the purchase of imports by the
redraw rod producers during the review
period. On May 9, 1988, we received
revised data from respondents regarding
CABELUM's and ICONEL's purchases al
primary aluminum. On May 16. 19118, we
received amended responses regarding
the levels ofFINEXPO financing
received by SURAL and ICONEL during
th.e review period.
.
In response to requests made at
verification, On May 27, 1988, we
received all of ALCASA's price lists for
primary aluminum and an amended
response concerning SURAL's purchase!
of primary aluminum. On June 2. 1988,
.we received further information from
respondents with respect to the
determination of domestic aluminum
prices in Venezuela. Although no public
. hearing waHequested, initial briefs
were filed on June 8, 1988, and rebuttal
. briefs on June 10, 1988, by petitioner and
respondents.
· · On April 19, 1988, we received a
proposed suspension agreement from
respondents. On May 17. 1988, we
received from respondents a public
interest argument in support of their
· proposed suspension agreement. On
May 18, 1988, we received a letter from
J;leynolds Aluminum Corporation
supporting the proposed suspension
.
agreement. We reviewed the
.· .respondents' suspension agreement and
its public interest letter. We determined
that a suspension agreement was not
approprjate in this case and notified the
respondents of our decision.
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tailors its examination or opposition tn
investigation "whenever an interested
the particular facts of the case.
party ... files a petition ... on
behalf of an industry" (section 702 of the Typically, the Department does not
Act). As we have stated in prior cases
canvass the entire domestic industry.
[see e.g., Final Affirmative
Instead, it generally requests the '
Countervailing Duty Determination:
opponent to supply information on the
Certain Stainless Steel Hollow Products
nature and extent of its involvement in
from Sweden (52 FR 5794, February 26,
the domestic industry. By cumulating the
1987); Final Negative Countervailing
proportion of the domestic industry that
Duty Determinations: Certain Textile
is represented by each of the parties in
Mill Products and Apparel from
opposition, the Department is able to .
Malaysis (50 FR 9852. March 12, 1985)),
determine the degree of opposition
as well as in the preli..-ninary
overall. This was the course followed by .
determination in this case, the
the Department in this case.
Department relies upon the petitioner's
Standing
After ACPC registered its opposition
representation that it has filed "on
to the petition, the Department sent a
An August 31,1987, .the Department
behalf of' the domestic industry until it
questionnare to ACPC to determine the
received a letter from Reynolds
is affirmatively shown that a majority of nature and extent of its involvement in
Aluminum stating that the company
the domestic industry opposes the
' the redraw rod industry. From the
takes no position with respect to the
petition. The Department bases this
petition filed by Southwire. On
response, Commerce determined that
position
on
the
fact
that
neither
the
Act
September 7, 1987, we received a letter
ALCOA
did not represent a majority of
nor its legisla.tive history restricts access
from the respondents challenging
to the unfair trade laws -by requiring that the domestic industry. After the
South wire's standing to file the petition
Department received the letter from the
parties petitioning for relief under these
and requesting dismissal of the petition
Aluminum, Brick and Glass Workers
·
laws establish affirmatively that a
on the grounds that the petition was _not
International Union. it sent a
majority of the members of the relevant
filed "on behalf of' the United States
questionnaire on June 15, 1988 to the
domestic industry support the petition.
industry. as required by section 702(b)(1) The only requirement is that the party
Union to determine the proportion of the
of the Act.
domestic industry represented by the
filing the petition act as the
On September 24, 1987, we received a
Union. As of the date of the final
representative of the domestic industry.
letter from Alcoa Conductor Products
determination, the Union had not
As we have noted in other cases, to
·Company (ACPC), a division of the
responded to the questionnaire. No
require a petitioner to establish
Aluminum Company of America
other industry members have expressed
affirmatively that it has the support of a
(ALCOA), stating that ACPC does not
majority of the industry on whose behalf opposition to the petition.
support the position taken by Southwire
Absent evidence of opposition to the
it has filed the petition would, in many
in its petition and that the petitioner did
petition by other members of the
cases, "be so onerous as to preclude
not speak on behalf of or represent that
domestic industry, the Department had
access to import relief under the
firm in the proceeding. On October 8, ' antidumping and countervailing duty
no basis to conclude that a majority of
1987, we sent a letter and a
laws." Frozen Concentrated Orange
the industry opposed the petition.
questionnaire to ALCOA requesting
Juice from Brazil: Final Determination
. Therefore. the Department reaffirms
information as to the nature and extent
of Sales at Less than Fair Value (52 FR
its preliminary determination in this
of the firm's activities, including its
8324, 8325. March 17, 1987). ·
_ case that the petition was filed on behalf
production of redraw rod in the United
When a member or members of the
of the domestic industry. and that the
States. and its percentage share of the
domestic industry challenge the
petitioner has standing to bring this
United States market. In an October 22,
assertion of the petitioner that It has
petition.
1987 letter, responded to the
.
filed "on behalf or· the domestic
Department's request for information. In industry, the Department will examine
Analysis of Programs
its ALCOA response ALCOA included
the challenge. When evaluating the
For purposes of this final
an estimate of its share of the U.S.
challenge, the Department does not
determination,
the period for which we
redraw rod market in 1986.
consider the following circumstances as
are measuring subsidization (the review
In a November 2. 1987 letter,
evidence of opposition to a petition: a
peroid) is calendar year 1986. As is
respondent asserted that on the basis of
statement by a member of the domestic
common under our method of analysis,
the ACPC letter, the Department was
industry that it does not take any
now required to "canvass the views of
position with respect to the petition, e.g., if the companies under investigation
have different fiscal years, which was
all industry members to determine
the Reynolds letter; a statement by an
the case in this investigation. our review
whether they in fact support Southwire." entity that is not a member of the
period is the most recently completed
On November 12. 1987, the Department
domestic industry, e.g.• the letter from
calendar year. Based upon our analysis
received a letter from the Aluminum
the Aluminum Trades Council;
Trades Council opposing Southwire's
opposition to a petition expressed by the of the petition, the responses to our
questionnaires, verification, and written
petition· because jobs may be
respondents or the government that is
comments from respondents and
jeopardized as a result of a lack of
subject to the investigation.
petitioner, we determine the following:
availability of aluminum rod. On June 6,
Where domestic industry members
1988, the Department received a letter
opposing a petition provide a clear
l Programs Determined To Confer
from the Aluminum, Brick and Glass
indication that there are grounds to
Subsidies
Workers International Union exprP.ssing doubt a petitioner's standing, the
We determine that subsidies are being
!ts opposition to the petition.
Department will evaluate the opposition
provided to manufacturers. producers,
The statutory provision that governs
to determine whether the opposing
or exporters of redraw· rod in Venezuela
the standing of parties to bring petitions
parties do, in fact, represent a majority
under the following programs:
requires the commencement of an
of the domestic industry. Commerce
Scope of Investigation
The product covered by this
investigation is certain electrical
conductor aluminum redraw rod, which
is wrought rod of aluminum, electrically
conductive and containing not less than
99 percent of aluminum by weight.
Redraw rod is currently classified under
item numbers 618.1520 and 618.1540 of
the Tariff Schedules of the United
States, Annotated and under item
numbers 7604.10.30 and 7604.29.30 of the
Harmonized System.
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consisting of the free and the official
controlled rates-used for exchanging
export earnings. provided a benefit to
exporters.
We determine that. under the multiple
exchange rate system as it existed
betlfore December 1986. a subsidy was
conferred on exports because one dollar
received from export sales yielded more
bolivares than the amount exporters had
to pay to purchase one dollar for
imports. Because receipt of the higher
exchange rate is contingent upon selling
dollars earned from export sales. we
determine that the exchange of export
earnings under the multiple exchange
rate system conferred an export subsidy.
To calculate the benefit from this
program during the review period. we
1. History and Overview of the
2. Exchange of Export Earnings Under first converted the total FOB dollar
Multiple Exchange Rate System. After
the Multiple Exchange Rate System. As
more than 19 years under a fixed rate
value of redraw rod sales to the United
noted above, beginning in 1984.
system of 4.30 bolivares (Bs.) to the
Stat<>s to bolivares at the official
exporters were required to exchange a
dollar, the GOV authorized the
controlled rate of exchange (i.e., Bs 7.50
portion of their export earnings at the
establishment of a multiple exchange
to the dollar). We then subtracted this
official controlled rate of Bs. 7.50 to the
rate system following the devaluation of
amount from the total bolivar amount.
dollar. The exact percentage of export
the bolivar on February 22, 1983. The
as recorded in the accounting records of
earnings that had to be exchanced at
multiple exchange rate system was
the redraw rod producers. actually
this rate was determined by the
intended to give the Venezuelan
received from sales of redraw rod to the
imported value of the exported product.
government greater control over
United States. (The bolivar amount
The imported content of a company's
Venezuela's foreign exchange reserves
recorded in the accounting records of
and to manage the inflationary impact of exports was determined by deducting a
the redraw rod producers is reflective of
company's national value-added (VAN)
the devaluation of the bolivar.
a composite exchange rate, consisting of
percentage from 100 percent. The VAN
The Central Bank of Venezuela (CBV)
the free and official controlled rate). The
percentage is calculated for every
and the Ministry of Finance (MOF)
difference is the benefit. We then
exporter in Venezuela by the Institute of divided the beneift by the total bolivar
signed an Exchange Agreement on
Foreign Trade. A company's VAN
February 28, 1983, instituting the
value of sales of redraw rod to the
percentage is based on the difference
multiple exchange rate system. A fixed
United States. On this basis. we
between the FOB value of a company's
rate of Bs. 4.30 to the dollar was
calculated an estimated net subsidy of
exported goods and the cost of the
established for, among other things, the
53.06 percent ad valorem.
goods' imported components.
sale of foreign exchange by the CBV for
We verified that the December 6, 1986
From January through June 1986,
payments on foreign-sourced private
change in the multiple exchange rate
exporters wre required to sell 50 percent
and public debt and the importation of
system unified the rate at which
of the value of the imported component
products designated as "essential
exporters must convert their export
of
their
exported
goods
at
the
official
goods." A second fixed rate of Bs. 6.00
earnings and the rate availab!e to buy
controlled rate of Bs. 7.50 per dollar. In
to the dollar was applied to, among
the vast majority of Venezuelan imports.
percentage
was
increased
July
1986,
the
other things. the importation of goods
i.e.,
Bs. 14.50 per dollar. We also verified
to 80 percent. Finally in December 1986,
and services not declared essential. In
that
the number of essential goods
Decree 1379 obligated exporter$ to sell
addition to these rates. a floating free
eligible to be imported at the Bs. 7.50
100
percent
of
their
export
earnings
at
market rate was established for all
rate is very limited, has been decreasing
the official Bs. 14.50 per dollar rate of
exchange operations not specifically
over time. and consists of medicinal and
exchange.
.
provided for elsewhere.
agricultural products. This rate for
Until the December 1986 change in the
On F<!bruary 24, 1984 a new Exchange
essential goods is not used by the
multiple exchange rate system. the
Agreement between the MOF and the
redraw rod producers to purchas~
redraw rod producers were able to buy
CBV was signed altering the multiple
imports;
the imports of the redraw rod
imports at the official controlled rate of
exchange rate system. The rate of Bs.
producers can only be obtained at the
exchange of Bs. 7.50 per dollar but
6.00 to the dollar, as it applied to the
Bs. 14.50 rate.
convert a portion of their export
importation of goods and services not
Because the GOV eliminated the
earnings at the free market rate of
declared essential, was replaced by a
differential between the rate for
exchange. which was substantially
new rate of Bs. 7.50 to the dollar. The
purchasing imports and the rate at
higher. (The imports found on the
new Exchange Agreement also initiated
which export proceeds are converted.
essential goods list applicable for the
a procedure whereby exporters were
we determine the benefit to exporters of
period. which could be purchased at the
required to exchange a portion of their
redraw rod under the multiple exchange
Bs. 4.30 per dollar rate. consisted of
export earnings. depending on the value medicinal and agricultural products;
rate system to be eliminated. Therefore.
of the imported component of the
consistent with our policy of taking into
thus. the Bs. 4.30 rate did not benefit the
exported good. at the Bs. 7.50 rate. The
account verified and measurable
redraw rod producers.) The difference
remainder of their export earnings could between the official controlled exchange program-wide changes that occur before
be exchanged at the free rate.
our preliminary determination, we
rate of Bs. 7.50 to the dollar, available to
determine that the multiple exchange
On December 6, 1986. another new
purchase the majority of Venezuelan
•
•
- - ..J •L. ... \..:,.l-.n. ... rnmnncdtp r~tP.rate svstem no loniier confers an export

A. Exchange of Export Earnings Under
the Multiple Exchange Rate System
We have divided our discussion of the
multiple exchange rate system into four
parts. In this section. we will provide a
brief history of the multiple exchange
rate system and an overview of how the
system currently operates. We will also
discuss one aspect of the multiple
exchange rate system: the exchange of
export earnings. The two other aspects
of the multiple exchange rate system,
the granting of foreign currency at
preferential rates of exchange for the
purchase of imports, and the registration
of foreign currency debt. are discussed
in the "Programs Determined Not to
Confer a Subsidy" section.

multiple exchange rate system to
approximately its present state. A new
fixed rate of Bs. 14.50 to the dollar was
established which applied to the
importation of goods and services not
declared essential and to the conversion
of export earnings. As of the date of this
Agreement exporters were required to
exchange 100 percent of their.foreign
exchange export earnings at the Bs.
14.50 to the dollar rate. The Bs. 7.50 to
the dollar rate was applied to imports
deemed "essential" and found on the
"essential goods" list. This same rate
also applied to the payment of private
debt which had been registered with the
GOV. (Access to other rates of exchange
are also available for payment of
shipping costs.)
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ubsidy on exports of redraw rod.
'herefore, the duty deposit rate for this
1rogram is zero..
!. Export Bond Program

·The export bond program was
~stablished in 1973 by the Law on
~xport Incentives. It is administered

I
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respectively. In July 1987, the applicable
rates were increased again from 25 end
30 percent to 30 and 38 percent,
respectively. Consistent with our policy
of taking into account verified and
measurable program-wide changes that
occur before the preliminary
determination. we are taking into
account the latest increase in the
applicable export bond percentages for
duty deposit purposes.
To calculate the benefit for duty
deposit purposes, we weight-averaged
the export bond percentage applicable
to each redraw rod producer by each
company's proportion of the value of
Venezuelan exports of redraw rod to the
United States. (This methodological
approach war. not feasible for the
review period because the dollar FOB
value for export bond calculation
purposes during the review period was
·totally converted at the official
. controlled rate, while the redraw rod
producers were able to convert part of
the dollar FOB value of each sale into
bolivares at the free market rate). On
this basis, the duty deposit is 37.90
percent ad valorem.

by
he Fund for Financing Exports
FINEXPO). Unde·r the program,
/enezuelan redraw rod exporters are
emunerated for their exports by the
:;ov in the form of export bonds which
nay be used to pay taxes or sold for
:ash.
The value of the export bond is based
ma percentage; known as the export
>and percentage, of the FOB value of
he product exported. The applicable ·
!Xport bond percentage for a company ·
:orresponds to that company's VAN
>ercentage. For example, during part of
he review period, a company with a
'1 AN of 70 percent was eligible for a 25
>ercent export bond percentage.
The face value of the export bond is
:alculated by multiplying the export
>0nd percentage by the FOB value of
.he exported goods expressed in
>Olivares (converted at the official rate ·
>f exchange: Bs. 7.50 to the dollar prior
C. Preferential Pricing of Inputs Used To
:o December 1986 and Bs. 14.50 to the
Produce Exports
foliar after December 1986). The
Pet,itioner alleged that ALCASA and
:esulting figure is the face value of the
VENALUM. government-owned
!xport bond. We verified that the
producers of primary aluminum. are
·edraw rod producers enter t)le value of .. directed by the GOV to charge
:he export bonds into .their accounting
. preferential prices ti> domestic
:ecords on the date of the invoice.
customers who purchase aluminum for
. To receive an export bond, a firm
. further processing and subsequent
mbmits to its commercial bank the
export.
nvoice and shipping documents for the
The questionnaire responses indicated
!xported merchandise. The bank.
that the price of primary aluminum for
:eviews the documents and remits them
incorporation into domestically sold
to the CBV which issues the export
products (the domestic price) was set
based on an average of the London
bond.
We verified that all three redraw rod
Metals Exchange (I.ME) price in the
producers took advantage of the export . three months previous to the sale of the
bond program during the review period.
primary aluminum. Contrary to this
We also verified that during the review
information: it now appears that the
period, the export bond percentage for.
domestic price of primary aluminum in
the redraw rod producers varied from 20 Venezuela has generally been based
to 25 percent. Because this program is
upon the cost of production of ALCASA,
limited to exporters and does not
plus a reasonable profit.
operate to rebate any indirect taxes, we
The.price charged by ALCASA and
VENALUM for primary aluminum to be
determine that this program confers an
export subsidy on redraw rod.
incorp,orated.into exported products (the
To calculate the benefit for the review export price) is calculated according to
period, we divided the bolivar amount of the export price formula agreed to by
bonds earned on export sales of redraw
certain government agencies and the
two aluminum suppliers, ALCASA and
rod to the United States by the export
sales ofredraw rod'to the United States. VENALUM. The basis of the export
price fonnula is the LME cash settlement
On this basis, we calculated a net·
price, in the month previous to the
subsidy of 11.06 percent ad valarem.
The various export bond percentages
export date. as listed in Metals Week.
were increased in January and June of
To calculate the final price charged,
1987. In January 1987, the applicable
certain discounts are first deducted from
export bond percentages for the redraw
the LME price. Then the discoutned I.ME
rod producers rose from 18 and 25
price is converted into bolivares. For
most of the review period, the exchan~e
percent to 25 and 30 percent,
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rate et which the LME price was
converted was the rate at which the
aluminum suppliers could exchange
their export earnings. (This was a
composite rate, similar to that described
with respect to the redraw rod
producers in the section, "Exchange of
Export Earnings Under the Multiple
Exchange Rate System", above.)
Beginning in December 1986, the official
controlled rate of Bs. 14.50 to the dollar
was used to convert the discounted I.ME
into bolivares.
The general practice of VENALUM
and ALCASA is to first invoice their
customers at the domestic price. When
the amount of product exported by their
customers can be confirmed. through the
provision of quarterly reports, a price
adjustment is made. This procedure was
followed by two of the three redraw rod
producers. The third redraw rod
producer was invoiced at the export
price for January through August of 1986.
Thereafter, this redraw rod producer
was billed the domestic price. The price
adjustment, covering the second half of
1986 and the first half of 1987 (the
adjustment for the second half of 1987
has not yet been made), for this redraw
rod producer was made on April 21,
1988. The information obtained
regarding this price adjustment indicates
that the I.ME base price for this redraw
rod producer differed from the LME
price charged the other redraw rod
producers.
We verified the final monthly net
domestic and export prices charged and
paid by each of the three redraw rod
producers. We found that in two
months, for two producers, the export
price charged was lower than the
domestic price. Since receipt of the
lower export price was contingent upon
export performance, we determine that
the difference between the domestic
price end the export price in the abovereferenced months constitutes an export
subsidy.
We calculated the benefit by
subtracting the amount paid under the
export price from the amount that would
have been paid under the domestic
price. The difference is the benefit.
Dividing the benefit by the total export
sales of the three redraw rod producers.
we calculated an estimated net subsidy
of 0.22 percent ad valarem.
D. Short-Term FINEXPO Financing·
The Fund for Financing Exports ·
(FINEXPOJ administers a number of
financing programs available to
exporters. (See the "Programs
Determined Not To Be Used" section of
this notice for a description of all the
FINEXPO programs.} We verified that
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two of the three producers of redraw rod
had loans on which interest was paid
during the review period under one of
the FINEXPO short-term financing
programs. Under this program,
FINEXPO, in conjunction with
Venezuelan commercial banks, provides
short-term loans to Venezuelan
exporters. Export receivables, such as
drafts under letters of credit, are used as
collateral. FINEXPO provides to the
participating commercial bank up to 60 ·
percent of the loan principal for these
loans at five percent interest. The
commercial bank provides the remaining
loan principal amount and is required to
charge the exporter an average of the
FINEXPO rate and its own commercial
rate.
Because only exporters are eligible for
these loans. we determine that they are
countervailable to the extent that they
are provided at preferential interest
rates. It is our practice to use the
national average commercial interest
rate or the most comparable,
predominant commercial rate for shortterm financing as the benchmark for
short-term loans. We are using as our
benchmark rate the national average
interest rate charged on loans of less
than one year, as shown in the 1986
Annual Report of the CBV. Based on our
discussions at the CBV, this rate reflects
the average short-term commercial
lending rate of commercial banks.
Comparing this interest rate to the rate
charged under the FINEXPO program,
we find that the rate on the FINEXPO
financing is preferential. Therefore, we
determine the FINEXPO loans under this
program to be countervailable.
To derive the benefit for one of the
redraw rod producers, we calculated the
amount of interest that would have been
paid at the benchmark rate on those
loans related to sales to the United
States on which intere~t was paid during
the review period. For the other
producer. we calculated the amount of
interest that would have been paid at
the benchmark interest rate on those
FINEXPO loans related only to sales of
redraw rod to the United States (this
methodology was not feasible for the
first redraw rod producer because the
export receivables of the first producer,
used as collateral, related to both
redraw rod and other products). We
subtracted from the above two figures
the amount of interest that was actually
paid. We then divided the difference by
the total sales to the United States by
the first producer and the total sales of
redraw rod to the United States by the
other two producers. On this basis. we
calculate an estimated net subsidy of
0.14 percent ad valorem.
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E. Interest-Free Loan From a
medicinal use and were not used by the
Governmen I-Owned Aluminum ·supplier . redraw rod producers.
Since the amount of foreign exchange
During verification we discovered that
available in any given year for imports
one of the government'owned primary
into Venezuela is limited, a system of
aluminum supplier companies had
allocating it among Venezuelan
provided one of the redraw rod
companies has been devised. Each year
producers with a large loan. In response
a series of negotiations takes place
to our questions; company officials
between the MOF and the Venezuelan
stated that no principal or interest
Federation of Chambers of Commerce in
payments had been made on this loan
which all Venezuelan industries are
since 1985. No other information
represented. As a result of these
concerning this loan was offered. Using·.
~egotiations, co.mpanies receive a
the limited information on the record as
foreign exchange budget to purchase
best information available, we assume
imports at the official controlled rate.
that this loan was made to a specific
We verified that over 8,000 individual
enterprise and that it was given on .
.. companies, representing a broad range
terms inconsistent with commercial
·. of industries, have been given foreign
considerations. Therefore, the loan is
currency ·budgets. ·
·
countervailable.
·
Because the allocation of foreign
To calulate the benefit, we co~sidered . ·currency at· preferential rates for imports
this loan to be a one-year interest-free
is not limited to a specific enterprise or
loan during the review period. _We
·
industry, or group of enterprises or
calculated the interest that would have
industries, we determine that it is not
been paid at the national average shortcountervailable.
term interest rate found in the 1985
B. Registration of Foreign Currency Debt
Annual Report of the CBV. The interest
Under the Multiple Exchange Rate
that would have been paid at the
System
national average interest rate is the
amount of the benefit. We then divided
The process of registering foreign debt
the benefit by the total sales of all three
was begun in 1983 under Decree 1930 in
redraw rod producers. On this basis,. we - order to allow Venezuelan companies to
calculated an estimated net subsidy of
continue paying their debts at the
0.14 percent ad va/orem.
·
original rate of exchange even though
//. Programs Determined Not To. Cdnfer' . the GOV was devaluing the bolivar.
After debts are registered at RECADI,
a Subsidy
' c.ompanies are eligible to pay off the
We determine that subsidies are not
debt with.foreign currency obtained at
being provided to manufacturers,
·
. 'preferen~ial exchange rates. Originally,
producers, or exporters of redraw rod in · debtors were eligible to repay their
Venezuela under the following
debts at Bs. 4.30 to the dollar, but the
programs:
· system was rev.ised in December 1986.
Debts are now eligible for a repayment
A. Granting of Foreign Currency at
Preferential Rates for Imports Under the· rate of Bs. 7.50 to the dollar with a
guarantee permium added for locking in
Multiple Exchange Rate System
that preferential rate. We verified that
As discussed above, one of the ·
all three redraw rod producers had at
purposes i_n instituting the multiple
least some· of their foreign debt
exchange rate system was to estabHsh
registered.
greater control over Venezuela's foreign · To be eligible for a registration, a
curreni;y reserves. To this end, the MOF
company's debt must have been
through its Office cif the Differential
.. contracted before February 1983. The
Exchange Rate System (RECADI) issues·. application form and all necessary
import permits (DCis) to importers
· documentation of the loan was to be
which allow them access to preferential
filed with RECADI by June 1983. The
exchange rates for their imports.
ultimate decision-making power for
granting debt registration was placed in
As explained previously, imports into
a body named "Commisison 61." We
the Venezuelan economy are separated
verified that the registration criteria
by the GOV into goods considered
used by this body. did not not favor
essential and non-essential. In
certain industries or regions over others
December 1986, the exchange rate at'
which essential goods could be imported and did not provide a preference for
exporters. We also verified through a
into Venezuela rose from Bs. 4.30 to the
random sample of decisions made by
dollar to Bs. 7.50 to the dollar. The rate
for non-essential goods rose rom Bs. 7.50 Commission 61 that registration
decisions were made solely on the basis
to the dollar to Bs. 14.50 to the dollar.
of the established legal critel'ia. In
We verified that goods considered.·
addition, we verified that the companies .
essential were for agricultural or
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which benefitted from this program
were regionally diverse and included
producers of a wide variety of products.
including the following: tools, pumps.
shoes. chemicals. plastics, non-ferrous
metals. refrigeration equipment,
electrical goods. petrochemicals and
graphic arts.
Because registration of foreign
currency debt is not.limited to a specific
enterprise or industry. or group of
enterprises or industries. we determine
that this program is not countervailable.

interest payments. Furthermore. we
verified through an examination of the
loan documentation that the interest
rate charged is variable according to the
maximum interest rate allowab:e under
CBV regulations. Because this loan
program does not offer financing on
terms inconsistent with commercial
considerations, we determine that it is
not countervailable.
E. The Industrial Credit Fund
(FONCREI)
.

inconsistent with commercial
considerations.
!If. Programs Determined Not To Be

Used
Based on verified information, we
determine that manufacturers,
producers. or exporters of redraw rod in
Venezuela did not apply for. claim. or
receive benefits, unless otherwise noted,
during the review period for exports of
redraw rod to the United States under
the programs listed below. Programs not
described below are fully described in
the preliminary determination of this
investigation (52 FR 38113, October 14.

FONCREI was created iri 1974 by the
Government of Venezuela in order to
make long-term credits available to the
Venezuelan industrial sector. FONCREI .1987).
does not loan to applicant companies
A. Preferential Tax Incentives
directly but does so through commercial
banks and financing societies. We
Petitioner originally alleged that tax
verified that one redraw rod producer
incentives were available to the redraw
had a FONCREI loan outstanding during
rod producers under decrees 1384, 1374,
the review period.
and 1776. We verified that Decree 1384
· FONCREI applies the same interest
was part of the Venezuelan customs
rate to all of its loans in a single year. ·
code and that Decree 1374 had lapsed
The interest rate is set by FONCREI
. prior to the review period. At
subject to the approval of the CBV. The
verification, we found that certain tax
term of a loan differs depending on a
benefits are available to Venezuelan
company's ability to repay, which. in
manufacturers under decrees 1776 and
turn, depends upon a company's
1775, which were both promulgated on
projected rate of return. However, no
December 31, 1982.
·term can exceed 15 years.
Decree 1776 seeks to stimulate the
Applicant companies must first be
domestic
production of capital goods in
approved under a process of "prior
consultation," and then after acceptance order to reduce Venezuela's dependence
on foreign supplies of technology. The
by a commercial bank, must gain final
approval by FONCREI. We reviewed the decree sets out a series of tax benefits
for makers of specific capital goods
criteria used by FONCREI in its
which
are listed in the decree. Eligible
decision-making process and did not
companies may receive a variety of
find any preference given to exporters.
fiscal and financial incentives.
We verified that FONCREI financing.
Decree 1775 establishes tax credits for
was used by the producers of:
·
manufacturers of finished or
foodstuffs, footwear. basic metals,
intermediate goods based ori their level
textiles, lumber. chemicals, rubber
of domestic value-added. Eligible
products,
machinery
and
graphic
arts.
D. The Financing Company of
companies could receive tax credits .
We also verified that industries
Venezuela (FIVCA)
ranging from 10 to 25 percent of the
throughout Venezuela benefitted from
value of new investments depending on
FIVCA was established in 1976 as the
FONCREI loans. Because this loan
the percentage of domestic value-added
financing society subsidiary to the
program is not limited to a specific
of the acquired asset. These rates of
Industrial Bank of Venezuela. (Financing enterprise or industry. or group of
credit applied only in the three years
societies serve to provide long-term
enterprises or industries, we determine
subsequent to the publication of the
financing in Venezuela). Its objectives
that it is not countervailable.
decree after which the rate fell to 10
are to make long-term funds available to
F.·Government Equity Investment in
percent for all eligible investments.
the Venezuelan industrial sector
CAB ELUM
Although one redraw rod producer
according to the economic policies
In March 1986, ALCASA acquired 30
claimed Decree 1775 benefits on its tax
established by the GOV. FIVCA
return filed in the review period. we
percent of CABELUM's capital stock.
financing is covered under Article 2 of
verified that the MOF rejected the claim.
We examined CABELUM's financial
Resolution 85-10--03 of the CBV, which
The other redraw rod producers claimed
specifies a maximum interest rate of 14
condition by an analysis of the financial
Decree 1775 benefits on their tax returns
statements for the years prior to the
percent for financing societies operating
equity acquisition. We found that prior
under Article 63, Number 6 of the·
filed in 1987. thus under our standard
to this acquisition, profts were
l~g methodology for income tax
General Law on Banks. Article 63
programs, no benefit was provided
increasing, the company had a positive
relates to the financing of industrial,
during the review period. Howevet;-if a
agricultural, and forestry activities.
shareholders equity, and. the return on
We verified that the one FIVCA loan
countervailing duty order is issued as a
equity was adequate. Therefore, we find
outstanding to .me of the rod producers . that CABELUM was equityworthy in
result of this investigation. Decree 1775
was set at the maximum interest rate of
benefits will be examined closely in any
1986 at the date of the acquisition. Thus.
14 percent and that the company was
administrative review under section 751
we determine that ALCASA's
making the scheduled principal and
of the Act, if a review is requested.
~cquisition of equity was not on terms

C. Import Duty Reductions
Petitioner alleged that a system of
import duty reductions is maintained by
the GOV which is aimed specifically at
providing a benefit to the aluminum
products industry. We verified that all
three redraw rod producers received
import duty reductions.
The sole program allowing import
duty reductions is provided by Title IV·
of the Venezuelan Organic Customs
Law. We verified that import duty
reductions under this law are granted
whenever national production or supply
is inadequate to meet the demand for a
particular item. We also verified that a
board range of products were granted
import duty reductions, including:
storage batteries. adhesives and gums,
coal briquets. spring water, ferrous
alloys. pottery, foodstuffs. electrical
insulation. carpets and fatty acids.
Furthermore, we verified that if an
import duty reduction is provided to one
company, an other company can receive
the same reduction. Since import duty
reductions are not limited to a specific
enterprise or industry. or group of
enterprises or industries. we determine
that this program is not countervailable.
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8. Preferential Export Financing
(FINEXPO)
FINEXPO was established in 1973 to
promote the export of non-traditional
goods and services of Venezuelan
origin. FL'JEXPO operates a variety of
programs which provide financing at
preferential rates to Venezuelan
exporters and, under one program.
foreign importers of Venezuelan goods.
Operations or capital needs for which
:ompanies can receive this financing
include feasibility studies, market
research, promotional expenses, fixed
:apital investment, working capital, bills
iinancing, inventory financing, financing
Jf services rendered abroad. and
'.inancing for importers representing
'oreign state-owned companies.
~INEXPO also provides financing of
Ji!ls of exchange of foreign importers of
Venezuelan goods by foreign banks
hrough lines of credit established with
~INEXPO.

At verification. we discovered that
me redraw rod producer applied, and .
vas approved, for a FINEXPO working
:apital loan after the review period.
fowever, FINEXPO officials stated that
he loan documents had not yet been
igned. We will examine this loan in any
1dministrative review under section 751
1f the Act. if a review is requested.
We verified that the other redraw rod
1roducers did not have any other
'INEXPO financing on which principal
r interest was outstanding during the
eview period.
:. -The Basic Ingredient Export Program
PIBE)
PIBE. which was established by
Jecree 1645 of July 8, 1987, allows for
xpedited approval of foreign exchange
cquisitions to purchase raw material
nports intended for exported goods.
'he program is managed by the Institute
Jr Foreign Trade under RECADI's
udget. Users of PIBE are required to
?sell to the CBV at the official
xchange rate a percentage of their
xport earnings equal to the percentage
f those earnings accounted for by the
nported raw materials. This provision
intended to remain in effect even if
1e law requiring all export earnings to
e exchanged at the official rate is
!vised. We verified that none of the
!draw rod producers have been
pproved for the PIBE program.
1

'· Other Government Loans
. Ministry of Finance (MOF)
. The Industrial Bank of Venezuela
(BIV)

The Venezuela Investment Fund (FIV)

r

E. Government Loan Guarantees
F. Sales Tax Exemption

2-1769

Court in Gilmore was whether the
Department had the authority to
terminate an investigation where a
IV. Programs Determined Not To Exist
majority of the domestic industry
affirmatively opposed the petition.
Based on verified information, we
There is nothing in the statute, its
determine that the following programs
legislative history, or our regulations
do not exist. These programs were
which requires that petitioners establish
discussed in the preliminary
affirmatively that they have the support
determination in this investigation (52
of a majority of their industry. (See
FR 38113, October 14, 1987).
"Standing" section above.)
A. Tax Contributions to Cover Debt
Comment 2: Although respondents do
Service Costs
not agree that section 771(6) of the Act is
B. Assumption of Foreign Currency Debt inapplicable In this case, they argue that
the export bond program and exchange
Interested Party Comments
control system must be viewed as
component parts of a single mechanism
Comment 1: Respondents challenge
through which the GOV controls
the standing of petitioner to bring the
exchange transactions. Respondents
petition "on behalf or· the domestic
industry. For the proposition that a
contend that the issue is not whether the
multiple exchange rate system should be
petitioner must establish that a majority
an "offset" to the export bond market.
of the domestic industry supports the
Rather, the issue is whether the net
petition, respondents rely upon Gilmore
effect of the multiple exchange rate
Steel Corp. v. United States, 7 CIT 219,
system and the export bond program
585 F. Supp. 670 (CIT 1984). In particular,
confers any benefit upon the producers
respondents point to a statement by the
of redraw rod. Respondents further
Court that a petitioner "must also show
that a majority of that industry backs its maintain that the relevant legislation
establishing the two programs should
petition." Gilmore, 585 F. Supp. at 676.
not be expected to show a link because
Respondents argue that because
the legislation was not written to meet
Southwire has not demonstrated that its
the requirements of the verification
petition has the support of a majority of
process.
the domestic industry, Southwire lacks
standing to bring the petition.
Respondents make four arguments to
DOC Position: A close examination of support their proposition that the two
programs are Interrelated. First. they
the Gilmore case reveals that the
argue that the interrelationship was
particular statement relied upon by
confirmed by statements of GOV
respondent is dicta; it was not part of
the holding or even the reasoning for the officials during verification. Second,
they point out that the original purpose
decision. It was part of the Courrs·
o! the export bond program was to
recognition that there are two standing
compensate Venezuelan exporters for
requirements in the statute: the
the overvaluation of the bolivar, then
"interested party" requirement and the
"on behalf of an industry" requirement.
fixed at Bs. 4.30/dollar. Third,
The Court determined that the plain
respondents assert that the
meaning of the words "on behalf or· is
interrelationship of the two programs is
"as the representative of," "as the proxy . evidenced by the fact that, as the
for," or "as the surrogate." 585 F. Supp.
differential between the free market rate
at 675. Accordingly. the Court concluded and the official controlled rate has
that a petitioner may file in a
widened, the GOV has reponded by
representative capacity, on behalf of an
Increasing the value of the export bond.
industry. Id. at 676. The Court did not
- Finally. respondents contend that the
consider the question as to who bears
Interrelationship of the two programs is
shown by the high correlation between
the burden of establishing whether a
the prevailing free market exchange rate
petitioner is in fact representative of the
and the "effective" exchange rate
industry. Indeed, there was no issue In
the Gilmore case as to who bore the
realized by the exporters after taking
burden of establishing the petitioner's
Into account the value of the export
representation of the industry. because
bonds received.
the record in that case established that
Petitioner disagrees with respondents'
Gilmore's petition was opposed nearly · .position that the export bond program is
unanimously by the entire industry.
a mechanism whereby Venezuelan
[See, Carbon Steel Plate from Belgium
exporters are compensated for losses
and the Federal Republic of Germany:
allegedly sustained under the multiple
Rescission of Notice Announcing
exchange rate system. Petitioner asserts
Initiation <>f Antidumping Investigation
that the legislative history of the
and Dismissal of Petition, 49 FR 3504
statutory offset provision in section
Uanuary 27, 1984)]. The Issue before the
771(6) of the Act precludes treatment of
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progr;im pro\·iding !he be:wfit. In this
Furthermore. withol!t an\' hard evidencC!
cuse. there is a \'Crv lim!ted umount of
that the GOV created or-administers
p:ubati\'e evidence that the cxchan8e of
thrse two programs as a single unified .
export earnings.under the multiple
policy. this correlation is meaningless in
CountcI'l"aili11s; Duty Determi11atfu!!:
exchan~e rnte system is·-iritrins!c to
terms of the standards set forth in.the
Act for determining whether a program
CNtain Frvsh Cut Floirnrs from Ecu(lc/or satisfying the administrati\'e and
confers a subsidy. For these reasons. we
procedural requirements for qt:nlilying
(52 FR 1361. January 13. 1DB7) and n
for export bonds. Furthermore. we note
recent opinion by the Court of
determine that respondents have not
that the legislati\'e history makes it \'Cry
met their burden of pro\'iding that the
lr.!ernaticn::il Trn<le in Fabricas El
cleetr ihat the list of offsets ci!ed in
two programs are in fact one integrated
Corme11. S.A. 1·. U.S .. 9 ITRD H:i7 (CIT
program.
'section 771(6) is all-inclusi\'e. The
19&7). :o suppo:t its position that the
Department has no discretion In
requirement of exchan;;ing. foiei:;:n
Comment 3: Respondents argue that
c:-:panding the list of allowable offsets.
cxchanse earnings at :he official
the· purpose and effect of the rr.ultiplP.
controlled rate of exchc.ngc is nut a
exchange rate program. as it existed for
Respor.dents' assertion th:it the two
permissible offset to other si;bsic!ic~s
most of 1986. was to pro\·ide special
programs are, in fact, components of a
recci ved. Moreo\'er. petitioner notes that single mechanism by which the GOV ·
ireatment for certain imported goods.
the verificn ti on process fuilec! to
Therefore. according to respondents. the
control exchange transactions clearly
establish any relationship between the
Department's assumption, in its
po!3es an even more onerous burden of
preliminary determination, that the
export bon<l program and the m"ultip!e
proof on the responder.ts than
exchange rate system.
·
intended benefit under the multiple
demonstrating that the multiple
exchange rate system was to ·allow..
Finally. pe.titioner points out that
exchange rate system is an offset. The
exporters to exchange a portion of_iheir
respondents are, in essence.- asking the
respondents' efforts to establ.ish a
exports earnings at the free rate. is·
Departmenfto find that the t~o
linkage bct\veen the export bond
incorrect. Respondents maintain that the
programs are actually one. Yet, no hard
prcgniin and the multiple exchange rate
correct analytical approach to the
·
system in Venezuela by reference .to a · e\•idence has been offered by
respondents to support their assertion of multiple exchange rate system is to
1971 s:uclv of the over\'<Jluation of
examine whether or not the granting of
an interrelation.ship. Despite numerous
Venezuela's currency actually
foreign currency at preferential rates of
clear and repeated requests to do so. in
undermines respondents' position. In
exchange to purchase imports
our verification outline and during
particular. petitioner contends that
ver:fi!=ation, respondents were unable to _constitutes a subsidy under U.S. law.
den1!u<:tion through the adoption of a
single free market exchange rate would
produce a single piece of documentary
. Respondents also t&ke issue with the
hu\·e assisted exporters and would h'a\·e
e":idence showing that the two programs Department's statement in the
are related. ·
preliminary determination that "one
hm! a broad impact on the.Venezuelan
economv. However. the GOV chose not
dollar received for export sales yields
The Department is well aware of the .
to devaiue fullv ihe currenc\': it decided . fact that national legislation is not
more bolivares than exporters paid. to
to maintain an· o\·ervalued ~urrenc;y and
. purchase one dollar for imports."
written to satisfy the requirements of a
Respondents maintain this statement is
simply pa~· exporters, through the export countervailing duty investigation.
bond program, to export merchandise.
·incorrect because during 1986: (1)
However. as respondents know, the
This. petitioner argues, is the most
exporters could not exchange all their
Department did not limit its request for
fundamental form of export
earnings at the free market rate and (2)
evidence of some interrelationship to
subsidization.
exporters often had to make use of the
national legislation. The verification
free market rate to import goods. In a
DOC Position: We disagree with
outline only asked for "documentar;
related argument. respondents assert
respondents that an interrelation&hip
e\·idence." Despite respondents' claims
that the calculation of the benefit under
between the two programs has been ·
that the two programs are interrelated
the multipe exchange rate system did
established. First. we do not consider
and our repeated requests for·
not take into account the extent to.
the exchange of export earnings under
documentary e\•idence, we were not
. which exporters had actually utilized
the multiple exchange rate system prior
shown any relevant legal documents,
. the preferential rates available for .
to December 1986 to be an offset to the
legislative history. government agency
imports.
export bond program. as ·pro\'ided for
annual reports, policy statements.
·Respondents further contend that the
internal memoranda. or academic
under section 7i1{6) of th'e Act. This
studies which even superficially indicate implicit rationale of the Department's
section of the Act permits the·
that the two programs are interrelated.
Department to subtract from the grnss
analysis. that a subsidy automatically
arises where exporters are permitted to.
subsidy the amount of "any application
·The annual reports of the administering
exchange their export earnings at a free
fee. deposit or simiiur payment." We
authority for the export bond program,
market rate when a lower. controlled
ha\·e consistently interpreted this
the Fund for Financing Exports, strongly
rate exists for other transactions, is
prO\'iSion very narrowly, in accordance
indicates that the policy behind the
without statutory support. According to
with the plain meaning of the language
export bond program is to stimulate
respondents, the theory would lead to
and. as petitioner points out, the \'ery
non-traditional exports. In the same
the imposition of countervailing duties
clear legislatirn history.
report. the multiple exchange rate
even in situations where only a limited
system is not even mentioned in the
The restrictions of the multiple
class of products was eligible for.,_·
description of the export bond program.
exchange rate system are clearly not in
importation at the official rate. "·
Although respondents have been able
the nature of an "application fee,
Finally, respondents point out that
to shO\~ some ·correlation between the
deposit or similar payment." Such
benefitting from the e~change rate
prevailing free market exchange rate
payments are an essential first step in
differential was not dependent upon
and the "dfective" exchange rate in
qualifying for the receipt of a benefit.
"selling dollars earned from export .
The fundamc!ntal characteristic of an . , .. 1980; this still fails to prove that a
sales" as vvas stated in the preliminary
unitary system exists. (We note that the
application fee, for example. is that it is
determination. According to ·
· a procedural step intrinsic to the .
, correlation is negligibla in 1987.)_
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respondents, under Vcnezula's exchange upon which the Venezuelan economy
Comment 5: Petitioner contends th:it,
operates is the exchange rate used to
in the preliminary determination, the
control law, companies and individuals
are permitted to maintain foreign
import goods not designated by GOV as
Department improperly included
"essential goods." In this regard, we
currency accounts outside Venezuela
subsidy income. derived from the
and exchange such funds for bolivares
note that at verification we obtained a
· multiple exchange rate system, in the
periodic economic report prepared by
at the free market rate.
denominator of the be.nefit calculation
Petitioner disagrees with respondents'
CBV. This report indicates that t~e
for the expoi:t bond program. Petitioner
argument that the purpose and effect of
weighted-average exch~nge rate for.
cites the Final Affirmative
imports is predominantly reflective of
the multiple exchange rate system was
Countermiling Duty Determination:
to subsidize imports. Petitioner, citing a
the exchange rate used to obtain foreign
Brass Sheet and Strip from Brazil
currency to purchase products not
report by the .United States Trade
(Brazil Sheet and Strip) (51 FR 40837,
Representative, claims that since 1983,
designated as essential. We verified that November 10, 1986) to support its
"essential goods," as designated by
Venezuela has actively restricted
position. For the final determination,
imports to conserve foreign exchange.
GOV, is a rather limited class of
petitioner asserts that any counterDOC Position: The Department does
products. Therefore, we did not use the
vailable exchange earnings received by
not take into account the intent of the
exchange rate used to buy these goods.
the redraw rod producers under the
foreign government when determining
Instead, we used the exchange rate used multiple exchange rate system in 1986
the countervailability of a program.
to obtain foreign currency for the ·
should be excluded from the sales value
However, even if we were to assume
purchase of most other Venezuelan
over which the Department allocates the
imports (i.e., Bs. 7.50 to the dollar during
that the intention of the GOV in
bolivar value of export bonds and other
establishing the multiple exchange rate
most of the review period) as our
· subsidies received by the companies
system was to insulate the economy
benchmark.
·
during the review period. Finally,
from higher price imports. the fact
The fact that we are not
petitioner argues that the exclusion of .
countervailing the conversion of the
remains that exporters, during the
subsidy income from the denominator
review period, were able to convert a
export earnings under the multiple
will not result in the double counting of
exchange rate system as it now exists,
portion of their export earnings at an
subsidies because the subsidy income to
'exchange rate more beneficial than the
despite the existence of a lower rate for
be excluded from the denominator was
official controlled· rate used to purchase
importing "essential goods" belies
·
provided urider a program the
most imports. Thus, we disagree that the respondents' contention that we would
termination of which was taken into
focus of our attention should be solely
find a benefit where only a limited clairs
account in establishing the duty deposit
on whether or not the granting of foreign of products was eligible for a lower rate.· rate. .
·
.
culi'ency at preferential rates to
While respondents' last point, that. ·
Respondents argue that even if the
purchase imports constitutes a subsidy
benefitting from the exchange rate .
multiple exchange rate system could be
under U$. law.
·
differential was not dependent upon
· properly described as conferring a
We are cognizant of the fact that
"selling dollars earned from· export
subsidy, exclusion of the alleged
during 1986·expoi1ers could not
sales," may have merit, respondents
subsidy income under the system would
exchange all their earnings at the free·
provided no information at verification
· . double count the amount of any benefit.
market rate and that exporters in 1966
to demonstrate or support their
DOC Position: We do not agree with
may have had to use the free market
· argument. Therefore, we.cannot
petitioner
that exchange earnings
.. .
rate to import goods. These facts,
consider it for purposes of our final .
earned under the' multiple exchange rate·
However do not change our analysis. We determination.
·
did not assume. in our calculation of the
Comment 4: Respondents contend that system should ~e excluded from the
sales value used as the denominator in
benefit under'the multiple exchange rate Venezuelan exporters would have to
calculating the estimated net subsidy of
obtain dollars at the free rate of ·
system. that exporters could exchange
the other·countervailable programs. It is
all their export earnings at the free rate.
exchange to pay any possible · · ,
reasonable to assume that, if
The ·benefit under our methodology is
countervailing duties assessed. If the
.Venezuel~n exporters ofredraw rod are
the difference between the composite
Department were to use the current
denied the subsidy inherent in the
rate (a combination of the free and
applicable nominal percentage of the
highei: rate of exchange available for·
official controlled rates of exchange)
export bond program, the resulting duty
converting export earnings than for
used by the producers of redraw rod and deposit rate should be at most, 18.37 ·
buying imports, they would have
the rate at which foreign currency could
percent, assuming a free rate of
exported less: redraw rod in quantity
be obtained to purchase the vast
exchange rate of Bs. 30 to the dollar.
terms. It is impossible to say precisely•
. majority of Venezuelan imports.
Petitioner disagrees with respondents~
however, by what quantity the level of
Although respondents maintain that
. position that the methodology used ,by
exports would have fallen. If we were to
exporters in 1986 often had to make use
the Department to calculate.the.benefit
accept petitioner's contention, by
·
·of the free·market rate to import goods,
of the export bond program overstates
this assertion could not be verified.
the real economi~ benefit of the program. · eliminating the subsidy income from the
denominator, W(l may inadvertently
We also disagree with respondents'
because the basis of the calculation
contention that the implicit rationale of
assumes that a Venezuelan exporter can. penalize exporters for exports that they
would never have made absent the
the Department's analysis is that a
obtain foreign exchange at the official .
subsidy income.
subsidy automatically arises where
rate to pay any resulting countervailing
The present case is distinguishable · ·
·exporters are permitted to exchange
duty. Petitioner maintains that : ... ·
from Brazil Sheet and Strip because the
their export earnings at a free rate when· countervailing duties are paid by the.·
benefit in that case was-clearly
a lower controlled rate applies only to a
U.S, importer of record. not the
identifiable and recorded as a separate
Venezuelan exporter.. · .
limited class of products. These essence
line Item in the accounting records of the
of our methodological approach with
DOC Position: The importer is· .
'· respondent companies. In the Instant
respect to the exchange of export·
. · responsible for the payment of.any .
case, the value of the benefit. cannot be
·earnings under the multiple exchange ·: . · countervailing duty. Therefore •... .:. · "::
similarly isolated. Therefore; it would be
·· -rate system is t~at.the effective rate. -~·-<. ··respondents-' argument is krelevcint •. .
o

•
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luo speculati\·e to attempt to extract the
bonds due to administrative dela\·s bv
the GOV in processing bond
·
·
bendit from the multiple exch<mgc rate
system from tht! wmp<inies' s.iles
apj:>liculions ar.d that the Department in
\'<dues.
the oast hus not tc:ken into acccunt. in
Cu:1w1r:!1l 6: Pet1tiCJnc:r c:untuH.!:. that
calc.ul<ttin~ subsidies. reductions in
ibc duty deposit rate shc.uld reflect
benefits due to administrati\·e dela\'s.
ir.cre11ses in the export bond pHcc:ntagc
DOC Position: We have consistentlv
disallowed as an offset under section·
which occurred 11fter the review period
but prior to the preliminury
771(6) of the Act. reductions in benefits
cletE:rmina lion.
due to administ_rutive delays. [See Final
Respondents argue that the continued
A.ffirmatii'e Countermiling Duty
fluctuation in th!:! dollar/boli\'ar
Determination: Certain H'elded Carbon
P.Xchange rate (see Com!!1e11t 4)" and th1!
Steel Pipe and Tube Products from
russildity that the "value of the export
Turkey (51 FR 1268, January 10, 1986)].
bond might be reduced. m<mdate that
Comment 9: Petitioner argue,s that the
producers of redraw rod receive a
the De;lartment base its calct1laUon on
cl;1:a for the rc\'icw period.
·
certain discount under the export price
DOC Position: \Ye \'erifi.ed that the
formula applicable to primary aluminum
export Lond percr:ntuges under Ibis
purchases and that there is no
program were :ncreased both dur!ng ~md commercial justification for this
after the re\·iew period. with the most
discount. Furthermore. petitioner ·
recent change occurring in July 1987.
contends that. if the domestic price. does
This lcitest incre<ise became effective
not have an equivalent discount and
after the review period but pricir·to our
there is nothing inherent in the domestic
preliminary cle:terrr.inaticin and we were
price calculation to make up for the lack
<1ble to verifv and meast1re the benefits
of such a discount. the ~iscount in the
from that in~rease. Then:fore. our
export price formula constitutes an
criteria for a prog~Hm-wide chnnge
expori subsidy.
Moreover. petitioner contends that the
determin<ition ha\'e been met and we·
ha\'e accordingly adjusted the duty
current domestic price ceiling on
primary aluminum.may not always be so
deposit rnte to reflect this change:
Cummpnt 7: Petitioner argues thut the
far below the LME price as to negate the
benefit under the export bond program
prdere:nce enjoyed by exporters over
should he calculated according to the
domestic consumers by reason of the
current nominal ex~ort bond percentage
discount available in the export price
app!'.cahle to redraw rod produc.crs.
formula. In additio:1. petitioner
Petiiioner maintains that the rnlue'of
maintains that. given the respondents'
the export bonds doe:s not depe:1d upon
history of misleading the Department
any future contingency. such as the
concerning the domestic pricing of
recipients' total taxable income or
aluminum. the existence of the ceiling
income tax liabilitv and can be
price should not be assumed. ·
calc'11ated preciseiy at the time of
Consequently, petitioner submits that
C'<port. Petitioner refers to "the Fiua/
the Department should use the best
Affirma:fre Counterrni/ing Duty ·
information available and assume that
Determination: Ce:tain S.'r.el U'ire Naifs
the discount under the export price
f:om i\'cw Zealand (",\bi· Zealand
. formula is not available under the
Nails"} [!i2 FR 37196. October 5. 1987) as
domestic. price. Finally, petitioner
~uµport for its position.
asserts that the final net export and
DOC Position: We agree. Respondents domestic prices for primary aluminum
are able to predict accurately the value · were not verified because verification
of the bond at the time of the sale. In
could not be performed at the aluminum
fact. the redraw rod producers bo~k the
suppliers.
rniue of the bonds on the date of the
Respondents argue that. because the
invoice even though CBV has not
bases of the export price and·domestic
actunllv issued the bond to the:
price are different. the fact th.at a
company. Therefore. we ha\'efollowed
discount is included in the export price
our methodology in Neii· !Zealand Nails
calculation and not the domestic price
in this determination ...
calculation is unimportant. T)le only
Commenl 8: Respondents argue that
relevant consideration. according to the
any benefit under the export bond
respondents. is the final prices paid for
program should be reduced to reflect the
primary aluminum under both pricing
discounted amount exporters of redraw
structures.
rod normally recei\'ed after selling their
Respondents also contend that the
right to receive the bond. ·..
domestic and export prices paid by the
Petitioner contends that the value of
redraw rod producers were verified at
export bonds should not be reduced to
the companies and that verification at
reflect the discounted amount exporters
the aluminum suppliers was not ·
rec.eive after discounting. Petitioner
necessary. Finally. respondents
. argues that companies discount the
maintain that the Department is neither

required. nor.permitted. to sp~culate·as
to what may happen in the future
concerning aluminum input pricing in
Venezuela.
DOC Position: We ~ere able to
sufficiently \'erify at the three
respondent companies that the export
price charged was generally higher thar
the domestic price during 1986. our
~eview period. (When it was not. we
determined the difference to be
countervailable.) This is true even. with
the inclusion of certain discounts in tht
export price formula. We note
petitioner's concerns with respect to th
often untimely andinaccurate
information submitted by respcnd1~nts
regarding the aluminum input pricing
issue. If a countervailing duty order is
issued as a result of this investigation.
we will reexamine the entire alumirn:m
input pricing issue in any administrati\'
review that may be requested.
Comment 10: Petitioner contends ihn
the cost of export credit insurance.
which is required lo receive FINEXPO
financing. should no! be considered an
offset to the benefit under the program.
As support for its argument. petitioner
points out that in consideration of cred
insurance premium payments, a firm rn
only becomes eligible for FINEXPO
financing. but also receives something
value. namelv credit insurance.
Responcle~ts contend that the cost c
the credit insurance should be
considered an offset. They argue that ·
the purchase of insurance has no real
practical purpose other than to qualify
for Fl!\!EXPO financing. since the
payment obligations used as collateral
for the financing were backed hy
irrevocable letters of credit.
DOC Position: We determi:le that th
payment oi the export credit l,nsurance
premiums is not an offset under sectim
i71(G) of the Act. Payment of <;redit
insurance premiums is not analogous i
this case to "an application fee. deposi
or similar payment." In consideration !
the payments cited as offsets in the
statute. a company only becomes
eligible for receipt of the government
benefit. In the instant case. in
consideration for the purchase of expo
credit insurance. a company not only
becomes eligible for a gove~nment
benefit but also receives something of
additional value. limited thcrngh it ma}
be.
Comment 11: Respondents· argue tha
FINEXPO- short-term loans provide a
mechanism for the financing o.f dollardenominated export receivables withi
Venezuela. Thus. respondents assert. I
all practical purposes the loans a_re thn
functional equivalent of dollar·
denominated loans. Therefore.
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according to _respondents. the
ppropria te benchmark is the <l\·era::;c
United States prime rate chaigcd by
, banks on short-term business loans.
However. respor:rlents continue. if the
Department were to use a Venezuelan
benchmark. the benefit under the
: program would be negligible.
, Respondents argue that the benefit
! should be calculated by: (1) using as a
benchm;irk the interest ra le charged by
the commercial bank on the portion of
the financing provided from such bar.k's
own resources: (2) deducting the cost of
insurance as an offset: and (3) allocating
the benefit over redraw rod sales to the
United States.
Moreover, respondents contend that
the loans under the FINEXPO program
' are relatively unique because of the use
• of high quality collateral and the added
; security of an insurance policy
! guaranteeing payment. Consequenily.
'. respondents argue that the standard
, national average interest rates are
clearly inapplicable as benchmarks.
' Petitioner asserts that the most
',appropriate benchmark in calculating a
, benfit under the short-term FINEXPO
i financing program is the national
, average commercial interest rate for
'· short-term financing in Venezuela.
: Petitioner cites the Subsidies Appendix
' in support of its position. Petitioner also
' disagrees with respondents' contention
' that the Department should calculate
, company-specific countervailing duty
i rates for FINEXPP financing. Petitioner
, maintains that a ''significant ·
differential" under section 706(a)(2)(A)
of the Act docs not exist among the
companies.
'
DOC Position: In accordance with
past practice [See the Final Affirmath-e

1

;i

1

Countervailing Duty Determination:
Certain Steel Wire Nails from Thailand
(52 FR36987, October 2, 1!J87)). we have
used the national average shrot-term
interest rate as our benchmark in
calculating the benefit under the
FINEXPP program. Using a U.S.
benchmark is inappropriate because the
loan is not denominated in dollars.
Finally. although the collateral for these
i loans may be of high quality. the high
inflation rate in Venezuela and the
government-controlled interest rates
' would tend to encourage banks to
charge the highest interest rates
possible. regardless of the quality of the
collateral.
Comment 12: Petitioner contends that
the redraw rod producers received a tax
credit under Decree 1775 in 1987 and
that the duty deposit rate should reflect
the receipt of the credit.
Responder.ts argue that the benefits
under Decree 1775 are available lo a
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wide range of industrial sectors ..ind,
therefore. do not confer a
countervailab!e benefit ..
DOC Position:· We disagree with
petitioner that the tax credits received
outside the review period should be
reflected in the duty deposit rate. Any
benefit3 that may have accrued from
this program in 198i woulJ be captured
in any administrative review that may
be requested. if the program is found to
confer a subsidy. Furthermore. in
accord:mce with past practice. under
our lug methodology, tax ber.eFts
claimed in 1987 would be allocated over
1988 sales, for which data are
unavailable.
Comment 13: Petitioner argues that. if
SURAL paid a lower rate of slaes tax
than other companies during the review
period. the difference should be treated
as a countervailable subsidy. ·
Respondents coniends that the sales
taxes were paid at the full rate under the
law.
'
DOC Position: We verified that
SURAL paid the same rate of sales tax
in 1986 as other inJustries within the
same municipality. We also verified_ that
SURAL paid its municipal sales taxes at
the rate decreed by law. Therefore,
there is no' countervailable subsidy.
Comment 14: Respondents assert that
the following programs should be found
not to exist: MOF loans and loan
guarantees. and sales tax exemptions.
DOC Position: We verified that a
program of MOF-provided loans to
public sector companies does exist. We
also verified that public sector
companies are eligible to contract for
loans with private financial institutions
with the full guarantee of the loan
provided by the GOV.
We cannot determine that the
provision of a sales tax exemption does
net exist. While it is not a program as
such, we cannot dismiss it entirely
because a sales tax exemption was
arranged by a Venezuelan steel
company in 1984. [See Preliminary
Affirmati~·e

Countermiling Duty
Determinations: Certain Carbon Steel
Products from Venezuela (50 FR 11227.

'March 20. 1985)). We ha_ve determined.
hO\vever, that the producers of redraw
rod did not receive any exemptions from
sales taxes daring the review period.
Verification
Except where noted. we verified the
information used in making our final
determination in accordance with
section 776(a) of the Act. We used
standard verification procedures
including meeting with government and
company officials. examination of
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rele~ant accounting records and o:igiro<.d
source documents of the respondents.
Our verification results are outlined in
the public \'ersions of the verification
reports which are on file in the Centrnl
Records Unit (Room B--OY9) of the :-..ta in
Commerce Building.

Suspension of Liquidation
In accordance with our preliminary
affirmative countervailing duty
determination published on October 1-1.
1987, we directed the U.S. Customs
Service to suspend liquidation on the
products under investigation and to ·
require that a cash deposit or bond be
posted equal to the estimated bonding
rate. The final countervailing duty
determination was extended to coincide
with the final antidumping duty
determination on the same product from
Venezuela. pursuant to section 606 of
the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 (section
705(a)(1) of the Act). Under Article 5.
paragraph :: of the Agreement on
Interpretation and Application of
Articles VI. XVI. and XXIII of the
G\!neral Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (the Subsidies Code), provisional
measures cannot be imposed for more
than 120 days without final affirmative
determinations of subsidization and
injury. Therefore. on February 9. 1988.
we instructed the U.S. Customs Service
to. discont.inue the suspension of
liquidation on the subject merchandise
entered on or after February 12. 1988.
but to continue the suspension of.
liquidation of all entries. or withdrawals
from warehouse, for consumption of the
subject merchandise entered between
October 14. 1987, and.February 11. 1988.
We will reinstate suspension of
liquidation under section 703(d) of the
Act. if the ITC issues a final affirmative
injury determination. and will require a
cash deposit on all entries of the subject
merchandise in an amount equal to 38.-10
percent ad valorem.
ITC Notification
In accordance with section 705(f) of
the Act, we will notify the ITC of our
determination. In addition. we are
making available· to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information relating to this
investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
proprietary information in our files.
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information, either
publir.ly or under administrative
protective order. without the written
consent of the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration ..
If the ITC determines that material
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injury. or the threat of material injury.
does not exist. this proceeding will be
terminated. and all estimated duties
deposited or securiti•?S posted as a result
of the suspension of liquidation will be
r~funded or cancelled. If. however. the
ITC determines that such injury does
exist. we will issue a countervailing
duty order directing Customs officers to
assess countervailing duties on all
entries of redraw rod from Venezuela
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse.
for·consumption.
described in the
"Suspension qf Liquidation" section of
·
this notice.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 705(d) of the Act [19 U.S.C.
1671d(d)).

as

Jan W. Mares,

Assistant Secretary for lmporl
Administration.
June 22. 1988.

~
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APPENDIX B.
WITNESSES APPEARING
BEFORE THE COMMISSION -·

BB-2

caierrlar of Public Conference

Investigations Nos. 701-TA-287 (Preliminary} and 731-TA-378 (Preliminary}
CERrAIN ELECTRICAL OJNWCIOR AIIJMINUM REDRAW ROD FRCM VENEZUEIA

'!hose liste:l below appeare::l at the United States International Trade
cartmissian's conference held in connection with the subject investigations on
August 6, 1987, in the Hear~ Roam of the usrrc Buil~, 701 E Street, N.W.,

Wash.in;ton, OC.

In supp:>rt of the illlposition of o:n.mterVcril.in;J and antidunpin;J duties

Wigman & COhen, P.C.--<=oUnsel
Arl.in;ton, VA.
an behalf of-

Rcnald J. Hanson, Manager of Mark.etin; 5el:vices, Southwire Ccmpany
Rey B. I.on;J, Assistant Vice President Manufactur~, Southwire Ccmpany
Michael Preston, Mamlfactur~ Materials Manager, Southwire Company
Michael Joe Williamson, Manager of PriJDa.ry Aluminum and In:iustrial

sales, Southwire Ccmpany
Victor M. Wigman
Ralph

c.

Patrick

}

In '?PP?§itian to the imposition of cnmtervailin;J and antidu1tlpinq duties

Briger & Associates--<=oUnsel
New York, NY.

an behalf ofAluminio del carani, S.A. (Alcasa}
Bauxita Venezolana C.A. (Bauxiven}
Ccn:fuctores de Aluminio del carani, C.A. (cabelum)
ICONEL
In::lustria Venezolana de Aluminio, C.A. (Venalum)
~icana de Alumina, C.A. (Interalumina)
SUramericana de Aleaciones Iaminadas, C.A. (5ural)
MNOR

. Minemet Asama
Dr. James B.lrrows, Vice President, Charles River Associates, IJ1C~
Mr. Rerxla Butler, Executive Vice President, 5ural
Dr. Alfredo Riviere, President, SUral

Incas E. Rincon, Assistant to the President, Venalum
Peter

L. Briger

)

AnJrew

w.

)

~F

Sheldrick

a:xJNSEL
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TENTATIVE CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United
States International Trade Commiss.ion' s hearing:·
Subject

Certain Electrical Conductor
Aluminum Redraw Rod from
Venezuela

Inv. Nos.

· ·

731:-TA-378 and 701-TA-287 (Final)

Date and time: June 23, 1988 - 9:30 a.m.
Ses.sions. were held in connection with the investigation in the Main Hearing Room 101 of the United States
International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S .w., in
Washington •..
.

.

In support of the imposition of antidumping
. and/or countervailing dubies:
,

>

~

•

Wigman & Cohen, P.C.--Counsel
Arlington, Virginia
Rose,. Schrni<;lt, Hasley & DiSa·lle--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Sou thwire Company
Steven A. McLendon, Assistant
Vice-President, Utility Products
Roy B. Long, Assistant Vice-President
Manufacturing
.

Michael Joe Williamson, Manager,
Prirpary Aluminum and Industrial
Sales
.Wigman & Cohen
Victor M. Wi~an) __ OF COUNSEL
Ralph C. Patrick)
Rose, Schmidt, Hasley & DiSalle
Peter Buck Feller )~-OF COUNSEL
Lawrence J. Bogard)

- .. more -

. BB-4

In opposition to the antidurnping and
countervailing duties:
Briger & Associates--Counsel
New York, N.Y.
Arnold & Porter--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
Conductores de Aluminio del Caroni, C.A.
{_"CABELUM 11 ) ,
Industria de Conductores Electricos, C .A.
(" ICONEL")
Alnor, Ltd. ( "ALNOR")
Martin.V. Alonzo; formerly Chief Financial
Officer of ALUMAX
Michael Dooley, Esq., Professor, Corporate
Law, University of Virginia Law School
Roy Albert, Vice, Presidel}t, .. Alurnim1m, B~ick
& Glassworkers, International Union, AFL-CIO
Thomas Powers, Counsel, Powers & Lewis, on··
behalf of: Aluminum; Brick & Glassworkers ~ ·
International Union, AFL-CIO
Renda Butler, Executive Vice President, Sural
.

';

Pete Richardson, Vice President of Operations,
ACPC Inc.·
. ·.
Lucas E. Rincon, Assistant to the President
(Venalum)
John Keeler, Vice President (Alcasa)
Dr. James Burrows, Vice President,·
Charles River Associates, Inc •.
John c. Tecklenburg,·II, Senior International Attorney, Legal Deparbnent,
Aluminum Company of America
Briger & Associates
Peter L. Brig er
)
Andrew W. Sheldrick t--Of COUNSEL
Jack. Governale
, L
Arnold

&

Porter

Thomas Wilner
L
Shelley R. Slade)--OF COUNSEL
- m01;-e -
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In opposition to the antidumping and
countervailing duties:
Baker & McKenzie--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
General Electric Company, Fairfield,
Connecticut
James w. Robertson, Corporate Contracting·
Agent, Aluminum, Generai Electric
Company
John E. Gross, President, J.E. Gross &
Associates
William D. Outman, II--OF COUNSEL
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. APPENDIX C
U ...s. WIRE AND CABLE SHIPMENTS AND
IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION

CC-2
Table C-1
Aluminum wire and cable: U.S. producers' net domestic shipments and U.S.
imports for consumption, 1984-87
(Short tons)
Item
Net domestic shipments:
Bare wire .....................
ACSR l/ and bare cable ........
Insulated or covered wire
and cable ...................
Total .....................
Imports, all sources:
Wire '!:._/ .............•..•......
Cable ll- .....................

1984

1985

1986

4,500
170,500

3,500
138 '500

3,500
119' 500

4,500
111, 500

196,500
371,500

197,500
339,500

198,000
321,000

204,000
320,000

3,326
2,668

4,671
2,236

3,545
2,465

3' 872
2,797

1987

l/ ACSR is aluminum conductor steel reinforced cable.
'!:.I Includes imports under TSUS items 618.20 (aluminum wire, not coated or
plated with metal) and 618.22 (aluminlirn wire, coated or plated with metal).

l/ Includes imports under TSUS item 688.20 (uninsulated electrical conductors,
composed of aluminum wire or strand spirally wound or twisted around a steel
or aluminum core).
· ·
.
Source: Domestic shipments, compiled from the Aluminum Association and
imports, compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

CC-3
Table C-2
Aluminum wire: U.S. imports 1/ for consumption, by principal sources,
1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
Source

1984

1986

1985

January-March- 1987
1988

1987

Quantity (tons)
Canada ................. .
United King~om ......... .
West Germany ........... .
Venezuela .............. .
Yugoslavia ............. .
Japan .................. .
Israel ................. .
France ................. .
Belgium and Luxembourg ..
Taiwan ................. .
Brazil ................. .
All other .............. .
Total ..... .- ........ .

690
152
55
1,430
18
307
0

245
155
2

37
235
3,326

933
352
87
2,080
ll8
102
44
354
184
0
291

128
4,671

440
200

1,406
584
323
308

1,923
410
37

772

969

168

277

126
90

11
73
13
0

18

18

0
2
0

0
1
0

95
1,108

66
907

197
168
ll9
llO
39
0

14
3,545

98
26

0

62
20
15
0
220
3 ,872

5

0
8
2

Value (1,000 dollars) 2/
Canada ................. .
United Kingdom ......... .
West Germany ........... .
Venezuela ............... .
Yugoslavia ............. .
Japan .................. .
Israel .................· .
France .......· .......... .
Belgium and Luxembourg ..
Taiwan ................. .
Brazil ................. .
All other .............. .
Total ....... ·....... ;

636
357

2,343
1,183
280
2,004
428
514
192
882
358

5

0

186
493

368
326
8,878

1, 7ll
491

273
1, 960

67
934
0

7, 113

4,192
2,487
698
332
865
580

5,846
1,443
348
1,617
498
389

1,549
326
233
20

1,647
682
39
512

282
51

772

0

0

0
55
7

305
233
64

149
49
5.9

40

48

0

0
4
0
196

0
77

10,605

17

0

0

696
ll,095

199
2, 717

-3,191

1/ Includes imports unde.r TSUS items 618. 20 (aluminum wire, not coated or
plated with metal) and 618.22 (aluminum wire, coated or plated with metal).
2/ Import value·s are c. i. f. duty-paid values.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not.add to the totals shown.
Source:

Compiled from official· statistics of the U.S. Department· of Commerce·.
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Table C-3
Aluminum cable: U.S. imports l/ for consumption, by principal sources,
1984-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
1984

Source

1985

1986

1987

January-March- 1987
1988

Quantity (tons)
Canada ..................
United Kingdom ..........
West Germany ............
Venezuela ...............
Yugoslavia ..............
Japan ...................
Belgium and Luxembourg ..
Taiwan ..................
Brazil ..................
Spain ...................
South Korea .............
All other ...............
Total ...............

38
10
0
0
llO
315
0
1
1,979
150
0
65
2 668

144
0
48
697
66
162
0
9
303
485
265
57
2 236

8
ll
7
1,434
0
150
50
8
92
283
403
19
2,465

47
1
14
2,275
0
51
0
22
18
0
1
367
2 797

0
0
1
7ll
0
19
0
6
0
0

'1:.1

3
740

23
ll
9
139
0
62
0
1
10
18
2
4
269

Value (l,000 dollars) 3/
Canada ..................
United Kingdom ..........
West Germany ............
Venezuela ...............
Yugoslavia ..............
Japan ...................
Belgium and Luxembourg ..
Taiwan ..................
Brazil ..................
Spain ...................
South Korea .............
All other ...............
Total ...............

79
56
143
450

438
137
914
108
258

25
395
834
463
138
306
4,471 . 3 '878
17
3,263
325

14
300
34
2,029
0
321
109
28
127
521
595
45
4·, 123

102
18
109
3,864
0
300
0
96
37
0
18
581
5,125

0
0
4
1,024
0
142
0
29
0
0
2
17
1,218

52
28
24
272
0
150
0

3
0
41
9
297
876

l/ Includes imports under TSUS item 688.20 (uninsulated electrical conductors,
composed of aluminum wire or strand spirally wound or twisted around a steel
or aluminum core).
'1:_! Less than 0.5 ton.
l! Import values are c.i.f. duty-paid values.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Figure C-1. .·.· ..
Domestic shipments of bare and insulated aluminum cable and wire products,.by
year, 1975~87
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Figure C-2
Domestic shipments of aluminum cable and wire products, by year, 1975-87
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Source: Aluminum Association.
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APPENDIX D
'

'

'

IMPACT OF lMPORTS ON U:S. PRODUCERS
AND THE HALDI MODEL

DD-2

Impact of imports on U.S. producers' growth, investment, and ability to
raise capital.--The Commission requested U.S. producers to describe and
explain the actual and potential negative effects, if any, of imports of
aluminum rod from Venezuela on their firm's growth, investment, and ability to
raise capital. Their responses are presented below.

n

l

:

x

h

'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table D-1
Income-and-loss from fabrication of aluminum rod, using the Haldi Eco~omic
Methodology, accounting years 1984-87, and interim periods ended March 31,
1987, and March 31, 1988 !/

1984

Item

1985

1986

1987

Interim period
ended March 31-1987
1988

Value (1,000 dollars)
Revenues:
Toll fees ........... ·
Fabrication fees
on merchant
sales '?:) ..........
Imputed fabrication
fees on company
transfers~/ ......
Total revenues ....
Direct expenses:
Direct labor ........
Other factory .......
Total direct expenses ..........
Gross profit ..........
General selling and
administrative expense '}_/ ............
Operating income '}_/ . ..

3,622

1,702

2,042

517

152

645

8, 711

7,682

9,020

10,409

2,515

3,876

31,408
43,741

26,704
36,088

21,138
32,200

23,161
34,087

5,817
8,484

6,874
11, 395

4, 712
22,895

4,058
20,148

3,358
15,460

3,330
13,573

844
3,708

1,012
4,048

27,607
16,134

24,206
11,882

18,818
13,382

16,903
17,184

4,552
3,932

5,060
6,335

9,188
6,946

8,306
3,576

8,982
4,400

10,494
6,690

2,297
1,635

3,195
3,140

Share of net revenues (Percent)
Operating income ......

!/ *

·i:

15.9

9.9

13.7

19.6

- 19. 3

27.6

k.

~/A

fabrication adder of 6.5 cents per pound for all period51except for
Southwire, was used in the calculations. Haldi's fabrication adders for the
petitioner (p. 33) were used and the results added to the other data.

'}_/ * * ,;.
source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires by the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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.APPENDIX E
SOURCES OF.ALUMINUM PRICES

EE-2
Ken Jacobson, Senior Editor for Metals Week, constructs both the U.S.
market price and the U.S. transaction price for aluminum. Both measure the
price of aluminum on a delivered basis to the U.S. Midwest. However, they are
created differently and are based on different sources.
For the Metals Week U.S. market price, Jacobson surveys 18 to 20
consumers, producers, and traders of aluminum each week. He asks where they
had done business that week, or if they know where business has taken place.
Price and volume data are gathered and a high-low price range is compiled and
presented as the weekly price. The monthly average is the average of all the
weekly lows. In creating this range of prices, Jacobson stated that he will
only drop extremes if there exists a fairly good volume of transactions that
week and prices are concentrated in one range. However, he will not drop the
extremes if the market is considered highly volatile, or if a small volume of
business occurred during the week.
The U.S. transaction price is the daily London Metal Exchange (LME) cash
settlement price plus or minus a premium differential depending on the
differences between the LME and U.S. market prices. The differential is
calculated by taking the difference between the average daily LME official
cash price for the week and the most common price of U.S.-produced aluminum
for that specific week, as determined through discussions with people in the
U.S. industry. The differential is then added or subtracted to the LME daily
price to calculate the daily transaction price. The transaction price is
developed in such a way that the price will never be lower than the U.S.
market price's low.
Aluminum is traded on the LME on a 3-month-option and spot (cash) basis.
The aluminum that is traded on the exchange is based on purity levels of 99.5
percent, as opposed to 99.7 percent used in formulating the Metals Week
prices. Jacobson, however, dismissed this as causing a significant price
differential. 1/
Jacobson commented that as recently as January 1987, prices were
considered somewhat linked to the U.S. market. However, in the next 6 months,
this link declined. There have been charges of market manipulation, as well
as a general erosion of confidence in the LME, since the tin crisis of October
1985. Also, a "backwardation" of the market presently exists (spot price
greater than the 3-month price), which has added to the apprehensiveness of
the market. At one time, Jacobson remarked, people in the industry would
respond to his questions in terms of premiums over the LME price; now,
however, responses have been in terms of total selling price.

1/ Recently, high-grade aluminum (99.7 percent purity) has been traded on the
LME on a 3-month option basis.
popular on the exchange.

However, these sales have not as yet been

EE-3

*** commented that the Metals Week price was an inflated number because
it was based on an average of producers, consumers, and the COMEX (traders).
The LME, he states, is more in line with the world price of aluminum. Sellers
prefer the Metals Week because of the higher prices, but there has been a
gradual evolution in the industry to the LME for the purchase of both
U.S.-produced rod and imports.
The LME cash (spot) price of aluminum for June 1988 was $1.62 per pound,
36 cents per pound higher than the U.S. market price and 35 cents per pound
higher than the LME 3-month price. During January 1984-February 1988, these
prices were generally within a few cents of each other. However, the LME cash
price increased dramatically in comparison with the other two values (by 67.3
percent) between March and June of 1988, whereas the U.S. market price rose by
31.1 percent and the LME 3-month price increased by 41.1 percent. Industry
sources have reported that the rapid increase in the LME cash price has been
due to two factors: the tightness of supply in the world market and possible
market manipulation in the LME. The LME cash price for aluminum has recently
fallen, however, declining by 34 percent in value from June 22 to July 1.
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APPENDIX F
ALUMINUM ROD AND FABRICATION PRICES ·
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Table F-1
Aluminum rod: Weighted-average delivered prices reported by U.S. producers
and importers of Venezuelan aluminum rod for non-toll sales of products 1 and
product 2 to unrelated purchasers, weighted-averaged f.o.b. purchase prices of
Venezuelan product 1 reported by U.S. importers for captive consumption in
wire and ·cable facilities, and Metals Week U.S. market prices for aluminum, by
quarters, January 1985-March 1988
{In cents :eer :eound)
Product 1
Product 2
Sales to unrelated Purchases for Sales to unrelated
captive
:eurchasers
:eurchasers
consum:etion
U.S.
Venezuelan Venezuelan 1/ U.S.
Venezuelan

Period
1985:
Jan. -Mar ...
Apr. -June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct. -Dec ...
1986:
Jan. -Mar ...
Apr. -June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct. -Dec ...
1987:
Jan.-:Mar ...
Apr. -June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct. -Dec ...
1988:
Jan. -Mar ...

.!/

* * *·

~/Metals

Aluminum
:erices 2/

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

11
11
11
11

50.9
50.6
46.9
46.9

58.0
65.6
61.0
60.0

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
"***
***
***

***
***
***
***

57.9
57.9
54.7
53.0

60.5
69.0
82.0
87.7

61. 9

***
***

86.3

***
***
***
***

***·
***
***
***

***
***
***

11

58.9
68.8
78.9
82.6

100.4

***

***

***

11

97.7

56.7
57.6
52.6
51. 5

***
54.0

Week market price.

l/ No data reported.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table F-2
Aluminum rod: Weighted-average toll account fabrication adders for product 1
and 2 reported by U.S. producers of aluminum rod, by quarters, January 1985March 1988
(In cents per pound)
Period
1985:
Jan. -Mar ................................... .
Apr. -June .................................. .
July-Sept .................................. .
Oct. -Dec ................................... .
1986:
Jan. -Mar ................................... .
Apr. -June .................................. .
July-Sept .................................. .
Oct. -Dec ................................... .
1987:
Jan. -Mar ................................... .
Apr. -June .................................. .
July-Sept; ................................. .
Oct. -Dec ................................... .
1988:
Jan. -Mar ................................... .

Product 1

Product 2

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
**""

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***

***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

